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ANNUAL REPORT.

In compliance with the statutes of the Commonwealth, the

Board of Education herewith respectfully submits to the Legis-

lature its Fiftieth Annual Report.

In the discharge of its duties during the year, the Board has

given careful attention to the various interests and subjects

intrusted to its care, and has endeavored to realize that the

general supervision of the educational affairs of the State is a

responsibility of no ordinary character. While the powers of

the Board, as such, are comparatively limited, except in the

care and conduct of the Normal Schools, and in the choice of its

own secretary and the State agents, its duties, as defined by

the statutes, are really comprehensive and of vital importance
;

it being required to lay before the Legislature, annually, " such

observations upon the condition and efficiency of the system of

popular education, and such suggestions in regard to the most

practicable means of improving and extending it, as the experi-

ence and reflection of the Board may dictate."

To this obligation of the Board may be added the general

expectation on the part of the public, and more especially of

those directly engaged in educational work, that the State

Board, in the discharge of its official duties, will present the

latest aspect of public school interests and progress, as well as

the most approved views upon practical educational work, with

its underlying principles and its methods. For the perform-

ance of these and other similar duties, the Board, as a whole,

holds regular meetings once a month, and oftener if the exigen-

cies of business require; and the several Boards of Visitors

of the State Normal Schools, and such special committees as
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may be appointed for any purpose, hold frequent sessions for

the consideration of matters intrusted to them for investigation

or action.

A Half-Mill School Tax.

The Legislature of 1886 instructed this Board, by a resolve,

to investigate the subject of a proposed half-mill tax to be

raised and distributed for the support of the public schools,

and to report upon the same, in print, to the next Legislature.

The Board has given careful attention to this subject, and will

present a special report upon the same in accordance with the

instructions above mentioned.

Distribution of the School Fund.

By another resolve of the same Legislature, this Board was
" requested to consider whether a more equitable distribution

can be made of the Massachusetts School Fund, and report its

conclusions to the next General Court."

This subject also, has, been carefully investigated and con-

sidered by the Board, whose conclusions thereon will be duly

communicated to the Legislature,

The Normal Schools.

These highly useful institutions for the improvement of the

instruction and management of the public schools have done a

good work during the year, and appear to be generally in a

flourishing condition.

Normal Schools had their origin in one of the first acts of

this Board ; and, indeed, the creation of the Board itself grew

directly out of a public demand that teachers should have

better qualifications for their work. On the 14th of January,

1837, an order was introduced and passed in the House of

Representatives of this State, directing the Committee on Edu-

cation to consider the expediency of providing, by law, for

the better education of teachers of the public schools of the

Commonwealth. Two months afterwards a bill passed estab-

lishing the Board of Education and defining its duties.

The object of Normal Schools is to give teachers special

training for the responsible work of instructing and managing

their schools, and, more especially, to aid them in directing the

children and youth committed to their care, in securing a cor-
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rect and natural development of their powers and in the for-

mation of a well-rounded character. The Board believes that

the Massachusetts Normal Schools are doing this work well

;

that those teachers who go forth from them into our schools

are, in good measure, improving the character of those schools,

and are giving a higher and a more wholesome tone to the

intelligence and morality of the rising generation of this Com-

monwealth.

But excellent as these schools are, they have not yet reached

the highest ideal of a Normal School ; and although they are

surely improving from year to year, they should be carried

forward to a higher degree of excellence. As the common

schools improve in their preparation of candidates for the Nor-

mal Schools, less academic work will be required of them

there, and those schools will then be enabled to confine them-

selves to their true office, — professional training.

The particulars in regard to the present condition and the

work during the year, of the several Normal Schools, will be

learned from the reports of the Board of Visitors of those

schools, which accompany this report.

The New Normal Art School Building.

It is a source of congratulation to the friends of the Normal
Art School, as well as to the public, that that institution is

soon to be located in quarters of its own for its greater accom-

modation and convenience. This school is furnishinof skilled

teachers of drawing for the common schools, and is also a

recognized promoter of industrial art. Its new building is ap-

proaching completion, a description of which will doubtless bo

given in the accompanying report of the Board of Visitors of

that school.

Teachers' Institutes.

It has for several years been the policy of the Secretary of

the Board and of the State agents, to hold Teachers' InstitutG:s

principally, or wholly, in the smaller towns of the Common-
wealth. The limited means of these towns oftentimes does not

allow thero to employ teachers of high qualifications, or of suc-

cessful experiences. Educational meetings and gatherings aro

seldom held in them, and there is, consequently, to the schools

and the people, an almost entire absence of that stimulus and
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interest so often experienced for good in larger communities^

where the schools occupy a more prominent position before the

public, and where the frequent discussion of educational topics

serves to enlighten the teachers and the people, and to incite

them both to a higher appreciation of educational privileges

and to increased eflforts for the improvement of their schools.

"When an Institute is held in one of these small communities

the few teachers come together eager for instruction and en-

liffhtenment. The School Committee are also in attendance

and more or less of the citizens and the older pupils of the

schools. The novelty of the occasion, and the personal interest

felt in it by all, serve to make a deep impression upon the

minds of all present, and to increase the usefulness of the ex-

ercises. The teachers receive new ideas and are stimulated to

aim at better work. In the family circles of the town, school

matters are discussed, and oftentimes the conclusion is reached

that better things are desired and ought to be attained. Thus

it happens that in many of these small towns a single Institute

of a day or two gives an impetus to the schools that continues

to be felt for good long afterwards. The cost of Teachers'

Institutes is money well spent, and the children of the Com-

monwealth receive a lasting benefit therefrom.

During the past year eleven of these Institutes have been

held, conducted by the Secretary, the agents and others, and

attended by more than 700 teachers.

But few Institutes have been held during the year, and only

such as have been invited by local school authorities. The

Secretary and agents have, during the time heretofore given to

Institute work, been engaged in visiting the schools of the

towns, in holding meetings of the teachers and committees, and

in addressing the people on the educational needs of the sev-

eral localities. Though in many respects the nature of the

work is the same, it is more personal and direct and applies

more emphatically to the actual wants of the schools.

Supervision of Schools.

Among the prime needs of the schools often emphasized in

the reports of this Board, are better supervision and better

teachers in the towns outside of the considerable centres of pop-

ulation. Good supervision will secure good teachers, but how
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to obtain the former in these localities is the problem of the

day. In the cities and large towns the concentration of wealth

and population affords an easy solution to this question by the

employment of a paid superintendent who devotes all his time

to the care and improvement of the schools. But the expense

of such an agency is beyond the means of the sparsely settled

towns ; and it is every year becoming more and more difficult

to find persons in such localities competent for the work, or

who are willing to perform it gratuitously, or for the meagre

pittance only which the towns can pay. The Secretary of the

Board, in his accompanying report, will discuss this subject.

Tenure of Office.

To secure the best results, every good teacher should be en-

couraged to make teaching a life-work. By the provisions of

the recent Act of the Legislature, School Committees are em-
powered to contract with teachers during efficiency and good
behavior. This is an important advance, and it is hoped that

the principle of employing teachers during faithful and efficient

service will be generally adopted.

The State Agents.

The more immediate points of contact between the Board

and the schools and the people, are the secretary and the

agents, who visit schools, counsel with teachers and School

Committees, and make addresses before them and the people in

public meetings called for the purpose. In this way, improve-

ments are suggested and secured, and much valuable informa-

tion is obtained, which is essential to the Board in its

deliberations and actions concerning: the schools. The asrents

have spent another busy year in their field of work, and their

views upon the condition and present needs of the schools may
be learned, to some extent at least, from their reports herewith

presented.

The Study of Physiology and Hygiene.

Until recently, the Public Statutes made the teaching of

physiology and hygiene in the public schools a matter of

option with the School Committees of the several towns and

cities of the Commonwealth. But by the Act of 1885 (chapter
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332), "Physiology and hygiene, which, in both divisions of

the subject, shall include special instruction as to the effects of

alcoholic drinks, stimulants and narcotics on the human system,

shall be taught as a regular branch of study to all pupils in all

schools supported wholly or in part by public money, except

special schools maintained solely for instruction in special

branches, such as drawing, mechanics, art and like studies."

This law has now had a practical trial of a year and a half.

The law was very generally welcomed by the teachers, for

many of them had long felt the need of it ; and in their

attempts to train their pupils to secure for themselves healthy

bodies, personal cleanliness and good morals, they have often

been embarrassed, and sometimes thwarted, by the ignorance of

pupils and parents, with reference to subjects so important to

their comfort and well being. So far as information has come

to the Board, there has been a very general disposition on the

part of School Committees and teachers to carry out the provi-

sions of the law, according to its original purpose and intent.

If, as is alleged, and probably with much truth, ignorance is

the source of so much misery and vice, the faithful execution

of this law will send needed light into dark places, confer a

priceless boon upon children and youth, and round out an edu-

cation that otherwise might be incomplete and one-sided.

Evening Schools.

A very considerable improvement has taken place within a

few years in many of the evening schools of the State. The
law of 1883, requiring all places of ten thousand population, or

more, to support such schools, served to call the attention of

the public to the subject, and has resulted in a more judicious

expenditure of the money appropriated for such schools. It is

now found that good organization can be effected, regular

studies pursued and discipline maintained in evening schools,

—

a state of things which a few years since it was not supposed

possible to secure to any considerable extent. The schools were

not required by law, but their support was voluntary, and too

often it seemed to be voluntary on the part of the pupils, also,

whether they should betake themselves to study and good be-

havior, or otherwise. The managers of these schools now
recognize the fact that it is the part of economy and wisdom to
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employ good teachers only, and not to intrust the instruction

of persons of defective education to those whose only claim for

the position is, that they have no other employment. In cities

and large towns, especially, evening schools exert an influence

in favor of good order and good morals by bringing into the

school those who are destitute of pleasant surroundings and

restraining influences at home, and who, in the streets and in

places of public resort, are likely to be allured to practices of

rowdyism and immorality.

There are in most communities persons who, unfortunately,

have been deprived, wholly or in part, of early opportunities to

acquire a common education ; and some, also, who, having

enjoyed such opportunities, neglected them. To give to such

persons an opportunity to add to their scanty measure of

knowledge and training, especially when they are willing to

give their evening hours for that purpose, after laboring during

the day, is an object which the tax-payer of the Commonwealth

may well recognize as worthy in the highest degree.

The Employment of Children.

The statute regulating the employment of children of certain

ages in manufacturing, mechanical and mercantile establish-

ments is wisely intended to secure for all such children a fair

amount of schooling ; for it is plainly the policy of the Com-

monwealth to see that no child is deprived of an education.

That statute prohibits the employment of children between the

ages of ten and fourteen years, in the kind of establishments

above named, unless they have attended school twenty weeks

during the twelve months preceding such employment. In

another chapter of the statutes, there is a requirement that all

children between the ages of eight and fourteen years, without

regard to employment, shall attend school twenty weeks each

year. It is furthermore provided, that such attendance shall

be in some public or private day school, under teachers

approved by the School Committee of the place where such

school is kept, and that " School Committees shall approve a

private school only when the teaching therein is in the English

language, and when they are satisfied that such teaching equals,

in thoroughness and efficiency, the teaching in the public

schools in the same locality, and that equal progress is made
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by the pupils therein, in the studies required by law, with that

made during the same time in the public schools."

Now as certificates authorizing the employment of children

under this statute are given only by School Committees, or

under their direction, it is plain that a grave responsibility

rests upon the School Committees of the Commonwealth.
They cannot rightfully approve a private school unless they

visit it and become familiar with the kind and amount of work
done there, and unless they satisfy themselves in regard to the

qualifications of the teachers therein. The question may well

be raised, whether in all localities School Committees are dis-

charging their duties, in this respect, according to the plain

intent of the law ; and also whether the duty assumed and

exercised by the Commonwealth in regard to the education of

her children, does not suggest a relation between school author-

ities and private schools, not yet fully provided for by law.

The Secretary.

The Secretary of the Board is the working agent of the

school department, and the most responsible person concerned

in the examination, supervision and direction of the public

school interests of the Commonwealth. He is selected for his

wisdom and experience. To him the teachers look for inspi-

ration and direction ; the School Committees, for counsel ; and

the Board, for that information concerning the schools which

they need, and which he, as does no other one, possesses in

large degree.

The Board desires to commend the present incumbent for

the candor, good judgment and fidelity he exhibits in the suc-

cessful discharge of his responsible and delicate duties. His

reports, from year to year, have contained much valuable infor-

mation, sound views of school policy, and suggestions of the

highest importance for educational work.

Fifty Years of History.

It is now a half century, wanting only a few months, since

the State Board of Education was established and organized,

and the reconstruction of the common school system of Massa-

chusetts was ' undertaken by its first Secretary, Horace Mann.

Great changes have taken place during this period in all the-
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various interests of the Commonwealth. The population of the

State has doubled ; and its valuation has increased more than

six-fold. In 1837 the public schools cost about $465,000 ; in

1886 the expense will exceed seven millions of dollars. Then^

male teachers received, exclusive of board, an average salary

of $15.44 per month. Now, they receive $120.72 per month.

Then female teachers were paid an average monthly salary of

$5.38; while they are now receiving $43.85 per month. The

average length of the schools has also increased more than fifty

per cent. The " dormancy and apathy," on the part of the

people, in regard to education, of which Mr. Mann so bitterly

complained in 1837, has, in large measure, given place to a

wholesome and cheering interest, as is everywhere seen by the

prominent position occupied by the school in the public mind,

and in the generous support accorded to them by the people

;

and by the pride felt by the citizens of Massachusetts, in the

ample provision generally made for the free education of their

children. But the schools are susceptible of still greater im-

provement. Let that improvement be secured. Their highest

purpose is to train the children to become well informed and

useful men and women, good citizens of a good Commonwealth.

For the accomplishment of this object, the Board asks the co-

operation of the Legislature, and of all well wishers of the

public good.

G-EORGE D. ROBINSON, ex officio.

OLIVER AMES, ex officio.

ADMIRAL P. STONE.
ABBY W. MAY.
MILTON B. WHITNEY.
FRANCIS A. WALKER.
EDWARD C. CARRIGAN.
ELIJAH B. STODDARD.
ALONZO A. MINER.
HORACE E. SCUDDER.

Boston, Dec. 1, 1886.
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STATE JNTOKMAL SCHOOL, BRIDGEWATEE.

Albert G. Botden, A.M., Principal.

The geographical position of Bridgewater has had its influ-

ence upon the development of the school. It is a natural

scientific and educational station for south-eastern Massachu-

setts, and the facilities for reaching it, as well as the economy of

living which is possible in an agricultural community, con-

veniently near to a thriving manufacturing centre, have con-

spired to make it a favorite resort for young men and women
of the section, who desire, not only to qualify themselves for

teaching, but to enlarge their mental powers beyond the scope

given by the high school. The fact, also, that the school has

been under few principals in its forty-six years has served to

give integrity and continuity to its development. The visitors

watch with interest a growth in the work of the school, which

is inevitable under the earnest activity of the corps of teachers

that is shaping the course of study, and their only desire is

to aid the school in a substantial realization of its ideal.

Of late years, increased attention has been paid to the study

of natural and physical science as related to school work.

The limitations of this study are apparent. When one con-

siders the tendency of scientific work to minute specialization,

one sees how impossible it is that teachers in a Normal School,

dealing with pupils who are to make science one only of many
subjects in their work as common-school teachers, should be

able to carry these pupils through any extensive scientific

course. It is not desirable that they should attempt it. For

one who purposes to make a profession of science, the higher

institutions in our State aflTord opportunities which are and
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must be out of the question for the Normal Schools. Bat this

does not mean that the Normal Schools can only give their

graduates a smattering of science. It means that they should

distinctly avoid such a result, and should indoctrinate the

pupils in those methods of scientific study which may be exem-

plified in the most elementary work.

It is, therefore, praiseworthy that the teachers of science in

this school have sought to familiarize their pupils with those

fundamental principles which cultivate the scientific habit, and

have used that material which is commonest. They have

sought for types near at hand, and have accustomed those who

are to be teachers to deal directly with objects and to avoid

merely written formulas. They have, moreover, used ingenu-

ity in the construction of apparatus for physical experiments

out of the simplest and most accessible material, and have

taught their scholars to make this apparatus. By this means

a graduate going into one of the schools of the Commonwealth

is largelj^ independent in resources. With a few bits of wire,

pieces of wood and scraps of tin, the teacher can construct

apparatus which will demonstrate elementary laws of physics

quite as well for the purpose of the school as the most delicate

and costly instruments.

The steady cultivation of manipulation, and of what may in

general be called laboratory work at Bridgewater, has entailed

a great deal of labor on the teachers, and has compelled them

to give much time which they would gladly have spent on the

hio-her part of their studies. The result is worth all it has

cost, but now that the system has been well established and its

usefulness demonstrated, it is proper that the teachers should

be relieved of much of this detail, and the system continued

by means quite as useful to the school at large, and capable,

indeed, of producing specific results of considerable value.

The visitors, therefore, recommend that each year one pupil of

the graduating class, who has shown fitness for the work,

should be retained as au assistant, to serve two years at a

moderate salary, in the laboratories ; the two assistants thus

always on hand, one with increased experience, would not

only greatly facilitate the work of the regular teachers by pre-

paring the material for each lesson, but would keep the cabi-

nets in order, assist in keeping up the stock of teaching
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material, and in many ways be the hands of the teachers. The

additional experience which they would thus secure would be

of great value to them, and many opportunities would occur

both for extending the scope of their studies and for taking

some share in the teaching ; by all which means they would be

especially qualified for their work as teachers in advanced

positions when they had completed the two years' work as

laboratory assistants.

In proposing this strengthening of the force at Bridgewater,

the visitors can scarcely be considered as experimenting. For

some time past the policy outlined above has been pursued in

a limited way. Mr. Frank W. Kendall, a graduate from the

four years' course, has been employed as instructor in the

workshop and assistant in the laboratories. His services it is

proposed to continue for another term, and to associate with

him a more recent graduate at the beginning of the next term.

In other respects the teaching force of the school has been

subject to little variation. At the beginning of the year, in

September, 1885, Miss Elizabeth H. Hutchinson, a graduate

from the four years' course, and for four years an assistant in

the State Normal School at Nashville, Tennessee, was ap-

pointed a teacher, in the place of Miss Mary H. Leonard,

whose health did not permit her fully to resume her work.

The marriage of Miss Clara T. Wing, principal of the School

of Observation, deprived the school of a valuable and impor-

tant officer. Her sister, a graduate of the Normal School, and

principal of one of the primary schools of New Bedford, was
appointed her successor at the beginning of the year. It is of

great importance that a healthy and cordial relation should exist

between thS Normal School and the School of Observation, in

order that each may serve the other. Even under the limita-

tions which exist in a country town, there is excellent oppor-

tunity for the pupils of the Normal School to obtain practical

insight into the every-day work of teaching, and thus to sup-

plement their more theoretical studies.

The statistics for the year ending August 31, 1886, are as

follows :

—
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Terms Began Sept. 2, 1885,

AND Feb. 11, 1886.

Members, .

Entering classes,

Graduates,

Received State aid.

First Term.

a
a
a
o

45 138

I

21 I 45

4 ' 9

12 13

a
o

183

66

13

25

Second Term.
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30 undergraduates), 9 from grammar schools, 1 from a district

school.

The occupations of the fathers of those admitted were given as

follows: Farmers, 25 ; mechanics, 25; merchants and traders, 11;

seamen, 5 ;
physicians, 4 ; manufacturers, 4 ; clergymen, 2 ; in

United States Service, 2 ; teacher, 1 ; miscellaneous, 17 ; total, 96.

Of the 96 pupils admitted during the year, Bridgewater and

Brockton sent 6 each; Qainc}^ Hingham, 5 each; Dedham, 4;

Abington, Middleborough, New Bedford, West Bridgewater, Wey-

mouth, 3 each ; Braintree, Chatham, Fall River, Marshfield, Nan-

tucket, Reading, Waltham, 2 each ; Bedford, Boston, Bellingham,

Brewster, Carver, Chelsea, Cohasset, Dennis, Duxbury, Eastham,

Hanover, Harwich, Lowell, Marion, Natick, Orleans, Peabody, Phil-

iipston, Randolph, Rockland, Soraerville, Somerset, Stoughton,

Taunton, Townsend, Wakefield, Whitman, Worcester, 1 each ; the

State of New Hampshire sent 5 ; Maine, 1 ; Connecticut, 1 ; Wash-

ington, D. C, 1 ; South Carolina, 1 ; and Windsor, N. S., 1.

Forty-five of the graduates of this year are engaged in teaching,

one has entered Amherst College, and one is not teaching. The

number of applications for teachers has greatly exceeded the number

of graduates.

The boarding-hall has been fully occupied and in successful

operation. It does more than furnish convenient shelter and

an inexpensive table to the students of the school ; it gives an

opportunity for the cultivation of studious habits, regularity of

life, self-control, the amenities of social life, and above all for

that esprit de corps which is so marked at this school and so

valuable in preserving the high character of the institution.

The individual and the common life of the school has also

received an important aid in the purchase by the Common-
wealth of six acres of land adjoining the school premises. The

visitors have suggested that this common should bear the name
of Boyden Park, and the title has at once passed into familiar

use. The whole area, aside from the pond, is occupied by

tennis courts, croquet grounds, and grounds for ball and other

athletic sports, and the heartiness with which the students

enter into these healthful, out-door sports augurs well for the

intellectual work of the school. The whole school community

finds a tonic in this natural reaction. In the depth of a New-
England winter the Park will still afford an opportunity for

skating, but the school will miss that freedom of out-door
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occupation which the spring and fall seasons permit. We are

obliged to guard against the inclemency of our winters by

special attention to tightness of building and the requisite

heating apparatus; but in a Normal School, where over two

hundred young men and women are studying with the zeal

which characterizes those who are qualifying themselves for the

profession of teaching, it is very important that provision

should be made for maintaining and re-enforcing sound physi-

cal conditions. It is greatly to be hoped that the mild-weather

advantages of Boyden Park may be supplemented, before long,

by a convenient gymnasium with simple apparatus, where the

students can secure regular exercise during the winter months,

thereby adding to their mental and moral vigor, and at the

same time acquiring that substantial acquaintance with the laws

of healthy action which will serve them in such good stead

when they come to have charge of the boys and girls of our

common schools.

The appropriation of seven hundred dollars made by the last

Legislature was expended, and the bills properly accounted

for, in procuring new hard pine floors for four recitation rooms

and the lower hall, with new tables, chairs and gas fixtures for

these rooms. This improvement has greatly facilitated the

class-work, and its need was especially manifested when the

new term opened with a substantial increase of membership in

the school.

H. E. SCUDDER,
FRANCIS A. WALKER,

Visitors.
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STATE NOKMAL SCHOOL, FRAMINGHAM.

Miss Ellen Hyde, Principal.

The school opened in September, 1885, with a slight increase

in members, there being forty-seven in the entering class.

In October, Miss Hyde went to Baltimore, on leave of ab-

sence for a few months. She had brought the school into

excellent order before leaving ; once in the winter she came

back to look after some of its interests ; and at the beginning

of June, she took up her work again. During her absence,

Miss Amelia Davis, for many years a teacher in the school,

acted as principal. Having made herself thoroughly familiar

with Miss Hyde's purposes and plans for the winter, she sought

to carry them out both to the letter and in the spirit ; and her

success was complete. It is due to her to say that none of the

interests of the school suffered while it was in her hands. The

best spirit prevailed ; each teacher assumed a share of the

responsibility of making good the place of the principal, and

all the pupils seemed moved by the same good intention. The
result was a busy and a successful year. The school was not

only somewhat larger than before, but was also improved in

quality ; in this important respect, the gain has for some years

been steady, though gradual. We trust this improvement will

continue. Of 71 pupils admitted, 38 were graduates of high

schools, and 16 others had taken a partial high-school course.

We hope that the day will soon come when all students, enter-

ing the Normal Schools of Massachusetts, will have taken a

full high-school course or its equivalent. Of the 26 graduates,

23 are teaching, and 2 are in the advanced class.
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The year was marked by a most unusual and sad event.

One of the pupils went back sick after the winter vacation.

She was soon obliged to give up her work, and in May died at

her own home. It is many years since there has been a death

among those connected with the school, until this one.

Miss Mary L. Bridgman was appointed, at the beginning of

the year, to fill a vacancy in the departments of French, Latin

and United States History. Miss Mary L. P. Shattuck took

Miss Hyde's classes during her absence. One of the teachers

was called away by sickness in her own home ; Miss Emily

M. Bullard, a former teacher in the school, filled the vacant

place with great acceptance. There were no other changes

among the teachers during the year.

The school was favored with ten lectures in the course of

the year. Dr. Z. B. Adams, of Framingham, gave two very

interestiug and valuable Emergency lectures. Our steadfast

friend, Professor W. P. Atkinson also gave two ; one on His-

tory and one on Political Economy. Mrs. Mary A. Liver-

more stirred the hearts of all who heard her, with her story of

the Sanitary Commission, and the work of the women in the

war. Mrs. E. N. L. Walton described the Luray Caves of

T^irginia. Miss S. P. Hatch, a graduate of the school, gave

an account of her work in South Africa. Mr. B. T. Washing-

ton told of the Tuskegee Normal School, a young and vigorous

school for training colored teachers. Miss Olivia Davidson

the first assistant principal of that school was a graduate of the

Framingham Normal School. Mr. T. F. Seward explained the

Tonic Sol Fa system, and Mr. Dickinson read a paper on

Manual Training. Miss Lucia M. Peabody delivered a very

interesting address to the mid-year class, on the day of their

graduation. An event full of interest was a visit from Miss

Laura Bridgman.

Mr. Dickinson visited the school several times ; Mr. Prince

paid us two visits, and Mr. Walton one. All of these gentle-

men made helpful addresses to the pupils. These visits of the

secretary and agents serve to give the pupils some insight into

the work doing in the schools of the State, the work that they

are fitting themselves to do. This is a most valuable result.

The Alumni Association of the school held its biennial meet-

ing oii July 1st. A large company of graduates assembled,
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representing sixty-five classes ; among them was a member of

the first class. The exercises were full of interest. They

included the gift to the school, from his pupils, of a bust of

Rev. S. J. May, an early principal of the school. Several of

his pupils and other friends bore most grateful testimony to

Mr. May's character, and his influence in the school.

We spoke in our last report of the Spencer fire-escapes,

which had been provided in the summer of 1885. Since that

time, the pupils have used them often enough to become

familiar with their management. Our experience satisfies us

that they are well adapted to the use of the school. With

them and the Harden hand-grenades, we feel as secure as is

possible from danger in case of fire.

The statistics for the year are as follows :
—

Number admitted :
—

September, 1885,

February, 1886,

Total for the year,

Number of these who were gr

September,

February,

Total,

Average age :
—

September,

February,

aduates of high schools :
—

47

24

71

29

9

38

19 years, 2 months

18 years, 8 months

Whole number in school during the year 1885-86, 140

Number of graduates :
—

January, 1886,

June, 1886,

Total,

6

20

26

Residence of pupils :
-

New Hampshire,

Connecticut,

New York,

Maine,

New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, .

Vermont,

9

3

2

1

1

1

1
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Residence of pupils (continued) ,-

South Carolina,

Missouri,

District of Columbia,

Total from other States,

Middlesex County,

Worcester County,

Norfolk County,

Essex County, .

Suffolk County,

Plymouth County,

Bristol County,

Total from Massachusetts,

Total,

Occupations of parents

:

Farmers, .

Mechanics,

Merchants,

Shoemakers,

Clerks,

Insurance agents.

Express agents,

Clergymen,

Manufacturers,

Teachers,

Lawyers, .

Postmasters,

Physicians,

Unclassified,

Total,

1

1

1

76

18

14

6

2

2

1

21

119

140

35

33

21

12

8

4

3

2

2

2

4

2

2

10

140

The practice-school, with ninety scholars, is as usual more

than full and is doing an admirable work, both for the children

and for the Normal pupils. We have good reason to be proud

of its management and its results ; to it is largely owing the

success of our graduates, when they assume the responsibility

of their first school. Their inevitable, early mistakes being

made in the practice-school, under the eyes of thoroughly com-

petent and critical teachers, do no harm to the children ; and

originality in teaching is encouraged and developed. Actual

practice with children is obviously essential in the training of

teachers ; and no money spent on our Normal schools yields a

better return, it seems to us, than that expended on a good
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practice-school. It is not a very costly appendage compared

with its great importance. ^

The two boarding-houses are full and doing their good work.

The resident pupils get much more from the school than is

possible to the day-scholars, and through them the tone of the

school is raised.

In March, the legislative Committee on Education visited

the school twice and inspected it carefully. We submitted to

them a plan and specificatioas for an additional boarding-house.

Subsequently the Legislature made an appropriation for build-

ing ii;i accordance with the plan. On July 24, ground was

broken and the work has gone steadily forward since that time.

There seems no reason to doubt that the house will be ready

for occupation when the next class shall enter, in February.

The house which has been hired for the last three and a half

years will then be given up. This increase of boarding-accom-

modations has long been needed and will add much to the effi-

ciency of the school.

The present great need is of proper accommodation for the

practice-school. This is overcrowded, and is using rooms not

fit for continuous use. They have but little sunshine, and are

very low and difficult to ventilate ; besides this, they are

needed by the Normal classes for recitation rooms. For that

purpose they are fairly well-adapted. We ask for an appro-

priation to meet this need, confident that an inspection of the

building will show its importance.

As the school grows in numbers, the need becomes more

apparent of having a man on the premises by night as well as

by day. In our judgment, it would be wise to add to the

present buildings a small house for the janitor. The first cost

would not be large and the use of the house would be equiva-

lent to a part of the janitor's salary.

The present boarding-house needs the outlay of a moderate

amount of money, for enlarging the dining-room, and giving

some additional accommodation needed for the health of the

well, and the proper care of those who may be overtaken by

sickness. We have had estimates made of the cost of these

improvements and are ready to submit them, at the proper

time.
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The school is now full to overflowing ; its teachers and
'pupils alike deserve and receive our hearty commendation, and
we can hardly wish anything better for it in the future than

that it may continue to be faithful, as now, to its opportunities,

and as earnest in the endeavor to keep in the line of progress.

ABBY W. MAY, 1

A. A. MINER,
Visitors^
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SALEM NOEMAL SCHOOL.

D. B. Hagar, Principal.

The visitors with great satisfaction recognize the continu-

ally increasing usefulness of this truly available school.

No changes have occurred during ten years within the corpa

of teachers. No important changes have been made in the

course of instruction, — the usual work of the school has been

well done in peace and quietness, without any incidents which

call for mention here.

The statistics of the school are as follows :
—

1. The whole number of pupils belonging to the school

during the year was 280.

Of this number, Essex County sent 151 ; Middlesex, 73

;

Suffolk, 10 ; Plymouth, 5 ; Bristol, 2 ; Barnstable, Hampden
and Worcester, 1 each. The State of Maine sent 9 ; New
Hampshire, 19; Vermont, 4 ; Florida, 1 ; Illinois, 1; Nevada^

1 ; and the West Indies, 1.

The number present during the term which closed Jan. 19^

1886, was 229 ; the number present during the term which

closed June 29, 1886, was 232.

The whole number of pupils that have been members of the

school since its opening in September, 18.54, is 3,111.

2. The number graduated from the regular course, Jan. 19>

1886, was 26; the number graduated from the same course,

June 29, 1886, was 44; and from the advanced course, 6.

The whole number of graduates of the school (62 classes), is

1,505.

3. The number that entered the school, Sept. 1, 1885, was

89 ; the number that entered, Feb. 9, 1886, was 49.

4. The average age of the class admitted Sept. 1, 1885, was

18.14 years; of the class admitted Feb. 9, 1886, 18.35 years.

Of the 89 pupils admitted to the school in September, 1885,

2 came from Normal schools; 75 from high schools (57 grad-
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uates, 18 undergraduates) ; 2 from grammar schools ; 3 from

district schools ; 3 from academies ; 3 from private schools

;

and 1 from a sisters' school.

Of the 49 pupils admitted in February, 1886, 2 came from

Normal schools ; 27 from high schools (16 graduates, 11 under-

graduates) ; 6 from grammar schools ; 5 from district schools ;

4 from academies ; 2 from seminaries ; 1 from a private school

;

and 2 from sisters' schools.

5. The fathers of the pupils admitted during the year are

by occupations as follows : Mechanics, 40 ; manufacturers,

21 ; farmers, 20 ; traders, 19 ; agents, 14 ; professional men, 4 ;

miscellaneous, 20.

6. Of the class admitted in September, 1885, 10 had tai'ght

school ; of the class admitted in February, 1886, 12 had taught.

7. The number of pupils connected with each of the classes

during the first term of the year was as follows ; Special

students, 3; advanced class 11 ; class A (senior), 34; class B,

54 ; class C, 33 ; class D, 94.

The number during the second term : Special student, 1

;

advanced class, 9 ; class A, 53 ; class B, 31 ; class C, 73 ; class

D, 65.

8. Of the 138 pupils admitted during the year, Salem sent

15 ; Lynn, 8 ; Gloucester, 7 ; Danvers and Peabody, 6 each

;

Andover, Beverly and Lowell, 5 each; Wakefield, 4; Cam-

bridgeport, East Cambridge, North Reading and Somerville,

3 each; Amesbury, East Boston, Hamilton, Lexington, Man-

chester, Middleton, Topsfield, Waltham, West Peabody,

Winchester, Winthrop and Woburn, 2 each; Brockton, Chel-

sea, East Somerville, Groveland, Halifax, Hingham Centre,

Lincoln, Medford, Nahant, Newburyport, North Andover,

North Billerica, Reading, Rowley, Saugus, Saxonville, South

Groveland, Stoneham, Taunton, Watertowu, West Newbury,

and West Somerville, 1 each. The State of Maine sent 3 ;

New Hampshire, 12 ; Vermont, 1 ; Florida, 1 ; Nevada, 1

;

and the West Indies, 1.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

E. C. CAREIGAN,
FRANCIS A. WALKER,

Visitors.
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STATE IS^ORMAL SCHOOL, WESTFIELD.

Joseph G. Scott, Principal.

The past year of this school has been one of uninterrupted

prosperity. The corps of teachers has remained unchanged,

and there has been, so far as we can judge, great sympathy

and unbroken harmony between teachers and pupils during the

entire year.

With added experience the teachers have had better knowl-

edge of the needs of the public schools, better judgment in the

application of methods of teaching and training, better facili-

ties for doing their work, and " less friction of machinery."

As a result, the work accomplished has been highly satisfac-

tory.

The membership of the school has been only slightly larger

than during the previous year, but the number of graduates

has been more than doubled. It has been the policy to advance

the standard of graduation from year to year ; but although

highly desirable to raise the standard of admission, it would

not be possible to do so, to any considerable extent, without

rejecting a very large proportion of the applicants from the

country towns, — a class, perhaps more than any other, needing

the benefits of the school. A majority of the pupils come from

country schools many of whose teachers possess limited quali-

fications, and from families which find it difficult and some-

times impossible to pay for a long course of schooling for their

children, some of whom are compelled by reason thereof to

leave the school before graduation. These conditions inter-

fere with the highest usefulness of the school ; but it has done

in the past, and is still doing, a grand work in the elevation
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of 'the common schools, especially in the western counties of

the Commonwealth.

The entering class of the present term is larger than usual,

and probably the membership of the school for the current year

will be larger than during the last. Any considerable increase

in members would call for increased accommodations and addi-

tional teachers. There are now two divisions of the lowest

class in each subject, and each division crowds the ordinary

recitation rooms.

The past school year has been an unusually prosperous one

at the boarding-hall, especially in a financial way; the cause&

of which were two,— an increase of boarders and a decrease in

prices of supplies. We have thus been enabled, while main-

taining the excellence of the table, to expend a large sum for

much-needed repairs, and to add somewhat to the reserve fund,

which now amounts to more than three thousand dollars.

The most pressing need of the school is a practice or training

department. This department should be made up of two or

more grades of pupils like those in the average common school ;.

it should be under the control of the principal of the Normal

School, that there may be no divided responsibility for failure,

or divided credit for success, and it should be under the imme-
diate charge of an experienced and accomplished teacher.

The advantages of a training school are too numerous to be

here, enumerated ; perhaps too obvious to need even partial

enumeration. It would furnish such facilities for the illustra-

tion and practical application of the principles inculcated in

the Normal School, that they would be much more readily

and completely understood ; it would enable the pupils to see,

as they could in no other way, what a well-taught and well-

trained school is, how the mind of the child develops, what

are the difficulties of teaching and governing, how to meet and

overcome these difficulties ; in short, to acquire experience

under the most favorable conditions, with the least possible

loss to the Commonwealth. It would enable us better to sift

out the unpromising or the unworthy among our pupils, to

recommend teachers with more discrimination, putting more
certainly the right teacher in the right place, and to remove the

doubts of sceptical committees as to the feasibility and excel-

lence of Normal methods.
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During the past year the needs of the school in this direction

have been partially met by frequent visits of the members of

the senior class to one of the best of the public schools in the

town, and by bringing small detachments of children from the

same school into the Normal School building, to be there taught

by the Normal School pupils. But such provisions are very

inadequate. The great need is a training school ; if a build-

ing was furnished, the pupils would be found at once. We
recommend a legislative appropriation sufficient to purchase a

lot and erect a suitable building.

Another pressing need is a gymnasium, or at least a play-

ground. If the place was a suitable one, there is no room for

a gymnasium either in the Normal or Boarding Hall. The life

of the pupils in the boarding-house has been made as free as

possible, but they must of necessity be under restraint there

at all times, and the house must always be quiet. At the

boarding-house there is absolutely no yard — only a narrow

strip of ground a few feet in width, open to the public streets.

The schoolhouse yard is bounded on three sides by public

streets, and is too small to furnish suitable or sufficient space

for the proper exercise of any considerable part of the pupils.

The young women of the school are obliged in the main to get

their exercise by walking through the streets of the village.

The disadvantages of this mode of obtaining exercise can be

readily seen.

We recommend the purchase of a lot large enough for a play-

ground, and the erection of a small gymnasium thereon as soon

as the necessary appropriation can be had.

Cases for specimens have long been needed. A small

appropriation will be sufficient for the purpose.

So far as we have been able to learn, the graduates of the

past year are nearly all engaged in teaching in the public

schools, and are doing very satisfactory work.

Addresses have been made to the school during the year by
the Legislative Committee upon Education, and by the Secre-

tary of the Board, upon various educational topics ; by George
H. Martin, agent of the board, upon " Lessons from my Note-

book"; by Rev. A. D. Mayo Upon ''Country Schools"; by
Rev. Frederick Woods, D. D., upon *' Human Nature"; by
Rev. Joseph Scott upon " Lessons from a Night with Peter";
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by Mrs. Mary A. Livermore upon " A Dream of To-morrow "
;

by Prof. George L. Weed upon " Education of the Deaf and

Dumb." Prof. H. A. Williams gave an hour of miscellaneous^

readings.

Mr. Scott resigned the position of principal of the school

more than two years ago, on account of failing health and the

onerous duties of the position ; but at the urgent solicitation of

the visitors consented to remain temporarily at the head of the

school until a suitable successor could be found.

He will retire from the principalship at the end of the present

term ; but we are happy to state that, after an absence of one

term for much-needed rest, he will return and give the school

the benefit of his valuable experience as an associate teacher in

some department of the school.

Mr. Scott has held the position of principal of the school for

nearly ten years, and his administration has been a highly suc-

cessful one. He has exercised a wise and economical super-

vision over the afiairs of the boarding-house, has been an able,

earnest and painstaking teacher, a firm but kind disciplinarian,

and, in short, has devoted his entire energies to the perform-

ance of his various duties with conscientious fidelity and sin-

gleness of purpose. He has been a faithful servant of the

Commonwealth, and has earned the gratitude of all well-wishers

of the school.

Mr. James C. Greenough, Ex-President of the Massachusetts

Agricultural College, who has had a large and successful expe-

rience in Normal School work, as a teacher in the school at

Westfield, and afterwards as principal of the State Normal

School at Providence, R. I., has been elected as Mr. Scott's

successor, and will assume the duties of the position at the

commencement of the next term. We confidently expect that

the school, under his direction, will not only maintain its

present high standard of excellence, but advance to a still

higher standard.

The tables appended present the usual statistics and some

items not heretofore reported.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL AT WORCESTER.

E. Harlow Russell, Principal.

Students.

The visitors find a larger attendance of students this year

than ever before in the history of the school. The conditions

of admission have been in no way relaxed, but if anything,

rather more strictly maintained, with the gratifying result that

the newly admitted pupils stand, on the whole, above the aver-

age in attainments and maturity.

The publication in the annual catalogue of the entrance

examination questions, from 3'ear t.o year, seems to have had a

beneficial effect in securing a better preparation on the part of

those having the JS'ormal School course in view. Candidates

have more generally come to recognize the necessity of regu-

larly fitting themselves beforehand for the Normal School,

instead of trying to squeeze through the entrance examination

with all their imperfections on their heads, trusting to -the

school itself to make good afterwards, in some miraculous way,

all deficiencies of elementary knowledge.

But while there is this improvement to be noticed, the

impression still lingers in the minds of many that the Normal
School is the be-all and the end-all of preparation for teaching,

an impression to be removed only by insisting more and more

upon such preparatory study, in high schools or elsewhere, as

may enable the student to enter with advantage upon some-

thing like professional training.

The visitors believe that this school is behind no other in the

State in doing its share towards this very desirable end.
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Teachers.

The teaching staff remains the same as for several years past,

with the exception that Mr. James S. Whitman, Avho has ren-

dered most vahiable service in the departments of history and

English, talking the phice of Miss Ellen M. Haskell during her

absence in Europe, has retired from the faculty, and Miss

Haskell has resumed her former work.

Mr. Whitman's scholarship and character added to the

efficiency of the school, and his withdrawal is sincerely re-

gretted.

Miss Haskell, whose culture and ability are of a very high

order, returns to her classes with a warm welcome from her

associates and pupils.

Graduates.

The graduates of the present year have been fully up to the

accepted standard, both iu scholarship and teaching ability, and

they are nearly all, as appears elsewhere, already at their

chosen work in the school-room.

Before asking for their diplomas, they had all passed the

regular public examination of teachers, by the School Commit-

tee of Worcester, and had all shown decided teaching faculty,

either iu schools of their own or in a six months' " apprentice-

ship " in the public schools of the city of Worcester, thus sub-

mitting their qualifications to a recognized practical test.

This evinces a genuine professional spirit, and the visitors

regard it as deserving especial commendation.

The Study of Children.

The S3'^stematic, objective study of children, alluded to iu

our last report, has developed into a regular feature of the

school, and its influence in bringing students into close and

true relations to children is already apparent. It is the source

of a new and fresh interest in the whole aim and object of

teaching, and it gives at the same time valuable aid in forming

correct habits of scientific observation and induction that may

be applied to the pursuit of any object of study whatever.

The records of these observations of children, now amount-

ing to several thousands in number, are carefully classified and
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preserved, and are believed to contain much valuable material

for a revised and improved psychology of childhood that may,

in future, render important service to the art of teaching.

Improvements of the Building and Grounds.

The appropriation of three thousand dollars granted by the

last Legislature has been carefully expended in furtherance of

the objects for which it was made.

A new furnace has been put in, with two horizontal tubular

boilers of steel, made and set by Messrs. Stewart & Son of

Worcester.

The material and workmanship are believed to be of the

best, and so far as tested, the apparatus works in an efficient

and satisftictory manner. The above improvements have cost

about seventeen hundred dollars.

Work upon the grounds has been continued as far as the bal-

ance of the appropriation, used with the strictest economy,

would allow. It has had to be dropped, however, in a very

incomplete state, because of the insufficiency of the appropri-

ation. The massive and unsightly ledge that has disfigured the

southwest corner of the lot has been in large part removed by
blasting, and the broken rock has been used in grading and
terracing, and in the construction of the boundary wall.

But the work is one of considerable magnitude and difficulty,

owing to the extent, unevenness and rocky character of the

ground, and a good deal remains to be done before the grounds

as a whole, ample and picturesque as they are in their natural

features, can present anything like the appearance of refine-

ment and beauty that befits so noble and commanding a site.

The enclosing wall, now partly built, ought to be speedily

completed. The present exposed condition of the lot, which
has existed for more than twelve years, is not only discredita-

ble in appearance, but while it is allowed to remain, the

students are practically deprived of the enjoyment of a much-
needed play-ground. And it is worth mentioning in this con-

nection, that, in their enthusiastic observance of Arbor Day
last spring, these students (mostly young women) set out with

their own hands more than fifty ornamental trees and shrubs

a work deserving every encouragement, but which will come to

nothing unless the grounds are properly protected.
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It is, therefore, earnestly hoped that the present Legislature

will promptly make an appropriation needed to finish this wall

and put the whole enclosure into proper condition.

Addresses.

The school is much indebted to Mr. Charles Dudley Warner,

who gave the anniversary address in June, a most able and

interesting essay on " Practical Education."

Our thanks are also due to Professor G. Stanley Hall, of

Johns Hopkins University, and to Principal E. A. Sheldon, of

the Oswego Normal School, for informal addresses to the

school, of much interest and value.

Statistics.
Numbers :

—
Enrolled Nov. 1, 1885 129

Enrolled Nov. 1, 1886, 164

Temporarily absent by permission, 15

Whole number of different pupils enrolled during the year:

Young men, 4

Young women, .... . . 227

Total, 231

Number in entering classes :
—

In February, 18

September, . . ' 64

Total, 72

Average age of pupils admitted :
—

In February, 18 years, 9 months.

September, 18 years, 7 months.

Of the pupils admitted, there were :
—

From Worcester County, 69

Middlesex County, . 2

Norfolk County, 2

Suffolk County, 1

Connecticut, 3

Nebraska, 2

New Hampshire, 1

Vermont, 2

Total, 72
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5. Occupations of pupils' parents :
—

Professional, 2

Mercantile, . . , 11

Skilled labor, 38

Unskilled labor, 16

Unknown, 5

Total, 72

6. Number in graduating classes :
—

In January, 10

June, 16

Total, 26

7. Average age of graduates : —
In January, 22 years, 1 month.

June, 21 years, 11 months.

8. Number of the above graduates now tea,ching (November 1, 1886) :
—

January class (all), .10
June class (all but two), 14

9. Increase of numbers :
—

Number enrolled in 1885, 198

enrolled in 1886, 231 .

Increase, . . , 33

10. Additions to the library : —
Text-books, . . 469 volumes.

Reference-books, 185 volumes.

Total, 654 volumes.

11. Number of volumes now in the library :
—

Text-books, 4,207 volumes.

Reference-books, 2,122 volumes.

Total, 6,329 volumes.

E. B. STODDARD,
A. P. STONE,

Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL AET SCHOOL.

George H. Bartlett, Principal.

The Visitors of the Normal Art School submit their Thir-

teenth Annual Report.

The appropriation for the year 1886 was $16,210. The
expenses for the year will fall within that sum.

The number of pupils in the school for the year 1885-86

was 143,— young men, 26; young women, 117.

The average age of the pupils at the time of their admission

was nearly 21 years, an advance over the previous-year.

The number of members in the school at this date somewhat

exceeds the number at the same time last year.

Of the members for the last school year, 62 resided in

Suffolk County ; 41 in Middlesex; 9 in Essex; 7 in Norfolk;

4 in Worcester; 5 in Bristol ; 3 in Hampden ; 4 in Plymouth;

1 in Hampshire ; 1 in Franklin ; 1 in Baltimore, Md. ; 1 in

Corry, Penn. ; 1 in St. Louis, Mo. ; 1 in Kingston, Wis. ; 1

in Fargo, Da. ; and 1 in Terrebonne, Can. ; total, 143.

The occupations of their parents were given as follows :

merchants, 7 ; grocers, 6 ; farmers, 5 ; manufacturers and

teachers, 4 each ; lawyers, dentists, machinists, engineers aud

marble workers, 3 each ; bookkeepers, tailors, expressmen,

jDainters, florists, druggists, cabinetmakers, salesmen and

clergymen, 2 each ; forty-eight other occupations, 1 each

;

deceased, or occupations not given, 33 ; total, 143.

The distribution of the members of the school in the several

classes was as follows :
—
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Preparatory class, 20

Class A, 57

Class B, .43
Class C, 12

Class D, 10

Graduate, 1

Total,
' 143

Certificates awarded at the close of the year 1885-86 in the

several classes were as follows :
—

Class A 32

Class B 17

Class C, 8

Class D, 7

Total — 64

Diplomas awarded at the same time were as follows :
—

A and C 13

A, B and D, 7

For four-years course, 7

Total, _ 27

Total of all grades, 91

Appointments of members of the school to teach drawing

have been made, since Oct. 26, 1885, in prominent places, as

follows :
—

Boston,

Ithaca, N. Y.,

Lawrence, ^.

Quincy,

Newton,

Maiden,

Brookline, .

Franklin,

Columbia, Tenn.,

.

Beaver Dam, 111.,

Brockton,

Syracuse, N. Y., .

Worcester, .

Dedliam,

Quincy, evening schools,

Chicago, III.,

Swathmore, Penn.,

Total. . . . .20
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Of these, the number who had received certificates, or one

or another of the diplomas, is as follows : —
Certiticate A, . . . 5

Certificates A and B, 6

Diploma A and C, 3

Diploma A, B and D, 2 .

Diploma, four-years course, 3

Still in Class A, . 1

Total, . . 20

The annual graduating exercises of the school took place

June 25, 1886. Besides the usual devotional services and

music, various papers and illustrative exercises were given in

the presence of a large and deeply-interested audience,— an

audience which would have been much larger had it been

possible to admit greater numbers. First were given illustra-

tive teaching exercises for grammar-school children. Then

followed " Construction of a Scholar's Companion," by Miss

Sarah E. Jewett, Class A; "A Design for Application to

Needle-work," by Miss Amy Swain, Class A; a "Portraiture

in Clay," by Mr. Herman A. MacNeil ; a paper entitled " Prin-

ciples of Design," by Miss Florence Cleaves, Class D, illus-

trated by Mr. Skinner, Class C, and Misses Sanborn and

Harding, Class D; "The Science of Perspective, with its

Principles Pictorially Applied," by Miss Gertrude Roberts,

Class B, and Mr. Milton H. Bancroft, Class D ; and a paper

on " Harmony of Color," by Miss Alice Austin, illustrated

by Mr. Noyes, Misses Blake, EUinwood and MacLauthlin,

Class B.

These exercises were followed by several brief addresses.

The Principal, Mr. George H. Bartlett, made some very

a[)propriate explanatory remarks, commending the ability and

fidelity of his associate teachers, and the industry and success

of the pupils. The Chairman of the Board of Visitors gladly

bore his testimony to the general satisfactoriness of the work
of the school, and to the excellence of its administration and

its increasing efficiency.

The Secretary of the Board of Education, Mr. John W.
Dickinson, to whom the school is greatly indebted for a course
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of lectures during the year on psychology, expressed his warna

commendation of the school and its work.

The Rev. C. B. Rice, a former member of the Board of

Visitors, said he had witnessed the exercises with great satis-

faction, and bore cordial testimony to the marked advance of

the school.

The wisdom of the changes in both work and discipline

introduced in the last two or three years is vindicating itself,

and the school is thus adapting itself more and more to the

public needs. The organization of a preparatory class for such

as are conditioned in drawing on admission to the school is

enabling class A to attain much greater success, and is ful-

filling the expectations of both teachers and visitors. The
method of Normal instruction adopted in all of the more

advanced classes, by which pupils are frequently brought

before the whole school and required to present teaching exer-

cises in the work of those classes, has won universal favor.

It is believed by the principal and teachers that the time has

come for another forward step. The intention and scope of

the school are broad. It aims to fit pupils for two very differ-

ent kinds of work, viz. : 1. To train students to teach and

supervise drawing in the public schools. Candidates for this

work need greater maturity and broader qualifications than can

be expected at sixteen years of age, the age at which pupils

are admitted to this and other Normal Schools. They should

not only be qualified to take the platform and present accu-

rately the facts and principles of the several branches taught,

but also to address intelligently and persuasively the teachers

whose work they are to supervise. Such work requires gen-

eral and literary attainments equivalent, at least, to those of

high-school graduates, as well as thorough Normal training.

2. The second kind of work is to fit pupils to give instruction

in the various branches of study in the evening and other

industrial drawing scho61s. The members of such schools are

mostly adults. The improvement of the industries being the

more direct aim, mastery of the principles to be taught and

of the manipulation of the mediums in which those principles

are to be embodied, with the ability to present them in an

orderly way, is all that need be insisted on. The general

scholarship hitherto required, especially during the last two
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years, for admission to the school, may be sufficient for those

preparing for this work. And the instruction of the school is

well fitted to secure the results at which such students aim.

Corresponding to this difference in the work demanded is

the difference in the demand upon the school for teachers.

On the one hand, the requisition is for persons " capable of

thoroughly teaching free-hand and mechanical drawing."

To a large extent the school can answer such calls, especially

while there are any of its graduates unemployed. On the

other hand, the school is called upon for persons " thoroughly

qualitied for the position of teachers and supervisors of

drawing in the public schools." This demand outruns the

supply.

After a careful study of the problem, the principal, with the

concurrence of his associate teachers, recommends the organiza-

tion of a special public-school class, composed of those only

whose literary and general attainments are equivalent to those

of high-school graduates, who shall receive more extended

Normal instruction and training, and whose course shall be two

years. On the satisfactory completion of this course they

shall be entitled to receive a diploma certifying their qualifica^

tions for the position of teachers and supervisors of drawing

in the public schools.

Others who may enter class A shall continue to receive the

same general instruction in methods as is now given through-

out the school. Any person having graduated from one of

these classes shall still be eligible to enter the other.

The visitors will give to these recommendations the most

careful consideration.

Mr. Munsell, teacher of Class D, is still absent on leave,

and is winning honors in L'Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris.

Mr. Sweeney continues acceptably to fill his place.

Mr. C. M. Carter has asked and received indefinite leave of

absence on account of ill health. His duties in the school are

devolved upon Miss M. Louise Field, who performed the same

work during a portion of last year.

The school is eagerly anticipating its removal to the new
building at the corner of Newbury and Exeter Streets. The

progress of the building has been somewhat delayed, partly by

the strike of last summer and partly by other unforeseen causes.
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It is now expected to be ready for occupancy by February.

Mr. J. S. Farlow, who sometime since became owner of the

building at present occupied by the school, the lease of which

by the State expired on the 30th of June, 1886, very gener-

ously granted us permission to continue in the building at our

own convenience and at the same rate as under the lease.

Our appreciation of the admirable plans for the new building,

and faithful oversight of the work by the architects, Messrs.

Hartwell & Richardson, has increased as the enterprise has

gone forward. Thus far, there seems every reason for the

State to congratulate itself in respect both to its architects and

contractors, who are believed to be giving us a quality of

work fully up to the specifications. Men of known reputation

as builders and workmen in various branches of the enterprise

were asked to present bids under seal, which were opened by

the architects, in the presence of the building committee,

Messrs. Miner and Walker of the Board of Visitors, and the

contract in every department of the work was allotted to the

lowest bidder. The differences in the propositions were often

very great. On the mason work, between the highest and

lowest, it was over $10,000. The items of cost are as follows :

Foundation, •
.

• $6,390 00

Masonry, . 38,138 00

Carpentry, 28,385 00

Heating, including setting, 4,575 00

Services of engineer, 41 50

Plumbing, 1,983 00

Architect's fees," 4,0i7 62

Coal bill, estimated, 150 00

Tinting the walls, estimated, 800 00

Carving the name, 88 00

Total, $84,598 12

The appropriation is $85,000. The modifications, if any, of

the result as thus shown will be very slight. The proper fur-

nishing of the building in all its parts will require, it is

thought, at least $5,000. If this appropriation shall be made

at once, a large part of it will be saved by the discontinuance

of the present rent.

In asking for appropriations for the current expenses of the

school for the fiscal year, 1887, some new elements must be
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taken into the account. The janitor's labors will be increased.

Two or three subordinate teachers, in justice, require each a

slight increase of salary. The advance step in respect to the

public-school section of class A, if the recommendation shall

be acted upon, will necessitate an increased expenditure in that

direction. The principal of the school, who has been obliged

to give his whole time in instruction and oversight, though not

hitherto paid for all, should receive the same salary as other

Normal School principals. The total amount required for

salaries will thus become $12,350. The amount expended for

fuel, gas, water, advertising and printing during the present

year has been $1,027. Rent of building, at present occupied

by the school, for six months (all of which it is hoped will not

be needed), $2,200. As the school is about to take possession

of the new building, involving possible exigencies that cannot

be foreseen, we deem it wise to add $423 for incidentals,

making the total sura $16,000. The visitors will be glad to

save as much of this as shall be practicable, consulting the best

interests of the school.

We subjoin a description of the new building, with an indica-

tion of the uses to which the various rooms are to be appro-

priated. For the Newbury and Exeter Street elevations, see

frontispiece to this volume.

A. A. MINER,
HORACE E. SCUDDER,
ABBY W. MAY,
FRANCIS A. WALKER,

Fisitors.

Boston, Dec. 3, 1886.
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The New Building.

The new buildino; for the Massachusetts Normal Art School

is located at the south-westerly corner of Newbury and Exeter

Streets, with a frontage upon the former of 126 feet and upon

the latter of 58 feet, 10 inches. The builduig is three full

stories high above the basement, which is also fiuished through-

out and set well above the street grades.

The materials used in the exterior of the building are the

best hard bricks of good color, and Longmeadow freestone.

The treatment of the building, architecturally, is simple ; the

windows being square and kept close to the ceilings of the

various rooms in order to afford the best light for vtorking

purposes. The exterior effect is chiefly obtained fro a a quiet

grouping of the windows and other openings and by the use of

the stone in simple masses, certain lines being obtained by

broad bands of the stone running entirely around the building.

The general surface of the freestone is rough, precisely as it

came from the quarry, with a few mouldings and dressed sur-

faces so disposed as to give a quiet and diguitied effect, con-

sistent with the purpose of the building and with the fact that

the appropriation for the erection of the same was limited.

The arrangement of the different floors will be understood by

reference to the accompanying plans. It will be noticed that a

portion of the basement is used in connection with the large,

room devoted to sculpture, in the first story ; it being intended

that the casting ^of plaster and work involving much use of

water shall be done in this basement room, which is especially

constructed for that purpose, havin^<? an asphalt floor laid upon

a honeycomb construction of brickwork placed upon the top

of a bed of concrete, in order that it shall be water-tight and,

at the same time, not too cold for the comfort of the pupils

whose work obliges them to occupy it.

In addition to the foregoing, the basement contains the heat-

ing apparatus, accommodations for the janitor, a large room to

be used as a workshop, and two rooms taking their light from

the front of the building which will be occupied by teachers

and pupils at recess and luncheon times.

The principal entrance is in the centre of the Newbury Street

front, from which we pass between class rooms upon the right
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aud left, to a large gallery located upon the southerly side of

the building, between the two principal staircases. This gallery

is intended, as time goes on, to be occu[)ied with sculpture and

pictures; having a southern light it is not serviceable as a

working-room. This consideration also governed the location

of the stairs which are placed against the southern wall. The
arrangement of the stairs, corridors, toilet and coat rooms, and

teachers' waiting rooms,— of all of which there are a sufficient

number throughout the buildinij,— is -such that the north and

east light is left free for the use of the work of the school, and

it is wholly aj^propriated by the rooms devoted to the work of

the several classes.

The entrance for use of students is upon Exeter Street,

opening upon a corridor which traverses the length of the

building, crossing the gallery before mentioned and giving

access to the staircases.

A similar corridor connects the staircases and opens upon

rooms in each of the stories above.

The arrangement of the apartments has been carefully

adapted to the various demands of the school, including com-

plete control of the light required for working purposes.

One room— the largest, that of Class A— has been provided

with ceiling light and otherwise arranged to serve for the proper

exhibition of the drawings and other works of the students.

A thorough system of warming, fresh-air supply and venti-

lation has been provided.

Wherever possible, brick walls have been used for the

interior partitions. The floors under partitions and furred

walls are thoroughly fire-stopped. The stairs are wire-lathed

and fire-stopped, and every precaution has been taken to render

the spread of fire throughout the building impossible.

. The limited appropriation for the building, together with the

demands of the problem, mide necessary a more than usually

careful study of the scheme from an economical standpoint.

No waste of material, seen or unseen, has been allowed, but

a firm and substantial building has resulted, containing the full

value of the money provided for its erection.

The contracts which have been made cover the entire com-

pletion of the work within the limits of the appropriation.
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SECRETAEY'S REPORT.

To the Board of Education.

I respectfully present herewith the Fiftieth Annual Report

of the Secretary.

Summary or Statistics for 1885-86.

Number of cities and towns : Cities, 23 ; towns, 325.

All have made the annual returns required by law.

Number of public schools, 6,717

Increase for the year, 270

Number of persons in the State between the ages of 5 and 15,

May 1, 1885, 348,903

Increase for the year, 5,093

Number of pupils of all ages in all the public schools during

the year, 349,617

Increase for the year, 9,903

Average membership of pupils in all the public schools during

tlieyear, 288,610

Increase for the year, 6,486

Average attendance in all the public schools during the year, 260,088

Increase f^r the year, . . . . . 6,133

Percent, of attendance based upon the average membership, .90

Number of children under 5 years of age attending the public

schools 1,433

Decrease, 32

Number of persons over 15 years of age attending the public

schools, 27,972

Increase for the year, 2,474

Number of persons employed as teachers in the public schools

during the year : men, 1,060; women, 8,610; total, . . 9,670

Number of teachers required by the public schools, . . 8,275

Number of teachers who have attended Normal Schools, . 3,003

Increase for the year, 137

Number of teachers who have graduated from Normal Schools, 2,420

Increase for the year, 28

Average wages of male teachers per month in public schools, $111 23

Decrease, $9.49
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Average wages of female teachers per month in public schools, $43.97

Increase, f0.12

Aggi'egate of months all the public schools have been kept

during the school year, 59,729-15

Average number of months the public schools have been kept

for the entire year, . 8-12

Number of high schools, 224

Number of teachers in high schools, 677

Number of jjupils in high schools, 21,370

Amount of salaries jjaid to principals of high schools, . . |283,948 56

Evening schools : Number, 138 ; kept in 40 cities and towns.

Number of teachers, 667; whole number of pupils, 15,594;

men, 12,106; women, 3,488; average, 8,254; number of

evenings, 4,165 ; expense, $94,906 14

Amount raised by taxation for support of public schools, in-

cluding only wages of teachers, fuel, care of fires and school-

rooms $1,817,429 01

Increase for the year, . . . . $141,556 57

Expense of supervision of the public schools, .... 202,230 36

Salaries of superintendents, included in the above, . . . 87,918 59

Expense of preparing and printing school report, . . . 12,552 23

Expense of sundries, — books, stationery, globes, maps, etc., . 488,210 44

Amount expended in 1885-86 for new school-houses, . . 864,122 05

Amount expended for alterations and permanent improve-

ments in school-houses, 182,153 31

Amount expended for ordinary repairs, 427,830 94

Amount of voluntary contributions to public schools, . . 1,933 75

Amount of local school funds, the income of which can be

appropriated only for the support of schools and academies, 1,882,813 67

Income of local funds appropriated to schools and academies, 102,837 08

Income of funds appropriated for public schools at the option

of the town, as surplus revenue, tax on dogs, etc., . . 87,551 83

Income of State school fund paid to cities and towns in aid of

public schools for the school year 1885-86, .... 67,081 46

Of this amount, there was appropriated for apparatus and

books of reference, 4,126 30

Aggregate returned as expended upon public schools alone,

exclusive of repairing and erecting school-houses, . , 5,676,969 08

Of the above, to each child in the State between 5 and 15

years of age, 16 27

Including in the aggregate above the expense of repairing and

erecting school-houses, the sum is 7,151,075 38

To each child in the State between the ages of 5 and 15 years, 20 44

Percentage of valuation of 1885 approisriated for public schools,

including only wages of teachers, fuel, care of fires and

school-rooms, .002j-"g5^

Pei'centage of valuation of 1885 appropriated for public

schools, including all the items in the last aggregate above, .004j-i^
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Number of academies,

Whole number of students for the year in academies,

Amount of tuition paid,

Number of private schools,

Whole number attending for the yeai%

Estimated amount of tuition,

74

9,279

|i76,106 38

348

28,114

$393,136 45

Analysis of the Returns.

An analysis of the returns of the schools from the 348 towns

and cities of the State for 1885-86 shows an increase in the

number of children between the ages of five and fifteen years,

of 5,093, with an increase in the whole number of pupils of all

ages in attendance upon the schools, of 9,903, in the average

membership, of 6,486, in the average attendance, of 6,133, in

attendance upon the high schools, of 881, and an average

attendance, based upon the membership in all the schools, of

ninety per cent.

The whole number of pupils attending the schools, the num-

ber in high schools, the average membership, average attend-

ance, and the number attending over fifteen years of age, all

show an absolute increase for the year considerably above the

average increase for a series of years previous. And when com-

pared with the increase in the number of children between five

and fifteen years, which is less than for several years, the in-

crease in the above particulars is ver}^ gratifying. The increase

in the number of pupils of all ages in all the schools, 9,903,

is somewhat remarkable. This increase, with the increase in

the number over fifteen years of age, and in the number in

high schools, may be attributed, we think, to the operation of

the free text-book law, which has lightened the burden of ex-

pense for books, especially of the more costly sort. The number

of graduates from Normal Schools employed as teachers, the

number of high schools in the State, the number of evening

schools and the number of pupils attending them, remain about

as last year. The number of high schools as reported is 224.

They continue to have the confidence and support of the

people.

The aggregate returned as expended upon the public schools

exclusive of erecting and repairing buildings was $5,676,969.08.

This was an average to each child in the State between the ages

of five and fifteen, of $16.27, a decrease for the year of $0.11.
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Including the expense of erecting and repairing school build-

ings, the aggregate expenditure was $7,151,075.38 ; an average

to each child of $20.44, an increase for the year of $0.02.

The whole amount expended upon the public schools during

the year 1885-86 was over four mills upon each dollar of tax-

able property in the Commonweidth.

The returns show a decrease in the averaire wages of male

teachers of $9.49 per month, and an increase in the average

wages of female teachers of $0.12 per month.

Accuracy of Returns.

Under this head a few suggestions were made in the last

annual report. While it would seem that the directions

fflven in the blanks forwarded for makinof the school returns

are sufficiently specific, over two hundred letters have been

written by this department during the year directing attention

to errors more or less important which were manifest upon the

face of the returns. In any case of doubt or misunderstanding

of the intent of the directions given upon the blanks, com-

mittees are invited to confer freely with the Secretary of the

Board of Education. That the returns may be of value, it is

essential that they should have a uniform basis, and be

correct.

In the graduated tables, page cxxiv, the ratio of attend-

ance to the number between five and fifteen years of age, in a

few towns, is above one hundred per cent., in several others the

ratio is as high as one hundred. If every pupil in town May 1,

between five and fifteen years of age, was in constant attendance

for the whole time the schools keep, the attendance would be one

hundred per cent. If some children under five years. May 1,

attain to that age and enter the schools during the year, the

per cent, would then exceed one hundred ; and if children

should move into the town after May 1, or come from neigh-

boring towns and attend the schools, the per cent, would be still

further increased. Moreover, the returns call for a report of

the numbers under five and over fifteen as a separate item, so

that those who reach these ages while attending school may be

twice reported,—once when under five and fifteen and again

when over these ages. Reporting twice should be guarded
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Against in making out the ratio of attendance by counting such

persons but once. All pupils under five and over fifteen years

of age tend, of course, still further to increase this ratio. So

it is not impossible that, taking for the basis the number in

town between five and fifteen May 1, the attendance in some

towns may exceed one hundred per cent. Presumably, how-

ever, the cases are rare, and the excess is slight in any case.

And if we take into account the number of children who do not

enter the schools at the early age of five years, the number of

those who leave before they are fifteen, of those who attend

private schools, and the number of absences from providential

and other reasons, it is extremely improbable that any town

can have an attendance above one hundred per cent.

It is far more likely, on the other hand, that those towns at

the other end of the series, that report a ratio of forty to

sixty per cent, of attendance, are more nearly exact ; for among

these are m.anufacturing towns with large parochial schools and

large numbers of half-time pupils. At both extremes, and all

through the series, the returns, before they are forwarded, can-

not be too carefully scrutinized by the committees. Even then

an understanding of all the modifying circumstances above

referred to, is necessary to an intelligent interpretation by the

reader of the repoit.

The ratio of attendance based upon the average membership

shows a wide range, extending from fifty-eight to ninety-eight

per cent. These per cents, indicate the degree of regularity

with which the paipils registered attend the schools. All the

children who are enrolled for any part of a year or term form

the basis of the average membership, and from this average the

ratio of attendance is calculated.

It is almost incredible that such disparity can really exist.

But the rules laid down in the school registers are so explicit,

that errors in the' method of calculating seem impossible. It

must be accounted for on other grounds. It is well known
that in some places great vigilance is exercised to secure good

attendance, while in others there is extreme laxity in this re-

gard. Regularity of attendance is so important for the indi-

vidual and for the success of the school as to justify the most

persistent efibrts to secure it.
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There mav be occasion for definite instructions in refer-

euce to membership and absence. Formerly a pupil who
attended less than two weeks was not considered a member
at all. The present rule considers the child a member from

the day he enters. Some teachers still work by the old rule.

Most, doubtless, observe the new. Usage differs again in case

of a pupil's leaving school. Some record absences as begin-

ning at the time the pupil leaves the school and as continuing to

the end of the term, whether he gives notice of leaving or not;

others record them till the fact of the leaving becomes known ;

others cancel all absences that have been recorded as soon as

the fact becomes known.

If the pupil gives notice on leaving that he is not to return

for the term, no absences should be recorded against him

thereafter : he ceased to be a member the day he left.

If he re-enters, he should not be considered a member for

the time he was in non-attendance. If no notice is given,

however, the case is different. If he does not return at all,

it would seem to be right and proper to consider that his

membership ceased on his leaving school as truly as if he

had o;iven notice. But if he returns, the case is not so clear.

We would suggest that, for the sake of uniformity, the mem-
bership should be considered to have ceased at the end of one

week of absence ; that this absence be counted in the total

of absences, and that the pupil's membership be renewed when

he returns.

A matter which presents much difficulty in many schools is the

dismissing of pupils during the school session. If the pupil learns

and recites none of his lessons, but is absent during the whole

session except at devotions or at roll-call, it would appear that

such pupil should be counted absent ; yet here again usage

differs. It is difficult to make a satisfactory rule which is

founded on a compromise. Returns made in accordance with

the facts must report the pupil to be present during the time he

is in school attending to his school duties, and to be absent at

all other times.

The Defective Classes.

Brief reports are given below of the asylum at Hartford, the

Clarke Institution at Northampton, and the Horace Mann School

,
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in which are trained the deaf-mutes of the State ; the Perkins

Institution at South Boston, in which are taught the blind, and

the Massachusetts School for Feeble-Minded Youth.

The following amounts have been expended by the State for

the support of her wards in these institutions during the year :

—

For the Deaf-mutes, $27,511 44

Blind, 30,000 00

These amounts but partly meet the expenses of those

received into the institutions from the State, the balance beinsf

provided for by endowments-

American Asylum for Deaf-Mutes.

The principal medium of instruction in the Asylum School

is the sign language. Fifty-four pupils, however, are at present

receiving instruction in articulation and lip-reading, and the re-

sults are declared to be quite satisfactory. One instance is re-

corded of a student that left the school nine years ago, who has

a well-stocked shoe-store and transacts business with a ereat

variety of customers, relying almost entirely upon speech and

lip-reading. Others are reported as having facility, some in

articulate speech, some in lip-reading, others in both, and all as

having enough to be useful to them in the family and among
their friends.

Almost from the foundation of this institution industrial

training has formed an important part of the education of every

able-bodied pupil. The pupils receive instruction in three

trades, viz., cabinet-making, shoe-making and tailoring. Most
of the girls learn to sew and do the lighter kinds of housework.

Drawing is carefully taught as a training for the mind
through the hand and eye, as a preparation for understanding

working-plans in the mechanical arts, and to lay the foundation

for designing and other art work.

Each student in the Institution is furnished with a good ele-

mentary education in the branches ordinarily taught to hearino-

pupils ; a portion are trained to recognize what others utter

with their lips and to communicate their own thoughts in audi-

ble speech ; all to use the language of form in drawing and
the hands in those constructive arts through which a living may
be earned.
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Clarke Institution for Deaf-Mutes.

Quiet progress has characterized the work of this institution

during the year. It began the year with ninety-one pupils, and

ended with ninety ; boys forty-five, girls forty-six. Of these

eighty-seven are boarding, and four are day pupils. Seventy-

two are from Massachusetts, the remaining nineteen from ten

different States.

The instruction given the pupils of this school is wholly

through spoken language, and corresponds to that of first-class

primary and grammar schools ; and going beyond these, in-

cludes the branches taught in high schools,—algebra, geometry,

physiology, zoology, botany, astronomy, history, rhetoric,

English literature, political economy, psychology, etc.

The pupils having graduated from this course, or having

partially completed it, are found in schools and academies of

hearing pupils, and in not a few instances honorably complete

the course of studies in still higher institutions.

An event of the year, which in common with all friends of

the deaf-mutes the trustees of this institution deeply lament,

is the constrained resignation of the principal. Miss Harriet B.

Rogers, under whose able management, for seventeen years,

the institution had grown from a small beginning to its present

prominence and prosperity. A worthy successor to Miss

Rogers is found in Miss Caroline A. Yale, whose ability has

been demonstrated by her long experience in the school, as

acting-principal for the last two years.

The following extract is from the report of Miss Yale for the

current year :
—

From the opening of the institution until failing health forced her

to resign her work this has been pre-eminently " Miss Rogers'

School," and abroad is usually so designated. To no other single

person does the cause of oral teaching for the deaf of America owe so

much. Steadfastl}' refusing to engage in controvers}', she has left

it to results to prove the value of her methods. . . . Her name

will never cease to be a treasured household word in the school and

famil}^ where for so many years she has been indeed, as in name,

" The Principal."
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The reports of this institution have sought with great

earnestness for the past two years to obliterate some impres-

sions existing in the public mind which are prejudicial to the

deaf-mutes. It is claimed that all laws which discriminate

against this class of persons, treating them as if they were

objects of charity, should be abolished ; that institutions in

which they are instructed should not be called asylums, or be

especially dependent upon endowments ; that the education

of the deaf-mutes should be considered a State obliga-

tion or State policy. Instead of " institutions aided by the

State," in reality aiding the State, these institutions should

cease altogether to be eleemosynary, and come at once to be

supported, wholly if need be, at State expense. The poor

man whose child is deaf should claim the child's education,

and not be compelled to sue for it as a mendicant.

Nothing seems to be wanting to perfect the intellectual and

moral culture of the deaf, to elevate them in the social scale, to

increase their self-respect and self-reliance, to open to them

manifold avenues to self-support, but the discontinuance of all

treatment which implies incapacity. The low estimate of the

deaf is seen in the reluctance of most business men to give

them employment ; in the surprise often evinced by casual

school visitors at their demonstrated intellectual capacity

;

and especially in the laws of a few of the States, our own in-

cluded, which make invidious distinctions between the hearing

and the deaf.

^ Horace Mann School.

The last school year— 1885-86 — opened on Monday, Sept.

7, with seventy-three pupils, — thirty-seven boys and thirty-six

girls. During the year eight pupils were admitted, two former

pupils were readmitted and five were discharged. Of the latter

number three went to work, one removed from the State and

one was transferred to an institution.

Eighty-three different pupils were enrolled as members dur-

ing the year, — fifty-four from Boston, twenty-seven from sur-

rounding towns and two from other States. At the close of

the year in June, 1886, there were seventy-eight pupils belong-

ing to the school, — fifty from Boston, twenty-six from towns

in the vicinity, one from New Hampshire and one from

Pennsylvania.
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The following statements are quoted from the last report of

the committee on this school :
—

This school differs from other schools, as is well known, not onl}'

in the condition of its pnpils, but in the methods of instructing them.

Those who enter as deaf-mutes are taught at first in a ver}' elementar}-

way. They learn through sight and touch the elements of speech,

then the combination of these elements in words, then the written and

printed forms of the words thus acquired. Reading words fronvthe

lips of teacher or fellow-pupil begins as soon as articulation becomes

sufficiently distinct. Simple sentences are formed, orally and in

writing, to describe familiar actions and objects. Lessons from

objects and pictures develop ideas of number, size, form, color and

qualit3^ Then simple reading-books and arithmetics are brought into

use, rudimentary^ exercises in geography, letter and journal writing,

and other suitable means lead on to a course of stud}^ corresponding

in most respects to that prescribed for children who can hear. Such

pupils as have once heard and gained tlie knowledge of spolien lan-

guage before becoming deaf, can be trained, of course, without resort-

ing to the initiatory steps here described. Instruction is given to all

our children from the lips, from objects and from blackboards, as

well as from books.

Industrial training is regarded as particularly desirable for these

children. Eight boys attended the Manual Training School of the

city. Eight girls were received into the private cooking school on

Tennj^son Street. Several boys were trained in the North Bennet

vStreet Industrial School as carpenters, shoemakers and printers.

Clay modelling was taught to some of our pupils in the same school.

The Horace Mann School offers instruction, not mereh' to the deaf,

but to those of defective hearing. It is possible that some children

now in our grammar or primary schools, and laboring under imperfect

hearing, would be better off if transferred to our care. It is very

much to the benefit of children who do not hear well to learn to read

the speech of those about them from the lips, and this the}' can learn

most readily in a school where it is specially' taught. Doubtless the

senses which the deaf retain ai'e quickened, and their capacit}' of ac-

quiring and using knowledge is far greater than would be imagined

b}' those who never see them in school.
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Massachusetts Beneficiaries.

Clarke InsLilution.

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries Jan. 1, 1886, .... 71

" admitted during the year, 15

" discharged during the year, 9

" in the institution Jan. 1, 1887, ...... 77

Horace Mann School.

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries Jan. 1, 1886, .... 72

" admitted during the year, 5

" discharged during the year, 11

" in the institution Jan. 1, 1887, 66

American Asylum.

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries Jan. 1, 1886, .... 57

" admitted during the year, 6

" discharged during the year, 11

" in the institution Jan. 1, 1887, 62

Whole number of beneficiaries in all the institutions Jan. 1, 1887, . 195

Amount expended for their Instruction during the Year.

Paid Clarke Instittition.

71 beneficiaries for quarter commencing Jan. 1, 1886, $3,400 .50

71 beneficiaries for quarter commencing April 1, 1886, 3,043 75

71 beneficiaries for quarter commencing July 1, 1886, 3,043 75

77 beneficiaries for quarter commencing Oct. 1, 1886, 3,337 50

$12,825 50

Paid Horace Mann School.

75 beneficiaries from Feb. 1,1886, to July 1, 1886, . $3,679 12

66 beneficiaries from July 1, 1886, to Feb. 1, 1887, . 3,220 50

6,899 62

Paid American Asylum.

57 beneficiaries for quarter commencing Dec. 1, 1885, $2,493 75

57 beneficiaries for quarter commencing Mai'ch 1, 1886, 2,493 75

57 beneficiaries for quarter commencing June 1, 1886, 2,493 75

Clothing furnished beneficiaries for the year ending

July 1, 1886,
"

. . . 304 07

7,785 32

Aggregate amount expended during the year, . . . $27,510 44
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Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the

Blind.

Organized fifty-four years ago, with six pupils, in the house

of Dr. Samuel G. Howe's father, this institution has grown

with great rapidity, and has led the way in this country in all

improvements for the education of the blind and the ameliora-

tion of their condition. It has sent forth hundreds of youth of

both sexes, well trained and fitted to rank with other members

of the community in intelligence, industry and attainments.

The annual reports of the trustees and of the director show

that hardly any mental, moral, physical or industrial interest

of the blind has been overlooked, either in the organization or

the administration of the establishment.

The movement for the establishment of a kindergarten and

primary school for little sightless children has been carried on

during the past year with unremitting energy. A commodious

brick building has been erected on the new estate in Roxbury,

and arrangements have been made for the immediate opening

of the infant institution with twelve or fifteen pupils.

In addition to this project, the trustees of the institution

have taken the preliminary steps to establish a post-graduate

cour^se for the benefit of those of the graduates of the school

" who show a marked talent and a capacity for higher attain-

ments in some important branch of study or music."

According to a report presented to this Board, the financial

status of the institution may be summarized as follows :
—

Recei2)ts.

Cash in the treasury Oct. 1, 1885, .... $2,01102

Annual appropriation from the State of Massachu-

setts, 30,000 00

Income from all other sources, .... 52,228 53

Legacies and donations, ...... 5,907 30

Donations and contributions to the kindergarten

fund, 16,126 39

Collections of mortgage notes that fell due, . . 13,000 00

1119,273 24
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Disbursements.

Maintenance, superintendence and instruction

Kindergarten, grading and building,

All other expenses,

Investments,

Cash in the hands of the treasurer, .

$13,813 23

21,908 15

11,566 66

0,662 75

36,327 45

119,273 24

The total number of blind persons connected with the insti-

tution in all its departments on the 1st of January, 1887, was

179. Of these, 161 are in the school proper and 18 in the

workshop for adults.

The first class includes 149 boys and girls enrolled as pupils,

10 teachers and employes, and 2 domestics.

The second class comprises 13 men and 5 women employed

in the industrial department for adults.

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries Jan. 1, 1887, .... 80
" adults belonging to Massachusetts, 26
" blind persons belonging to other States, . . . .73

Total, 179

The following extracts, taken from the fifty-fifth annual re-

port of the director to the trustees, give an idea of the variety

and character of the work of the institution and of the system

of instruction and training therein pursued :
—

During the past year a high degree of success has been attained in

every department of the institution.

The usual course of physical training, of literary studies, of

music, and of handicrafts, has been pursued uninterruptedly, and haa-

borne good fruit.

The school has been preparing the youth of both sexes to free

themselves from the incubus of dependence, which weighs so heavily

upon them, and to vindicate that capacit}'^ for perfect development,,

which is their birthright, in common with all other classes of children.

The number of pupils in actual attendance has been greater than

ever before ; it is indeed larger than would be desirable in institutions

organized upon the usual plan. In ours the evil eflfects of the con-

gregation of so many defectives are less perceptible, because they are

divided into five distinct families, live in separate dwellings, and

come together in classes only for purposes of instruction, as ordinary

children go to day-school.
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The course of bodily training pursued in the gj^mnasium has been

prosecuted with uncommon euergj^, and no pains have been spared

on the part of those in charge to improve and s^'stematize a regular,

intelligent, and, to some degree, scientific series of exercises, con-

sisting of free g3'mnastics, calisthenics and military drill. These

exercises are calculated to enlarge and strengthen the various muscles

of the trunk, neck, arras and legs ; to expand the chest so as to facili-

tate the play of the lungs ; to render the joints supple, and to impart

to the pupils grace, ease and steadiness of carriage, combined with

vigor, elasticity' and quickness of movement.

The school proper is a sort of intellectual gymnasium, where the

muscles of the mind and the tissues of the brain are thoroughly and

sj'stematically exercised and developed.

The various studies included in our curriculum have been selected

with much care and due deliberation, and are pursued not as ends

but as means of mental discipline.

All methods which tend to inflate the pupils' vanit}', and to give

them an over-estimate of their attainments, have been studiousU^

avoided as injurious.

As often as occasion has seemed to require it, the subsoil plough

of reform has been pushed so deep as to turn up the weeds of empir-

icism b}^ the roots. But no changes of any kind have ever been

effected for the sake of novelty or from a flippant piide in being in

the van of progress.

Efficiency and thoroughness have been held to be of paramount

importance, and they have not been allowed to suffer from any con-

sideration. The pupils have not been taught in great masses by

machine methods. Thej have been divided into small classes and

have received a certain amount of individual instruction in a simple

and natural way. The fossilized spelling-books, the antiquated

geographies, the obsolete grammars, and all that endless hash of a

priori deductions and of confused statements and mist}- definitions,

with which the minds of children are invariably nauseated, have been

gradually discarded and supplanted by the methods of Pestalozzi and

Froebel. The change has proved to be very wholesome, and the

influence of a diet of things prescribed by the former in the place of

words, and a little vigorous practice of doing in lieu of empty talk

ing, induced by the S3'stem of the latter, have been trul}' magical.

The number of pupils who received instruction in music during the

past year was 113. Of these, 88 studied the pianoforte ; 10, the cab-

inet and church organs; 6, the violin; 7, the clarinet; 1, the flute

;

19, brass instruments; 81 practised singing in classes, of which we

have five ; 25 received private lessons in vocal training ; and 38,

divided into seven separate classes, averaging five members, studied
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harmony. The means and facilities afforded by the institution for

the best musical instruction, and the ample opportunities it offers for

practice, can hardly be surpassed anywhere. Yet, cognizant of the

fact that the standard of music is advancing very rapidly throughout

the countrj^ and that the success of those of our students who intend

making it their profession far life depends in no small measure upon

the thoroughness of their equipment, we strive to improve the depart-

ment dedicated to this art in every possible way, and to keep it in the

line of progress.

The importance of handicraft is fully recognized in this institution
;

and the employment of the body as well as of the mind is a verj^ es-

sential part of the education of our pupils. The experiment has

been faithfully tried for more than fift}^ years, and the result has been

uniformly favorable. We find that intellectual improvement, instead

of being retarded, is decidedly aided by manual training. Resolution

and all the preparatives for vigorous and successful application to

study are gained. Habits of industry and thrift are formed. Cheer-

fulness and health are promoted- The tedium of the schoolroom is

relieved. Manual dexterity and bodily elasticity are secured. Valua-

ble mechanical knowledge is attained ; and in many cases a trade has

been acquired, whereby a livelihood might be obtained.

The work in both branches of this department has been conducted

with marked earnestness and fidelit}-, and with equally satisfactory

results in each case.

The cottage plan, which is in full operation in the girls' depart-

ment of our school, affords excellent opportunities for the thorough

mastery of manual and domestic occupations. Here fifteen or six-

teen pupils sit at the same table and form one circle in family affairs

with their teachers and other officers, who are four in number. The
close and beautitiibrelationship that is thus brought about by the tie

of domestic and social duties performed in common, and by enjoy-

ments shared with one another, has a most powerful influence.

The Massachusetts School for the Feeble-Minded.

By statute of 1886, it was made the duty of the Trustees of

the Massachusetts School for the Feeble-minded to annually

prepare and send to the Board of Education a written or printed

report of its proceedings, income and expenditures, also to give

the whole number and the average number of inmates, and such

other information as the Board may require. This institution

reports the whole number of inmates during the year 181,

—

boys 108, girls 73. The average number during the year, 148.
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Section 1 of the statute above referred to requires the es-

tablishment and maintenance of two departments :
'* one for the

instruction and education of feeble-minded persons who are

within the school age, or who, in the judgment of the trustees

thereof, are capable of being benefited by school instruction,

to be known as the School Department ; and one for the care

and custody of those feeble-minded persons who are beyond

the school age, or are not capable of being benefited by school

instruction, to be known as the Custodial Department."

Adopting the classification of the statute, the institution had

inmates as follows :
—

Beneficiaries of Commonwealth in school department, . . . .62
Custodial cases supported by Commonwealth, 18

Custodial cases supported by cities and towns, 39

Beneficiaries of other New England States, 17

Private pupils, . . 15

Total, 151

A Brief Account of the Work of the Board of Educa-

tion SINCE ITS Establishment in 1837.

The Massachusetts Board of Education was established by

an act of the Legislature passed on the twentieth day of April,

1837. By this act it was provided that the " Board shall con-

sist of the Governor and eight persons appointed by the Gov-

ernor with the advice and consent of the Council, each to hold

office eight years from the time of his appointment, and one to

retire each year in the order of appointment ; and the Governor

with the advice and consent of the Council shall fill all vacan-

cies in the board."

On the 27th of May, an official communication of the appoint-

ment of the following persons to constitute the Board of Edu-

cation was made :
—
Original Members of the Board.

James G. Carter.

Emerson Davjs.

Edmund Dw^ight.

Horace Mann.

Edward Everett.

Edward A. Newton.
Thomas Robbins.

.Tared Sparks.

George Hill.

Ex-OMoiis.

George Hall.
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Of the establishment of the Board of Education, Mr. Mann,
in his diary of May 27, writes :

" It is the first great move-

ment towards an organized system of common schools which

shall at once be thorough and universal."

On the twenty-ninth day of June, 1837, in the council cham-

ber at the State House in Boston, the Board held its first meeting.

The act creating the Board made provision for the appoint-

ment of a secretary, who should spend his whole time in its

service. It also defined the duties which both the Board and

Secretary were expected to perform.

Fifty years have passed away since the Board was created.

It may be interesting to make a brief historical review of the

changes that have taken place in the administration of our

public educational institutions during the last half-century.

At the first meeting of the Board, the Honorable Horace

Mann, then president of the Massachusetts Senate, was elected

secretary.

The act of the Legislature that authorized his appointment

defined his duties as follows :
—

The Secretary shall, under the direction of the Board, collect infor-

mation of the actual condition and efficiency of the common schools

and other means of popular education, and diffuse as widel^^ as possi-

ble throughout every part of the Commonwealth, information of the

most approved and successful methods of arranging the studies and

conducting the education of the young to the end that all children in

this Commonwealth, who depend upon the common schools for instruc-

tion, may have thd best education which those schools can be made
to impart.

The acts of the Board and Secretary are advisory rather than

authoritative. They may discover defects in school work and

suggest the piemedies, but they have no authority by any direct

exercise of power to restrain or compel. The duties relate

principally to a general supervision of those educational insti-

tutions that are supported by the State, to an observation of

the working of the public-school system, and to making an

annual report to the Legislature which shall present such facts

and statistics as may form the basis of all school legislation.

Mr. Mann entered upon the duties of his office about the

28th of August. At a meeting of the Board held at the coun-
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cil chamber June 30, 1837, it was voted, That the Secretary be

directed to prepare and lay before the Board, at their next

meeting, an abstract of the school returns received by the Sec-

retary of the Commonwealth.

In compliance with this vote, the abstracts were submitted

to the Board Jan. 1, 1838. The following represents the form

of the first abstracts and the particulars to which they refer :
—

Name of County.

Name of Town.

Kumber of public schools :
—

In winter,

In Bummer,

Average attendance in the schools :
—

In winter, ....
In summer

Number of persons between 4 and 16 years

of age in the town, ....
Aggregate length of the schools :

—
Mob. days.

In winter, . . .

In summer, . .

Number of teachers in summer

:

Males,

Females, .

Number of teachers in winter :
—

Males, ....
Females

Average wages paid per month, including

board :

—

To males, .....
To females

Amount of money raised by taxes for the

support of schools, ....
Amount raised by taxes for teachers'

wages, including board, if paid from

the public money, ....
Amount raised* voluntarily to prolong com

schools, including fuel and board, if

contributed,

Number of academies or private schools,

Aggregate of months kept, .

Aggregate of scholars.

Aggregate paid for tuition, .

Amount of local funds,

Income from same,

Books Used in the Schools.

KeMARKS.
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Following the abstracts of the individual towns was a reca-

pitulation for the counties and for the State.

By comparing the returns of 1837 with those of 1886 a good

view may be obtained of the changes which fifty years have

produced in whatever pertains to the growth and character of

our system of public schools.

1837

305

294

348

691,222

1,942,141

$206,457,662 58

$1,847,531,422 00

. 2,918

. 6,717

Number of towns in the State in 1837,

Number of towns that made returns,

Number of towns in 1886, .

All made returns required by law

Population (May 1) 1837, .

Population (May 1) 1886, .

Valuation of 1830,

Valuation of 1886,

Number of public schools in 1837,

Number of public schools in 1886,

Number of scholars of all ages in the public schools

In winter, .......
In summer,

Number of scholars of all ages in the public schools in 1885,

Average attendance in public schools in 1837 :
—

In winter, .

In summer, .......
Average attendance in the public schools in 1885,

Number of persons between 4 and 16 in 1837, .

Number of persons between 5 and 15 in 1885, .

Average length of schools in months and days in 1837,

Average length of schools in months and davs in 1885,

Number of teachers in the public schools (including summer and

winter terms), 183^ :
—

*

Males, . .
"

. . '. . . 2,370

Females, 3,.591

Number of teachers in public schools in 1885 :
—

Men, 1,060

Women, 8,610

Average wages per month of teachers, including board, in 1837 :
—

Males, $25 44

Females, $11 38

Average wages per month of teachers, including board, in 1885 :
—

Men, $111 23

Women, $13 97

Amount of money raised by taxation for all the children in the

State between 4 and 16 in 1837, $165,228 04

For each child between 4 and 16 years of age, $2 63

141,837

122,889

349,617

111,520

94,956

260,088

177,053

348,903

6 raos., 25 dys.

8 mos., 12 dys.

* The numt)er of different teachers for the year cannot be ascertained.
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Amount raised by taxation for the support of schools, including

only wages of teachers, board, fuel and care of fires and school-

houses in 1885, $4,817,429 01

For each child between 5 and 15, |16 27

Amount raised by taxation for all school purposes in 1885, $7,838,226 57

For each child of school age, •. $22 46

Number of academies and private schools in the State in 1837, . 854

Whole number of pupils attending, 27,266

Amount of tuition paid academies and private schools, . . $328,026 75

Number of academies in 1885, 74

Number of private schools, . . . ^ 348

Whole number attending academies, . 9,279

Whole number attending private schools, 28,114

Amount of tuition paid academies, $476,106 38

Amount paid private schools, $393,136 45

Comparing the returns of 1837 with those of 1886, it appears

that the population of the Commonwealth has increased in fifty

years from 691,222 to 1,942,141; and the value of taxable

property from $206,457,662 to $1,847,531,422. There are

now three times as many schools as existed fifty years ago, and

three times as many pupils to attend them.

In 1837 the average attendance of children of all ages in the

public schools was in winter 53,533 less than the whole num-
ber of school children in the State, and in summer it was over

70,000 less.

In 1886 the average attendance of children of all ao^es in the

public schools was only 54,195 less than the whole number of

school children in the State, although the school population had

nearly tripled since 1837.

It should not be forgotten in making these comparisons that

our compulsory laws apply only to children between the ages

of eight and fourteen, and that the parochial schools have taken

large numbers from the public schools.

The average length of the schools in 1837 was six months and

twenty-five days ; in 1886, eight months and twelve days. The

early schools in some of the large towns were kept nearly through

the year. The average length of the Boston schools in 1837 w&s

reported to be twelve months ; and of the schools of Suflfolk

County, eleven months and twenty-six days. It appears that

in the report no account is taken of the several short vacations.

Formerly a school month was a calendar month. At the

present time twenty school days constitute a school month.
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Long vacations in the school year, are a modern invention.

They now continue in summer from about June 25 to Sep-

tember 1, with various shorter vacations for Thanksgiving,

Christmas and other legal holiday periods.

In modern times male teachers seem to be disappearing from

the public schools. Out of a total of 9,670 teachers, reported

as employed last year in the public schools, 1,060 were men,

8,610 were women. In 1837 about two-fifths of the public-

school teachers were men. The winter schools were quite

generally taught by men, and the summer schools quite as

generally by women.

Many of the country school teachers had little or no special

preparation for the skilful performance of their duties. Their

education was such as could be obtained in the district school.

They had little or no educational literature at their command,

nor were there any associations of teachers for them to attend.

The Normal Schools had not yet opened their doors for the

free instruction of those who desired to pursue a course of

pedagogical study.

Teachers did over again for their pupils what had been done

for themselves. They spent their time in keeping order, and

hearing recitations of lessons committed to memory from the

books.

Since the establishment of the Board of Education six State

Normal Schools have been organized for the training of teach-

ers ; training, schools in many of the cities and large towns

have been added to their system of public schools, and county

associations of teachers have been formed in nearly every one

of the fourteen counties of the State, for the discussion of

those problems which present themselves in the every-day

work of the public school.

About one-fourth of our public teachers are Normal gradu-

ates, and nearly one-third have attended a Normal School.

Many more have had the advantages of such instruction as the

training schools can give, and all others have had their ideas

and practices modified by the example of those who have been

trained in the theory and practice of the best methods.

The male teachers of fifty years ago received for their

services an average of $25.44 per month, and the female

$11.38.
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By the last returns it appears that male teachers are receiv-

ing an average of $111.23, female $43.97,— a fourfold increase

over former times. This increase of compensation is signifi-

cant, indicating a higher and more intelligent appreciation of

the importance of popular education, and a higher standard by

which ability to teach is measured.

It was the custom in the early days of the Commonwealth

for school teachers to board around in the families of the

parents sending children to school. The time passed in each

family depended upon the number of children sent to school

and the length of the school term.

This custom of boarding round produced some good results.

It brought the teacher in contact with the parents of the pupils,

and furnished the occasion for an acquaintance which sometimes

resulted in an awakened interest in the well-being of the

school.

It also furnished the teacher an opportunity to learn some-

thing: of the home life of the children, from which could be

derived a knowledge of their peculiar wants and of the method

of training to which they should be subjected. On the other

hand, the custom prevented the teacher from enjoying the

pleasures of a permanent home, and it deprived him of the

opportunity of systematic study in preparing his daily tasks.

The aggregate amount returned, as expended upon public

schools in 1886, was $7,838,226.57,— a sum equal to $22.46

for every child between the ages of five and fifteen years, or

to four mills on every dollar of the taxable property of the

State. In 1837 the whole amount expended on public schools

was $465,228.04, — a sum equal to $2.63 for each child of

school age, or to 2.2 mills on -the dollar of taxable property

for that year.

The establishment of the University at Cambridge and of

the colleges in Massachusetts created the necessity for prepara-

tory schools. These at first were called grammar schools.

The grammar schools were established in 1647 after the plan

of the cathedral schools of England. They were designed

especially to fit boys for the university.

Every town of one hundred families or householders was re-

quired to maintain a grammar school. In 1683 all towns con-

taining five hundred families were required to maintain two
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grammar schools. The early grammar schools have gradually

passed into the modern high schools. The grammar schools

of 1()47 furnished secondary instruction to the people living in

the larger and more populous towns, but the wants of the

smaller towns led to the establishment of institutions of the

same grade, called academies. The academies, although sup-

ported in part by public funds, were essentially private institu-

tions, managed by authorities not subject to State control.

In 1837 there were eight hundred and fifty-four academies and

private schools, with 27,26H pupils paying a yearly tuition of

$328,026.7 5. The income of local funds for the same year was

$9,571.79, which added to the sum paid for tuition amounts to

1337,598.54,— paid for the support of academies and private

schools in 1837. The sum raised the same year by taxation for

all the children of the State was $465,228.04.

By the returns of 1886 there were seventy-four academies

and three hundred and forty-eight private schools, with an ag-

gregate of 37,393 pupils in attendance and paying a tuition of

$869,242.83 for their support. As already stated, the amount

raised this year by taxation for all the children of the State was

$7,838,226.57. In this connection it must not be forgotten

that in 1837 there were no parochial schools, while at the pres-

ent time there are, in many of the cities and large towns, such

schools returned as private institutions, and which are main-

tained for other reasons than because the public schools are not

successful in accomplishing the ends for which they were estab-

lished. Thus it appears from the returns of 1837 that about

one-sixth of the school children were in private schools, while

in 1886 there were only one-tenth of the whole number. In

1837 the amount of money paid for the support of private

schools and academies was equal to three-fourths of the amount

raised for the public schools. In 1886 the amount paid for the

support of private schools and academies was one-sixth the

amount raised for the public schools.

The statutes require every town containing five hundred

families and more to maintain a secondary or high school for

the benefit of all the inhabitants of th.e town. In 1837 there

were forty-three towns, exclusive of the city of Boston, con-

taining the required number of families for a high school, and

yet there were only fourteen such schools in the State. Many
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of the delinquent towns were among the most populous and

wealthy. In one of them, with a population of over three

thousand persons, so little interest was taken in popular educa-

tion, that in the most important district no public school was

maintained for more than two years.

In 1886 there were one hundred and fifty high-school towns

and two hundred and twenty-four high schools. Every town

in the Commonwealth required to maintain a high school is

obeying the law, and about fifty other towns, taking advantage

of the permissive provisions of the law, are maintaining high

schools by a voluntary support.

From these comparisons it appears that the public schools

are now in great favor with the people, and that public senti-

ment in regard to their necessity and value has greatly changed

within the last fifty years.

In 1837 the supervision of the schools was wholly by school

committees. From returns to interrogatories sent out this year

by the Board, it was found that no more than fifty or sixty

towns made any effort to obey the law relating to visiting the

schools for inspection and supervision. In one town contain-

ing forty school districts it was discovered that for eight suc-

cessive years the school committee had never examined a

teacher nor visited a school. The services of school commit-

tees rendered as superintendents of the schools do not appear

to have been appreciated at this time. In only one-fifth of the

towns did they receive any compensation for their labor, either

in money or in gratitude ; and if they were so presuming as to

present a bill of expenses even, they were reminded of the

impropriety of their act by being excused at the next election

from further service.

The school committees of the State made their first annual

returns to the Board of Education in 1838. In these returns

there is a general complaint of the condition of the school-

houses provided for the children, of the literary and profes-

sional qualifications of the teachers employed, of the irregu-

larity of attendance upon the public schools, of the preference

given to private over public schools, and of the general apathy

manifested by all towards popular education.

This condition of things had arrested the attention of

thoughtful men, and led them to see the necessity of creating
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a public- school system that would offer to every child of the

State the advantages of good common-school instruction. The

first steps taken to secure a revival of interest in the welfare of

the schools, and to provide efficient means for improving their

condition, were the creation of the school fund and the estab-

lishment of the State Board of Education. The first work of

the Board was to obtain accurate information of the condition

of the public schools of the State. This information was ob-

tained from answers to inquiries sent by the Secretary of the

Board to the school committees of the towns, and from a per-

sonal observation commenced during his first year of service.

The first report of the Board and its Secretary, based on the

information thus obtained, and to which reference has been

made, directed the attention of the friends of the public schools

to their defects, to the want of public interest in them, and to

the necessity of an immediate and thorough reformation in

their management.

As a result, the public teachers throughout the State began

to assemble in county associations to consider the changes

demanded in methods of teaching ; the school authorities began

to inspect their school buildings and to improve them ; to exer-

cise more care in the selection of teachers, and more justice in

paying them for their services ; to make better courses of

studies ; to introduce a greater uniformity in the text-books

used ; to employ better methods of teaching ; to grade the

schools in accordance with the age, ability and acquisitions of

the pupils ; to adopt means for increasing the school attendance
;

to provide for increasing the length of the school terms, and

for better school supervision.

Governor Lincoln said in an annual message, delivered in

1827, "The cause of learning languishes, both from the

paucity and incompetence of instructors ;"and he recommended

the adoption of measures for the preparation and better quali-

fication of teachers of youth.

In the following winter the Committee on Education pre-

sented a bill for the establishment of what was called the

Massachusetts Literary Fund. The bill provided for the

endowment of an institution for the instruction of school

teachers in each county of the State, and also for the aid and

encouragement of the common schools. This bill did not
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become a law. In 1833, a bill to establish a School Fund was

introduced, and referred to the next General Court. In 1834,

an act was passed to establish the Massachusetts School Fund,

the income of which should be appropriated for the aid and

encouragement of common schools. • No provision was made
in this act for the better education of teachers. The Board of

Education, immediately after its establishment, in 1837, recom-

mended the appropriation of a portion of the school fund for

the support of Normal Schools. In 1838, a member of the

Board of Education and an earnest friend of the public schools,

the Hon. Edmund Dwight of Boston, offered the gift of ten

thousand dollars, to be expended, under the direction of the

Board, for the training of public- school teachers, provided the

State would furnish an equal amount for the acomplishment of

the same end. The Legislature accepted the offer and appro-

priated the money.

On the third day of July, 1839, the first State Normal School

ever established on this continent was opened at Lexington,

Massachusetts. Since that time five other State Normal Schools

have been organized in the State. For more than forty years

these training seminaries have been sending out their graduates

into the public schools. By the last returns it appears that

there are now more than three thousand of them in actual ser-

vice in the Commonwealth.

Normal teachers are distinguished for their superior methods

of teaching, for their more rational forms of government, and

for their intelligent enthusiasm. The results of their work are

not confined to the schools which they are appointed to teach,

but may be observed in the improved methods introduced into

all other schools in the surrounding communities.

As soon as the Normal Schools directed the attention of

teachers to a study of the principles upon which correct teach-

ing is founded, they began to discover that much of the work

done in the common schools was unphilosophical and not

adapted to accomplish the ends for which these schools were

established. They found also that the forms of school govern-

ment too generally adopted had a tendenc}' to corrupt the minds

of the children and to lead them into a strong dislike for their

school duties, rather than to train them to obedience and to fill

them with a love of learning.
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The reform in methods of teaching and discipline introduced

into the schools half a century ago, seems, to those who have

observed it along through the years, to have made slow progress
;

and yet if we compare the present with the past, we can easily

see that great improvements have been made. Fifty years

ago, as a rule, the schools did not pretend to teach in the true

sense of that term. Lessons were assigned to be memorized,

and recited as they were learned. The attention of the teacher

was quite fully directed to the text-book, and the pupil did not

have frequent occasions to look to other sources for either

knowledge or information.

There were some skilled teachers in the schools of that day.

They were persons of distinguished natural ability, who had

received their training through experience. They belonged to

that small class of teachers who are endowed with the educa-

tional instinct which seems to force its possessor through an

irresistible impulse to teach in accordance with the natural

method, and to keep in mind the ends of education.

But the great mass of public-school teachers had no such

preparation for their work. They were for the most part

graduates of the grade of schools they were called to teach.

Their knowledore both of thino^s and books was limited to a

small amount. The formalities of the school day occupied their

attention, but they did not think it to be any part of their duty

to develope the intellectual and moral faculties of the children.

Then memorizing was substituted for study, hearing recitations

for teaching and keeping order for government. The higher

principles of action were not always used as the basis of either

intellectual or moral effort. Simple conformity to rules was

accepted too frequently for obedience,— a kind of activity that

generally fails of producing a symmetrical development of the

faculties. Fifty years of experience in conducting the public

schools of the Commonwealth, together with a careful study by

the best educators, has produced a science of education and an

art founded upon its principles. It may be interesting to take

note of the school legislation of the State during the last half-

century, and compare the school laws of the present with those

of the past.
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School Legislation from 1837 to 1886.

Board of Edu-
cation estab-
lished.

1837, 241, § 1.

1838, 55.

To prepare
an abstract of
school
returns.
1826, 143, § 8.

1837, 241, § 2.

Returns made
up in office of
Secretary of
Common-
wealth.
1838, 107, § 7.

Made up in

office of Board
of Education.
1847, 183.

Board of Edu-
cation may
appoint sec-

retary, who
shall make
abstracts, etc.

1837, 241, § 2.

1847, 183, § 1.

1849, 215, § 1.

G. S,34, §4.

Secretaries of
the Board.

BOARD OF EDUCATION.

April 20, 1837, the act establishing the Board of

Education and prescribing its duties was approved

by the Governor. Incidental expenses were pro-

vided for by Act of 1838.

By an act of 1837 it was provided that the Board of

Education shall prepare and lay before the Legislature

in a printed form an abstract of the school returns

received by the Secretary of the Commonwealth.

In 1838 it was provided that the school returns

shall be made up, under the direction of the Board

of Education, in the office of the Secretary of the

Commonwealth.

In 1847 it was first enacted that the returns shall

be made up in the office of the Board of Education.

The act which established the Board of Educa-

tion authorized it to appoint its own secretary, who,

under its direction, was required to make the abstract

of school returns, collect information respecting the

condition and efficiency of the public schools and

other means of popular education, and diffuse as

widely as possible throughout the Commonwealth

information of the best system of studies and method

of instruction for the young, that the best education

which public schools can be made to impart may be

secured to all children who depend upon them for

instruction.

Under the authority to appoint its secretary, the

Board of Education elected Horace Mann, who con-

tinued in office twelve years. His successor was

Barnas Sears, who held office seven years. The

third secretary of the Board was George S. Boutwell,

who was secretary for five years. Joseph White,

the successor to Mr. Boutwell, served sixteen years.

He was succeeded by John W. Dickinson, the present

secretary, who entered upon the duties of the office

in May, 1877.
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Members of the Board of Education from 1837 to 1886,

inclusive.

The following list of the members of the Board, named in the

order of their appointment or connection with it, is complete to

the present time :
—

James G. Carter.

Emerson Davis.

Edmund Dwight.

Horace Mann.

Edward A. Newton.

Robert Rantoul, Jr.

Thomas Robbins.

Jared Sparks

George Putnam.

Charles Hudson.

George N Briggs.

William G. Bates.

John W. James.

Elisha Bartlett.

Heman Humphrey.
Stephen C. Phillips.

Barnas Sears.

Edwin H. Chapin.

Henry B. Hooker.

Stephen P. Webb.
Thomas Kinnicutt.

Joseph W. Ingraham.

Edward Everett.

Marcus Morton.

John Davis.

George N. Briggs.

George S. Boutwell.

John H. Clifford.

Emory Washburn.

George Hull.

Henry H Childs.

John Reed..

Henry W. Cushman.

Elisha Huntington.

William C. Plunkett.

John A. Bolles.

George B. Emerson.

Charles K. True.

Mark Hopkins.

Edward Otheman.

Isaac Davis.

Alexander H. Vinton.

George S Boutwell.

Henry Wheatland.

Hosea Ballou.

Ariel Parish.

Cornelius C. Felton.

Alonzo H. Quint.

William A. Stearns.

Russell Tomlinson.

Erastus O. Haven.

David H. Mason.

John P. Marshall.

Emory Washburn.

Abner J. Phipps.

James Freeman Clarke.

William Rice.

John D. Philbrick.

Samuel T. Seelye.

George T Wilde.

Gardiner G. Hubbard.

Alonzo A. Miner.

Henry Chapin.

Constantine C. Esty.

Edward B. Gillett.

Phillips Brooks.

Chri-topher C Hussey.

Charles B Rice.

Elijah B Stoddard.

Horatio G. Knight.

Miss Abby W. May.

Charles Francis Adams,Jr.
Milton B. Whitney.

Thomas W. Higginson.

Admiral P. Stone.

Francis A. Walker.

Edward C. Carrigan.

Horace E. Scudder.

MEMBERS EX-OFFICIIS.

Governoj's.

Henry J. Gardner.

Nathaniel P. Banks.

John A. Andrew.

Alexander H. Bullock.

William Claflin.

William B.Washburn.

William Gaston.

Lieutenant- Governors.

Simon Brown.

Henry W. Benchley.

Eliphalet Trask.

John Z. Goodrich.

John Nesmith.

Joel Hayden.

J. Q. A. Brackett.

Alexander H. Rice.

Thomas Talbot.

John D. Long.

Benjamin F. Butler.

George D. Robinson.

Oliver Ames.

W^illiam Claflin.

Joseph Tucker.

Thomas Talbot.

Horatio G. Knight.

Byron Weston.

Oliver Ames.

«
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Secretary to
suggest to

Board and to

Legislature
needed im-
provements in
schools.
1849, 215, § 1.

Agents to be
appointed to
visit towns.
Res., 1850, 26.

G. S., 34, §!
P. S., 41, § i

Persons em-
ployed as
agjots.

Board em-
powered to

hold in trust
properly de-
vised for edu-
cational pur-
poses.
1850, 88.

G. S., 34, § 2.

An act of 1849 required the Secretary to make
suggestions to his Board and to the Legislature con-

cerning improvements in the present system of public

schools ; to visit, as often as other duties permit,

different parts of the Commonwealth for the purpose

of arousing and guiding public sentiment in relation

to the practical interests of education ; to collect and

keep in his office scht)ol-books and apparatus ; to-

receive and arrange in his office the reports and

returns of school committees ; and receive., preserve

or distribute the State documents in relation to the

public-school system.

Resolves of 1850, 1851, etc., authorized the Board

of Education to appoint agents to visit the several

towns and cities for the purpose of inquiring into

the condition of the schools, conferring with teach-

ers and committees, lecturing upon subjects con-

nected with education, and in general of giving and

receiving information upon such subjects in the

same manner as the Secretary might do if he were

present.

Authority to appoint agents was given to the

Board from year to year until 1860, when the au-

thority was made perpetual.

Under this |)rovision ti'he following persons have

been employed for longer or shorter periods of

time : Nathaniel P. Banks, Charles W. Upham, S. S.

Greene, R. B. Hubbard, J. T. Burrill, Charles

Northend, Horace James, Henry K. Oliver, Daniel

Leach, Richard Edwards, Alpheus Crosby, A. R.

Pope, Cornelius Walker, B. G. Northrop, A. J.

Phipps, George A. Walton, E. A. Hubbard, John

Kneeland, George H. Martin and John T. Prince.

By a law of 1850 the Board of Education was em-

powered to hold in trust for the Commonwealth any

grant or devise of land, and any donation or bequest

of money or other personal property, made to it for

educational purposes, and was forthwith to pay over

to the treasurer of the Commonwealth for safe keep-

ing and investment all property so received. Such
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income as accrues is payable to the Board on the

warrant of the Governor.

SCHOOL FUND.

Before referrins: to the different acts passed since Reference to~
Bcnool fund

1837 resrulatino: the distribution of the income of the pmrtoissi.

school fund, it may be well to give a brief statement

of tlie legislation relating to the subject prior to that

period.

The Massachusetts school fund was established in school fund
created from

1834. It was created from moneys already in the moneys in the
•^ '' treasury on

treasury derived from the sale of lands in the State
g^{g°g"of fands

of Maine, and from the claim of the State on the
JS^*^„"efe?^f

°^

government of the United States for military ser-
i834, U9, §k

vices, togther with fifty per centum of all moneys

thereafter to be received from the sale of lands in

Maine.

The act creating the fund restricted its amount to Amount of
fund re-

one million dollars, to be invested by the treasurer s'nctedto
' -^ $1,000,000.

and receiver-general with the approval of the Gov- ^^^*' ^^^' § i-

ernor and Council. The mode of distribution was

left to the action of the next Legislature.

In the year 1835 a law was passed authorizing the Manner of
"^ * ° distributing

secretary and the treasurer of the Commonwealth to the income of
^ the school

divide the income of the school fund into two parts ; f"."A*®.'^'?r tribution to be

to apportion one moiety to the city of Boston and to hai^fu^onthe

the towns and districts on the ratio of population
; the^other°haif

and to apportion the other moiety on the ratio of the "f m"on"y°""'

amount of money raised by taxation in each town, [own*?^^

city and district, for the support of common schools '
' '

,

in the next preceding year.

In the year 1839 the mode of distributinsr the in- Thedistribu-
'' ° tion based

come of the fund was changed by paying: to the "pon number
o ./ 1 ./ o of persons be-

cities and towns according to the number of persons t^jenfour
Q j^

v^ ^yjLi^ ^^^ Sixteen

in such cities and towns between the ages of four and im^^eft
sixteen years, on condition that the school returns

and reports be made according to law, and that the

towns shall have raised by taxation for the support

of schools for the current year at least one dollar

and twenty-five cents for each person between the
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Distribution
based upon
population.
1840, 7.

Basis again
made the
number of
persons be-
tween four
and sixteen
years of age.
1841, 17, § 2.

Four and six-

teen years
changed to

live and fif-

teen.

1849, 117, § 2.

Towns to

raise $1.50
per child from
five to fifteen

years of age.
1849, 117, § 3.

Fund allowed
to increase to

$1,500,000.
1851, 112.

Provision for

increasing
principal of
fund.
1854, 300, § 1.

All appropri-
ations for gen-
eral educa-
tional pur-
poses to be
chargeable to

one-half in-

come of
school fund.
No charge to

principal.
1854, 300,

§§ 1-4.

Fund in-

creased.
Aid granted
to Museum of
Comparative

ages of four and sixteen years belonging to said town

on the first of the preceding May.

In the year 1840 an act was passed distributing

the income of the school fund according to the num-
ber of persons in the cities and towns.

In 1841 the law was re-enacted distributing the

income according to the number of children between

four and sixteen years of age.

By an act of 1849 the income was apportioned

to the several cities and towns according to the

number of persons between the ages of five and

fifteen.

In the same year, 1849, the towns and cities were

required to raise one dollar and fifty cents for the

schooling of each child between five and fifteen years

of age, as a condition of receiving a share of the

income of the school fund.

In 1851 the act limiting the fund to one million

dollars was repealed, and an act was passed allowing

it to accumulate until it amounted to one million five

hundred thousand dollars.

In 1854 provision was made for the increase of

the fund, as folloAvs :
—

The Treasurer of the Commonwealth was author-

ized to transfer to the fund such a number of shares

held by the Commonwealth in the Western Railroad

Corporation as at one hundred dollars a share shall

increase the school fund to one million five hundred

thousand dollars.

This year, 1854, it was provided that the annual

income of the fund should be distributed, one half to

towns, as heretofore provided, and that all appropria-

tions for general educational purposes should be

made chargeable to the other half, unless otherwise

specially promled for. No sums of money there-

after drawn from the treasury were to be chargeable

to the principal of the fund.

In 1859 an act was passed to increase the school

fund, and to grant aid to the Museum of Compara-

tive Zoology, to Tufts, Williams and Amherst Col-
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leges, and to Wesleyan Academy at Wilbraham, out
othL'rf.fsritu

of proceeds of the sales of the Back Bay lands. *'°"^-

Williams, Amherst and Tufts Colleores were to I^^Q'^^i,

^

° §§ 1-5.

support each three free scholarships, to be under

the control of the Board of Education.

General Statutes, 1860, ch. 36, § 3. The income income to be
apportioned

of the fund applied to the support of public schools
j!f/^Jf j^f^"

shall be apportioned by the Secretary and Treasurer,
f^ate'rreas-

and paid over by the Treasurer to the treasurers of gkT., 36, §3.

the several cities and towns.

General Statutes, ch. 36, S 4. The income of the income to be
•'

^ ^
applied by

school fund received by the several cities and towns school com-
^ raittee.

shall be applied by the school committees thereof to
^riJtetwenty-

the support of public schools therein ; but said com- ^oTapp'^amus,

mittees may, if they see fit, appropriate therefrom g?'8-. se, §4.

any sum not exceeding twenty-five per cent of the '
'

same to the purchase of books of reference, maps

and apparatus, for the use of said schools.

Under this section it becomes the duty of each

town treasurer to open an account with the school

committee, and to hold the fund received from the

State subject to their order.

In 1865 an act concerning the distribution of the Towns or

1 1 f 1 • 1 1
cities to be

income of the school fund provided that the towns entitled must
^ have complied

may be entitled to a share of it if they have com- with statutes
•^ "^ and have

plied with all statutes before existing relating to the
capuabe-^^"^

distribution, and" have raised at least three dollars an^Mteln

per capita for all children between five and fifteen 186*57142, § 1.

years of age.

1866. Every city and town shall receive seventy- Every city

. .
and town to

five dollars, and the residue of the moiety of the first receive

income of the school fund shall be apportioned 1^^^' '^^^' §
^•

among the several cities and towns in proportion to

the number of children between five and fifteen years

of age, in which towns the district system does not

exist.

Every town maintaining a high school was ex- Exemption
«^ o c;

J J J J
from forfeit-

empted from the forfeitiirifij i< \'->' '''>\
\ \\'\ W' A i.7 '^^i;. ^.r k<>

An act of 1867 fixe,d .the.timPoOf paying, the^,in- .iser, 98.

come of the school fund .'at the. 25m;iif- J&iitfary.'"* ^
''

J J i 3 i ^ JJO
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Distribution
of one half of
income of
school fund
among cities

and towns.
1874, 348, § 1.

Towns must
comply with
laws relating
to truancy.
1878, 234, § 1.

Distribution
of the income
of the school
fund.
1884, 22, § 1.

1874. Every town whose valuation does rot ex-

ceed one million dollars shall annually receive two

hundred dollars ; every tovvn whose valuation is more

than one million and does not exceed three million,

shall receive one hundred and fifty dollars ; and

every town whose valuation is more than three rail-

lion and does not exceed five million, shall receive

one hundred dollars. The remainder of said half

shall be distributed to all the towns and cities whose

valuation does not exceed ten million dollars, in pro-

portion to the number of children between five and

fifteen 3'ears of age belonging to each city or town.

By an act of 1878 it was provided that their share

of the income of the school fund shall be withheld

from towns not complying with the laws relating to

truancy.

1884. Every tovvn whose valuation does not ex-

ceed one-half million dollars shall annually receive

three hundred dollars ; every town whose valuation

is more than one-half million and does not exceed

one million, shall receive two hundred dollars; and

every town whose valuation is more than one million

and does not exceed three million, shall receive one

hundred and fifty dollars. The remainder of said

half shall be distributed to all the towns and cities

whose valuation does not exceed ten million dollars,

in proportion to the number of children between five

and fifteen years of age belonging to each.

The school fund was established to give aid and

encouragement to the common schools. Several

methods have been devised for making a just and

equal distribution of it, according to the intent of

those by whose acts the fund was established.

At the time of the establishment of the school

fund, and for some years before, the public schools

of the Commonwealth were in a low condition, and

were held in low estimation by the people. These

fads if(?R'Kade evident "by't.he ^mall amount of money

expended for the public education of each child of

fichooi age, •n'xr.d' by:; tfeQ- r<^k'tively large number of

the clilldren :pf the Stfite in private schools.
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In 1826 the returns from 214 towns show that the

children of the public schools were educated at an

expense of $1.93 each for the year, while each child

attending a private school was supported at an

expense amounting to four times that sum. These

same towns sent in the same year 117,186 pupils to

the public schools, and over 25,000 to the private

schools and academies, and there were 3,000 chil-

dren that did not attend either the public or private

schools.

The distribution of the income of the school fund

encouraged and enabled the towns to give to their

schools a better support than they had before re-

ceived, and it prepared the way for the appointment

of the Board of Education. The reports of the

Board and of its Secretary called the attention of the

people and the government to the sad condition of

public instruction in the State, and the establishment

of training; schools for teachers was the result. The

graduates of these schools introduced improved

methods of teaching, and the public-school system

began to grow in favor with the people and to enlist

their earnest efforts in its administration.

PRESENT CONMTION OF THE SCHOOL FUND.

Cash on hand Jan. 1,1886, .... $72,89753

Net income for 188,6, 137,037 11

Paid cities and towns in 1886, . $67,061 46

Paid educational expenses in

1886, 68,411 78

Paid to the fund, balance of in-

come, 1885, .... 5,836 07

1209,934 64

141,309 31

Cash on hand Dec 31, 1886, . • . . . |68,625 33

From which there is to be paid

to cities and towns one-half of

income for 1886, . . . $68,518 50

For expenses of Normal Art

School in 1886, ... 106 83
$68,626 33

The Massachusetts School Fund amounted,

Jan. 1, 1886, to $2,710,24130

Amount of fund, Dec. 81, 1886, . . . . 2,715,944 00
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Incorporation
of Plymouth
County Nor-
mal School.
1839, 72.

Gift of $10,000
for qualifying
teachers.

Resolve ap-
priated
$10,000 for
Normal
School.
1838. 70.

First normal
school at

Lexington
July 3, 1839;
We^t Newton
184-t; Fram-
ingham, 1852.

Second nor-
mal school at

Barre, 1839.

Removed to

Westfield ; re-

opened 1844.

Bridgewater
Normal
School opened

Salem Normal
School.
1854.

Normal Art
School,
Biiston.

1873.

NORMAL SCHOOLS.

Various attempts were made prior to the estab-

lishaient of the Board of Education to secure legis-

lation in favor of normal schools. Reference is made
to these attempts in the Fortieth Annual Report of

the Board.

An act to incorporate the Plymouth County Nor-

mal School passed the Legislature in 1839. Arte-

mus Hale, Seth Sprague, Jr., Ichabod Morton and

others were made the corporation.

In March, 1838, Hon. Edmund Dwight of Boston,

then a member of the Board of Education, offered,

through the Secretary of the Board, to give $10,000,.

"to be expended under the direction of the Board

for qualifying teachers for our common schools, on

condition that the Legislature would appropriate for

the same purpose an equal amount."

On the 19th of April, 1838, the Legislature

passed resolves accepting Mr. D wight's proposition,

and appropriated $10,000 to be placed at the disposal

of the Board of Education, to aid in qualifying teach-

ers for the common schools.

A school was opened July 3, 1839, at Lexington.

This school was removed to West Newton in 1844,

and thence to Framingham in 1852. The removal

in each instance took place on account of the in-

creased demand for accommodations.

A second school was opened at Barre, Sept. 14,.

1839. The removal of this school to Westfield was

directed May 13, 1843. After a brief suspension, it

was re-opened at Westfield, Sept. 4, 1844.

A third school was opened at Bridgewater, Sept. 9,

1840.

A fourth school was opened at Salem, Sept. 14,

1854.

A school for training in art was opened at Boston

Nov. 6, 1873. This school is called the Normal Art.

School.
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The sixth normal school was opened at Worcester, Worcester
Normal

Sept. 15, 1874.
f^]^l°^-

The early normal schools were all provided at

first with such buildings as were available. None of

them were built for the schools, nor were they

adapted to their needs.

The Lexington School occupied a small academy

buildinsT in that town. On the removal of the school

to West Newton, it was kept in a building purchased

by Josiah Quincy, and known as the Fuller Acad-

emy. When at last the school reached Framing-

ham, it found rest in a home of its own.

The Barre School occupied rooms fitted up in the

town hall. On the removal of the school to West-

field, it occupied rooms in the old academy building.

Later it was provided with rooms in the town hall,

and still later it was moved into its own house.

The Bridgewater School was kept for a time in the

town hall. From that place it was moved into a

building of its own, standing on the site of the

present schoolhouse, forming the germ from which

that structure has been developed.

The normal schools were established partly through

the pecuniary aid furnished by the towns in which

they are located. They are maintained entirely by

the State. The money appropriated for their sup-

port is derived from the income of the moiety of the

school fund set apart for general educational pur-

poses.

In 1842 a resolve passed the Legislature appro- ^^*2.

priating |6,000 per year for three years to the sup-

port of the normal schools.

A resolve of 1852 appropriated $6,000, from the Appropria-''•> tion for site

proceeds of public lands or school fund, to provide
|™^jj,'jjifa°^

a more commodious site and building, furniture and w^Newton.

apparatus, for the accommodation of the State Nor-
'^^^^'^°-

mal School at West Newton.

The appropriations for the normal schools are

increasing year by year, owing to the increased
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Boarding.
house for
Bridgewater
Normal
School.
1869.

Boarding-
house for
Westfield
Normal
School.
1872.

Boarding-
halls for

Framingham
Normal
School.
1869.

1886.

Todd fund ap-
plied to nor-
mal schools.
18.50, 88.

Resolve ap-
propriating
$1,000 annu-
ally to aid nor-
mal pupils.

1853, 62.

attendance upon them and the better appliances for

teaching furnished.

The Legislature of 1869 authorized a loan of

125,000 from the school fund to the Board of Educa-

tion, to be spent in erecting and furnishing a board-

ing-hall at Bridgewater for the use of the students.

An appropriation of $75,000 was made in 1872 for

the erection and furnishing: of a boarding-house for

the normal students at Westfield.

A boarding-hull for the students of the Framing-

ham Normal School was provided in 1869 by a

resolve which appropriated for the purpose a sum
not exceeding $15,000.

A resolve of 1870 made a further appropriation of

$6,500 for furnishing the boarding-hall at Framing-

ham.

A second boarding-hall was erected at Framingham

in 1886, an appropriation of $20,000 being made by

the Legislature for the same.

The six normal schools all now have well-con-

structed buildings conveniently located, and well

supplied with the means for teaching.

Three of the schools are provided with commo-

dious and convenient boarding-halls, in which the

students find good homes furnished for them at sim-

ple cost.

The Todd Normal School fund, the gift of Henry

Todd, Esq., of Boston, is used to aid normal pupils.

The income is applied by the faculty of the respec-

tive normal schools, with the advice and consent of

the Board of Education.

A resolve of 1853 appropriated $1,000 to each of

the four normal schools, to aid those pupils who find

it dilBcult to meet their expenses.

The State has thus shown her faith in the common
schools by making liberal appropriations for the

training of her teachers. The appropriations for

normal schools have been intrusted to the Board of

Education. The expenditure has been made with a

wise economy and strict regard to the sacred trust
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imposed. The entire charge of the schools has de-

volved upon the Board. The service has been all

the more o-rateful for beino- a labor of love.

i

Teachers' Institutes and Associations.

teachees' institutes.

In 1846 provision was made for teachers' institutes, Meeting of
not less than

to be held under direction of the Secretary of the roteachersfor
*' not less than

Board. Under this statute an institute could be }'^,i^l^-lo4o, 99.

organized when a reasonable assurance should be

given that not less than seventy teachers of common
schools shall desire it. The institute, if appointed,

was to continue in session for not less than ten days.

Expenses were to be paid from the capital of the

school fund.

By an act of 1848 the number of teachers desig- Meeting for 50

nated as the minimum for hold in 2; an institute was i848, 10.'

G. 8 ,35, § 1.

fifty. p. 8., 42, §1.

By act of 1849 the length of time for holding in- 1849,62.

stitutes was left to the Board of Education.

COUNTY teachers' ASSOCIATIONS.

In the vear 1837 the Essex County Teachers' Essex county
•^ Teachers'

Association was incorporated ; Nehemiah Cleveland, Association
*^ incorporated.

Benjamin Greenleaf, George Titcomb, their associ- isst, 197.

ates and successors, being the corporation.

For about eight years this county association had

been in active operation. Other county associations

have been formed, some of them by direct efforts of

the Board of P^ducation, till at present they are

found established in every county of the State ex-

cept Suffolk.

In 1H48 county associations of teachers and others county asso-

. .
ciations hold-

holdiug semi-annual meetmgs of not less than two ingsemi-
*-' '-' annual

days each were allowed fifty dollars a year from the ""^'^^'^'^L*;?"^ J J receive $50.

*^^^'^^"
G.S.,36;§4.

By act of 1864 associations were to receive Annual meet-

, n 1 11 1 • p 11 ings of two
twenty-nve dollars, and meetinofs of not less than days required.

, ," $25 paid.

two days were to be held annually. i864, ss.
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Meetings of
one day.
P. S.,42, §4.

It was provided in 1880 that meetings of not less-

than one day might be held annually, with appropri-

ation from the State, as before.

Convention of
Massachusetts
teachers
called.

Massachusetts
Teachers'
Association
incorporated.
1846, 213.

State appro-
priates $300
annually for 5

years.
1853, 9.

Appropria-
tion of $900 in
three annual
payments for
sending
"Massachu-
setts Teacher"
to school
boards.
1857, 35.

Total amount
increased to

1865, 41.

Return to ap-
propriation of
$300.
1875, 114.

Res., 1880, 30.

P. S., 42, § 5.

Approval of
Board of Edu-
cation.
Res., 1880, 30.

P. S., 42, §5.

MASSACHUSETTS TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.

A call for a convention of practical teachers to

meet at Worcester was issued by the Essex County

Teachers' Association, Nov. 3, 1845. The conven-

tion met under this call, Nov. 25, 1845, and formed

the Massachusetts Teachers' Association.

In 1846 the Massachusetts Teachers' Association

was incorporated, the incorporators being Oliver

Carlton, Samuel Swan and associates.

In 1853 aid to the amount of $300 annually for

five years was granted by the State to the Massachu-

setts Teachers' Association.

In 1857 the sum of $900 in three annual payments

was granted, on condition that the Association shall

furnish a copy of the "Massachusetts Teacher" to

each board of school committee in the several cities

and towns of the Commonwealth. An appropriation

of $600 a year was thus made ; and this amount was

continued till 1865, from which time the sum of

$800, with conditions as above, was appropriated

each year till 1875.

In 1875 the "Massachusetts Teacher" was

merged in the " New England Journal of Educa-

tion." From and after this year an appropriation

of $300 was made year by year till 1880, when a

resolve was passed providing that the sum of $300

shall be paid to the Association annually, subject ta

the approval of the Board of Education.

American
Institute of
Instruction.
Appropria-
tion of $300
annually.
Res., 1835, 54.

Res., 1840, 44.

Appropria-
tion discoji-

tinued in 1873.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INSTRUCTION.

Resolves of 1835 and 1840 respectively appro-

priated annually for five successive years to the

directors of the American Institute of Instruction

the sum of $300.

This amount was continued for successive years

till 1873, from which time the Institute was made

self supporting.
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The American Institute of Instruction was incor- American
Institute

porated by an act of the Legislature of Massachusetts jnoorporated.

in 1830. Nominally national, the Institute was Laws, isso,

virtually limited in scope to New England. That

Massachusetts alone for thirty-eight years appropri-

ated even the small sum of $300 a year towards the

maintenance of the Institute is one of many illustra-

tions of her abiding faith in institutions for promot-

ing education, and of her great liberality towards

them.

Schools to be Kept.

In 1839 schools were required to be kept at least schools re-
^ * quired.

six months in each year. is^a. se, § i.
•^ See page 103

By an act of the year 1839 provision was made of tws report.

for the employment of female assistants in schools

containing fifty scholars as the average attendance,

unless the town votes to the contrary.

An act passed in 1882 forbade the granting: of intoxicating
" CD o liquors not to

licenses for the sale of intoxicating liquors in any
X^fg'^et'^o^'a

place or building within four hundred feet of a build-
?s"s^''22r^°°^'

ing occupied in whole or part by a public school and

situated on the same street.

Evening Schools.

Provision was made in 1857 for maintaining day Evening
, -, f i^ p^ „ schools for

or evenmg schools tor persons over niteen years oi persons over
15 yrs. of age.

^ge. > p. S., 44, 7, 12.

A law was passed in 1883 requiring evening cities and

schools to be maintained in all towns and cities lo.ooo inhabi-

, . , T • 1 1 • tants or over
having ten thousand or more mhabitants. to maintain

evening

Chapter 236 of the Acts of 1886, authorizes the g^^°^*3g .^

establishment and maintenance of evening high Evening wgh
. ... o o schools may

schools m certain cities. be established
on petition in

Section 1. Every city of fifty thousand or more cities having
J •> •/ over 50,000

inhabitants shall establish and thereafter annually population.

maintain an evening high school, in which shall be

taught such branches of learning as the school com-

mittee thereof may deem expedient, whenever fifty

or more residents, fourteen years of age or over,

who desire, and in the opinion of the school com-
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School com-
mittees to

superintend
evening high
schools.
1886, 236.

mittee are competent, to pursue high-school studies,

shall petition in writing for a high school, and cer-

tify that they desire to attend such school.

Sect. 2. The school committee shall have the

same superintendence over such school as they have

over day schools ; may determine the term or terms

in each year and the hours of the evening during

which such school shall be kept, and may make such

regulations as to the attendance thereat as they may

deem proper.

The following cities have a population of more

than fifty thousand: Boston, Cambridge, Fall River,

Lowell, New Bedford, Worcester.

Private-school
teachers to he
appro ^'ed hy
school com-
mittee.
1855, 379.

P. S.,47, §2.
i

Private
schools to he
approved hy
committee.

1878, 171.

P. 8., 47, § 2.

Private Schools.

In 1855, in order that children attending private

schools may receive certificates to work in mills, the

teachers of such schools must be approved by the

school committee.

Private schools, by a law of 1878, were made

subject to the approval of school committees. The

teaching must be in i.he English language, and the

committee must be satisfied that the efficiency of

these schools is equal to that of the public schools.

This provision was made for the purpose of com-

plying with the law requiring attendance upon the

schools for a certain time.

Special insti-

tutions to

report to

Board of Edu-
cation.

1867, 123.

P. 8., 41, 13.

Reports of
tlie institu-

tions for deaf,

dumh and
hlind to he
made to the
hoard.
1875, 118.

P. 8,41, §LJ.

Institutions for the Defective Classes.

Officers of all literary, scientific or professional

institutions of learning, incorporated, supported or

aided by the Commonwealth, shall, on or before the

first day of June in each year, make a report in

writing to the Board of Education of such statistics

as the Board shall prescribe. This provision was

made in 1867.

In 1875 it was enacted that such duties with ref-

erence to institutions for the instruction of the deaf

and the dumb and of the blind as are now vested

by law in the Board of State Charities are hereby
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transferred to and vested in the Board of Educa-

tion.

The above-named institutions were transferred

from the directing care of the Board of State Chari-

ties to the superintendence of the Board of Educa-

tion, that they might be treated as educational rather

than as charitable institutions.

Teachers.

In 1838 provision was made by statute that the Teachers may
T'l • be selected by

teachers shall be selected by prudential committees, prudential

_ ^
committees by

if the town so vote; otherwise, the selection shall y?*^ of town.
1838, 105.

be made and the qualifications determined by school

committees.

In 1844 committees were empowered to dismiss Teachers may
be dismissed

teachers at any time. by school
committees.

By an act of 1859 school committees alone were 1844,32.
•^ G. S., 38, §24.

authorized to select teachers. S-^-i^"^' .^l"-Teachers to be

By Revised Statutes, 1836, a duplicate certificate
^^{fo'^'f^^^X

of his qualifications must be filed with the town J^gg^lo.

treasurer before the teacher can claim his pay. In Pay of teach-

. -1 1 <^i -I
• 1 1

^'^^ depends

1850 the duplicate was required to be filed with the uponcertm
* ^ cate.

selectmen.
fsso.-'nf:

"•

In 1855 the law authorized the teacher to claim
^855 126.

his pay at the close of a term.

An act of 1886 provided that the school committee Teachers may

of any city or town may elect any duly qualified during the

person to serve as a teacher of the public schools school com-
•^ ^ mittee.

during the pleasure of such committee, provided 1886,313.

such person has served in the public schools of such

city or town for a period of not less than one year.

Scholarships.

An act of 1853 established State scholarships for state schoiar-

. ships estab-

the purpose 01 educating young men to become lished.

principals of high schools.

The act of 1853 establishing scholarships was Repeal of act

. establishing

repealed by an act of 1866, it having been virtually state schoiar-

inoperative so far as its beneficent purpose is con- isee. 3.

cerned.
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What schools
shall be pro-
vided by
towns of 50
families.

What schools
provided by
towns of 500
families.

By towns of
4,000 inhabi-
tants.

1827, 143, § 1.

R. 8., 23,

§§ 1-6.

Instruction in

physiology
provided for.

1850, 229,

§§ 1. 2.

Studies pre-
scribed to be
taught in ele-

mentary
schools.
1839, 56, § 1.

1857, 206,

§§ 1-3.

Jbt. 8., 23, § 1.

Studies in
lowest class

high schools.

Studies in
highest class

high schools.

G. 8., 38,

§§ 1. 2.

Studies to be Pursued.

By act of 1826, approved March 10, 1827, it was

required that each town or district containing fifty

families or householders shall be provided with a

teacher, of good morals, to instruct children in

orthography, reading, writing, English grammar,

geography, arithmetic and good behavior, for such

terra of time as shall be equivalent to one school of

six months in each year. As the number of families

increased, the length of time increased for which the

schools must be kept.

If the town had five hundred families, one school

additional for all the inhabitants must be kept for

ten months each year. In this school, besides the

branches aforesaid, the history of the United States,

book-keeping by single entry, geometry, surveying

and algebra were to be taught. Towns of four thou-

sand inhabitants were to provide instruction also in

Latin and Greek, in history, rhetoric and logic.

Act of 1850 provided for instruction in physiology

and hygiene in all cases in which the school commit-

tee deem it expedient. It provided that teachers

shall be examined in this study.

An act was passed in 1857 prescribing the studies

to be taught in the several kinds of schools.

The branches to be taught in elementary schools

:

Orthography, reading, writing, English grammar,

geography, arithmetic, algebra, history of the United

States, good behavior ;
physiology and hygiene at

the option of the school committee.

The branches to be taught in high schools of the

lower class : The branches above enumerated ; also

general history, book-keeping, surveying, geometry,

natural philosophy, chemistry, botany, the civil

polity of Massachusetts and Latin.

The branches to be tau2:ht in high schools of the

higher class : The above branches ; also Greek and

French, astronomy, geology, rhetoric, logic, intel-

lectual and moral philosophy and political economy.
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The teaching of drawing and music was made per- Agriculture,*-''-' drawing and

missible by General Statutes in 1860; the teaching
™)J"]^j™'^y

''^

of agriculture by act of 1862. p"^' '^^'
§ i-

By an act of 1870 the General Statutes were Drawing
must be

amended so as to include drawino; among the branches taT^i^t.O
^

*=
^ 1870, 263, §1.

of learning required to be taught in public schools.

It was also provided that every city and town may, ah towns
^ '' -J " may provide

and that every one having more than ten thousand for teaching
•'

~
persons over

inhabitants must make provision for giving free in-
^owns of'*^'

struction in industrial and mechanical drawing to
fn^hai^uknte

persons over fifteen years of age, either in day or ™87o^263, §2.

evening schools, to be under the direction of the p *^'**'§^-

school committee.

By an act of 1871 the Board of Education was Technical in.

. . . . struction in

directed to report a plan for technical instruction in public
schools.

public schools. p- s-. 44, §§ 7,

In 1884 training in the use of hand tools was Training in

f use of hand
authorized by public statute. tools.

, ^ ,
,

1884, 69.

Sewing in public schools was permitted by act of sewing per-
mitted to be

1876. taught. 1876.

P. B., 44, § 1.

Physiology and hygiene, with special reference to study of phy

the effects of alcohol, stimulants and narcotics upon hygiene made
compulsory.

the human system, was, by a law 01 1885, made a 1885.

required study in all public schools. §§1,2-

' Text Books.

As early as 1826 the school committee were re- Text books to

quired to direct what books shall be used in the by school
committee.

schools. They could direct what books should be 1826,143, §7.

used in particular classes.

Parents were required to supply the books for

their children.

A copy of the Webster's Unabridged or of the Dictionary

Worcester's Quarto Dictionary was furnished to each each school.
1850, 99.

school in the State by a resolve of 1850.

By act of 1856 towns were authorized to purchase Textbooks

and loan to the pupils the books used in the schools, 1855, 436.
. p. S., 44, §40.

also to supply the stationery. The school committee

were to take charge of the same.
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Free text
books.
1884, 103.

Bible to be
read in public
schools.
18.55, 410.

K. 8., 23, 23.

G. S.,88, 27.

P. 8., 44, 32.

No books to

be introduced
favoring any
religious sect.

1862, 57.

Pupils of pa-
rents having
conscientious
scruples, etc.

1S80, 176.

In the year 1884 towns were required to purchase

the books to be used in the schools, and to loan them

to the pupils without charge.

Bible in Schools.

The reading of the Bible in the public schools, in

the common English version, was made obligatory

by an act of 1855.

In 1862 an act provided that no book favoring any

particular religious sect should be introduced into

the public schools.

The reading of the Bible without note or comment

was required by act of 1880 ; but such reading was

not to be required of any child whose parent or

guardian informs the teacher in writing that he has

conscientious scruples against it.

District school
libraries.

1837, 147.

Libraries and
apparatus
may be pur-
chased by dis-

trict or town.
1849, 81.

Statute ap-
propriating
Irom the
school fund
$15 for dis-

trict libraries.

1842, 74, § 2.

Act imposing
fine upon pa-
rent for nonv
attendance of
child at

school.

1852, 240, § 1.

G. 8., 41, § 1.

P. S., 47, § 1.

Libraries..

In 1837 districts were authorized to raise money
to establish and maintain school libraries. Not more

than thirty dollars could be assessed in any one year.

It was enacted in 1849 that any school district or

any city or town may raise money for the purchase

of libraries and necessary school apparatus.

A resolve of 1842 appropriated fifteen dollars to

be taken from the school fund for every school dis-

trict to establish libraries for the use of the public

schools.

The Board, in its early years, took an active in-

terest in the establishment and maintenance of libra-

ries in the school districts. Most of these libraries

have ceased to exist ; town libraries have been sub-

stituted.

School Attendance.

1852. By an act of this year every child between

the ages of eight and fourteen years was required to

attend school for twelve weeks each year. Six

weeks of the twelve must be consecutive.

For a violation of this act a fine of twenty dollars

was imposed upon the parent or guardian. It was
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made the duty of the school committee to report

violations of the act to the city or town in their

annual report. The treasurer of the city or town

was to prosecute for violations of the act.

By an act of 1873 the time of attendance was in- rime of at

tendance ex-

creased from twelve to twenty weeks, and the limit tended to
'' twenty weeks.

of the age of attendance was changed to be from Agemade
o C5 eight to

eight to twelve years. im^lig

The acts of 1874 changed the age again to be from Agemade

eight to fourteen years, and divided the twenty teen.°
.

1874,233.

weeks of attendance into two terms of ten consecu- ps.,47,
§§3. 2.

tive weeks.

Provision was made by an act of 1859 for the Pupiismay

attendance of children at schools in adjoining towns, in adjoining^ towns.

under regulations of school committees of said isos, S9.

towns.

Conveyance of Children to School.

. In the year 1869 an act was passed permitting Towns may
' . 1 -i T -\ f furnish con-

towns to raise money to convey children to and from veyanceto
•^ ''

school.

school. 1S69, 132.

P. S., 27, § 10.

Truant Children and Absentees from School.

An act was passed in 1850 requiring towns to Act concern-

make all needful provisions for the instruction, con- a^d absentees
from school.

finemeut and cliscipline of truant children and ab- trs,42, §§4,
*

.5, b.

sentees from school.

Under this act towns were required to adopt by- p. s.,48, §§
10 11 12 13

laws, and to provide places for the restraint, disci- liiis^ie'.

pline and instruction of truants, and the committees

were required to appoint truant officers under the

by-laws.

Towns and cities were required by act of 1862 to Fine of $20

make all needful provisions for truant children who b7-iawr

are between seven and sixteen years of age.

A fine of not less than twenty dollars was to be Truant may
-\ n 1 i/»ji 11 x,T/>be committed

imposed tor a breach or the by-laws. Instead 01 instead.

this fine, the person convicted could be sent to an ists', 279' § 1!
^

1874, 233, § 1.

institution provided by the town for the restraint of g. 8.,4i,§i,
p. s,, 47, § 1.

truaut childrei;.
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1873,262, § 1.

P. 8., 48, § 10.

Counlj- ti'uaiit

schools to be
established hy
county cotn-

luissionere.

1873, 262, § 5.

P.S.,47, §1-13.

Counties may
unite to estab-
lish union
truant
schools.
1881, 144.

1884, 155.

P. S., 48. § 14.

Statute ap-
proved April
16, 1884.

1884, 155.

By subsequent legislation (1873) the period of

time was changed to be from five to fifteen years.

An act of 1873 provided that, on petition of three

or more cities or towns in any county, the county

commissioners shall establish a truant school for the

county.

By an act of 1881 it was provided that certain

counties, and by act of 1884 that two, three or four

contiguous counties, may establish a union truant

school, on petition of three or more cities in each of

said counties.

The act of 1884 reads as follows :
—

Section 1. Three or more cities or towns in each

of two, three or four contiguous counties may
require the county commissioners of such counties

to establish union truant schools, as provided by sec-

tion fourteen of chapter forty-eight of the Public

Statutes.

Act against
employment
of children
over ten hours
a day.
1842, 60, § 3.

No child un-
der ten years
to be em-
ployed in

manufactur-
ing establish

rnents.

None under
twelve while
schools are
keeping.

All under
fourteen years
old to attend
twenty weeks.
1876, 62.

Relating to
the employ-
ment of chil-

dren in manu

Employment of Children. -

An act passed in 1842, in addition to an act of

1836, provided that no child shall be employed in

any manufacturing establishment more than ten

hours a day, if said child be under twelve years of

age.

An act was passed in 1876 concerning the em-

ployment of children in manufacturing establish-

ments.

No child under ten years of age was thereafter to

be employed in any such establishment.

No child under twelve was to be employed while

the public schools are in session.

No child under fourteen years was to be employed

unless he had attended school twenty weeks during

the year next preceding.

By an act of 1883, section one of chapter forty-

eight of the Public Statutes was amended so as to

read :
—

Section 1 . No child under ten years of age

shall be employed in any manufacturing, mechanical
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or raercantile establishment in this Commonwealth ; othe"' estat""^

and no child under twelve years of age shall be so
i8^3"f224^"

employed during the hours in which the public

schools are in session in the city or town in which

he resides. Any parent or guardian who perjnits

such employment shall for such offence forfeit not

less than twenty nor more than fifty dollars, for the

use of the public schools of the city or town.

The above section was amended in 1885, by strik-

ing out " during the hours" and inserting " at any

time during the days."

Amended.
18S5, 67.

Care and Education of Neglected Children.

Public Statutes, chap. 48, sects. 18-21, make Towns to

make provi-

provision for the care of neglected children under sion for care,
* ^ etc , of neg-

sixteen years of ao-e. If such persons are suflfered 'ectedchii-
•' o ' dren under

to be growing up without sahitary parental control isee^^s'ss^Tr"

and education, or in circumstances exposing them to
Ists', 2i7,§'i.

lead idle and dissolute lives, any town may, and all
'^•s.is. §i8-

towns and cities of five thousand or more inhabitants

shall, make all such by-laws respecting such children

as shall be deemed most conducive to their welfare

and to the good order of the town or city.

Suitable persons must be appointed to make com- suitable per-
*

f-ons to be ap-

plaints of violations of by-laws adopted for the care pointed to
' •/ L make com-

of such neglected children. The persons so ap- fsss^aV^'

pointed shall be authorized to make complaints and ^- ^•' ^*' ^^'

carry into execution the judgments thereon.

School Committees.

The custom of electing special officers to take Towns rc-

1 r I ^ ^ i t i /^
quired to

charge ot the schools can be traced to the first half elect school
committees.

of the seventeenth century. Until the year 1826 is^e, no, §i,
^ "^ 1827, 143, § 5.

the election of these officials by the towns was op-

tional. In this year every town was required by
statute to elect three, five, or seven school com-

mittee-men, and towns containing four thousand

inhabitants were empowered to choose an additional

pumber not to exceed five.
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Change in

uumber of
committee.
R. 8. 23,

§ 10, 12.

Coinmittee to

make annual
report to
town.
1S.38, 105.

Contract with
teachers.
1838, 105.

G. 8., 38, § 23.

P. S., 44, §28.
Keep perma-
nent record-
book.
1838. 105.

G. S., 38,§22.
P. S., 44, § 27.

Committees
required to

ascertain ihe
number of
children in

town.
1839, 56, § 3.

1S49, § 117.

1874, .303, § 1.

P. S., 46, § .3.

Towns losing
their income
from school
fund, may
withhold com-
pensation
from school
committee.
1847, 183.

G. S., 40, § 12.

P. S , 46, § 11.

Vacancies in

board of
school com-
mittee how
filled.

G. 8 , 38, « 18.

P. S., 44, §§
22, 23.

Private school
teachers sub-
ject to ap
proval by
school com-
mittee.
1855, 379.

See also

1873, 279, § 1.

1878, 171, ()1.

P- S., 47, § 2.

Children to be
vaccinated.
1855, 414.

(KS., 41,§ 8.

P. S., 48, § 9.

Board to con-
sist of three
or a multiple
of three.

;857, 270.

In 1836, by the Revised Statutes, the duty of

electing school committees was reaffirmed, and the

authority was given to choose six additional mem-
bers instead of five.

-In 1838 it was made the duty of school committees

to present annual reports to their towns, to con-

tract with the teachers of the public schools, and to

keep a permanent record-book of their proceedings.

They were allowed one dollar a day for their ser-

vices.

In 1839 it was provided that the school committee

shall annually, in the month of May, ascertain, from

actual examination or otherwise, the number of per-

sons between the ages of four and sixteen years be-

longing to such town on the first day of May. The

ages were subsequently changed, by act of 1849, to

" five and fifteen."

By act of 1847 any city or town may withhold

from the school committee compensation for services,

if, through failure of the school committee to comply

with the provisions of the law relating to school

returns, the town shall forfeit its share of the income

of the school fund.

An act passed in 1851 provided that vacancies in

school committees shall be filled by the remaining

members of the Board with the selectmen of the

town, or, in case of cities, with the mayor and

aldermen.

In 1855 it was made the duty of school commit-

tees to ascertain the qualifications of teachers of

private schools before permitting children from these

schools to be employed in iiianufacturing establish-

ments.

In 1855 it was provided by statute that the school

committee shall not allow any child to be admitted

to or connected with the public schools who has not

been duly vaccinated.

The act of 1857 fixed the uumber of members of

the Board at three or some multiple of three ; it

provided that g^fter the first ejection onerthird of the
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members should be elected annually, each fot- a term

of three years.

An act of 1860 made provision for increasing and
^°^bg"^^

diminishing the number of the school committee.
p.I.'.'Ii.'Ig*

In 1859 it was enacted that school committees of Form of
school re-

the towns shall print their annual reports in octavo
^op-ei tTs^ec-

form, the page to be of the size of that in the report ifgg^sV.

of the Board of Education, and send two copies to p.' |;,' 46,' |
s

'

Secretary.

The school committees were required by act of the school com-

^ . , , mittee to have

same year, 1859, to select and contract with teach- satisfactory
•^ evidence ot

ers, to obtain full and satisfactory evidence of their goodcharac-
•^ terand ability

good moral character, and by personal examination
jI^^^^q^'^^'

to ascertain their qualifications for teaching and gov- p.f.^f^Jl;

erning.

Another act of this year, 1859, provided for the owidren liv-

ing remote

attendance of children living in an adioining town from schools^ •' '^ in one town

remote from any public school, under such regula- may attend in
•' ••

' c3 adjoining

tions as the school committee may agree upon and *8^9"-89

prescribe; and the school committee of the town in ^'i'^ti'Je!

which such children reside is authorized and required

to pay out of the appropriations of said town for

the support of schools such'^sum as may have been

agreed upon.

Under an act of this year, 1859, abolishing the Abolition of

district system, it was provided that the school com- tem.

1 11 1 T •
I IT Towns to

mittees shall have and exercise the control and take property
and dispose of

supervision of all the public schools and schoolhouses llfi\^

within their respective towns.

Another act of the year 1859 provided that if the Penalty for

school committee of any city or town shall neglect town or city.to make re-

to make the report and returns required by law, and po^-^ M J '
1859,238.

transmit the same on or before the last day of April g- 8,40, §9,

in each year, said city or town shall forfeit ten per

cent, of its share of the school fund ; and if they

shall fail to make and transmit the same before the

first day of June in each year, said city or town shall

forfeit its whole share of the income of the school

fund, and in addition thereto a sum not less than one

hundred nor more than two hundred dollars.
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Income of
school fund to

be applied by
school com-
mittees.
Twenty-five
per cent, for
maps and ap-
paratus.
G. S., 36, §4.
P. S., 43, § 6.

Agriculture
taught at op-
tion of school
committee.
1862, 9.

P. S.,44, §1.

Office of
school com-
mittee in cit-

ies to com-
mence at

same time
with that of
city council.
1865, 134.

Women may
serve on
school com-
mittee.
1874, 389.

P. S.,44, §21.

Committee to
direct what
books to be
used and pre-
scribe course
of studies.

1876, 47.

P. S., 44, § 33.

Change of
text books.
P. S., 44, § 33.

School com-
mittee to visit

schools at

stated times;
purpose of
visits.

1876, 186.

G. H., 38, § 26.

P. B., 44, § 31.

Private
schools to be
approved by
sciiool com-
mittees.
Thorough-
ness and prog-
ress to equal

See Gen. Stat., chap. 36, sect. 4. The income

of the school fund shall be applied by school com-

mittees for the support of /the public schools. The
committees may, if they see fit, appropriate twenty-

five per cent of the income to the purchase of books

of reference, maps and apparatus, for use in the

schools.

In 1862 provision was made for teaching agricult-

ure, by lectures or otherwise, in all the public

schools in which the school committee deem it expe-

dient.

An act of 1865 provided that the term of office of

school committees in cities, where no difierent provi-

sion had been before made, should commence at the

same time from year to year as is provided in regard

to members of the several city councils.

An act of 1874 provided that women may serve

upon school committees, it being declared that no

person is ineligible on account of sex.

An act of 1876. The school committee shall di-

rect what books shall be used in the public schools,

and shall prescribe, as far as is practicable, a course

of studies and exercises to be used in the schools.

Provisions of this act fixed the conditions upon

which a change of text books may be made.

A further provision was made by an act of this

year, 1876, that in towns having no school superin-

tendent the committee— some one or more of them—
shall visit all the public schools of the town on some

day during the first week after the opening of such

schools, and also on some day during the two weeks

preceding the close of the same ; and shall also visit,

without giving previous notice to the instructors, all

the public schools in the town once a month, the

purpose being to examine the schools for their effi-

ciency.

An act of 1878 provided that, for the purpose of

compliance with the law requiring attendance upon

school for a certain time each year, if such attendance

be at a private school, the school committee shall
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the same inhave satisfactory evidence that the teaching in such
f^^\^^

schools corresponds in thoroughness and eflSciency isvs.^jn.

with the teaching in the public schools, and that the see 'slim,

1855 379
progress made by the pupils in studies required by isTs'sig.'

law is equal to the progress made during the same

time in the public schools ; and such teaching shall

be in the English language.

School committees of towns and cities were re- committees
to report con-

quired by act of 1878 to report to the Secretary of cemingpro-
^ •/ r J visions for

the Board whether their respective towns and cities
i878"234, § 2.

have made necessary provisions relating to truancy.

In 1881 the right to vote for school committees sciiooicom-
^ mittee suf-

was granted to women. fi'age granted
*= to women.

In 1884 it was enacted that the school committee i^^^-
^f--

of every city and town shall purchase at the expense Text books

of such city or town text books and other school supplies to be
loaned to all

supplies used in the schools; and said textbooks pupiisfreeof
* '^ charge.

and supplies shall be loaned to the pupils of said issi, 103.

public schools free of charge, subject to such rules

and regulations as to care and custody as the school

committee may prescribe.

The third section of this act provided that the act

shall take effect on the first day of August, 1884.

By an act of 1886 the school committee of any Teachera'ten-
•^ ure of office to

city or town may elect any duly qualified person to be at pleasure
'' •' ^ .1 i. X of committee.

serve as a teacher in the public schools of such city 1^^^' ^^•^•

or town during the pleasure of such committee

:

'provided such person has served as a teacher in the

public schools of such city or town for a period of

not less than one year.

Contagious Diseases and Ventilation.

By a law enacted in 1855 school committees were children to be

1 T • T I'll "^"^y vacclnat-

not to allow to be admitted to or connected with the ed on enter-
ing school.

public schools any child who has not been duly vac- ^^|^4H8-

cinated. p.s.;47;§9:

An act passed in 1884 provided that school com- Dutiesofcom-

mittees shall not allow any child to attend the public eret ce to
^ children ex-

schools while any member of the household to which posed to con-
•^ tagious dis-

such pupil belongs is sick of small-pox, diphtheria
fgH^^^^

-
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Certificate of
physician or
board of
liealth re-

quired in case
of exposure to
contagious
diseases.
1885, 198.

Ventilation of
schoolbouses.
Agents to re-

port upon,
1853, 27,

or scarlet fever, or during two weeks after the death,

recovery or removal of such sick person.

In 1885 it was provided that in case of a pupil's

returning to school after exposure to contagious dis-

eases, as in preceding act of 1884, he shall be re-

quired to present a certificate from the attending

physician or board of health of the facts necessary

to entitle him to admission.
«

A resolve passed in 1853 required the secretary

of the Board of Education to instruct the agents to

examine the schoolhouses in reference to their ven-

tilation, and report to the board.

Superintend-
ents of schools
may be em-
ployed by
towns.
1854, 314,

School com-
mittees to fix

salaries.

1870, 117,

Towns may
unite to

choose a su-
perintendent.
1870, 183, § 2.

P. S., 44,45.

Disturbance
of schools
punished.
1849, 59.

(j.S.,165,§23.
P. 8., 207, § 23.

Of injury to

school build-
ings.

1857, 222,

G.S.,161,§67.
P. S., 203, §78.

SUPERESTTENDENTS.

At the time of the establishment of the Board of

Education, the schools had no other supervision than

that provided for by school committees.

In 1854 towns and cities were empowered to ap-

point superintendents of schools, and fix their sala-

ries.

A law of 1870 authorized school committees to fix

the salary of the superintendents.

An act of the same year, 1870, provided that two

or more towns may unite to appoint the same person

as superintendent of schools.

Disturbing Schools and injuring Schoolhouses.

In 1849 an act was passed which imposed a heavy

penalty for disturbing schools and public meetings.

1857. An act of this year imposed a fine not

exceeding $500, or imprisonment not more than one

year, for defacing, marring or injuring schoolhouses,

churches or other public buildings, used for purposes

of education or religious instruction. The law ap-

plies also to out-buildings, fences, wells or other

appurtenances to said buildings.

District System.

On account of the dispersed situation of the in-

habitants of the towns in the last century, it was
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Establishment
of school dis-

tricts.

found inconvenient to collect the children and youth

into one place for their instruction. Accordingly, it

was enacted in 1789 that a division may be made of

the towns into school districts. The districts were

not made corporations in fact until 1799, and not

in name until 1817 ; and not till 1827 were they

authorized to elect prudential committees. The act
^yfewefawes

of 1789, "so innocent in language and name," to Ma^r"*"'^

use the words of Secretary Boutwell, from subse-

quent legislation became the source of much evil.

Mr. Mann said, " I consider the law of 1789, author-

izing towns to divide themselves into districts, the

most unfortunate law, on ,the subject of common
schools, ever enacted in the State."

By act of 1850 towns were directed how to pro- Disposition of

ceed in disposing of the schoolhouses, in case it was ertyifdis-

-,. iTii T tricts are abol-

deemed expedient to abolish the districts. jshea.^ 1850, 286.

An act of 1853 provided for the discontinuance of o-s., 39, §3.

districts at the discretion of the school committee, school com-

unless the town, as often as bnce in three years, discontinue

,
school dis-

votes to retain them. In case of their abolition, the tricts, unless
town votes to

management of the schools shall devolve upon the Jlgg'^go

school committee of the town. G.s.,39, §4.

In 1859 the district system was abolished. Abolition of
^ district sys-

The above act was repealed at the autumn session
f^fg 252

of the same legislature bv which it was enacted. Repeal of" "^ above act.

In 1869 the district system was again abol- ^-s., ch.i82.

, , - Abolition of.

IShed. 1869, 110, 423.

By act of 1870 any town whose districts had been Re-estabiisii-

abolished by the above act, or under the act of a tricts.

previous date, might, at a meeting called for the

purpose within two years from the passage of the

act of 1869, by a vote of two-thirds of its legal

voters, present and voting thereon, re-establish such

school districts.

The final act abolishing the district system was Final act aboi-

passed in 1882. The act took effect Jan. 1, 1883. trict system.

"

^ '
1882, 218.
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Thus finally disappeared from the statutes of the Common-
wealth all provisions concerning a system of school administra-

tion which every secretary and agent of the Board had found

to be the greatest obstacle to any intelligent progress in the

schools.

General Remarks.

The foregoing abstract of the school laws, passed during the

last fifty years, shows that careful attention has been given to

every phase of our common-school interests.

These laws relate to the support of schools by the towns

from the income of a public tax ; to the aid and encourage-

ment offered in their support by the distribution of the annual

income of the school fund ; to the duties of school commit-

tees in establishing schools, in supplying them with competent

teachers, with suitable means of teaching, with comfortable and

convenient schoolhouses and with proper courses of study ; to

the compulsory attendance of all the children of school age ; to

the establishment of normal schools for the training of teachers ;

to the support of schools for the deaf and blind and feeble-

minded ; to the introduction of the industrial element into

public-school exercises ; to teaching temperance as a cardinal

virtue, to be practised as well as understood ; to the tenure of

office of teachers who behave well in the discharge of their

responsible duties, and to the appointment of school superin-

tendents.

Most of the school laws now on the statute book are the

results of experience, and need only to be faithfully executed

to prove the wisdom of their enactment.

A careful study of the school legislation of the State for the

past fifty years reveals the facts that progress towards better

things has always been very slow, but at the same time very

constant. Some changes may be made at once ; but those

that depend on a growth, and are in human beings, require

time and persistent effort for their accomplishment.

The schools are State institutions, and are controlled by the

laws of the State ; therefore, the progress made in the admin-

istration of their affairs must depend on the progress effected

in public opinion. This progress, if healthy and wise, must of

necessity be slow. It was a long time after the normal schools

were established before their graduates were allowed full lib-
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erty to practise their improved methods of teaching. The

objective method has pushed its way into the schools only

by slow advances. The old school-district system contended

many years for its continued existence, and came back to life

several times after it was supposed to be completely dead. It

is still maintaining a sort of spiritual existence in some of the

small towns. The permissive law, authorizing the towns to

form themselves into districts for superintendents, has been in

force for nearly twenty years, and yet the towns have not to

a very great extent availed themselves of the advantages of

efficient supervision.

But notwithstanding all that may be said of our tardiness,

the progress we are making towards a higher life in our means

and methods of public instruction is important and encourag-

ing. There is no longer any opposition to the practice of the

best methods of teaching. Trained teachers are everywhere in

demand for the public schools. The normal schools are cheer-

fully sustained as a necessary part of our system of public

schools. All believe that the children should be educated

together, that they may become homogeneous members of a

society whose free institutions they are to perpetuate ; and no

necessary expenditure of money and labor is considered too

great for the promotion of popular education.

The Proviisice of the Public School.

There is doubtless a wide difference of opinion among edu-

cators concerning the ends which the public schools should

labor to attain.

Some affirm that the public schools have failed to accomplish

their purpose unless they have prepared the children for their

special places in life, or have trained them in some of the

special applications of their active power.

Others believing that in the general education of every child

he should be considered an end unto himself, rather than an

instrument for the production of some end outside himself,

would direct him to those exercises which have a tendency to

produce a symmetrical development of all his faculties. This,

they think, is the legitimate work of the public schools, and

the direct end to be sought in all disciplinary study.

In the first case the educator would direct his attention to
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the comaiuuicatiou of knowledge and to traiuing his pupil in

some of the occupations of life. In the second case his mind

is fixed on what he can lead his pupil to become.

On account of the existence of these two opinions, and of

the two plans of instruction that grow out of them, we hear

much on the one hand of the advantages of practical knowl-

edge, and on the other of the value of a symmetrical develop-

ment of the mind.

It seems necessary, therefore, for those who have anything to

do in forming public opinion on educational methods, to deter-

mine what the public schools of the country should attempt to

accomplish for their pupils.

This appears the more necessary when we become aware

that a choice of ends to be secured by school-life will deter-

mine what subjects of study or occupations shall become the

occasions of public-school exercises.

If it is the function of the public school to prepare the chil-

dren for some special mode of gaining a living, those exercises

may be introduced which will train them to some special em-

ployment. This would graft upon our common-school work

the professional and industrial elements, and the schools would

be no longer common schools. The next generation of citi-

zens would be composed of men who might practice and pur-

sue the trades with skill, but all would be done with special

reference to supplying the wants of life. That intelligent

desire for a higher life of the individual and a higher civiliza-

tion of the State, which is strong in every rightly trained mind,

would be obscured, and men would be moved chiefly by the

mechanical and animal principles of action. But no system

of public schools can be maintained for private utility alone.

All social institutions must be founded on the idea of pro-

moting public utility also, and in the administration of the sys-

tem the public good must not be sacrificed for private ends.

It is because there is a human education which should pre-

cede the acquisition of special professional or industrial skill,

and which will have a tendency to elevate the individual above

the narrowing effects of any profession, or trade, or occupation,

and bring him to his special work with a trained mind, a

8tron» will and a manly spirit, that we may establish public

educational institutions, to be supported by a general tax, and
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may gather all the children into them for a common course of

. study. This sort of human training is what John Stuart Mill

says every generation owes to the next, as that on which its

civilization and worth will principally depend. It should be

the ultimate end of public instruction to so direct the attention

of the learners to themselves as individuals, and to their rela-

tions to one another as social beings and members of the State,

that they will become true men, intelligent, loyal, and virtuous

in all the relations of private and public life. If this solid

foundation can be established, men will turn to their trades as

branches of intelligence and not as mere trades, and they will

pursue them with a conscientious regard not only for their

own highest good, but also for the highest good of all with

whom they hold any relations.

Theodore Parker once said to a convention of teachers in his

own State, that " to the instructed man his trade is a study,

—

the tools of his craft are books, his farm a gospel, eloquent in

its sublime silence ; his cattle and his corn his teachers, the

stars his guides to virtue and to God ; and every mute and

every living thing by shore or sea, a heaven-sent prophet to

refine his mind and his heart."

The spirit which the individual brings from the public school

to his special work is of more importance, as far as either pub-

lic or private utility is concerned, than that sort of special skill

which public schools will ever be able to communicate. For

this spirit will determine the use he will make of , his skill after

it is acquired.

Mill says that if we can succeed in the disciplinary schools

in making sensible men, they will be sure to make of them-

selves sensible laborers in the pursuit of whatever occupation

they may choose.

After the disciplinary studies have been taken, then the in-

dustrial, technical and professional schools should open their

doors and offer to all who desire to enter, the advantages of a

special education.

We now have in the Commonwealth such schools,— the best

that human ingenuity and generosity have thus far been able

to establish ; and the way should be made easy to their instruc-

tion for all who desire a technical training. But these institu-

tions have a right to demand that those who apply for admission
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to their classes shall already know the elementary facts of sci-

ence,— the processes by which the mind passes from partic-

ular to general knowledge, and the principles and rules which

govern the use and construction of the language we speak.

They have also a right to require, of those who apply for tech-

nical instruction, that training of the faculties which enables

them to think accurately and to behave with all the proprieties

of a well-ordered public and private life.

It has been found that those who take up the work of pre-

paring for their special places in life with minds trained to

observe, to analyze and to reason, joined with that self-control

which enables one to turn his full attention to whatever he

desires to do, soon outstrip all others by what they are able to

accomplish.

Boys have been known to pass through the preparatory

schools and the university with credit to themselves as scholars

in the branches of learning pursued in those institutions. In

their courses of study they were trained to use their active

power in gaining a personal knowledge of the real objects and

subjects of their thoughts. In this way they formed the habit

of accurate observation for facts, and of performing with skill

all those acts by which the mind passes from individual ex-

periences to a knowledge of general truth. They left the

university with that enthusiasm for practical life which a con-

sciousness of the power of self-activity and a love for excel-

lence always produce. Their collegiate education had not

made them shiftless or indolent, or despisers of hard, honest

labor. Their acquired knowledge had excited in them a love

for more knowledge. The development of their faculties and

their modes of thinking had created within them the power

of an intelligent and indefinite progress. With this general

preparation for any application of their active power they

entered the mills in a manufacturing town, to learn all the

mechanical processes that work up the raw material into the

finished product, and with the idea of some time becoming

the directing agents.

The most menial service known to the business was per-

formed with the skill which intelligence communicates to the

eye and hand, and with the pleasure which a foresight of good

results adds to even manual employment.
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They were in actual contact with that which they were to

understand. No manual exercises disconnected from any real

material products were perverting their practice. With minds

trained to observe and to generalize, by the exercises of the

schools, now directed to the particular operations of their

business, they at once became conscious of what must be gen-

erally true.

This power of generalization, the product of right training

in the elementary and scientific schools, enabled them to pass

easily by all those who see only what is actually before their

eyes.

The experiences and testimony of these young persons and

of their overseers prove that general intelligence and the

power of self-control form the true basis of all high success in

the practical applications of active power.

With this basis a course in the technical schools would have

given them a more direct and easy way to experience and skill.

The term "practical" is sometimes applied to knowledge.

This use of language often leads us into error, for by it we are

in danger of attributing to knowledge that which belongs to

power only. The most practical men in the world are those

who have the largest and most symmetrical development of

their active power. A philosophical system of education, then,

should provide for a general cultivation of the individual, as a

human being, before his activities are turned into an unnatural

channel by the pursuit of any trade or profession.

But the idea of introducing into the public school any exer-

cises that have for their immediate end to train the children

for special places in life, has been quite generally abandoned,

and for two reasons :
—

1st. It has been discovered that a citizen of a free State has

no special place for which he is to be prepared, and to which

he is to be assigned. The place that he is to fill is to be de-

termined not by the accidents of birth, of race, or of wealth,

but by the qualities of his mind and the use he makes of his

power. The children as they enter the public schools do not

bring with them the facts from which the teachers may infer

what special instruction the future of each one will require.

2d. There is a growing sentiment in favor of directing

public instruction towards that general development of the
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individual which will make a man of him, aud in accomplish-

ing this end fit him to enter with intelligence upon any service

to which his capacities and his inclinations may finally lead

him.

It seems now to be generally admitted that any system of

public instruction that does not make human development,

with all that is implied in it, an end, is false in theory and a

failure in practice. To justify the support of a system of pub-

lic schools by a general tax, there must be some common end

which they are adapted to accomplish, and which is necessary

to the well-being of the people considered to be citizens of the

State. This is the only solid ground upon which the public

school may rest and expect public support.

Suppose, then, it be the concurrent opinion of those best

able to judge, that the proper function of the public school is

to furnish the occasions of a symmetrical human development,

it still remains to be determined what are these occasions.

Human development is produced by the right exercise of

power. In school the occasions of this exercise are objects

and subjects of thought. These collected and rightly arranged

constitute our public-school courses of study.

The schools are criticised for the poor quality of their

products. Their graduates, it is said, pass out of their classes

into active life with grave defects in their education. They

know something of books, but they neither have the ability

nor the inclination to produce anything. They can understand

what is explained to them, but cannot invent for themselves.

They may have some power of thinking, but they cannot real-

ize their thoughts in any product outside their own minds.

Their capacities have been trained, but their faculties have

been neglected. The criticism, while it is largely the product

of an active imagination, has some foundation in fact, and di-

rects our attention especially to one defect, charged against

the work of the schools. This defect consists of a failure to

train the children to an independent use of their powers. It

is proposed to remedy this defect by adding to our public-

school exercises a manual element, in the form of training in

the use of mechanical tools.

The most enlightened advocates of the new education, as it

is sometimes called, would not occupy the attention of the
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public school with manual exercises for the sake of the manual

skill which would result from them, but for the sake of that

general development of active power, which an orderly use of

tools is said to be adapted to produce. For no other reason

than this could the practice with mechanical tools find a legiti-

mate place in the public schools.

Admitting that the defects supposed actually exist, it does

not follow that they are due to defective courses of study, nor

that they may be removed by adding the operations of the

workshop to the list. Both of these things are assumed, but

neither of them has yet been proved to be true.

Mere manual dexterity without reference to invention or

construction is the product of imitation ; to produce it requires

simply a long practice in imitating a few mechanical movements

that are first made by a master, for examples to be followed.

After a time the states of mind that give origin to the skilful

movements of the body are hardly objects of consciousness at

all, and the individual moves on under the influence of the

mechanical principle of action.

Great manual skill is not unfrequently found with those

whose general intelligence is not of the highest order. In our

experience we find instances of the existence of the one without

the other.

Some minds are conscious of that knowledge only which

they have obtained by experience, and of that power only

which they have acquired by repetition. They may become

skilled in imitating, but they will be wanting in independent

and progressive power. They will also be wanting in that

general intelligence which is necessary for the regulation of

their private conduct as Christians, or of their public acts as

members of a free state. It was a significant remark made by

one who had devoted his life to the promotion of technical and

industrial education, that we send missionaries to countries

the skill of whose artisans is the admiration and envy of the

missionaries themselves.

The public schools of Massachusetts were established that

the learning necessary to the successful practice of self-govern-

ment might not be buried in the graves of ithe fathers ; that the

learning necessary to set the people free from the bonds of
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those prejudices that enthrall the reason and the liberty of man
might not be lost.

It appears from what has been said that in every complete

system of public instruction ample provision should be made
for the cultivation of general intelligence before the attention is

directed to any special mode of life. This is because the in-

dividual is of more consequence to himself as a well-developed

man than he is as a mechanical instrument, and because he is

more valuable to the State as an intelligent and virtuous citi-

zen than he can be as a skilful artisan. It does not appear

that the cultivation of mere mechanical dexterity holds any

necessary relation to general intelligence or to virtue. It may
exist apart from all those states of mind and body which fall

within the legitimate province of the public school to produce.

It does not appear to be necessary to prepare the individual to

pursue his disciplinary studies with greater facility, or to enter

upon the race of life with the ability to acquire for himself the

highest order of either professional or industrial skill.

A distinguished president of an industrial institution recently

read a paper before a large convention of public-school teachers

upon the topic entitled " The Workshop in the Public School."

He says that " For many years I have worked to develop the

material and technical relation of education. I have sought so

to direct both my own work and that of my pupils that there

might ever be an open bridge between the theories of science

and the familiar facts of every-day life, that each might be

better developed by constant contact with the other. It may
be that I have not worked as earnestly as I might have done ; but

I have not been able to discern such valuable results from hand

culture as my friends seem to find. I do not find that the exact

construction of a box leads to the exact construction of an

English sentence, but that mechanical students need as much
drill in writing as any other. I have not found that students

in mechanical courses were especially good in their mathemati-

cal work. On the contrarv, I do find that the best workers in

wood and metal are they who have proved that they have

clear thoughts, and can express them 'clearly, and they who
have shown large mathematical ability. Is it not possible, in

these materialistic days, we push the methods of the laboratory

too far? May not the gross and material concepts gathered in
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the shop so stand as to obscure the clearer and exacter intel-

lectual concepts ?
"

Says another most distinguished authority :
*' The funda-

mental idea of our theory of mental education is, as I think,

that of the superiority of man to his uses." "Our primal

thought has been to develop the individual man roundly and

fully in himself." " The service which he does for the world

is the natural outgrowth of what he is." This is the language

of experience and philosophy. It directs our attention to the

use of other means than the workshop for a proper modification

of the work now done in the public schools. What changes,

then, do we need in the conduct of the public schools, that they

may do their own work in the most productive manner? If

the defect consists in a failure to cultivate practical power in

the minds of the children, then the reform we need is not so

much in courses of studies as in the method employed in pre-

senting these courses to the learner's mind.

If it is true, as affirmed, that the children are not able to do

any independent work when they leave the schools, it is because

they were not permitted to work independently in their class

exercises. A skilful analysis of the mind of a school graduate

will expose the processes to which it has been subjected during

the periods of its tuition. In the examination we should in-

quire for the nature of the knowledge acquired, and for the

kind of training the faculties have received. Pupils who have

been brought up on books alone, will show when they take their

places in the world that the world is a new object of thought.

The words of a book, if understood, direct attention to the

ideas which they name, and not necessarily to anything beyond

them ; one may use a book and understand it, and still be igno-

rant of the objects it describes.

From these statements it appears that in the acquisition of

knowledge, words were never intended to take the place of

things. When used exclusively in the schools, they seem to

close the senses and the understanding against the true objects

of knowledge, and the individual passes through the world

without seeing it. Again, if we turn our attention to the effect

on the mind produced by the abstract use of language in study,

we shall find that such a use is adapted to cultivate the passive

powers only. The mind is active in receiving effects whenever
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it uses language as a substitute for objects as occasions for

ideas. In such a case its labor is simply to discover the ideas

invented by other minds. The result of such an exercise of

the faculties is to prepare them to obtain information rather

than knowledge ; to feel impressions, but not to produce them
;

to be controlled, but not to govern ; to imitate the acts of

others, but not to invent an independent course of conduct.

All this is changed when things take the place of words.

Then the mind becomes conscious of knowledge, and of obtain-

ing it by its own efforts. Under a system of objective teaching

the learner is brought in direct contact with whatever he is to

know,— with natural objects, language, abstract truth and

states of mind. These are all made objects of consciousness

as a condition of knowledge. The pupil in this way becomes

an original investigator. He is trained to handle the objects of

his investigation. He learns the true method of thinking by

using it, and in time he will find the source of his activity

within himself. An individual trained in this way will acquire

a knowledge of the facts of science by the use of his own ob-

serving powers ; he will become skilled in analyzing the objects

of his study by practice in analyzing them, and so will furnish

his mind with that elementary knowledge which will form the

basis of scientific classifications and of reasoning for general

truth. This training leads to self-control and to a preparation

for taking up the work of life with a good prospect of success.

In addition to the objective study of things, of which I have

spoken, we have two exercises in the schools that are especially

adapted to train the mind to a skilful use of the eye and the

hand. I refer to drawing, and to the practice by the pupils of

constructing their own simple illustrative apparatus. Drawing

is the language of form, and may take the place of written

speech as a mode of expression. It implies a careful and pro-

longed observation of things to be described. It presents occa-

sions for a free exercise of judgment, imagination and invention.

It is one of the best means of cultivating the taste by requiring

that exercise of the faculties upon which the activity of taste

depends, and by directing attention to the beautiful in the

works of nature and art.

In constructing the means of reproducing physical phenom-

ena to be observed, the mind is most thoroughly exercised in
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the study of the phenomena themselves. The exercise of

making the apparatus is not now a simple imitation of a

few mechanical motions ; it is an invention of the means of

illustratiag ideas, and of presenting the phenomena of nature

in a convenient form for a prolonged and systematic obser-

vation.

Our schools are overcrowded with work already. In the

elementary grades there seems to be no time for the systematic

study of the qualities of objects, nor for the application of the

knowledge thus gained to a systematic observation of natural

objects, nor for such an exercise of the faculties as will add to

their original state a facility in acting.

In most schools there is no opportunity given for acquiring,

in a philosophical way, an orderly knowledge of the facts of

any of the sciences. Even language itself is learned as a col-

lection of words, rather than as a means of expressing ideas.

As a result of these omissions there is a failure to train the

powers of observation and analysis, upon whose culture and

products all future scientific study, all true exercise of the re-

flective powers, and all high success in the operations of prac-

tical life will depend.

It is a common criticism that pupils pass from the elementary

to the scientific schools with little or no preparation for the

pursuit of scientific knowledge,— that the high schools, the

technical schools and the colleges are compelled to stop in their

courses and teach the facts of science before scientific study is

possible.

It is urged that sewing and cooking should take their places

among the branches of learning and practice pursued in the

public schools, as a matter of plain necessity. If our civil-

ization and the conditions of our social life render it necessary,

then let these occupations be taken in the public schools as a

burden upon them, but not as in harmony with the spirit or

work peculiar to these institutions. It should be the aim of

every wise educator to so train those under his care that when
they come to take direction of home affairs, they will perform

with skill and fidelity all the duties of home life ; especially

the duties of preparing in a proper manner food and clothing

for the nourishment and protection of the body.

The object of public-school life, then, is not to teach special
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professions nor occupations nor trades, nor to practice those

exercises which produce mere manual dexterity, but to develop

the child and bring him to his special work with trained facul-

ties and an honest purpose.

After the powers are sufficiently unfolded, and good habits

are formed, and independent ability to acquire knowledge from

the study of things and information from communication with

other minds have been acquired ; after the foundations for a

true manhood have been established by the disciplinary exer-

cises of the public schools, — then let the technical and indus-

trial schools offer to all who desire it, the opportunity of

preparing for special places in life.

The cities and large towns may establish industrial schools

where the school population, who cannot be trained at home,

may have the opportunity offered to them of acquiring manual

skill. Technical schools may also be organized for those who,

having passed through their disciplinary studies, desire to ob-

tain the advantages of a technical education. But the public

common schools of the State must not be confused and

burdened with work of the home, or of society, or of the

church. These schools will fail of accomplishing their pur-

pose, and will lose their hold on public confidence, if they

attempt to teach that knowledge which is not necessary for all

to know, or to produce that cultivation which is not necessary

for all to acquire. The common schools are necessary for the

State, special schools for the individual. The one should be

made universal and the attendance upon them compulsory ; the

other should be offered to all who desire to enjoy their advan-

tages.

Let the work in the public schools, as they are now organ-

ized, be done in accordance with the true philosophy of teach-

ing and study, and the children will graduate from them

prepared to enter, with every prospect of success, upon the

performance of the duties of either private or public life, or if

they choose they can enter with disciplined minds into the

professional schools for special instruction. In either case

they will be likely to become honest and intelligent citizens

of a free Commonwealth.
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Organization.

The mode of employing the teaching power in school will

determine its organization. The early schools were not ar-

ranged in classes, but the master, seated at his desk, called up

the children one at a time to recite the lesson committed to

memory, or to receive such aid as the case might seem to

require. Each pupil pursued his independent way over the

studies assigned, and was treated as though he held no class

relations to the other members of the school.

The individual system of organization had its advantages.

It enabled the teacher to understand the individual peculiar-

ities of every pupil's mind, to know its strength and its weak-

ness, and to adapt his instruction to individual wants.

The system required the pupil to depend on himself for the

accomplishment of his tasks, and was favorable for study at

home as well as at school. It permitted the bright boys and

girls to go on as fast as their talents and industry would carry

them, and prevented the dull from being hurried beyond their

capacity to comprehend. It prevented also much of the nerv-

ous strain which is produced by class exercises, in which the

members are subject to a constant comparison with one an-

other in recitations and examinations, and in the system of

ranking sometimes based upon them. Under the individual

83'stem the complaint of overwork in school was seldom heard.

The exclusively individual system had its disadvantages. In

a large school the teacher had but little time for the instruc-

tion of each pupil. The recitation consisted in listening by

the teacher to a hurried repetition by the pupil of the lesson

as it was taken from the book. There was little time for cor-

recting mistakes or for illustrating diificult topics. There was.

no time for teaching the advance-lesson by the method which

presents the true occasions for knowledge and for that inde-

pendent exercise of power which is the true cause of mental

development.

To remedy some of the defects that inhere in the individual

system, in schools taught by one teacher, the mutual or moni-

torial system of Bell and Lancaster was invented.

In the application of this system the pupils of the school

were separated into sections, and each section was taught and
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controlled by its best scholars. It was the duty of the master

to arrange the studies of the school, to make up the sections,

to inspect and examine them, to instruct the pupil-teachers,

and to htive the general supervision of all that was done.

The mutual system made it possible to keep all the children

busily employed, and thus keep ihem under better control and

hasten their progress in learning. It gave the head-master

an opportunity to direct more of his attention to the general

management of the whole school, and it enabled him to give

more time to the older and advanced pupils. It was an eco-

nomical system, for it permitted the size of the school to be in-

creased indefinitely without materially increasing the expense.

Some claimed that the pupil-teachers could do better service

than the master himself, for by directing attention to their own

personal experience they could better understand the diffi-

culties with which the children under their instruction had to

contend, and they were better able to invent ways of remov-

ing them. Their language, too, was more intelligible to young

minds, and their relations were more familiar and agreeable.

By teaching what they knew to others, the boy-teachers would

naturally make clearer to themselves their own knowledge.

The necessity of teaching more than they knew stimulated them

to increased activity in the pursuit of new knowledge.

A feeling of responsibility, arising from the work committed

to their charge, led them to be thoughtful for themselves as

well as for others. It brought them into sympathy with the

government of the school, and relieved the master of much of

the hard labor and anxious care that would otherwise consume

his time and strength and diminish his courage.

The mutual system, notwithstanding its advantages, proved

to have some grave defects. It ignored the important facts,

that the right development of the faculties, rather than the

acquisition of a certain amount of information, is the end to

be secured by school exercises ; that the character and condi-

tion of the teacher's mind, his method of teaching and his

style of government, have more influence in directing the de-

velopment than the whole mass of facts which he may lead his

pupils to accumulate ; that any system which prevents the

master from knowing his pupils, through a personal and con-

stant contact with them, and from leading them by a personal
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direction, is fatal to the accomplishment of the high results

which all schools of the young should endeavor to produce.

The monitors were generally boys with characters unformed,

with a small amount of information and less knowledge at their

command, and with no training in the application of the princi-

ples of teaching. They were as poorly equipped for teaching

as are many of the young persons put over the schools of

more modern times. Indeed, they were not expected to teach,

in the true sense of that term : they were to hear the lessons

repeated, to correct the mistakes, or report them to the master

for his correction and discipline.

The monitors frequently used their authority in an arrogant

and tyrannical manner. As is frequently true of young teach-

ers, they were inclined to spend their strength in preserving

order rather than in hearing recitations.

The individual system in its early and simple forms was im-

practicable, and it deprived the children of the stimulus that

numbers produce.

The mutual system proved a failure, because the pupil-

teachers were not fitted for their work, and the organization of

the schools was such as to render the application of the true

method of teaching impossible.

To combine the advantages found in the two syterns and

escape from their defects, various methods have been devised.

The most satisfactory organization yet tried seems to be

found in the graded system, in which children of about the

same age, aVnlity and attainments are collected into separate

schools or classes and taught by adult and permanent teachers.

In our own complete system of public schools are found

four grades, called primary, intermediate, grammar and high

school grades. These grades may be distinguished from one

another by the nature of the knowledge acquired in each, and

by the modes of mental activity occasioned by the pursuit

of the knowledge.

The successful application of the objective method of teaching

requires a grading of the children to be taught. The different

grades should be collected into separate schools, or into

different classes in the same school. The courses of studies

made out for the different grades should be progressive, so that

the primary course may lead in an orderly manner into the in-
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termediate, the intermediate into the grammar, and the gram-

mar into the high school course. The person making out these

courses should keep constantly in mind the different phases

of knowledsre to be mastered, the relations that one kind of

knowledjje holds to another, and the different modes of mental

activity to be occasioned in acquiring the knowledge. If these

things are ol)served, the different grades of pupils will be lim-

ited to tasks tliey can comprehend and perform.

The school and classes taught by a single teacher should be

80 limited in numbers as to allow frequent recitations by every

pupil. The daily recitation of every pupil in all his classes

will produce two or three important results.

1. It will stimulate the pupil to attend to the instruction by

the teacher in presenting the lessons to the class.

2. It will furnish a strong motive for study in preparing the

lessons for review.

3. The act of reproducing before the teacher and class what

has been taught and learned is one of the best means of mental

training.

The recitation hour should be divided into two parts : one to

be devoted to a review by the class of the lesson previously

taught them ; the other to be occupied by the teacher in teach-

ing the topics of the advance-lesson. The teaching itself

should be conducted in accordance with the principles of the

objective method.

Althouo;h the class is tauijht as a class, the teaching should

be specially directed to one individual member at a time, who

is required to observe and consider what is presented. After

he comprehends what he is directed to study, he may describe

his knowledge to the teacher and to the other members of the

class. While this is done by the one standing before the

teacher, all others should be performing the same mental pro-

cesses, each for himself. The lessons should be presented by

topics carefully prepared. If the pupils are advanced enough,

they should be required to record the topics as they are pre-

sented, and to follow them in their future study and recitations.

The lesson given by the teacher is to prepare the class for

study. It should furnish the pupil with topics, with a guide

to the objects of knowledge, with a method of analyzing them,

and with the meaning of technical terms used in scientific
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study, and with defitiitions. A knowledge of all these things

should be occasioned by the true method of teaching.

The recitation also should be conducted by topics. The

method employed in teaching is the method for the review.

The pupils of the class should be called, each in turn, to unfold

the topics assigned, and to do this without questions or aid

from the teacher.

This plan of review will allow each pupil to exhibit what he

knows of the lesson, from which may be inferred what of it

he does not know, and it will require him to use an indepen-

dent activity in the process. After this has been done the

teacher may ask questions for the accomplishment of two ends :

1. To test the pupil's knowledge and lead him to correct any

mistakes he may have made. 2. To teach additional truth

which the topic may require to be presented.

If questions are put, they should be such as to direct the

mind to the true object of thought, and they should not in-

volve the answer. Some teachers, in conducting recitations by

questions, continue talking until they answer the question them-

selves, or enable the learner to guess the answer they desire to

obtain ; others start off the pupil by supplying him with a few

words of the beginning of the answer, and they help him out

by repeating for him the closing sentence. These are vicious

practices, as they defeat the very ends for which recitations

should be conducted. Again, the teacher should have definitely

in mind the matter to which he would direct attention by his

questions, or he will be likely to confuse his pupil with the intro-

duction of loosely related circumstances.

The time of a recitation is not unfrequently spent in the dis-

cussion of subjects foreign to the lesson, and of little value

in themselves either as objects of knowledge or as occasions of

mental activity. The evil results of such ways are found in

the bad mental habits of thinking produced and in the unre-

lated condition of ideas formed.

In framing questions, both the rules of logic and the laws of

association must be observed.

Principles or Teaching.

An act which consists in presenting objects and subjects of

thought to the learner's mind, so as to occasion such mental
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activity as produces mental development and knowledge, is

teachinsf.

A full understanding of this definition of teaching requires

an explanation of its significant terms.

An object of thought is anything of which we may think.

The term subject is used to designate those objects of thought

that exist only in the mind as mental states.

To present objects and subjects is to bring them into such

relations to the learner's mind as to lead it to know them.

Mental development is that change produced in the faculties

which adds to their original state a facility in acting.

Knowledge is the consciousness of the agreement or dis-

agreement of ideas and thoughts.

The art of teachinsf has been defined. If the definition is

a true one, the principles or science upon which the art is

founded must be derived from a knowledge of the way la

which the mind acts in obtaining its knowledge and develop-

ment.

Through our experieuces we learn that knowledge of all

kinds is occasioned by the presence to the mind or in it of the

objects of knowledge.

One of the principles of teaching, then, is found in that law

of the mind which limits its activity in acquiring knowledge

to objects in its presence. This principle is fundamental, and

no act of the teacher in which it is not employed should be

called teaching. It requires that whatever is to be made the

object of study shall be brought into the presence of the learner's

mind.

One of the conditions of knowledge requires that both ob-

jects and subjects shall be presented first as units or wholes.

If this is done, the learner is able to use the analytic process in

study, — the one process to which the mind is limited in all its

independent investigations.

Material things may be thus presented to the observing

powers through the senses ; mental things may be presented

through reflection. The one prepares the mind for the intelli-

gent use of names ; the other, for definitions.

Another principle of teaching is found in that law which re-

quires objects of knowledge to be presented first as units or

wholes.
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The analysis of the whole that may follow will find occa-

sions for a knowledge of parts and qualities. This knowledge

should be obtained in an orderly way. The parts of a mate-

rial thing may be taken up in the order in which they are found

distributed in nature, called the natural order. The qualities

of things may be presented in the order of their importance in

future classifications, or in the order in which they attract at-

tention, directing the mind first to the primary qualities, then

to the secondary.

The parts of a subject should be taught in the order of their

logical relations, or in such order that the thoughts occasioned

by their presence may hold the relation of dependence of one

that follows upon one that next precedes, called the logical

order.

This order may be illustrated. If rhetoric is a knowledge

of the right use of language, the definition would be presented

in a logical manner, by,— 1st, Teaching what language is. In

this the whole is presented. 2d, By analysis of language the

use of language may be shown. 3d, By analysis of the use

of language may be found the right use of language.

If we examine the relations which the thoughts occasioned

by the employment of the above order in teaching the defini-

tion of rhetoric, we shall find that a thought of what is the use

of language depends upon a thought of language itself, and

that a thought of what is the right use depends upon a thought

of its use. In this way the significant ideas expressed in the

definition of rhetoric may be made to hold a logical relation

in the learner's mind.

Another and most important principle of teaching is found

in that law of the mind that requires the parts of objects and

subjects to be presented in a natural and logical order. The

importance of this principle may be seen if we consider the

fact that a complete knowledge of a thing implies a knowledge

of it as a unit, of the relations which its parts or attributes

hold to one another, and of the parts or attributes themselves.

Again, a knowledge of facts relating to individual objects or

subjects form the elements of scientific knowledge, which is

always general and abstract. Therefore the facts of a science

must be known before a knowledge of the science is possible.

From this relation of elementary to scientific knowledge ap-
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pears another principle of teaching, found iu a law of the mind,

which requires a knowledge of individuals as a condition for a

knowledge of classes.

From an analysis of its definition, teaching seems to be

founded upon the following principles, in so far as the teach-

ing has reference to acquisition of knowledge :
—

1st. The laws of the mind require the objects of knowledge

to be brought into its presence.

2d. That they shall be presented first as integral units.

3d. That the parts or qualities of material things shall be

taught iu their natural order, of mental things in their logical

order.

4th. That elementary knowledge must be acquired as a con-

dition for scientific knowledge.

If we turn our attention to the accomplishment of the sec-

ond and by far the most important end of teaching suggested

b}' the definition, namely, mental development, we shall find

that a condition necessary to the right development of the

faculties is an opportunity for their right exercise. This con-

dition is observed when the teaching is so conducted as to re-

quire the pupil to exert the largest amount of self-activity in

acquiring knowledge.

From the necessary conditions of mental development arises

another principle of teaching, found in the mental law that re-

quires the learner to exercise his active power in obtaining his

knowledge.

From a knowledge of the principle already illustrated, a way
or method can be formed in which the principles may find a

practical application. The principles, from the nature of the

case, must determine and limit the method.

There are those who say that there is no one way of teaching

which is absolutely the best ; that all ways are good, each in

its turn. They affirm that too much attention to the study of

methods leads to a mechanical formality which has a tendency

to obscure the higher results of teaching. No thorough stu-

dent of pedagogical science ever feels inclined to treat this sub-

ject with indifi'erence, for he knows that a method of teaching

founded on true principles must be natural, and that its use

must result in the accomplishment of the two ends for which

the act of teaching is always supposed to be exercised.
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A method should never be confounded with a manner of

teaching. The latter arises from the peculiar characteristics

of the teacher rather than from the principles of teaching.

Manner gives individuality to a teacher's work. It relates to

the accidents of time, and place and motion, and devices for

illustration, and to forms of speech. Therefore in manner

let there be freedom, while the method employed should be as

persistent as the principles upon which it should be founded.

An intelligent discussion of a method of teaching renders it

necessary to keep in mind what teaching is, what are its ends,

and what are the principles upon which it is founded. A clear

distinction should also be made between knowledge and infor-

mation. If these things are observed, no confusion will arise

concernino; the legitimate use of books and lectures and illus-

trative apparatus in teaching. The conditions of knowledge

and mental development are fixed, and it is the duty of the

teacher to understand them, and to have his methods of teach-

ing conform to their requirements.

Supervision.

The public schools of the Commonwealth should be so di-

rected in their work that they will accomplish three ends :
—

1. They should teach some accurate knowledge.

2. They should communicate a good way of discovering and

using the truth.

3. They should train the children to that self-control which

will enable them to perform skilfully and with a good purpose

the duties of life.

For the accomplishment of these ends there must be an intel-

ligent people, who, acting together under self-imposed rules,

are agreed in supporting the schools by a general tax and in

compelling the attendance of all the children of school age upon

them. The schools must be taught bv teachers who have been

made skilful by study and experience. The teachers must

teach good courses of studies by the use of proper means and

a correct method, and the whole work must be directed by

those who understand the theory of popular education and are

employed to give their time to its management. The statutes

have given this directing power to the school committees of the

towns.
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From the nature and extent of the duties of school com-

mittees it will at once appear that they should be skilled edu-

cators, able and willing to devote their time and study to

school work. In some cases much time and study are freely

given, and with good results. It is generally true, however,

that school committeemen are quite fully employed with their

individual concerns ; that their school supervision is accidental,

and not always performed with the skill which knowledge and

experience alone can give.

To strengthen and perfect the supervision of the schools, the

State has made it lawful for any town to require its school com-

mittee to annually appoint a superintendent of schools, who,

acting under direction, and as an agent of the committee, shall

perform all those acts that are peculiar to school supervision.

About sixty cities and towns have availed themselves of the

provisions of the law, by requiring their school committees to

elect superintendents and commit to them the general care and

supervision of the schools.

The schools in these towns are the best in the State. The

reasons for this are obvious. The conditions necessary for the

existence of good schools are not likely to be secured, except

through the service of those who know what the conditions are,

and who have been chosen for the special work of supervision.

The schools in towns employing efficient supervision are sup-

plied with better teachers ; the schools are directed in accord-

ance with a plan towards some definite results. All those

things that come under the head of means of teaching are

promptly furnished, and the whole school population is in

school. The schools of the small towns are suffering for the

want of good management. They are falling behind the schools

provided with special supervision, as may be seen by their

annual returns, and by the inferior advantages they offer to

the children who attend upon their instructions.

Experience and observation both prove that the conditions

necessary to good schools cannot exist, unless they are pro-

vided with efficient superintendence. There is a common

agreement among educiitors on this subject that the cause of

popular education " will ever languish" in towns not provided

with an intelligent and special management.

This opinion prevails among the people themselves of such
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towns, and they are generally willing to do all in their power

to secure, in conamon with the larger towns, the advantages of

special school supervision.

Inability to support such an agency is the obstacle in the

way of its general introduction. The large towns are able to

provide each its own supervisor. This they have generally

done. The smaller towns may unite into districts and support

union supervisors. There is already a permissive statute pro-

viding for the union of towns into districts, for the suppoit of

such officers.

Five districts have taken advantage of the provisions of the

law, and have the district system of superintendency in active and

most successful operation. The small towns need aid in sup-

porting their educational institutions, and no aid could be

given that would produce such radical and needed reforms in

our common-school affairs as that given in support of an edu-

cated supervision.

Duties of Superintendents.

As the State, by a permissive statute, has signified its ap-

proval of special superintendence of schools in the towns, and

as the towns are inclined to accept the provision so far as they

are able, it follows that wherever superintendents are appointed

it is the will, both of the State and of the towns, to commit

to the care of these persons the performance of all those duties

which properly belong to supervision.

It is expected, therefore, that the school committees will

require the superintendents they have appointed to perform all

those acts that imply the possession of special educational

learning, skill and experience. They should be allowed to

nominate the teachers of the schools and to direct them in

their methods of teaching ; to construct courses of studies
;

to select the text-books that are to be used ; to be the agents

in providing the means of teaching ; to look after the attend-

ance of the children : to examine candidates for enterinsf the

schools, for promotion from one grade of instruction to

another, and for graduation. This work of examination

should always be done with the advice and assistance of the

regular teachers. The superintendent should have the gen-

eral charge of the school janitors and should be well acquainted

with the condition of the schoolhouses.
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It should be borne in mind, however, by the superintendents

that their authority is delegated to them, and that all their acts

should be submitted to the school committees for approval.

This may be done by monthly reports, presented at the monthly

meetings of the committees, in which a brief statement of what

has been done and of what is thought best to be done may be

made.

The time has come when the people should insist that the

public-school education of the children should be committed to

the care of educators. Then the public mind would not be so

likely to become confused in regard to the legitimate province

of the public common school, nor concerning the methods by

which they may be made to produce the truest and largest results.

The questions that are now presenting themselves for an

answer are,—
1. What shall the public schools teach?

2. By what method shall the teaching be conducted?

3. What results should the schools attempt to produce?

The first two questions have reference to the means to be

employed ; the last one, to the ends to be attained.

It would be well for the cause of popular education to have

these questions answered by those who have made popular

education, in all its phases, a careful study. The State has

made provision for the employment of a class of leading edu-

cators, who, by their wisdom, may be able to direct the pro-

cesses of public instruction to the production of the best ends.

These educators should be able to direct public sentiment,

to prevent the schools from being burdened with work that

does not belong to them, to establish the conditions necessary

for the best results, and to offer their advantages to all orders

of the people. To accomplish these ends, they must be per-

mitted to exercise their power in proportion to their ability

and responsibility.

School Committees.

The organization and management of the public schools of

the Commonwealth are intrusted to town Boards of Education

called school committees.

As the Public Statutes invest these Boards with almost

unlimited power over the schools, the public good requires
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that the power shall be exercised in good faith and with great

wisdom. If experience proves that the power is thus exercised,

then the interests of popular education will be promoted, and

the wisdom of the school laws will be established.

Discretionary power is always liable to abuse. If abuse

exists to any degree, the power should be guarded and limited
;

if the abuse is common, the power should be withdrawn

altogether.

The school committees of the State have large discre-

tionary power granted to them, and, on the whole, they use

it with a due appreciation of their responsibilities. Some
cases of abuse have been reported and examined during the

year, and in one or two instances found to be of sufficient

importance to attract attention. It is not to be expected

that a school committee, or anv member of it, will so far

forget the dignity and responsibility of the office as to

sacrifice the educational interests of a community to gratify

personal prejudices or to promote selfish interests. If this

should ever happen, the community should not rest until there

has been devised some mode of relief from the disastrous con-

sequences of the mischief that is sure to follow. It is a sad

thing for the children to be subjected to the influences of a

teacher who is weak in intellectual strength, or deficient in

pedagogical knowledge ; but they should never be allowed to

endure for a day the presence of one who is deficient in any of

the moral attributes.

It is a legal as well as moral duty to select for the public

schools teachers of competent ability and good morals ; and

neither the law nor the people will accept as an excuse for dis-

regarding this duty, that the one selected is a native of the

district whose school he is to teach, or that he is a near relative

of some member of the school committee.

The law, the vital interests of the State and of every citi-

zen require that a sufficient number of schools shall be kept

for all the children who may legally attend them. What name

shall we apply to that conduct on the part of school officers,

resulting either from indifference or from personal considera-

tions, that deprives the children of their school privileges for

a year or for a single term ?

Extraordinary powers have been granted to school officers,
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for wise reasons. The right organization of the schools and

their right management require much technical knowledge and

a large experience, and they forbid the interference of all parti-

san influences. The committees must therefore be intelligent

persons, and be placed entirely beyond the reach of all partisan

considerations.

When the office of school committee was established, and

laws were passed granting the authority to exercise absolute

control over the schools, it was not expected that the author-

ity would be used in refusing or neglecting to provide a sufficient

number of schools for all the children, or to provide the schools

with teachers of competent ability and good morals, or to

furnish the teachers with the means of teaching, or to supervise

them so that they may produce the best possible results.

It was never expected that school committees would use

the opportunities of their high office for promoting selfish

ends. The only sure way of preventing such results from ever

occurring in any community is to select for the members of

school boards persons of known ability and virtue.

Normal Schools.

The Normal Schools of the State have had a prosperous year.

The entering and graduating classes have been larger than ever

before, as will be seen by the accompanying statistics :
—

For the Yeae.

Bridgewater,

Framingham, .

Westfield,....
Worcester, ...
Salem, ....
Normal Art School, .

Number receiving certificates.

Number receiving diplomas.
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The Normal Schools are improving in the methods of train-

ing they practise and in the results they produce. The pres-

ent entering classes of these schools are better prepared for a

professional course of study than were those of former times.

This previous preparation will, in time, relieve the Normal

Schools of a large amount of academical work which is now

required in connection with professional study.

It has been found that theoretical knowledge is not enough

to insure success in teaching. No one can be sure that he has

a true theory even, if he has obtained it independent of prac-

tice. For these reasons every Normal School should include

in its organization a training school, in which the Normal

pupils may find an opportunity to acquire skill in teaching

in accordance with a theory formed by study and experi-

ence.

To prevent the pupil teacher from groping for good methods

and a profitable experience, he must be prepared for his prac-

tice work before he attempts it. What this preparation shall

be, is an important question to decide.

When the Normal graduate enters the public school as a

teacher, he should be prepared to direct his pupils to the accom-

plishment of three ends :
—

1. To acquiring knowledge.

2. To learning a method of using his faculties.

3. To securing mental development.

If this is true, the work in the Normal Schools should con-

sist of those exercises that will have a tendency to give to their

pupils this directing power. That such a result may follow a

course of training in the Normal Schools, the pupils who
enter the Normal classes must be sound in body, in mind and

in heart. They must also be prepared to pass a satisfactory

examination in the branches of learning that are required to be

taught in the public schools.

The same branches should be included in the Normal course

of instruction, and passed over in order, for the purpose of

making a list of topics on each that will present the dijfferent

subjects in a good manner for teaching and study, for deter-

mining the best means of illustrating the topics, and for prac-

tice in teaching them to others.

The topics thus made out should be objects of study by mem-
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bers of the class. They should be led to see the philosophy of

their selection and arrangement.

The recitations in the Normal Schools should be divided into

two parts. One part should consist of a review by the class of

a previous lesson taught by the regular teacher, and bj'' the

same method employed in his teaching. If the Normal pupils

recite their topics by teaching them, they will acquire skill in

contriving means of illustration, in handling them before the

class, and in conducting the minds of others to an independant

investigation for knowledge, and to a right activity for mental

discipline. This skill is acquired only after much practice

under careful supervision. An opportunity for such practice

should be given in every Normal School. The other part of

the exercise in the recitation hour should be conducted by the

reofuhir teacher of the class. His teaching should be in accord-

ance with the objective method, presenting whatever is to be

the object of study, and simply directing the pupils in their in-

vestigations. All the lessons in the course should be taken up

in this way with special reference to teaching the same in the

public schools. This method of presenting subjects of study

always produces better results than the lecture method, in the

use of which the teacher sometimes unfortunately falls into the

habit of talking much and teaching little. In the last year of

the Normal course, the study of the principles of teaching

should be taken up, together with a thorough investigation of

the best method of applying them.

The study of psychology should now be introduced, that

from a knowledge of the mind the conditions of knowledoje

and mental development may be derived. By a study of the

mind it will be found that the conditions upon which the ac-

quisition of knowledge depends, require that the objects or

subjects to be known should be brought before the mind ;

that these things should be presented first as units or wholes, —
the wholes to be analyzed, ai/d their parts or attributes to be

so presented as to lead the mind of the learner to consider

them in their natural or logical order.

It will now be seen that the conditions which limit the mind

in the acquisition of knowledge require the use of the objec-

tive-analytical method of teaching. It will also appear that

the conditions of mental development require self-activity on
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appropriate objects presented in accordance with the same ob-

jective method.

The next step in the Normal work should direct attention to

selecting and arranging a course of studies adapted to the dif-

ferent grades of the public schools. This course should be so

selected as to present occasions for useful knowledge and for

the right development of the mind. In arranging the course,

constant reference should be made to the relation that different

branches of knowledge hold to one another and to the order of

the development of the faculties. The pupils are supposed to

be prepared for this work by their experience and their knowl-

edge of principles.

They may now enter the practice schools for the acquisition

of that facility in teaching which practice alone can give. A
knowledge of principles and methods founded upon them will

guide them in every phase of their work. They will not now
teach at random, without knowing beforehand what will come
of it; nor will they attempt to control their classes, ignorant of

the relations that exist between their methods and the results

produced by a practical application of them in actual teaching.

Their methods will no longer be derived from the simple obser-

vation of the practices of others, but from the principles they

have discovered. They will now teach and govern with refer-

ence to that self-control which is the great end to be secured

by all intellectual and moral activity, and when they go from

their training schools to the public schools, they will show that

they already have had a successful experience.

Exercises in the practice classes should be under the direc-

tion of skilled teachers and subject to their intelligent criti-

cisms. This will be likely to prevent the formation of bad

habits, which, when once fully formed, hold one in their relent-

less grasp forever.

Agents of the Board.

At the beginning of the year, the schools of one hundred and
fifteen towns were selected to be visited by the agents of the

Board. These schools were arranged in three divisions, one

division being assigned to each of the three agents, to be the

field of his labor.

In visiting the schools of a town, the agent has been accus-
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tomed to invite one or more members of the school committee

to accompany him in his visits. It has been found by trial that

the committee and agent, by visiting together, may greatly

assist each other in seeing what they look upon in the schools.

The observations were directed to the location of the school-

houses ; to the conditions of the school grounds and out-

buildings ; to the ventilation, lighting and heating of the

school-rooms ; to the quality and construction of the furniture ;

to the means of teaching furnished ; to the courses of .study

taught ; to the methods of teaching used ; to the forms of

school government adopted ; to the attendance of the children,

and to their progress in study.

After the schools in the towns were all visited, the teachers

and committee were invited to come together for a familiar dis-

cussion of what had been observed. At this meeting a good

opportunity was oifered for encouraging the teachers to con-

tinue to do what they were already doing well, and to adopt

those methods of work which reason and experience have

proved to be the best. A good opportunity was also offered

for urging upon the committee the necessity of employing

skilled teachers, for furnishing them with suitable means of

teaching, and for retaining them permanently in their places.

The instructions given to the teachers at these meetings were

adapted to awaken in their minds, and in the minds of the

committee, good ideas concerning their duties as teachers and

supervisors.

In the evening, after the personal work with the schools was

completed, the people were invited to listen to a familiar ad-

dress by the secretary or agent on the duties of citizens to give

to their public schools a generous and cordial support. They

were reminded that the statutes of the Commonwealth require

the schools to be supported, and all the children of school age

to be collected into them for instruction and discipline ; that,

as ignorance is the parent of poverty and crime, education is

cheaper than ignorance, and that there is no place for ignorance

in a free State. They were reminded that the laws of the

State require all public instructors to teach, not only the facts

and truths of science, but also the principles and practice of

every virtue, and that it is the duty of the people to encourage

such instruction by cheerfully furnishing every facility for its

introduction.
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This mode of influencing the teachers, school officers and the

people was substituted in part for the State institutes held in

former times. Visiting the schools and consulting with those

who have anything to do in managing their affairs seem to be

the most effectual ways of preparing the schools for those

changes which in many cases the good of the children requires.

Besides this work of the agents, they have assisted in con-

ducting eleven teachers' institutes, in which instruction has

been given to about seven hundred teachers, representing fift}'-

three towns. They have also been present at many of the

annual examinations of the public schools, and, on invitation,

have given formal addresses to graduating classes.

The influence of the agents is constantly increasing. They

supply, to a limited degree, the place of local school superin-

tendents. Their familiarity with all forms of school work and

their knowledge of the progress made in methods of instruc-

tion in the best schools render their supervision most helpful

to all who are ambitious to produce the best results in the

public schools.

Mr. Martin, worn down by a long term of hard service as

teacher in the Normal School at Bridgewater, and as agent of

the Board of Education, has asked for a term of rest. The
loss of his skilled labor in the State work is severely felt.

Eminently fitted by nature, learning and experience for the

peculiar service in which he has been engaged,, his enforced

absence from it is the cause of deep regret. All sincerely hope

that he will soon be able to take his place again, and cause his

friends and the State to rejoice over his restored health and

renewed strength.

Teachers' Institutes.

Eleven institutes have been held the past year, each for one

or more davs, and in the following towns :
—

AUendance of Committees and Teachers.

North Brookfield, . 84
Brockton, 97
Weslford, 30

Harwich-, • .... 70
Tyngsborough, 45.

Shelburne Falls, 48-
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Goshen, 33

Cottage City, 30

Orange, 69

Southborough, 154

Winchendon, 25

The exercises of the institutes were conducted by the follow-

ing persons :
—

Mr. Dickinson,

Mr. Walton,

Mr. Martin, .

Mr. Prince, .

Mr. A. C. Boyden,

Mr. Aldrioh,

Mr. Hubbard,

Miss Carver,

Mrs. Guild, . . .

Mr. Kimball,

Principles of Teaching.
Methods of Teaching.

Language.
Reading.
Penmanship.
Arithmetic.

Geography.
History.

Political Economy.
Mineralog}'.

Language.
Reading.
School Organization.

Physiology and Hygiene.
Arithmetic.

History.

Geogi'apliy.

Arithmetic.
Reading and Language.

Arithmetic.

Geography.
History.

Composition.

Methods of organization and
teaching in primary schools.

Alcohol and its effects on the

human system.

Tn addition to the regular exercises of the day sessions, one

or more evening lectures have been given in connection with

the institutes. The lectures were given by the secretary, Prof.

Wm. H. Mies, and the agents of the Board.

The people have manifested great interest in the institutes,

both by their hospitality to the members and by their attend-

ance upon the meetings. The members have uniformly given

their undivided attention to the exercises, and have expressed

their great interest in the improved methods of teaching illus-

trated by the lesson's of the institutes. In most cases school

committees have accompanied their teachers and have become

learners with them.
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The institute at Shelburne Falls was held on invitation of

Rev. H. A. Pratt, a member of the school committee and super-

intendent of the schools of Shelburne. It was organized in

March, during the spring vacation of the schools, and was

intended to aid the teachers of the hill towns. The in-

stitute continued nine days, — a departure from the custom

observed for many years. There were about forty-eight mem-
bers in regular attendance. Eight towns were represented by

their teachers. In addition to the regular members, the stu-

dents of Arms Academy were also in attendance, making the

whole number present one hundred.

The Shelburne Institute was a short-term Normal School.

Class exercises were conducted in reading, geography, pen-

manship, history, composition and language. Simple object

lessons on form, color, minerals and plants were also given.

There were lectures on principles of teaching and school

organization. The exercises were fully appreciated by those

who were taught.

A modification of the institute work has been carried on

through the year by the agents of the Board.

The schools of one hundred and fifteen towns have been

visited by the agents in company with the school committees,

and on the last day of the visits, committees and teachers have

been called too^ether for suffo-estions and instruction.O CO
These visits to the schools were generally closed by an

evening lecture for the people, given by the secretary or

agents.

«

School Legislation.

A good school system will not of itself produce good schools.

Laws may be passed requiring the people to maintain schools,

to organize them, and to conduct their exercises in accordance

with some prescribed plan. But after all, the results produced

will correspond to the intelligence and good- will of the people.

School leo^islation should have its origin in a well-considered

necessity, and should never be far in advance of public

sentiment.

All attempts to promote popular education by legal enact-

ments alone, or by those that do not express the will of the

people, will fail. Such enactments will be soon repealed or
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practically nullified. "There is a higher law than legal stat-

utes,— it is the popular will overruling them." It is in vain to

attempt to execute a law against which there is arrayed a gen-

eral indifference or a general opposition. Frequent changes in

existing laws should be avoided. Such changes destroy the

advantages that arise from experience, and they produce con-

fusion and uncertainty in the minds of all affected by them.

All new legislation relating to the public schools and all

proposed changes in the present school laws should be well

considered by those who have made our system of public

education a study, before any final action is taken. The laws

we have are for the most part the results of experience, and

there should be a combined effort on the part of the whole

people to see that they are thoroughly applied. "To secure

permanency in any policy, it should take no step which it must

afterward retrace."

TEMrEEANCE.

Instruction in physiology and hygiene, with special reference

to the effects of alcohol on the human system, was introduced

into the list of required studies to be pursued in the public

schools, by an act approved June 16, 1885.

This is thought to be an important act, inasmuch as it re-

quires all grades of the public schools to teach, as a regular

branch of learning, to their pupils both the philosophy and the

value of temperance.

When the law requiring physiology and hygiene to be taught

in all the public schools was enacted, the teachers of the Com-

monwealth were generally unprepared for the work ; but they

began at once to acquire for themselves a knowledge of what

they were directed to teach.

The Normal Schools turned their earnest attention also to

devising the best methods of teaching to the children, in a

simple yet effective manner, the facts of the new subjects.

The committees of the towns entered heartily upon the per-

formance of their duties in relation to the new requirement.

Ignonmce of what was required to be taught, and of the best

methods of teaching, has prevented the towns from attaining,

at once, all desirable results. But the good-will of the peo-

ple and of the schools gives assurance that they Avill soon
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accomplish the ends for which the friends of the new law

secured its enactment.

School committees should provide the best means of teach-

ing, and encourage the best methods. They should also take

care that the work is thoroughly done, both by teacher and

pupil.

It has long been a maxim with educators that all forms of

education should begin with the young. This maxim is

founded on a law of the mind that renders the formation of

habits the necessary result of mental activity. Hence it is

that childhood and youth are the periods of time set apart as

most important for systematic study and training.

As habits are the products of activity, the young should be

directed to a course of right conduct. This may be accom-

plished through the influences of a good example and right

methods of education.

Temperance, in its unrestricted sense, includes all that is

meant by complete self-control. Self-control implies knowledge

of the truth, an inclination to do what ought to be done, and a

strong will. By a knowledge of these things the teacher may
be guided in the performance of his most important duties.

The statutes of the Commonwealth require all instructors

of youth to use their best endeavors to impress on the minds

of children and youth committed to their care the principles

of all the virtues, among which temperance holds an exalted

place.

The children of the Commonwealth must be made intelligent

and conscientious, with reference to the gratification of their

physical desires. They must be led to form such habits as

will best promote the health of the body and make it as per-

fect as possible for the use of the mind.

JOHN W. DICKINSON,
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A.

EEPORT OF GEORGE A. WALTON^,

AGENT OF THE BOARD.

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AND TEUANCY.





KEPORt.

To the Board of Education

:

The extent of my work during the present year has been

as great as in any year since my first appointment as agent of

the Board. Its aims are the same from year to year ; the gen-

eral character not essentially different, though sufficiently varied

to give it ever fresh interest. The Board has been made ac-

quainted with the details through monthly reports. I need

not review these further than to say that I have systematically

inspected the schools of thirty-three towns, holding in most of

them one afternoon meeting of the teachers and committees,

and addressing the people in the evening. In addition to this,

I have visited a number of towns to render special services con-

nected with the administration of the schools, given instruction

in the teachers' institutes, attended conventions of teachers and

superintendents, made visits to all the Normal Schools, and

assisted in preparing statistical and other matters in the office

of the secretary.

School Attendance.

During the year my attention has been more than usually

directed to school attendance, and I propose to make that sub-

ject the special topic of this report.

' School Registers.

In a recent communication the following question was

asked :
—

Are there two rules in force for finding the average attendance in

the schools of the State ? Rule No. 3 directs that a pupil shall be

considered a member of the school from the first day till the last day

of his attendance in any term, unless he leaves with no intention of

returning, in which case he may be counted out.
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Then is given au illustrative example, as follows : A boy

attended school two weeks and was then absent four weeks,

after which he returned to school. In the case supposed, the

twenty days of non-attendance were included in the average

membership and were scored against the pupil as absences ; in

another school under similar conditions the twenty days would

not have been counted at all. Would this be right?

Rule No. 3 of the school register, to which reference is made,

reads as follows :
—

Every pupil shall be considered a. member of the school from the

time of his first entrance to the day of his last attendance for the

term. If, however, a pupil withdraws from the school with no pur-

pose of re-entering during the term and gives notice of the same, but

subsequently re-enters the school, he shall not be considered a member

during such absence.

There is but one rule applicable to the case cited, and that

requires that the twenty absences should be charged against

the pupil.

That usage varies is well understood. There are schools

where the attendance is a matter of seeming indifference to the

teacher and pupils. The latter are absent from day to day

without signifying what is their intent, — they have no definite

intention of leaving school, but the term passes and they do

not re-enter; absences are recorded against them during the

whole period of non-attendance, and these are counted in

making up the record for the month or term. Here the rule is

violated ; the absent marks should have been cancelled at the

close of the term. So far as membership is concerned, the case

is the same as if the notice of intention to leave had been given

by the pupil the last day of his attendance at school.

If the pupil leaves school with no expectation of returning,

he should give notice to that effect on leaving. The teacher

must not assume, however, that the pupil's membership has

ceased till he has good evidence of the fact. In the above case

the membership evidently continued while the pupil was in non-

attendance.

The inconvenience of recording absences for long periods of

time, with the labor attending the recasting of monthly aver-

ages, which is required when absences once recorded have to be
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cancelled, has led to the practice in many school-s of considering

the membership to cease after five days of absence have been

recorded. This is sometimes called the M five days' rule."

Other considerations may have led to the adoption of this rule.

It is necessary to have uniformity throughout the schools. The

five days' rule is so well established in many localities, that, for

the sake of this uniformity, it may be found wise to make the

rule general.

In one town visited, I found it was the practice of some of

the teachers to excuse pupils for an entire session upon the

written request of the parent, and yet to record no absences

against them ; I do not know how common this practice is. In

a former report allusion was made to the custom in a certain

locality of excusing pupils after some brief exercise, even after

roll-call or devotions. Dismission is provided for in the reg-

ister, but to make it stretch through the whole session, one

who reflects upon the subject cannot but see is an immoral act,

and one which in every way is bad for the school. All the time

lost by the pupil should be recorded against him, whether it be

for non-attendance during the whole session or for tardiness and

dismission. It is recommended that in making up the average

attendance such lost time be counted as absence. If the time

were to be counted, the record could be so kept as not greatly

to burden the teacher. The requests for dismission would cer-

tainly be fewer, and the exact truth would be given in the report

of attendance.

Truancy and Absence from School.

Anions: the earliest enactments of the New England colonies

were laws requiring towns to maintain schools for the various

grades of instruction. Passing over a period of two hundred

years, we find laws requiring every town or district of fifty

families or householders to keep a school for the instruction of

children in orthography, reading, writing, English grammar,

geography, arithmetic and good behavior; one such school

must be kept for six months, or two or more for a term which

in all would equal six months. A longer and longer term of

schooling was required as the number of families in the towns

increased.

Towns of five. hundred families were required to maintain
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during teu months in each vear for all the inhabitants of the

town an additional school, in which should be employed a mas-

ter of good morals and of competent abilitji^ to give instruction

in the branches above named, also in the history of the United

States, book-keeping, surveying, geometry and algebra. And
towns of four thousand or more inhabitants were required to

maintain one such school, in which should be employed a master

competent to give instruction in the Latin and Greek languages,

general histor}', rhetoric and logic, as well as in .the aforesaid

branches. These were the studies of 1826.

From time to time the curriculum has been extended, till at

present every study deemed of practical value is provided for

in the public school.

It has been, the aim of the State to make the instruction free

to all. The increase in the number of studies required to be

taught created a demand for additional means of teaching; this

demand met a ready response in legislative enactments. In 1826

towns were required to furnish school books free of charge to

the children of indigent parents. By a law of 1850, unabridged

and quarto Dictionaries were provided for all schools at public

expense. Later a law was passed giving to the school commit-

tees the entire control of the town's share of the income of the

school fund to be expended for school purposes, it being left to

the option of the committees to expend one-fourth of the same

for books of reference, apparatus and means of instruction.

The free text-book law at tirst permitted the towns to furnish

school books and supplies free of charge to all pupils ; an act

of 1884 required this of all towns.

Legislation has aimed to make the education universal. In

the early history of the colonies all parents and guardians were

to cause their children and wards to be instructed. In 1642

the selectmen of the town were required to "have a vigilant eye

over their brethren and neighbors, to see that none of them

shall suffer so much barbarism in any of their families, as not

to endeavor to teach, by themselves and others, their children

and apprentices so much learning as may enable them perfectly

to read the English tongue, and a knowledge of the capital

laws."

Later it was made the duty of resident ministers of the gos-

pel, the selectmen and the school committees to exert their best
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endeavors that the youth of their towns should regularly attend

the schools established for their instruction.

In 1852 the laws required every person having under his

control a child between eight and fourteen years of age to cause

such child to attend school at least twelve weeks each year,

six of which must be consecutive. Afterwards the term of

attendance was changed to twenty weeks, ten of which were to

be consecutive. This is the requirement of our present com-

pulsory law.

To remove as far as 'possible the temptation to deprive the

children of their schooling for the sake of their earnings, a

law was passed in 1836 which provided that no child under

ten yeai^s of age should be employed to work in any manu-

facturing establishment ; that children from twelve to fifteen

years of age should not be so employed unless they had at-

tended school one term of eleven weeks during the preceding

year ; and that no child under twelve years should be so em-

ployed unless he had attended school eighteen weeks. Laws

of a more recent date provide that no child between eight and

fourteen years of age shall be so employed except in vacations,

unless he has attended school during the preceding twelve

months at least twenty weeks, of which ten shall be consecu-

tive ; that no child under twelve years, and no child under

fourteen who cannot read and write, shall be so employed any

part of the year during the days the schools keep. Since this

law was enacted its provisions have been extended to mechani-

cal and mercantile establishments.

Laws are in force imposing fines upon persons and corpora-

tions giving employment contrary to these enactments. The

establishments referred to are visited by officials whose duty it

is to enforce the observance of the laws relating to the employ-

ment of children.

The Acts of 1850 required the towns to make all needful

provisions concerning truants and absentees from school, be-

tween the ages of five and sixteen years. The penalties im-

posed were either fines or imprisonment. The present law

requires towns to make provisions concerning this class of per-

sons between seven and fifteen years of age.

These provisions compel the towns to adopt by-laws relating

to truants, to provide a suitable place for the restraint, dis-
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cipline and instruction of persons committed under the by-

laws. School committees are required to appoint two or more

truant officers whose duty it shall be to make complaints and

execute the judgments of the courts under the by-laws.

Formerly any person between seven and sixteen years of

age found wandering about the streets, not subject to parental

control and growing up in ignorance, was subject to fine or

imprisonment ; now a fine is imposed upon the parent or

guardian who neo^lects the schoolino^ of his child. In case the

parent is unable to keep his child in school from want of power

to control him, the child may be sent to a truant school for a

term of two years.

The statutes require school committees, in their annual re-

turns to the Board of Education, to state whether the towns

have made the needful provisions required by law relating to

truants and absentees from school.

The laws compelling attendance and fixing penalties for vio-

lations are a logical sequence of the law which puts a tax upon

the property of the citizen for the support of the schools. The

tax-payer has the right to demand that the children whose

schooling he pays for shall be kept in school and not be al-

lowed to grow up in ignorance, or wander about the streets

and pastures to prey upon his property.

Following out to its logical conclusion the principle upon

which laws for compulsory attendance are based, they might

fairly compel attendance for the entire period for which taxes

are levied to support the schools. The laws are presumed to

express the maximum of compulsion for which the average mind

of the people is prepared ; they certainly express the minimum

of instruction the State can afford to have the children receive.

To raise the minimum of instruction, it is necessary to elevate

the average mind to a fuller appreciation of the needs and

duties of the State in the matter of educatinor the children.
rs

Enforcement of the Law^s relating to Truants.

Is the average mind ready for this elevation ? Can better

laws be enacted? Can the present laws be more fully en-

forced? And, first, how far are the laws enforced which are

already enacted ?

From forty-five cities and towns in Massachusetts, all having
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superintendents, responses were received to the following in-

quiry recently made ;
—

" Are the laws relating to truant children complied with in

your city or town ?
"

Twenty-seven replied unconditionally, *' yes," " strictly,"

or "vigorously;" one finds "little occasion for the laws."

The remaining answers are : two, " tolerably ;
" two, " as far

as possible;" four, "partially," or something to this effect

;

one each, " not fully," " not," " no," " not well," " truants

are followed but not reformed ;
" four others appear to have no

place provided for their truants.

This testimony may be taken as a fair statement of the facts

concerning the enforcement of the laws in towns and cities

having professional superintendents. There is here much

effective work done to suppress truancy and to restrain and

discipline truant children. Yet there is considerable truancy

that for various causes goes uncontrolled and unchecked.

Where there are no superintendents whose whole business

it is to look after the schools, the enforcement of the laws

is dejDendent upon school committees. The danger to some

towns of losing their share of the income of the school fund

induces a formal compliance with the laws ; so that now, with

a few exceptions, the committees declare in their annual

returns that the statutes concerning truancy are complied with.

But the agents of the board find radical defects in the provi-

sions made, and often extreme laxity in the enforcement of

the statutes applicable to truants and absentees from school.

Sometimes we learn incidentally of cases of truancy, and not

infrequently, either in this way or through the committee, we
hear of whole families of children whose schooling is being:

neglected.

Many committees are alert in securing constant and punc-

tual attendance of all the children in town. From the answers

of some we are led to more than half suspect that an acknowl-

edgment of existing truancy is felt by the committees to be

criminating themselves. Sometimes when we ask if the town

has adopted by-laws relating to truancy, and if these make all

needful provisions for the restraint and instruction of truant chil-

dren, we are met with the response, " We have no truants,

so no provisions are needful."
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There is much absenteeism for trifling causes, which is by

the consent or requirement of the parents. In many towns

there are districts in which are known to exist neglected chil-

dren who are growing up in ignorance and without parental

control. The truant officer is a harmless body in some of these

districts ; he does not want to make enemies among: his neigh-

bors, and therefore does nothing. The arm of the school com-

mittee is paralyzed by the same prudent regard for comfort.

Committees in some towns of considerable population, on ap-

plying for permission to assign a certain truant school as. the

place to which their truant children may be committed, have

given assurance that there will be no truants sent. This shows

either insensibility to the beneficent provisions of the law, or

a foreknowledge which is somewhat remarkable.

For the purpose of forming some estimate of the average

number of inhabitants to one truant, I have selected the fol-

lowing cities and towns, the number of whose convicted truants

I know : Boston, Brockton, Cambridge, Chelsea, Chicopee,

Clinton, Fall River, Fitchburg, Lynn, Lawrence, Marlborough,

Medford, New Bedford, Newton, Salem, Somerville, Spring-

field, Wakefield, Woburn, Worcester.

A majority of these towns and cities keep one truant oflicer

or more constantly employed ; all have provided a place for

their truants.

The aggregate population of these places is 831,782; the

number of truants at present in truant schools and sent from

these is 230, which is one for every 3,616 inhabitants. It is

thus possible to estimate approximately the ratio of the number

of truants to the population throughout the State ; and allow-

ing for the differences in the character of the population, an

estimate can be made for any locality.

With all the obstacles to a strict enforcement of the laws, it

is safe to assume that their provisions are not properly enforced

if fewer than one arrest a year is made to every 4,000 inhabi-

tants ; and probably were the laws more strictly enforced,

there would be one to every 3,000 or even 2,000.

The one county in the State which has a truant school has

received all her truants convicted within the county from five

municipalities, not one from the remaining seventeen
;

yet

these contain one-fifth of the school population. Is it probable
A
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that with a proper enforcement of the laws not one truant child

could be found in these seventeen towns ? No one can doubt

that diligent search would discover many.

These towns are not peculiar. The returns from all sections

of the State show a large percentage of absence from school.

Inquiry and observation teach that much of it is without rea-

sonable excuse, that it is largely confined to the class which

most needs to form those habits of order which punctual attend-

ance at school and attention to its duties tend to promote.

There is one provision in our compulsory laws which is

almost entirely inoperative ; it is the section which imposes a

fine upon the parent for neglecting to send his child to school

for twenty weeks each year. Instances of such neglect are

common. We often hear of them, but seldom of the parent's

paying the penalty.

In general the manufacturing, mechanical and mercantile

establishments are in hearty sympathy and readily co-operate

with the officers appointed to enforce the laws relating to the

employment of children. We are fortunate in the officers whose

duty it is to inspect these establishments, and to make com-

plaints and prosecute violations of the laws.

Difficulties attending the Enforcement of the Laws.

The enforcement of the laws relating to attendance requires

vigilance, and is sometimes attended with difficulties. Pitts-

field, for example, adopts by-laws which designate as habitual

truants "for the purpose of these by-laws" any pupil who'

absents himself for three or more days without excuse. Being-

submitted to the judge of the superior court, for his approval,,

the by-laws are rejected on the ground that it is not competent

for the town to state what constitutes a truant. So Pittslield

waits till another town meeting. Some informality discovered

in the by-laws of North Adams leaves her in the same predica-

ment. Instances have occurred in which the school committee

have secured the adoption by the town of a code of by-laws
;

the State Primary School, the State Eeform School, the house

of a citizen of the town, a certain school therein, the alms-

house or the lock up is named as the place for the discipline

and instruction of truants. These by-laws must have the ap-

proval of the judge of the proper court, or arrests cannot be
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made under them. With such places of assignment as some

of those named, no judge can deliberately approve them. Here

the matter rests till another annual town meeting, or perhaps

altogether, till the town is awakened by finding that through

nesflect she has forfeited her share of the school fund.

The town of Brookline assigns the "Home of the Angel

Guardian" as the place for the confinement and instruction of

her truants ; but her by-laws leave it to the option of the parent

to allow the child to be committed,— a proper provision, since

the institution is managed and controlled by a particular relig-

ious denomination, but a provision which leaves the town with

no absolute control of her truants. She cannot be said to have

made all "needful provisions" concerning this class of persons.

In the town of , the ruling of the judge is that no

truant can be committed to the place named in the by-laws of

the town, the truant school at Lowell, except by the consent of

the parent. Here the intent of the law and the purpose of the

town are impeded by a judicial opinion. Irregular attendance,

which leads to truancy, results from the neglect or over-indul-

gence of parents ; too many of these will be in desperate straits

before thev will choose for their children wholesome restraint

rather than the liberty of the street.

A superintendent of one of our cities writes : "If you could

send us a judge who would be a little firmer in dealing with the

few who need severer treatment than we find necessary in most

cases, you would make us entirely happy."

Fall River, with her ample means for following up truants,

would gladly include in her supervision the parochial schools
;

but their teachers fail to report to the officers, and the truants

from these schools are reached only as they are found on the

streets.

The superintendent of Northampton says : "The means em-

ployed for enforcing the laws are the appointment of two truant

officers, who look up all cases of truancy reported to them, and

return the truants to the schools as far as they are able with-

out entering a formal complaint against them to the district

court. Complaints have been entered in some instances ; but

we find such a course worse than useless, as the magistrate

refuses to commit truants to our lock-up, which is the only

place provided by our city for their restraint, discipline and

instruction."
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The enforcement of the laws depends largely upon the judge

having jurisdiction. If he deems the by-laws to be inadequate

in any respect, he may refuse to convict. Right and justice are

served by having it so. But every facility should be given for

the execution of the laws, so far as their fundamental purpose,

the moral reform of the children, is concerned.

To illustrate the effect of improving the provisions for the

discipline and instruction of this unfortunate class of children,

take an instance which came under my observation. The city

of passed by-laws assigning the almshouse as the

place of commitment. Truant officers were appointed year

after year ; complaints were entered, but no commitments were

made. Finally arrests ceased ; no more complaints came from

the teachers, and the law was a dead letter, the three truant

officers meantime regularly drawing for their services twenty-

five dollars each per annum. The presumption was that this

was an exceptional city : it had no truants. Every year, under

a solemn oath, the school committee returned "yes" to the

interrogatory of the Board of Education, "Are the Statutes

relating to truant children and absentees complied with ?"

At length a proposition was made in the same commiteee to

appoint, with an annual salary, one truant officer who should

devote his whole time, if need be, in looking after truants.

" We have none," was the whispered reply. Inquiry among
the principals and janitors of the several schools had already

secured the names of sixty-one persons, between eight and

fourteen years of age, who were not attending any public

school ; and thirty-four of these were not attending any school

whatever, and were wholly without excuse for non-attendance.

Two truant officers, as required by law, were appointed, one

to give his whole time to the prescribed duties of his office.

Patient and persistent following of the city government, after

much delay, secured an ordinance assigning the Lawrence

Industrial School as the place for the commitment of truants.

The truant officer was vigilant ; he monthly reported twenty-

five to thirty cases of absentees investigated ; the children were

brought to school ; if their offence was truancy, a repetition

rendered them liable to arrest. The first year, three or four

incorrigible truants were complained of to the police judge;

he approved of the place of assignment and promptly commit-
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ted the children, feeling that he was performing a benignant

act. The moral effect upon the schools of the city was imme-
diately felt ; truancy was controlled ; the attendance and dis-

cipline at once improved. No investment made by this city

will yield a larger dividend than that made for the confinement,

discipline and instruction of these children at this excellent

industrial school.

Holyoke has in the last year met Avith a serious obstacle to

the hitherto efficient work of her truant officers ; this is in the

decision of the judge to the effect that the truant c-mnot be

arrested w^ithout a warrant, and not until the individual case

has been passed upon by the school committee and the arrest

ordered. The opinion of the judge is sustained by that of the

city solicitor.

No such conclusion has been reached elsewhere, and it is a

common if not universal practice in other places for the officer

finding upon the street a boy unable to give a satisfactory

excuse for being out of school and presumably a truant, to take

him to his home or to the school ; and only good is known to

have resulted from the practice. The consciousness that he is

liable to be promptly arrested while in the act, blunts the

appetite of the truant for the indulgence.

The absence of suitable places for their confinement is a

great hindrance to successfully dealing with idle and vicious

boys.

There has been a popular distrust— not always well founded,

I am happy to say— of our State Reform School. A bo}^ ex-

pelled from the public school is kept from the Reform School for

fear, bad as he is, to send him would make hhu worse. The
same feeling is entertained regarding the almshouse and the

" lock-up."

By statute all cities and towns are required to provide them-

selves with suitable places for the restraint, discipline and

instruction of truant children.

Lawrence early established for herself an industrial school to

which are committed this class of persons. She seems to be

the onl}^ city or town in the State that has literally complied

with the statutes. Others have virtually met the required con-

ditions by assigning this or some other suitable institution as

the place for committing their truants.
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The committee on truant officers of the Board of School

Committee of Boston for 1883, in their report earnestly directed

the attention of the Board to the necessity of providing some

other place than Deer Island for the detention of truants and

absentees from school. "The unwisdom and injustice," they

sajs " in compelling the truants from school to be associated in

any way with the criminals sent to Deer Island is a physical

and moral injury to such children, and should at once be cor-

rected."

In March, 1884, the city council were requested to take

some action upon this important matter, and again, in Decem-

ber of the' same year, the subject was brought to their notice.

In 1885 the Superintendent, in his report upon school attend-

ance, spoke of the benefits that would result from a change in

the locality of the truant school. The committee again urged

that action be taken. So far as the School Board is concerned,

the system in force for controlling truants in Boston receives

the most earnest and enlightened consideration. A law was

passed by the Legislature of 1886 authorizing the establishment

of another truant school in Boston, and the mayor of the city

made the subject a special topic of his recent inaugural address.

The superintendent of schools of Fall River says: "Our
Ordinance designates our almshouse as the place of confinement,

etc., for- truants. We have a good school-room on the prem-

ises, and the teacher teaches both the truants and the pauper

children together. The school is a good one of its kind, but

the surroundings are not what they should be."

The superintendent at Brockton says: "Three [truants]

have been sent to the almshouse, and several more would have

been sentenced if we had had a proper place."

The truant school of New Bedford is attached to the alms-

house. "The institution," says the superintendent, "is by no

means what it ought to be, but the fear of it stops truancy

among the boys. We have no place to which to send truant

girls, or with the fear of which to frighten mothers into keep-

ing their daughters steadily at school."

Many of the towns have assigned the almshouse as the place

for the commitment of their truants ; none, I believe, without a

shadowy sense of the inadequacy of the provision ; indeed, in

most towns, I suspect the provision is only in name. One
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such school for reform which I have seen, if I maj'^ j^^dge from

a single visit, itself stands much in need of reformino;.

Sometimes the bj^-laws adopted by the towns name places

for the confinement of their truants without asking consent of

the proper authorities. One set recently brought to my notice

named the State Primary School at Monson ; the authorities of

this school do not grant the privilege. Hampden County has

a truant school. A charge of ten dollars is made to every

town outside of the county for the privilege of assigning this

truant school as the place for the discipline of the truants from

such town. Several towns have been granted the privilege

;

but as I learned at a recent visit to the school, only three have

ever paid the charge. The towns which have not paid are not

entitled to send, and so have not provided a place for their

truants.

A law passed in 1873 provided that, on petition of three or

more cities or towns in any county, the county commissioners

shall establish a truant school for the county. An act of 1881

provided that the commissioners of certain counties, and an act

of 1884, that the commissioners of two, three or four contig-

ous counties, shall, on petition as before, establish a union

truant school. Though in several counties petitions have been

presented from a sufficient number of towns to meet the condi-

tions of the law, these have not been so numerous as to compel

the commissioners to obey the law, except in one county.

Compliance was prompt in Hampden ; this county has had a

well-ordered county truant school for six years in the city of

Springfield.

Some expense attends the arrest and conviction of truants.

If committed to a truant school the town is chargeable with

their support. By statute the maximum charge against any

municipality for the support of its truants in a county truant

school is two dollars for each per week. In some towns, it is

said, the expense is a drawback to the enforcement of the law.

Can it be that the means which might transform many a pros-

pective criminal into a self-respecting and respectable member

of society, placed in one scale of the balance, does not out-

weigh a few dollars placed in the other?

Thus, from imperfections, real or imagined, in the laws, from

wrong interpretations of them, from the inefficiency in their
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administration by reason of poorly paid and incompetent offi-

cers, and the indifference, ignorance and cupidity of parents and

people, and especially from the want of suitable places for the

instruction of this class of our children, there exi,sts a large

amount of truancy and unnecessary absence from school

throughout the State.

How CAN THE Laws be made more Effective ?

"What can be done to secure a better enforcement of existing

laws?

The laws look primarily for their enforcement to the school

committees. No more important duty is imposed upon the

committees than that of securing regular school attendance.

They are required to have made, once each year, a list of all the

children of school age in town, with the age of each ; in large

towns and cities, the name of the street where the child lives

should be recorded. This list should be compared with the

names in the teachers' registers. The whereabouts of the absen-

tees should be discovered, and personal effort should be made by
the committee to secure punctual and constant attendance of all

who are absent without excuse on account of age, occupation

or previous attendance for the required time.

Parents often need a personal appeal from the school com-

mittee. One of my correspondents, in reply to the question,

What better means can be provided for controlling truancy ?

replied, " A new set of parents." Some parents wink at, ex-

cuse and assume the responsibility for their children's unnec-

essary absence : this should be met by kindly but emphatic

rebuke. They should be made to see that direct practical

results follow to themselves and their children from the dis-

cipline and instruction of the schools. If a child is incorrigi-

ble and refuses to accept school privileges at his own door,

the parent should be led willingly to intrust to the proper

authorities the training of the child for a brief time in a good

school away. In some of our cities parents have learned that

the officers of the law are acting the part of true friends to

their children when they secure their committal to a good
truant school.

A most important duty of the committee is to present to the

towns for their adoption a code of by-laws, fully complying
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with the statutes concerning truants, including all necessary

provisions for their full and prompt enforcement. Having

secured their adoption, it is the duty of the committee to see

that the provisions are enforced, regardless of all else but the

interest of the children and the community. There are in-

timations in the earlier part of this report that these duties are

not uniformly so discharged. Laboring in this spirit, commit-

tees will not connive at the fraudulent statements of parents

regarding their children's age, their own or the children's con-

dition ; nor will they blindly make such statements to excuse

their own or the town's neglect.

All necessary provisions relating to truant children include,

first, a suitable place for their confinement, discipline and in-

struction. It should not be a house of correction or reforma-

tory, or any place with which is associated the idea of crimi-

nality. It should not be a poor-house, suggestive of insanity,

infirmity, shifllessness and imbecility. Truant children are

unfortunate in their constitution or in their surroundings ; they

are often bright, and almost always sensitive; they are way-

ward, but not criminal; they are sometimes more "sinned

against than sinning;" they are to be reclaimed by being

trained to habits of cleanliness, regularity and self-respect.

After their brief absence from societ}', they must not be re-

stored to it with a stigma upon them. They have too often

come from poor, bad, wicked homes. What they need is the

influences which pervade the well-ordered, Christian family.

The institution, whatever it is, to which they are sent should

be small, — not containing much over thirty, including the in-

mates, a teacher, a skilled mechanic, and the superintendent

and his wife or a matron, who should be virtually father and

mother to the children.

Connected with the institution should be a few acres of land

easy of cultivation, — no walls need surround it. There

should be also a workshop and a school. The truant can

often work easier than he can study. Here, under competent

directors, work and study will alternate. The children will

learn to use tools, they will read good books and be taught

the elements of a good education. At the table, in the sitting

or reading room, and in their plays, under the eye of a sym-

pathizing friend and guardian, they will practise the amenities
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of social life. The school should be furnished with a teacher

who can and will find in every child some good motive to which

to appeal ; a teacher who can eliminate the bad by augmenting

the good ; a teacher who by tack and sympathy, and a sincere

desire for his welfare, will become an object of personal inter-

est to the child.

While I write I have in mind an institution where these

ideal relations actually exist. It is the duty of school com-

mittees to secure similar institutions in sufficient numbers to

give every truant child the experience of a home upon which

he can model his own, should he ever have one. Let the peti-

tions from the towns be so multiplied that the county com-

missioners, whose duty it is to provide them, will yield from

importunity if they do not from the sense of obligation. These

truant schools are the crying need of the time, and will go far

towards settling the truant problem.

Number of Teuant Schools needed.

A rough estimate, based upon the fact that about one com-

mitment may be anticipated for a population of 4,000 people,

shows that the several counties should make provision for

truants as follows :
—

County.

Berkshire,

Franklin,

Hampshire,

Hampden,
Worcester,

Middlesex,

Essex, .

Truants.

17

9

12

26

57

80

61

County.

Suffolk,

Norfolk,

Bristol, .

Plymouth,

Barnstable,

Dukes, .

Nantucket,

Truants.

97

24

35

19

7

1

1

on for oneIf 3,000 should be taken as the average populati

truant, the number of truants to be provided for would be

proportionately increased. If proper provisions were made,

and due vigilance were exercised in enforcing the laws for

compulsory attendance, probably the number of arrests would

considerably exceed the above estimates. It can be seen from

this what the number of truant schools for the whole State

should be, what counties could unite to maintain one, and what

counties would require one or more.

It is well known that in every town there are children attend-
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ins: school who are disobedient and difficult to control. Such

non-conforming pujDils, while they annoy the teacher and inter-

rupt the good order of the school, do not profit by their

attendance. Whipping, if it were effective, is too unpopular

to be a common resort for discipline ; such pupils have some-

times to be dismissed from the school and turned into the

street. It has been proposed to so amend our truant laws,

that on complaint of the school committee such pupils shall be

sent for short periods of time to truant schools ; the fear of

being sent would have a restraining influence. The class of

children for which such an amendment would provide, though

very small, is one that causes a great deal of trouble. If such

amendment should be made, it would necessitate still larger

accommodations in the truant schools.

Another duty which the town by-laws devolve upon the

school committees is to appoint truant officers and fix their

salaries. These officers should be discreet persons having ex-

ecutive ability combined with a kindly spirit and an elevated

character. They, must know how to manage truants, and their

parents also.

" The importance of the services of these officers," saj^s

Superintendent Cogswell, " is not to be judged by the number

of truants brought before the court, or even by the number

of cases of truancy which have occurred during the year ; but

rather by the number of children now in our schools, who, but

for the watchful care and personal influence of these faithful

officers, would be wandering about the streets, exposed to the

dangers and temptations of a vagrant life. They are helpful

to parents as well as to teachers, and have gained the respect

and confidence of bDth."

Superintendent Edgerly of Fitchburg says :
" Their work does

not consist in arresting boys and endeavoring to send them to re-

form schools. People are beginning to realize this. Parents and

pupils, oftentimes, need advice more than censure. Children

are kept from school because they have not sufficient clothing.

There is work at home to be done, and the child must do it.

The interposition of a benevolent society is needed more than

that of the officer of the law. Occasionally there will be found

a family careless or stubborn in regard to this subject, the

parents refusing to allow the attendance of the children when
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there is no good reason for non-attendance. The strong arm

of the law must deal with these exceptional cases."

Where no attempt is made to enforce the laws, the schools

become demoralized by irregular attendance, illiteracy increases,

vagrants abound, the vicious and criminal classes are augmented.

Any feeble or partial enforcement of the laws may serve only to

show the extent of the absenteeism, without holding it in check.

The number of convictions for truancy might increase even,

and yet the evil might not be controlled. It is only when the

right kind of men are employed as officers that truancy is kept

within narrow limits. The experience of one city is like that

of many. In one, under a defective system for executing the

laws from 1865 to 1873, truancy was rife; thirty-five truants

were committed in one year. In 1874 a proper truant school

was established. One efficient officer was employed. Idle boys

were no longer found in the streets, absenteeism was sensibly

diminished, and the commitments for truancy were reduced to

less than one-half their former number.

In the smaller towns few requisitions will be made upon the

truant officer ; he will attend to special cases brought to his

knowledge by the teacher or school committee. Cities and

towns of ten thousand inhabitants or more should have at least

one officer who is subject to immediate call ; his compen-

sation should be such as to enable him to give all his time to

the service. In the smaller of these cities and towns he may
have some other duties, such as taking the school census and

distributing school supplies. He should become acquainted

with the people, know of all new families moving into town,

and see that their children are placed in school. In larger

cities he will not neglect these duties, but he will be mainly

employed, especially during school hours, in looking after

truants and absentees. He will secure the co-operation of the

employers of children who work in manufacturing and other

establishments. This will involve his seeing that children dis-

charged from work shall at once return to school. Especially

should it be his duty to arrange with overseers of mills a sys-

tem by which, without break between school and work, the

classes of pupils who are required to attend school can pass

from one to the other.

The duties of these officers are greater in number and variety
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than the name Truant Officer would imply. A vigilant officer

with a co-operating police force will make the streets and by-

ways of a large city as lonesome to a boy as the tombs of the

dead, and the school-room, in comparison, a delight.

Where the time of one well-paid officer— or more than one,

if the service demands it— is exclusively devoted to the work,

the results reached are the most satisfactory. The most effec-

tive work is done in the cities. Here, officers give their entire

time to it. At the commencement of each school session they

are notified of all suspected cases of truancy. For this pur-

pose the teacher fills out and furnishes to the officer blank

forms giving the circumstances of each case, including the

name and residence of the absentee. The officer at once at-

tends to looking up the abent pupil ; dependent upon what the

facts are, the absentee is excused, placed in the school, or

under arrest to be brought to trial. A return of the case is

made to the teacher or committee.

Salaeies and Pay of Teuajstt Officees.

The following table shows what compensation is paid truant

officers for their services in certain Massachusetts cities and

towns :
—
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There is a great disparity in the amount paid for this ser-

vice. Some of the towns employ the police officers, whose fees

are additional to a stated salary ; but to a considerable extent

the sum paid indicates the kind and amount of service

demanded and rendered.

The surest means for reducing truancy and absenteeism to

their smallest terms is to improve the schools. "Make the

schools so good," says one of my correspondents, "that the

people will want the children to attend ;
" says another, " We

rely largely upon the personal efforts of teachers and superin-

tendent,— upon the officers last; we make but few arrests."

And still another says, "Put more emphasis upon moral

means, less upon the merely restrictive. To this end have

better teaching, more personal work by teachers and school

officials, more attractive school-rooms." "The best means to

reduce truancy," says a fourth, "is to place a good teacher in

every school-room. As long as inferior teachers are employed

and parents are ignorant and debased, so long shall we have a

certain amount of truancy."

A few suofo-estions lookino- to modifications in the laws and

to additional means for their enforcement, will conclude what

I have to say upon this subject.

1. The laws relating to the employment of children in

manufacturino- and other establishments should be extended to

all kinds of wage labor.

2. The attendance of every well child should be required

from the age of seven to twelve, during the whole time the

schools keep ; from twelve to fifteen for two terms a year, and

for the whole time, unless the child is at work.

The reasons for this are : First, if under twelve years of age,

children cannot be employed to work in manufacturing or other

establishments during the days the schools keep. Second, the

children of well-to-do people attend school the whole time.

Third, by being allowed to stay out of the school half the time,

as they may where the schools keep forty weeks, those least

disposed to attend school can waste half their time in con-

tracting the itinerant habits of the truant, and, by associating

with others, help to swell the vagrant class.

3. In case the children are in need of clothing suitable for

attending school, and parents are unable to provide it, or are in
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circumstances to need help, it should be furnished by the town,

and not at the expense of the child's schooling.

4. So far as possible, the parents should be held responsible

foi' the children's absence from school, whether it be caused by

truancy or otherwise. This is the design of a law passed by

the State of Connecticut in 1885. After specifying the time

during which parents must cause children of certain ages to

attend school, the law provides for a fine to be imposed upon

the parent, as follows: "Each week's failure on the part of

any person to comply with the provisions of the preceding

sections shall be a distinct ofience, punishable with a fine not

exceeding five dollars." Under this law a judge may impose

for six weeks' absence a fine of thirty dollars ; he may collect

five of it, and leave the other twenty-five hanging over the

parent to induce him to keep his child in school for the com-

ing weeks. In case he succeeds, the balance can be remitted.

A motive is thus brought to bear upon parent and pupil which

secures, it is said, constant attendance ; the pecuniary burden

is not greater than almost any parent can bear.

5. In case of absence from school the burden of proof should

be thrown upon the parent ; he should be required to show that

his child's absence is necessary, or that his education is other-

wise properly provided for. At present the school official is

obliged to prove, that the education is being neglected.

6. By imposing the penalties, and making them greater if

need be, towns should be encouraged to more fully comply with

the laws relating to truancy and absenteeism.

7. Provision should be made for enforcing the laws relating

to truancy by a State official. The principal reliance in the

State of Connecticut, outside of four cities, for executing the

laws is one State agent. Under his administration sixty- five fines

have been imposed for non-compliance with the laws requiring

parents to send their children to school within a period of nine

years, while under our system, with local officers to enforce the

law, not one-tenth as many are known to have been imposed, in

the period of thirty-five years that our law has been in force,

and this with our larger population.

8. Truant officers should be empowered to make arrests for

the purpose of placing in school, or for temporary detention,

under the general instruction of school committees.
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9. If the law under which county commissioners are required

to provide truant schools is inadequate, amend it. Then let

towns petition for and insist upon their establishment.

10. Let the law requiring county truant schools to be estab-

lished be so amended that, instead of two dollars a week being

charged to the town for the support of her children committed,

the whole expense shall be borne by the county or State.

11. Let the time for which the truants may be sent to these

schools be changed to four years ; also provide a board of

visitors for every such school.

12. So amend the truant law that those pupils who per-

sistently violate the reasonable rules and regulations of the

common schools may be sent, upon complaint of school com-

mittees, for brief periods of time to the truant school.

13. Make more ample provisions for the care of girls in

truant schools.

The grounds for many of these suggestions are shown in the

illustrations already given. I need not state the reasons for

others : these will at once occur to the reader ; they are all occa-

sioned by something observed or brought to my notice during

the year. Though they may seem to reflect discredit upon our

truant laws and upon their enforcement, it is doubtless true

that the provisions of these laws as a whole are wiser and

better than those of any other State, and that where they are

faithfully enforced they are as etfective as any laws upon the

statute book.

Eespectfully submitted,

GEOEGE A. WALTON.
West Newton, Dec. 31, 1886.
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REPORT.

To the Board of Education

:

I have spent the school year of 1885-86 in inspecting the

schools of the following towns :
—

Berkshire Co,— Great Barrington, Monterey, New Marlborough, Mt.

Washington, Sandisfield, SheflBeld.

Hampden Co.— Agawam, Hampden, Holland, Montgomery, Southwick,

Wales, Springfield.

Worcester Co. — Auburn, Dudley, Oxford, Southbridge, Sturbridge,

Webster, Worcester.

Norfolk Co.— Randolph, Stoughton, Weymouth, Wrentham.
Bristol Co.— Berkley, Freetown, Fall River, New Bedford.

Plymouth Co.— Hanover, Kingston, Marshfield, Pembroke, Plympton,

South Scituate.

In the cities but few of the schools were visited. In the

towns, with one or two exceptions, all the schools were seen,

usually in company with one or more members of the school

committee. I have made few formal examinations and have

tabulated no percentages.

Meetings of teachers and committees were held in all but

two of the towns, and evening lectures were givep in about

half of the towns.

The afternoon conferences have been spent in criticism upon
the schools, based upon notes taken during the visits, and

suggestions of possible improvements in means and methods.

The subjects treated and the amount of time given to each

have varied with the need of the town. Sometimes the most
prominent topic was the school buildings and their care ; some-
times the spirit and discipline of the school, and the relation

of teachers and pupils ; more often the methods of teaching

the common branches.
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At the evening meetings I have spoken on one of the fol-

lowing topics: A Practical Education, A Good School and

How to Secure It, Some Popular Errors concerning Educa-

tion.

These lectures are designed to deepen the public interest in

the schools, to call the attention of the citizens to the local

needs, to impress upon parents their responsibility for the suc-

cess of the schools, to advocate the cause of higher education

as embodied in the high schools.

Concerning this agency work a superintendent writes

:

"Your visit has done our schools more good than any insti-

tute we have attended. The teachers seem to feel a personal

responsibility for their work and a deeper interest in it than

. ever before." Concerning the evening talks the committees

say : " This is just what our people need to hear."

Invitations to take part in the graduating exercises of sev-

eral high schools have given an opportunity to speak in favor

of high-school instruction to larger audiences than usually

gather at educational meetings. It might be to the advantage

of these schools if the services of the Board of Education were

more generally called into requisition upon such occasions.

A School, Standaed.

Before passing any judgment upon the schools, we should

settle upon some standard which, though ideal, shall be rea-

sonable and uniform. Such a standard may be found by con-

sidering the statutory requirements of the Commonwealth as

found in chap. 44 of the Public Statutes, with the additions

made by subsequent legislation.

Eeasoning from these laws we should say that every child

in the State should, on reaching the age of fifteen, be able to

read at sight, so as to get the sense, good English as found in

standard and current literature, and to express his thoughts in

writing, legibly, grammatically and with correct spelling ; that

he should be able with promptness and accuracy to perform

the ordinary operations with numbers, and to apply these in

the every-day transactions of common business life ; that he

should know something of the earth on w^hich he lives, its -

products, its peoples and their relation to each other; espe-

cially of his own country, its position and extent, its natural
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advantages and resources,, its industries, its productions and

their distribution, its political and business centres ; that be-

sides the geography of his country he should know its history,

the story of its development from the feeble germ in the early

colonies to its present greatness, including in this a knowledge

of the government under which he lives and of the steps by

which and the cost at which his civil freedom has been ob-

tained ; that he should have a general knowledge of the struc-

ture of his own body, the various systems and their functions

and how to care for them, and should be especially impressed

with a sense of the dangers to health in the use of alcoholic

drinks, stimulants and narcotics ; that he should have learned

some principles of drawing which would be useful in the me-

chanic arts, and should have acquired some skill in applying

them.

That besides this knowledge he should cherish a regard for

those virtues which adorn and conserve society, and an abhor-

rence of vice.

So much as this is expressly called for by the laws regulating

the common schools. By implication the State would seem to

expect that in the process of obtaining this knowledge the

child should have acquired some control over his mental and

moral powers ; that he should be able to form judgments
' based upon his observations ; that he should be able to discover

the more obvious relations between things that differ, upon

which memory depends ; that he should be able to come to

some general knowledge through analysis and comparison

;

that he should be able to perform some of the simple pro-

cesses of reasoning logically ; that he should be able to concen-

trate his powers upon an object of thought and hold them for

a reasonable time ; that he should be able to create by the use

of his imagination such ideals of things as master-workmen in

every business require, and such an ideal of character as he

would wish to realize in himself; and that he should be able to

control his appetites and desires so as to practise the virtues

which he has learned to admire.

By its compulsory laws the State virtually says that so much
education as this is necessary to make intelligent, self-support-

ing, law-abiding citizens. Official examiners and the public

who are interested in youth have a right to test up to these
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limits all who have passed through the common schools, al-

ways remembering that at fifteen boys are still boys and girls

girls, and that all the mental and moral powers are still in the

gristle.

The casual observer of children discovers the fact that a

large number who have come to the end of their common-school

life fall short of this ideal standard which the State has set up

both in knowledge and power. Any extended inspection of

the schools discloses the same fact more fully.

Limitations on Public-school Work.

Such inspection, however, reveals what the casual observer

often fails to see,— certain limitations upon public-school work

which must be considered in forming a just judgment. From
failing to take these into account many well-meaning critics

have reached unfounded conclusions.

These limitations are primarily four :
—

1. In the quality of the material which the schools have to

work upon.

2. In the physical conditions under which the work is done.

3. In the quality of the teaching force in the schools.

4. In the quality of the directing force in the charge of the

schools.

The Material.

The standard which the State has fixed presupposes children

with sound bodies, in possession of all the faculties, in regular

attendance through the school period, and coming from decent

homes where they are under some moral restraints.

Where all these conditions are found to exist, investigation

shows that the State's standard is a reasonable one, and that

children can and do attain to it, and having so attained go out

into life and enter at once upon successful careers.

But some of these conditions are often wanting. Sometimes

all are wanting in individuals, occasionally in whole schools.

Attendance.— In the schools which I have visited during the

year, one-fifth of the pupils registered were absent at the time

of my visit. This probablj'^ represents very nearly the yearly

average throughout the State, as my visits covered all seasons

of the year, all grades of schools in manufacturing and farming

communities, and this in six counties. Whether we consider
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that one-fifth of the pupils, are absent all the time, or that all

the pupils are absent one-fifth of the time, it is evident that

from this cause alone the outcome of school life is materially

reduced both as to knowledge and power.

Health.— The registers show only a small part of the actual

interruption. Children in school are not always in condition

to do the work of the school. That work demands continuous

attention. Whatever the powers called into exercise at any

time, whether perceptive or reflective, they must be held stead-

ily to the object of thought until the truth is apprehended.

Such continuous attention is only possible when the body is in

good condition. The child has not power to control the mind

when experiencing physical pain or discomfort.

There are many hours, often days, sometimes weeks when

children are not sick enough to be kept at home, but are not

well enough to do the regular school work. Colds, toothache,

wounds, the lassitude and uneasiness which indicate approach-

ing disease, the weakness which follows such disease,— these,

or some of these, have their victims in every school.

The power of attention thus being interraitlent, the whole

work is intermittent in its character, and while the school as a

whole seems to be moving along the course of study prescribed,

much of the individual work is fragmentary and disjointed.

All this is true of children called healthy. But the schools

contain children who are not healthy ; how many, we have no

means of knowing, but probably more than we have suspected

,

and enough to interfere seriously with the successful progress

of school work.

The report of Dr. Hertel, Municipal Medical Officer of

Copenhagen, who instituted careful inquiries into the health of

the school children of that city, is most suggestive. In fourteen

schools, preparatory and secondary, containing 3,141 boys from

the higher classes of Danish society, 1,900 are reported healthy,

978 sickly, while reports are wanting from 263. In per-

centages,— healthy, 60.5; sickly, 31.1; non-returned, 8.4.

In ten schools containing 1,211 girls between the ages of

five and sixteen, 644 are reported healthy; 477 sickly; non-

returned 90. In percentages,— healthy, 53.1; sickly, 39.4;

non-returned, 7.5.

The term "sickly" in this report means "unsound chil-
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dren who suffer from chronic complaints, but who are never-

theless able to attend school regularly." It does not include

such children as those to whom I have before referred as suf-

fering from acute and temporary illness.

I have no data upon which to base a judgment concerning

the proportion of sickly children in our own schools, but from

some casual inquiries along the line of Dr. Hertel's investiga-

tions which I have made during my visits I believe that there

is enough of chronic weakness to affect materially the total

results of school work.

Mental Ahilif(j.— All these limitations may exist in the case

of children having average mental ability. There are many
children below this average. Some are weak along single lines

of mental efforts, dull of perception, or slow to see relations,

or with little power to imagine, or weak in reasoning power.

There are children who are deficient in all of these, known as

" stupid" children. There are others who are only slow.

Some of these defects are inherited, some are produced by

disease, some by unfortunate conditions of living ; but whether

congenital or acquired, they constitute an ever-existing limita-

tion upon educational j^rocesses.

Homes. — Again, large allowances must be made both as to

intellectual and moral progress, in view of the homes from

which many of the children come. I have recently visited a

school composed almost wholly of Polish children. In the

manufacturing cities and villages French children are numerous,

and there are many Portuguese.

Many of these children cannot speak English when they

come to school. They do not hear it at home. An extra bur-

den is thus imposed upon the schools. From homes of poverty

and vice, homes of ignorance and brutality, in city and country,

children come to the schools bringing those mental and physi-

cal weaknesses of which we have spoken.

I have found whole neighborhoods from which the typical

New England character has disappeared. The families which

remain are idle, shiftless, poor, without hope for themselves or

ambition for their children ; the children are scantily clothed,

poorly fed, feeble alike in body and mind, and subject to no

moral restraints at home, and a perpetual source of trouble to

teachers and school officers.
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An old farmer who as committee-man accompanied me to a

school said, on leaving : "This is a bad lot. They are all block-

heads and their parents before them. They are as vicious as

they are ignorant." While it is not common to find v^hole

schools composed of such material, individuals are frequently

met with.

It is impossible for children from such homes to accomplish

the full measure of work which the school laws contemplate.

Iheir experience has furnished them with such a narrow range of

ideas that the language of books is to them iDractically a foreign

language, and as I see them, they go stumbling along bewil-

dered by the obscurity which envelopes them, and reaping

scanty advantages from the means of education at their hands.

Such is the first general limitation upon public-school work,—
in the material which the schools have to work upon.

Sanitary Conditions.

A second limitation is in the physical conditions under which

the work is done. There is a sufiicient amount of physical

discomfort to interfere seriously with that continuous thinking

upon which successful school work depends.

Healing. — One cause of this discomfort is defective heating.

There is often too little heat ; more often too much. I have

frequently found children with outer garments on huddled

about the stove. In one primary-school room heated by a fur-

nace, I have been told that at the opening of school during cold

weather the thermometer rarely stands higher than 50° F.

Children cannot study well and shiver at the same time.

On the other hand, I have found in a grammar-school room

hot-air pouring through two large registers near the front of

the room, while the thermometer on the rear wall registered

84° F. The teacher was unconscious that the room was too

warm, though the faces of the pupils plainly showed it. The

janitor had left the draft on the furnace and gone home, taking

the key of the cellar.

In another primary room heated by an enormous cast iron

stove, I found the thermometer in the back of the room at 80°.

Placing it on the desk nearest the stove, the direct radiation

sent the mercury up to 110°. A hoy five or six years old sat

blistering at the same desk.
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Unequal distribution of heat is another prevalent source of

discomfort. A valuable series of experiments was conducted

in 1885 by Mr. Nathaniel Morton of Plymouth, Mass., the

results of which were published in the "Old Colony Memorial''

of April 16, 1885, and in the "American Architect and Build-

ing News" of April 17, 1886.

By the courtesy of Mr. Morton I am permitted to copy from

his report :
—

Surprise at the great difference in the temperature of the room at

five feet above the floor, and at the floor, led to making tests of the

temperature of the air of fourteen school-rooms, three times a day

for the three weeks, from January 26 to February 13, 1885. Three

thermometers were hung in each room, on light tripods, the bulbs of

the thermometers being at a height of five feet, three feet, and two

inches from the floor, and so placed in each room as to be out of the

direct influence of the sun and heating apparatus, and not near to any

window or other opening, nor near the outside wall. The thermom-

eters for each room were selected to read alike at the same height

from the floor. The readings of the thermometers in each room

were talcen soon after opening, and just before recess in the morning,

and before recess in the afternoon. The temperature of the outside

air was recorded at the same time each day. All apparent errors in

the records have been omitted.
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TABLE I.

Room, 12' X 28' x 38', heated by a furnace, ventilated by two chim,ney exhaust-

flues with openvigs near the floor and fresh cold.air supply at the ceiling,

after the plan of DuranVs patent, as applied by A. B. Brown, Architect,

Worcester.
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TABLE II.

Boom, 9' X 19' X 38', heated by a cast-iron stove with a smoke-pipe nearly the

whole length of the room to the chimney.

•
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TABLE III.

Records at other School-Roo:ms.

ROOMS.

Heated by furnace, Durant's Ventilation
(( it ft ((

Heated by coal and wood stoves (fires all ni^ht),
Heated by open ventilating stove, made by N. Y. Open
Stove Ventilating Co..

Heated by Michigan Ventilating Stove, some exhaust
from the floor,

Heated by coal stove (fire all night) ventilated hy exhaust
from floor, and supply of fresh air at the ceiling, .

Same as room above
Heated by Ventilating Stove of John Grossius, Cincin-

nati, ventilited by air-supply through the stove and
also at the ceiling, exhausts fit the floor

Heated by N. Y. Open Ventilating Stove, . . . .

Heated by Grossius's Ventilating Stove, exhaust at the
floor,

Hciited by coal stove, no ventilation, ....
Heated by coal stove (continuous Are), no ventilation,
Heated by wood stove, low ceiling

H
H

41
39
42

36

40

40
40

40
33

41
12
12
16

Degrees.

©2
baa,

<1

22
22
22

22

22

22
22

22
22

22
21
17

24
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the feet of the scholars. In such rooms, when the outside tempera-

ture is near zero, over thirt}' degrees difference in temperature has

been found between the air at the floor and the air at the height of

five feet. It is near noon before such rooms get proper!}^ warmed.

A remed}' would be to keep the fires through the night, or make the

fires much earlier in the morning, to get all of the air in the room

thoroughly warmed before beginning school.

One thermometer placed anywhere in a school-room is not a suffi-

cient guide for regulating the temperature of the room.

If a school-room has but one thermometer, it should be placed

much nearer the floor than is customarj^

The colder the weather the more difference there is in the tem-

perature of a room at different heights from the floor.

A warm room maj' be considered to be evenly heated when there

is less than ten degrees difference in temperature between the floor

and a point five feet above the floor, in weather colder than twent}'

degrees Fahrenheit.

One moral of all this is suggested by Mr. Morton :
" When

children are confined for hours where their feet are in a temper-

ature but little above freezing, there is small chance for mental

improvement, and far greater chance for contracting colds or

other forms of disease."

I would add to this that " there is small chance for mental

improvement" where, as these tables show, for days in succes-

sion the temperature of the room at the middle of the session

ranges from 74° to 80°.

My observation leads me to believe that these tables are rep-

resentative not only of Plymouth, but of the school-rooms of the

State, except those in the new buildings in the cities. Most of

the rural schools are in buildings similar to the one described

in Table II., which gave the worst results.

Ventilation. — Added to the discomfort arising from defect-

ive heatingf is that from defective ventilation. This evil is most

marked in the older buildings in the cities and manufacturing

villages, where the rooms are filled with children to the full

seating capacity, often beyond it, and where the provisions for

ventilation are of the scantiest and most unscientific kind.

Few scientific tests have been made of the air in school-

rooms, but its state is revealed to the visitor by the odor which

greets his entrance and by the lethargy which marks the ap-

pearance of the school. The few tests ^vhich have been made
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serve to show what some of the children are breathing, and

how little can fairly be expected of them in the way of mental

or moral progress.

In 1883 a most valuable report was made by a special com-

mittee appointed to investigate the sanitary condition of the

school buildings of the city of Lynn, Mass. Before giving the

results of the analyses the report says: "Dr. Parker, one

of the highest authorities on sanitary subjects, says that air

which contains more than 6 parts of carbonic acid per 10,000

volumes is unfit to breathe; that with a ratio of 8, 9, or 10

parts per 10,000, the air smells stuify and close, and beyond

this becomes foul and offensive."

"Dr. Angus Smith says: 'When people speak of good

ventilation they mean, without knowing it, air with less than

.07 per cent, of carbonic acid.'"

Then follows the tabulated results of the analysis of the air

from different rooms as made by Professor Hills of the Har-

vard Medical School, and pronounced "strictly correct."

HOUK.
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of air which contains from 12 to 29 parts, but that it is very

bad."

They say also :
" If we had tested the air in every school-

room of the city, there is no good reason to suppose that our

general conclusion would have been different." I believe that

*' State " might be substituted for " city " in the above sentence

without doing any violence to facts.

School-room air may be vitiated in a more dangerous way
than by the presence of a large proportion of carbonic acid.

Vaults and cesspools are frequently found in close proximity

to school-houses, and urinals and water-closets in the basements

are not uncommon. It is perhaps enough for the present pur-

pose to say that these may become nuisances, without affirming

that they are always such.

In a city grammar-school building containing several hundred

children, on one of the coldest days of last winter, when all

doors and windows were closed to preserve the heat, I found in

the corridors a perceptible smell from the urinals in the base-

ment, and in the basement itself the odor was almost nau-

seating. I was glad to learn that this was an exceptional

occurrence, and was due partly to the extreme weather and

partly to some neglect by the janitor. But so long as extremes

of weather are likely to occur and janitors to forget, the possi-

bility of a recurrence would be a perpetual menace to the health

of the children. With less watchful teachers the danger from

defective closets and drainage is evidently great.

Owing to these two causes,— defective heating and defective

ventilation,— it is plain that there must be many hours during

the school life of children when they are unfitted by the exist-

ing physical conditions to do the amount and kind of work

Avhich the State standard requires. Herein lies the second

general limitation upon public school work.

The Tp:aching Force.

Another limitation is in the quality of the teaching force.

The standard for the pupils expressed or implied in the school

laws presupposes certain qualities in the teachers.

First, they should have an acquaintance with the subjects re-

quired to be taught amounting to familiarity, — the whole sub-

ject and the parts being held in the mind clearly and not
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obscurely, distinctly and not in confusion, so that the teacher

can handle them with confidence and not timidly.

Since learning implies a mind to learn as well as truth to be

learned, the teacher should,- secondly, know something of the

minds to be taught,— their powers, what each has to do, and

how it does it, and how it can be made to do it better, — the

motives to conduct, and how to influence the will through them.

Added to this learninfir is needed what is called natural

aptitude for teaching. The elements of this are clear thinking,

analytic power, seeing the general and the particular at the

same glance so that the illustration is ready as soon as the need

of it appears ;
perception quick, acute, and delicate, enabling

the teacher to see, almost to divine, the exact mental state of

the learner ; mind alert, facile, prompt to adapt means to ends ;

and patience.

Superadded to these are needed force of character, power of

continuance, moral integrity and moral earnestness.

Such qualifications can only be attained through the com-

bined influence of nature, studies and experience. " Studies

perfect nature, and are perfected by experience."

But it is scarcely possible that all of the teachers employed

in the public schools of Massachusetts should possess all of

these qualifications. In every other occupation in life men and

women get into the wrong places. No other occupation in so-

ciety is subject to general official inspection and criticism.

There is no one authorized to determine and report upon the

character and work of the lawyers, doctors, ministers, editors,

mechanics, merchants, farmers, cooks, housekeepers, dress-

makers, as upon teachers. But no one doubts that people are

engaged in all these pursuits who have no natural fitness for

them, and who are consequently making miserable failures in

them. It would be strange if the same were not true of

teachers, and if some children were not, throughout a part at

least of their school course, in the hands of teachers who do not

know what to do with them or for them. Large losses due to

this cause seem almost inevitable.

Again, many teachers have never studied the principles or

methods of their work. Of the 9,670 teachers employed last

year 3,003 have graduated from Normal Schools. Besides

these, several hundred, perhaps, have attended city training
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schools. All these are supposed to have studied psychology, the

science and art of teaching, the principles of school organization

and government, and something of the history of education.

Of the remaining number a large proportion have spent no

time in such study. Of the last 125 teachers in country and

village schools in different parts of the State whom I asked

to name some educational books they had read, 73 had read

none, 25 had read one, 12 had read some but could not re-

member the names, and 15 had read two or more. Of the

same 125, sixty reported themselves as taking an educational

paper. Forty-five teachers, or 36 per cent., had read no edu-

cational book and took no educational paper. In some towns

every teacher reported himself as belonging to this illiterate

class.

Three causes explain this neglect of professional study, — ig-

norance, indifference and conceit. Some have never seen or

heard of a book on education ; some feel too little responsibility

in their work and have too little ambition for professional suc-

cess to induce them to spend the money and time required to

read ; some feel that nature and experience have done so much

for them that study is superfluous.

Not only are there teachers at work who have neither natural

aptitude nor the benefit of study, but the third condition of suc-

cesssful work, experience, is often wanting. Of the teachers

whose schools I have inspected this year, 10 per cent, had

taught less than one term, 18 per cent, had taught less than one

year and 42 per cent, less than three years. Twenty-six per

cent, were new to the schools in which I found them. In esti-

mating the result of the school work in these thirty towns we

must consider that all the time one-tenth of the children are in

the care of persons who are just beginning to learn what

school-keeping means,— for whom the lamp of experience has

just been lighted. We must consider further that more .than

one-quarter of the children are in the hands of teachers who

have known them but a few weeks, — who are practically stran-

gers to them. That the progress of the pupils in learning and

discipline cannot be continuous, and that large discount must

be made from the standard requirements, goes without saying.

How laro;e this discount must be when all the conditions on

which good teaching depends are wanting, as is sometimes the
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case ; when the education of the children is entrusted to per-

sons without natural endowments, without experience of their

own and ignorant of the experience of others, can be sug-

gested more easily than estimated.

I have frequently left a school with an admiration almost

amountino; to awe for the human mind that can continue its ac-

tivities, and gain some knowledge and some increase of power,

under conditions so adverse.

The Directing Force.

A fourth limitation is in the quality of the directing force in

charge of the schools. By giving to the school committees " the

general charge and superintendence " of the schools, the State

has made these bodies responsible for bringing the children to

the educational standard it has set up.

The authority entrusted to the committees is supposed to be

ample for this purpose. They may establish the schools, or-

ganize them, make rules for conducting them, plan courses of

study, select and furnish text books and supplies, and choose

and appoint the teachers. More than this, if the details of ad-

ministration are too burdensome, they may appoint a superin-

tendent as their agent.

The wise exercise of these powers is one of the conditions of

public- school work. But we find much of this work imper-

fectly done. To do it well requires not only general intelli-

gence and practical judgment, but special intelligence growing

out of familiarity with schools. While the first is usually

found in the governing boards, the second is often wanting.

There are good ministers and doctors and farmers and me-

chanics serving on the school committees, but few of them are

school men. A young physician who took me to some schools

said :
" I find myself in a school-room much in the same condi-

tion that you would be in a sick-room. I may see that some-

thing is the matter, but I have no means of finding out just

what the matter is, nor should I know what to do if I found

out." His case is a typical one.

Indeed, I find that professional men have few advantages

over others as school committee-men. In a town whose com-

mittee consisted of two young farmers and an old clergj^man,

the schools cared for by the farmers were in every particular
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superior to those in charge of the clergj'-man. The most ju-

dicious and efficient committee man whom I met this year was

a carpenter. Women on the school boards are, with few ex-

ceptions, among the most useful members.

Imperfect supervision works both negatively and positively

to defeat the end for which the school laws are made. Often

through ignorance of the proper standard the supervision fails

entirely to direct the schools.

Through neglect, absenteeism and truancy are allowed to

exist. Many schools are badly organized, and much unneces-

sary friction results, with consequent loss of power. Unscien-

tific courses of study are laid down, false standards are

erected, — together working toward cram rather than develop-

ment. Text books without merit are selected by persons who

have never taught the subject. These are a perpetual hin-

drance to the work. The teachers are required to use artificial

stimuli, and are worn and worried by elaborate marking sys-

tems with endless percentage. Some teachers are thwarted in

their endeavor to introduce improved methods of teaching, and

others are forced to spend their energies upon trivialities.

Want of harmony in the local boards often produces temporary

disaster. Recently in five of the towns coming under my in-

spection open quarrels between members of the school com-

mittee have seriously injured the schools-

Owing to these four causes, — the quality of the material,

the physical conditions, the quality of the teachers and the

quality of the supervision,— large numbers of boys and girls

come to the end of the school period with less of learning and

less of mental and moral power than they need to meet success-

fully the responsibilities of life.

Critics, friendly and unfriendly, overlooking these limita-

tions, have hastened to pronounce the public-school system

radically defective, to affirm that it is out of gear with the

requirements of every-day life, and to demand large modifi-

cations in its principles and methods, in order, as they say, to

make it practical.

I have dwelt at length upon the limitations which my work

everywhere forces upon my notice, in order to furnish a basis

for judgments more just, and for demands less revolutionary.

I am persuaded that the requirements of our statutes aflbrd
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theoretically, and when complied with in letter and spirit, fur-

nish actually adequate preparation for the duties of life. The

evidence of this is everywhere apparent. From the best

schools of the State boys and girls are issuing continually and

taking their places among the self-supporting members of the

community. Public and private interests, political, financial,

social, charitable, are daily devolving upon them, and find in

them reliable conservators. Never more so. The wonder is,

not that the children are so poorly prepared for life, but that

they are so well prepared.

So far as the limitations which I have described lie. in the in-

firmities of human nature, they will always exist, and will nec-

essarily keep the actual results below the theoretical. The

appropriate work of legislation is to reduce their efiects to a

mmimum.
The losses resulting from non-attendance may be largely re-

duced by the establishment of truant schools, and a faithful

enforcement of the truant laws.

Thorough sanitary inspection of school buildings by compe-

tent persons would tend to improve the physical conditions for

school work, and so increase its outcome.

Measures to secure higher qualifications in the teaching force

of the State are greatly needed. Among these are the estabr

lishment of fully graded schools for observation and practice,

wholly under State control, as an essential part of each Normal

School : model primary schools equipped and maintained by

the State at various points accessible to country teachers ; in-

stitutes of several weeks' duration for the aid of teachers who

have not received the advantages of Normal Schools, and some

system of examining and certificating teachers which shall ex-

clude the most ignorant and incompetent.

In addition to these, there is extreme nee,d of placing all the

schools under the immediate superintendence of men qualified

by education and training to direct them toward the ends con-

templated by the statutory requii"ements.

Most of the limitations of which I have spoken have their

maximum effect in the small towns ; and it is just these towns

which are the least able to resist their influence.

Since the State imposes school duties on the poor towns

equally with the rich ones, justice to the towns, as well as the
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good of the children in them, requires that the State should

furnish some aid in meeting the obligations. With such aid,

judiciously distributed and expended, the children in the rural

schools would be free from many of the disadvantages which
they now labor under, and might hope to contend for the prizes

of life on more equal terms.

To secure such equality I conceive to be one of the chief ends

for which the agents of the Board of Education are appointed.

GEO. H. MARTIN.
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REPORT.

To the Board of Education

:

In past reports, both monthly and annual, I have given the

results of my observation, mainly in respect to the actual con-

dition of the schools and to methods of teaching. In this

report I desire to call attention to some features of school

organization which I have observed, with the double object of

making known to you the means employed in the schools to

carry on the work, and also of giving assistance to some com-

mittees and teachers who are working at a disadvantage with

a poor or imperfect organization.

Furniture.

I have found comparatively few school-rooms not provided

with suitable desks for the pupils. Even in the poorer houses

of the country the rude and uncomfortable benches, marred
*' with the jack-knife's carved initial," have quite generally

been replaced by convenient desks and comfortable seats. In

a few cases I have found the desks and seats quite unsuitable

in size,— some of them being so small as to force the pupils to

take a cramped position, and some so large as not to allow the

pupils to rest the feet upon the floor or to take a good position

in writing.

The size and height of desks and seats found in the best

furnished rooms are indicated in the following table. The
measurements here given are of single desks, which are much
to be preferred to double ones.
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GRADE.
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this number would embrace all schools which are fully

supplied.

All of the apparatus included in the following list I have not

found in any one room ; yet there is no article in the list which

may not be put to good use. For the convenience of commit-

tees proposing to furnish a full supply for the schools, separate

lists are given for primary, grammar and high schools. For

ungraded or partially graded schools a careful selection from

all the lists should be made. It will be seen that the lists do

not comprise many useful means of illustration and teaching

which may be gathered from day to day from the fields, shops

and homes. Apparatus for the observation lessons of the pri-

mary and grammar grades may be thus supplied, including

jDlants, leaves, animals, rocks, and parts of animals obtained

from the butcher's.

Pritnary Grade, — Toys and other objects for reading;

blocks, splints and shoe-pegs for number and "busy-work;"

foot rule
;
yardstick

;
pint, quart and gallon measures

;
quart

and peck measures
;
pictures for language ; cardboard for num-

ber and language work ; colored cardboard for form and color

lessons ; colored worsted ; box of toy-money ; blacked globe
;

reading chart ; number chart ; slates and pencils ;
pen-holders

and pens ; sponges ; lead-pencils ; ruled paper ; ruler ; coarse

files for sharpening pencils (when pencil-sharpeners are not

provided) ; minerals ; mounted plants and insects ; models for

form lessons and drawing ; clay for modelling ; box of letters

for making words; box of words for' making sentences; dis-

sected pictures ; cardboard in different shapes for tracing.

Grammar Grade.— Measures (dry, liquid, linear and

metric) ; balance
;
globe ; wall-maps ; music chart ; writing

chart ; anatomical charts ; arithmetical drill chart ; pictures for

language, geography and history ; minerals ; mounted plants

and insects ; vegetable products ; models for drawing
;
pen-

holders and pens ; slates and pencils ; sponges or slate-cloths ;

lead-pencils
;
paper ; blank-books ; ruler ;

pencil-sharpener.

High /School.— Laboratories for teaching chemistry, physics

and mineralogy should be furnished in every high school

where these subjects are taught. Tables for individual obser-

vation and experiment should have an asphalt covering and be

provided with proper burners at convenient distances. If there
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are no gas-burners kerosene lamps may be used for all common
heating, and alcohol lamps for blow-pipe work. Bowls, slop-

japs, drawers and closets should be within convenient distance

of each pupil. In the drawers and closets there should be

placed such articles as are likely to be used in the experiments,

such as, for the physical laboratory, fruit cans, ale glasses,

bottles, corks, plates, files, funnel, tuning-fork, shot, glass-

tubing, rubber-tubing, alcohol lamp, flask, test-tubes, convex

lens, violin string, glass tube for frictional electricity, sealing-

wax ; and for the chemical laboratory, saucer, glass plates, fun-

nel, tweezers, blow-pipe, glass tube, candle, charcoal, spoon,

test tubes, corks, iron wires, rubbers, iron stand and sand

bath, Bunsen burner, test-tube racks, files, bottles, tin can.

Other apparatus for teaching physics and chemistry should be

kept constantly at hand. What cannot be provided or made

by the pupils themselves should be bought. The extent of the

supply will depend upon the extent to which the studies are

pursued. Eecently published books of physics and chemistry

indicate the kind and amount of apparatus which is needed to

teach the various subjects.

For teaching mineralogy it will be necessary to have a col-

lection of rocks of the vicinity and, so far as possible, of the

State. Specimens may be obtained at the Natural History

rooms in' Boston at a nominal price.

For zoology a set of typical animals should be mounted or

preserved in alcohol. Other animals for dissection, such as

the bird and frog, will be procured as they are needed.

For botany mounted specimens illustrating the flora of the

country should be provided ; also microscopes for plant analj^sis.

A celestial sphere, sticks, balls, hoops, globes and disks will

be useful in teaching astronom3^

Good maps and photographs will be found of great assistance

in the study of history.

Reference Books.

Few of the schools that have come under my observation

outside of the cities have anything like a good supply of refer-

ence books. In many schools a single dictionary constitutes

the only book of reference beyond the regular text books, and

in some schools not even a dictionary is provided.
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Since the passage of the free text-book law there has been

a marked increase of supplementary reading matter, the use of

which has tended to lessen the close adherence to text books,

especially of geography and history. In language, also, less

reliance than formerly is placed upon the text book, and there

is consequently a greater demand for suggestions that can be

found in books of reference.

It would be manifestly out of place in this report to give the

titles of books which should be used by teachers and pupils in

addition to the regular text books. It may, however, be said

that there should be in every school of the higher grades diction-

aries,— one unabridged and several smaller ones,— an encyclo-

pedia and three or four books of each of the studies pursued.

Some of these books should be for the exclusive use of the

teacher, and some for both teacher and pupils.

Classification.

Some of the defects of the public schools to which attention

has been called from time to time by agents of the Board can

doubtless be directly traced to unwise classification. There is

frequently seen in graded schools a want of adaptation of work

to the needs and capacity of some pupils, due in a measure, at

least, to arbitrary methods of promotion. When the attain-

ments only of pupils are considered in promoting from class to

class, and especially when the attainments are determined by a

single examination in which memory has a large share, there

are likely to exist faults of a very serious nature which even

the most skilful teaching cannot remove. Where the method

of promotion is such as I have mentioned, dull pupils are

likely to be "kept back" to their injury, and pupils bright

only in a single direction are pushed forward too rapidly.

In some places the questions which test the pupils' ability to go

into a higher class are prepared by the school committee or su-

perintendent. It may be well to have such examinations ; but

when they alone determine the pupils' promotion right teaching

is discouraged, for the teacher is likely to be influenced by the

demands which are made upon him, and give an undue amount

of memory work which will give certain required results when

the test for promotion comes. The consideration of classification

or promotion should be solely that of the good of the pupil.
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In what class or place can he do most for himself? To decide

this question wisely, it may be necessary sometimes to call into

exercise the combined wisdom of the teacher, supervisor and

parent, as the age, natural propensities, health, habits and

purposes of the pupil are to be considered as well as his intel-

lectual acquirements.

Graded Schools,

A close classification would make all the pupils of a class

recite together in the same studies. There are certainly ad-

vantages in this plan ; but it is a question whether it may not

be well sometimes to allow pupils to recite in a higher or lower

class in one or two studies. For example, a boy is by nature

or by extra study farther advanced in arithmetic than in reading

and geography. If he has but a limited time to attend school,

it would seem to be right to have him recite with one class in

reading and geography and with another class in arithmetic.

Again, there are occasionally pupils who, by reason of weak-

ness or ill health, cannot take all the studies taught in the

school. Such pupils should be allowed to omit one or more

of the regular studies, and even be excused from school attend-

ance except when their classes are reciting.

There is of course danger in such irregularities, and the

number of exceptional cases should be limited ; but there are

instances where it is not only justifiable, but necessary to the

best interests of the pupils for exceptions to be made.

Basis of Classification.— The rights of active and bright-

minded pupils should be protected no less than those of the

weak and dull. Inequalities both in the abilities of pupils

and in the amount accomplished should be recognized in classi-

fyiog as well as in arranging the course of studies and con-

ducting the recitation. The average abilities and attainments,

therefore, should be the guide in classification, so far as the

amount of work required is concerned. Where close classifi-

cation is required, as it generally should be required in graded

schools, it is customary to take reading as the basis in the

primary schools and arithmetic in the higher grades.

Size of Glasses. —The mistake should not be made of mak-

ing the classes too large. The number should be sufficiently

small for the teacher to reach every individual member, at least

to the extent of knowing the peculiarities of each pupil and
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of adapting the teaching and instruction to the needs of each.

Thirty pupils in primary grades and forty in grammar grades

are quite as many as one teacher should be expected to teach.

A less number would doubtless be better for individual pupils,

while more would tend to force the teacher into mechanical

ways of teaching, making one pupil do the same work as every

other one, and precisely in the same way.

Divisions.—In some of the larger towns and cities the prac-

tice is quite general of having pupils of the same grade in one

room, and of hearing them recite together. The practical result

of such an arrangement is, that the pupils get no time for in-

dependent study and reflection. There may be times set apart

for study, but those times are so interrupted by questions and

explanations, that the pupils come to depend wholly upon others

in doing their work. An additional disadvantage of large

classes reciting together is the danger of neglecting the needs

of individual pupils and of resorting to questionable methods

of teaching. The remedy lies in a division of the class into

two sections for recitation in some of the studies,— one section

studying while the other is reciting.

Intervals between Classes.— In most graded schools at the

present time the classes are one year apart ; that is, the gradu-

ation is so made as to render a readjustment or promotion

necessary only once a year. This plan of grading may be

necessary in some places and under some circumstances ; but

where there is a sufficient number of pupils, the interval

should be shorter and the promotions more frequent. The

aim should be to have the work adjusted as nearly as possible

to the wants and capacity of each pupil. If this aim is a true

one, it is manifest that the shorter the interval between the

classes the better, provided, of course, the transfer of pupils

from one grade to another does not necessitate a too frequent

change of teachers. An interval of only ten weeks, or one-

fourth of a year, has been tried with success in some places.

In other places the interval is twenty weeks. This plan is

entirely feasible in most of our cities and large towns, and its

adoption would do much to overcome the faults of the system

of yearly promotions. The advantages of semi-annual pro-

motions are seen in classifying new pupils, or those who have
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been absent a part of the year, and in adapting the work of

pupils to their capacity and strength.

Partially Graded Schools.

In some places the conditions require all the pupils of a

neighborhood to be placed in two or three rooms. When this

is the case it is advisable to make the intervals between the

classes one year or more, and to have three or four classes in

each room. Under such circumstances a close classification

should not be insisted upon, especially in the higher grades
;

but pupils should be allowed to join any class in which they

can work most advantageously.

Ungraded Scliools.

In some of the ungraded schools of the State the classification

is so minute in all subjects as to permit but five or eight min-

utes to each recitation. Others have so few classes, as to

oblige the pupils to do too difficult or too easy work. Both

of these dangers should be avoided so far as possible. Much,

of course, will depend upon circumstances. If there are two

teachers (as there should be if there are more than twenty-five

pupils) , more minute classification may be made than if there

is only one. In some ungraded schools the older pupils pre-

dominate ; in others, the younger. In some places the older

pupils are taken from the ungraded schools and placed in a

central grammar or high school ; in other places no higher

school of any kind supplements the work of the ungraded

school. No exact rule, therefore, for classifying ungraded

schools can be laid down. But in general it may be said that

no close classification should be attempted in ungraded schools,

but that every pupil should recite in the class for which he

is best fitted, whatever the subject may be. For instance, a

pupil may be in the first class in arithmetic and the second in

reading ; while another pupil may be in the second class in

arithmetic and the first in reading.

Again, great care should be taken in determining the num-

ber of classes. The number of classes in any subject should

not be so small as to prevent all pupils from deriving some ad-

vantage of the study ; nor should there be so many classes as

to give too small amount of time for each recitation. Time may
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be gained by having some studies of the older pupils alternate

with each other ; as, for example, history and geography, draw-

ing and writing, grammar and physiology,— giving two or three

recitations a week in each branch.

It is understood, of course, that there may be a less minute

classification in some studies than in others. In geography, for

example, the number of classes may be much less than in read-

ing or arithmetic.

The following classification may be made in many ungraded

schools, consisting of pupils from five to fifteen years of age :

Four or five classes in reading, including one class in the read-

ing of history ; five classes in arithmetic ; two classes in geog-

raphy, besides the class of younger pupils who recite orally

lessons in home geography ; three classes in spelling ; one or

two classes in physiology, alternating with the same number of

classes in history ; one class in English grammar and one in

language. The singing, drawing and observation lessons may
be taught as general exercises.

Daily Programme of Kecitation and Study.

The good teacher always has, either in mind or on paper, a

carefully prepared programme in which the times and subjects

of recitation and study are well defined. Without a definite

plan of work there is danger of unequal attention being given

to the subjects and of disturbance in the preparation of les-

sons. To make a programme in which a proper share of time

is given to recitation and to study, and in which the time al-

lotted to each subject is commensurate with the importance of

that subject, is no easy task. It is obvious that no one pro-

gramme would be suited to all schools, or even to all schools

of the same kind and grade, so widely dissimilar are the con-

ditions in different schools, and even in the same school at

different times. The following programmes which were found

in actual operation may be suggestive to teachers ;
—
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PRIMARY SCHOOL.— Four Gkades.

Thirty-nine pupils from six to twelve years of age.

Time.
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PRIMARY AND INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL.

Twenty-five pupils, ranging from six to twelve years of age. The youngest pupils

are beginners, and the most advanced pupils are studying Fractions and reading in the

Fourth Reader. There are four classes in most subjects.

Time.
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SIXTH GRAMMAR GRADE.— Two Divisions.

Time.
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UNGRADED SCHOOL.

Thirty-five pupils from five to sixteen years of age.

[One afternoon each week given to general exercises.]

A.M.
Min.

6. Devotional Exercise.

10. Singing.

16. First Reader and Number.

15. Second Reader.

20. I. Arithmetic.

15. IV. Arithmetic.

15. Recess or Gymnastics.

15. III. Arithmetic,

15. II. Arithmetic.

15. I. and II. Spelling.

20. Primary and Intermediate Lan-

guage.

20. General Exercise (Observation

Lesson).

P.M.
Min.

15. Grammar.
15. First Reader and Number.

15. Second Reader.

20. Third Reader.

25. Writing or Drawing.

15. Recess or Gymnastics.

15. I. Geography or History.

15. II. Geography.

20.. Fourth Reader.

25. General Exercise.

UNGRADED HIGH AND GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

A.M.
Min.

5. Devotional Exercise.

10. Singing.

20. I. Arithmetic.

20. II. Arithmetic.

25. I. Reading or Rhetoric.

15. Recess or Gymnastics.

25. II. Reading or Grammar.
15. Algebra.

25. Spelling and Language (all).

15. General Exercise.

P.M.
Min.

20. Geometry.

15. Latin.

20. II. Geography.

20. I. Geography.

25. History or Physiology.

15. Recess or Gymnastics.

25. Writing and Book-keeping or

Drawing.

20. IIL Reading.

20. General Exercise.

Eecoeds and Eeports.

From my observation I judge that less time than formerly is

given to making and tabulating unnecessary statistics. Yet

there are seen occasionally teachers who, either by direction

of superior officers or by their own choice, are giving time and

strength to work which does not, directly or indirectly, conduce

to the welfare of the school.

No records for mere show should be kept, nor reports and

averages be made out which appeal to the pride of any one, or

which serve as an artificial stimulant to study.
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In addition to such statistics as the State requires, there

should be kept such records as will enable the teacher to note

the progress of his pupils and to aid him in placing them where

they will do most for themselves.

For the purpose of informing the parents of the character of

their childrens' work and of securing their co-operation, blanks

should be filled out, either periodically or when occasion re-

quires. It is well for parents to receive a report as often as

once a month. This report should indicate in a general way
how the pupil is doing in each branch of study and what his

conduct is. It should not contain the standing of the pupil

with reference to others in his class, nor is it necessary to indi-

cate fine distinctions such as would be made by per cent,

marks. All that it is necessary to give in the report is what the

teacher would give in reply to the parent's questions : How is

my child doing in each branch of study? What is his be-

havior ? What is his attendance ? The following report (A) for

grammar-school pupils is suggested. It should be upon a

card six or seven inches long and four or five inches wide.

The months can be indicated to suit the circumstances. The

blanks which follow will be found useful in securing the co-

operation of parents :
—

Report of

School,

(A)

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Class.

For the
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To the Parent or Guardian :—
A means Excellent ; B, Good ; C, Fair ; D, Poor ; E, Very Poor.

If the Scholarship or Deportment continues to be poor, will you please

call at the school-room for further particulars, especially if poor health or

any other circumstance prevents h from doing more work. Irregularity

of attendance greatly interferes with the progress of the pupil, and may
oblige h to repeat the work of a term or year. You are cordially invited

to visit the school at any time.

Please sign and return as soon as possible.

Teacher.

(B)

ScnooL.

188
M
You will see by Monthly Report that

is not doing thoroughly the work of the School. Thus far this term neither

the written examination nor daily work indicate that it will be best for

to go into a higher division next , but that it may
be necessary to review the present studies another term. If, however, you

think it possible or best for to do more work, will you please call

here at the School-i'oom, or drop me a note, so that we can have a better

understanding of needs and capacity, and arrange the work with

eference to them.

Respectfully,

Please sign and return this.

, Teacher.

[Place for signing.]

(C)

School.

M
188

deportment at school is not satisfactory.

1 think it best to inform you oi the fact, that all influences may be

brought to bear upon before any serious form of punishment is

resorted to.

Respectfully,

To aid in maintaining good order, please sign and return this.

[Place for signing.]

, Teacher.
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The registers provided by the State are quite faithfully and

accurately kept ; but, unfortunately, in some places the method

of ascertaining the average membership and attendance of

pupils differs quite essentially from the method as laid down
in the registers. By counting all pupils members of the school

until they leave town or give notice of their intention to leave

school, the average percentage of attendance is much smaller

than it would be if pupils were dropped from the roll of mem-
bership at the end of five consecutive days' absence from any

cause,— a practice which is followed in several cities and towns.

I would recommend that means be taken to secure uniformity

in the method of making statistics of attendance, that they may
he of some value for purposes of comparison.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN T. PRINCE.
Jan. 1, 1887.
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REPORT.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.

Chapter 37 of the Resolves of 1886 requested the Board of

Education to consider whether a more equitable distribution

can be made of the income of the Massachusetts School Fund,

and report its conclusions to the General Court ; and by chap-

ter 76 of the Resolves of 1886 the Board was requested to

investigate the entire subject and method of the proposed " bill

to establish a half-mill fund for the public schools, and to dis-

tribute the same for their support, "— printed as House docu-

ment number four hundred and forty, — the necessity for and

effect of the same, with such statistics as shall illustrate the

operation and effect of the law, if adopted, upon each city and

town in the Commonwealth, provided they recommend its

adoption, and report in print separate from their general report

to the next General Court at the beginning of the session, with

such recommendations concerning this phase of our public-

school system as they may deem wise.

The Board has given the matter of both resolves careful

attention. With the aid of statistics it has considered the

effect of all the propositions for legislation that have been sug-

gested, and respectfully submits its conclusions upon both re-

solves to the consideration of the Legislature.

Distribution of the Income of the School Fund.

Two or three different plans of redistributing the moiety of

the income of the school fund apportioned to the towns have

been carefully considered.

One is based on the amount of taxable property represented

by each child of school age in towns having a certain specified

valuation, such towns being arranged in classes according to

their valuation, the class having the smallest valuation receiv-
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ing the largest sum, this sum being increased or diminished to

each town from year to year inversely as the valuation of such

town increases or diminishes. This plan also includes the

allowance of a certain sum for each school in towns so aided.

Another plan considers the valuation of the taxable property

of the towns, and the number of schools required to be main-

tained, as the principal factors in the problem of distribution.

Both of these plans fail to make a just and equal distribution

of the public-school fund, and the Board is by no means satis-

fied that as great inequalities would not exist under either one

of them as exist under the present law.

If a new plan of distribution is to be enacted, it should be so

constructed as to aid those towns least able to help themselves,

and produce as few inequalities as possible, and encourage the

towns to improve their schools, rather than to relieve themselves

from taxation.

In view of the fact that the present law has been in operation

but little over two years, and that no new plan free from serious

objections has yet been found, the Board recommends only such

a departure from it as shall give to the towns that most need

help the small portion of the fund that is now given pro rata

to the towns above three millions valuation. To accomplish

this result it recommends the passage of the bill appended to

this report.

The Proposed Half-Mill Tax.

A State school tax can be levied for the accomplishment of

two ends ;—
1st. To equalize the burden of taxation in the towns.

2d. To increase the efficiency of the schools, and to render

their advantages more equal throughout the Commonwealth.

In attempting to equalize the burden of taxation in so far as

the support of schools is concerned, we must determine the

causes of expense and the ability to pay.

In levying a tax for promoting the efficiency of the schools,

we must determine what relations pecuniary aid holds to that

end.

The cost of schools, in any community, will depend on the

standard of excellence which the people may choose to attain,

on the number of children to be educated and on the number

of schools that must be maintained.
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From these statements it will appear that the burden of sup-

porting the schools of a town may be largely voluntary, and

with which the State is not called upon to interfere.

The ability to pay the cost of the schools will depend on the

amount of taxable property which each child of school age will

represent, and on the general rate of taxation levied on the

taxable property.

The efficiency of the public schools will depend on the ability

of the people to support them, and on the intelligence and good-

will of the people in organizing them and in administering their

affairs

From this it may be seen that there are many elements which

must be considered in levying a general tax for the schools, and

in distributing its proceeds among the towns, so th:it justice,

equality and the best educational results may be secured.

By the statistics that have been prepared, it may be shown
that the proposed bill for levying a general school tax does not

m'ake provision for equalizing the burden of taxation in the State.

By the provisions of the bill eleven cities and towns, whose
present rate of taxation is $12.80 or over on a thousand dollars,

would be required to raise $181,264.85 more than would be

returned to them, while one hundred and twenty-five cities and

towns whose present tax rate is the same or under, would re-

ceive more than they would raise.

Thus it appears from these statistics that one group of towns

with a certain rate of taxation would raise much more money
than they would receive, while another group, with the same
rate or under, would raise much less than they would receive.

The same result appears in a still more marked degree, if we
compare the amounts raised and received in some individual

towns.

Mew Bedford with a tax rate of $16.30 would be required

to raise 82,567.26 more than would be returned, while Attle-

borough with a tax rate of only SlO.OO per thousand would
raise $2,869.53 less than they would receive.

Beverly with a tax rate of $15.80 would lose $1,056.85;

Marblehead with a rate of $12.20 would gain $1,325.68.

Arlington with a tax rate of $18.40 on a thousand dollars

would lose, while Stow, raising only $3.60 on a thousand,

would gain.
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Besides results such as these, some towns would receive aid

that do not need it, and would not even be willing to receive it.

Experience has proved that the efficiency of the schools is never

secured by the use of pecuniary means alone. If the means

are obtained without some sacrifice and to such an amount as

to allow a community to relax its efforts in supporting its

schools, that community is quite likely to take advantage of the

opportunity, and with the diminished efforts the school spirit

and interest in the welfare of the schools is generally diminished

in proportion.

It has been the policy of the State in the distribution of the

income of the State school fund to gradually withdraw it from

the towns that have become able to support their schools with-

out its aid, and to distribute it among those towns only that

actually need its help.

The wealthier towns have not only given up their share of

the public money without objection, but have recommended the

redistribution. The school fund was established not for the

purpose of supporting the schools, but to aid and encourage the

towns in promoting the efficiency of these institutions.

As good teachers are necessary to the existence of good

schools, it was thought from the first that the best and most

legitimate use that could be made of a portion of the income of

the school fund was to expend it in maintaining normal schools

and in encouraging the establishment of teachers' associations,

for the better preparation of teachers for their responsible work.

In this no mistake has been made. Our present improved

methods of teaching owe their origin largely to the influence of

these schools and these associations, and to that system of

supervision with which the cities and wealthier towns have

generally supplied themselves.

From the earliest period of our history the burden of sup-

porting the public schools has fallen upon the local municipali-

ties ; and, on the whole, they have been generous in the dis-

charge of their duty. They have enlarged and improved our

school system to meet the growing needs of the population.

In this work they have ever shown an intelligent self-reliance,

and a general disposition to exceed the requirements of the law.

The statutes require the schools to be kept for at least six

months in the year. The towns of small valuation are uuable
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to continue their schools longer than the law requires, and still

the average time in the year for the State is nearly nine

months.

The law requires the towns to raise at least three dollars for

every child between five and fifteen years of age. By the

returns of last year it appears that almost every town raised

more than that sum, and that the average for the State was

nearly twenty dollars for every such child.

It is most important for the State and for the public schools

that this habit of self-reliance on the part of the towns, and the

intelligent, earnest school spirit that always grows out of it,

should be everywhere encouraged.

There are, however, about one hundred towns in the Com-
monwealth, mainly on Cape Cod and among the hills of Western

Massachusetts, that each recurring census finds with a depleted

population and a diminished valuation of taxable property,

which stand in need of immediate aid.

The Board of Education is of the opinion that this aid can

best be rendered by an increase of the State school fund, which

shall insure a larger permanent income, to be distributed to

those towns which imperatively need help.

In view of these considerations the Board recommends that a

half-mill tax be levied with the next State tax, the proceeds to

be known as the " Half-Mill Public School Fund" ; the income

arising from it to be distributed in the same manner as the

moiety of the income of the school fund is distributed to the

towns. The Board, therefore, recommends the passage of the

appended bill :
—

AN ACT RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCHOOL FUND.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:

Section 1. One-half of the annual income of the Massachusetts

school fund of the Commonwealth shall be apportioned and distrib-

uted, without a specific appropriation, for the support of public

schools, and in the manner following, to wit : The said one-half of

the said annual income shall be distributed to towns complying with

all laws in force relating to the distribution of said income, and the

valuation of the real and personal estate of each of which, as shown
by the last returns thereof, does not exceed three million dollars.

Said towns shall be annually classified upon the basis of the last
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valuation ; the first class shall include all such towns the valuation

of the real and personal estate of each of which does not exceed one-

half million dollars ; the second class shall include all such towns the

valuation of each of which is more than one-half million dollars and

does not exceed one million dollars ; the third class shall include all

such towns the valuation of which is more than one million dollars'

and does not exceed three million dollars. Each town in these sev-

eral classes, in the order named, shall respective^ share in the pro-

portion of six, four and three in the distribution of said one-half

of said annual income. All money appropriated for other educational

purposes, unless otherwise specially provided, shall be paid from the

other half of said income.

Sect. 2. Chapter twent3'-two of the acts of the year eighteen hun-

dred and eight^^-four is hereby repealed.

Sect. 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage.

AN ACT TO ESTABLISH A HALF-MILL FUND FOE, THE SUPPORT OF
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISTRIBUTION
THEREOF.

Be it enacted, etc., as follotvs:

Section 1. A tax of one-half of one mill on the dollar shall be

assessed and collected upon all the taxable property of the Common-
wealth according to the valuation thereof, and shall be known as the

.

one-half mill tax for the support of schools.

Sect. 2. Said tax shall be assessed, collected and paid into the

treasmy in the same manner as other State taxes, and the product of

said tax, together with such additions as may be made thereto, shall

constitute a permanent fund, to be called the "Half-Mill Public

School Fund," the principal of which shall not be diminished, and

which shall be invested and managed in the same manner as the

"Massachusetts School Fund," as provided in section two of chapter

forty-three of the Public Statutes.

Sect. 3. The annual income of said "Half-Mill Public School

Fund," shall be appropriated and distributed without a specific appro-

priation for the support of public schools, and paid over and expended

in the same manner as the one-half of the annual income of the

'' Massachusetts School Fund" is now or shall be hereafter appropri-

ated, distributed, paid and expended for the support of public

schools.

Sect. 4. An}^ portion of said fund not expended as herein pro-

vided shall be added to the principal of said fund.

Sect. 5. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
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GRADUATED TABLES— First Series.

The following Table shows the sums appropriated by the several cities

and towns in the State, for the education of each child between five and

fifteen years of age. The income of the surplus revenue and of other funds

held in a similar way, when appropriated to schools, is added to the sum
raised by taxes ; and these sums constitute the amount reckoned as appro-

priations. The income of such school funds as were given and are held on

the express condition that their income shall be appropriated to schools, is

not included. Such an appropriation of their income, being necessary to

retaining the funds, is no evidence of the liberality of those holding the

trust. But if a town appropriates the income of any fund to its public

schools, which may be so appropriated or not, at the option of the voters,

or when the town has a legal right to use such income in defraying its

ordinary expenses, then such an appropriation is as really a contribution

to common schools as an equal sum raised by taxes. On this account the

surplus revenue, and sometimes other funds, are to be distinguished from

local school funds as generally held. The income of the one may be ap-

propriated to schools, or not, at the pleasure of the town ; the income of the

other must be appropriated to schools by the condition of the donation^

Funds of the latter kind are usually donations made to furnish means of

education in addition to those provided by a reasonable taxation. Com-
mittees are expected, in their annual returns, to make this distinction in

relation to school funds.

Voluntary contributions are not included in the amount which is divided

in order to ascertain the sum appropriated to each child. In many towns

such contributions, however liberal, are not permanent, and cannot be

relied upon as a stated provision. They are often raised and applied to

favor paiticular schools, or classes of scholars, and not to benefit equally

all that attend the public schools. Besides, the value of board and fuel

gratuitously furnished is determined by the mere estimate of individ-

uals, and is therefore uncertain ; while the amount raised by taxes, being

in money, has a fixed and definite value, and is a matter of record. Still the

contributions voluntarily made are exhibited in a separate column of the

Table, as necessary to a complete statement of the provision made by the

towns for the education of their children.

The Table exhibits the rank of each city or town in the State, in respect

to its liberality in the appropriation of money to its schools, as compared

with other cities and towns for the year 1885-86, also its rank in a similar

scale for 1884-85. It presents the sum appropriated to each child between

five and fifteen.
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GRADUATED TABLES— Second Series.

The next Table exhibits the appropriation of the cities and towns, as

compared with their respective valuation in 1885.

The first column shows the rank of the cities and towns in a similar

Table for 1884-8o, according to their valuation in 1884.

The second column indicates, in numerical order, the precedence of the

cities and towns in respect to the liberality of their appropriations for

1885-86, according to their valuation in 1885.

The third consists of the names of the cities and towns, as numerically

arranged.

The fourth shows the percentage of taxable property appropriated to the

support of the public schools. The result is equivalent in value to mills

and hundredths of mills. The decimals are carried to three figures, in order

to indicate more perfectly the distinction between the different towns. The
first figure (mills) expresses the principal value, and is separated from the

last two figures by a dash.

The appropriations for schools are not given in the following Table, as

they may be found by referring to the previous Tables ; also in the Abstract

of School Returns, commencing on page ii. These appropi'iations include

the sum raised by taxes, the income of the surplus revenue, and of such

other funds as the towns may appropriate at their option, either to support

common schools, or to pay ordinary municipal expenses. The income of

other local funds, and the voluntary contributions, are not included in the

estimate. The appropriations are reckoned the same as in the first series of

Tables, and for the same reasons.

The amount of taxable property, in each city and town, according to the

last State valuation, is also omitted, as it is already given in the foregoing

Abstract of School Returns.

If the rank assigned to towns in the next Tables is compared with the

rank of the same town in the former series, it will be seen that they hold,

in many instances, a very different place in the scale.
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GRADUATED TABLES — Second Series.

[fob the state.]

A Graduated Table in which all the Toivns in the State are numerically

arranged according to the Percentage of their Taxable Property ap-

propriated to the Support of Public Schools for the Year 1885-86.
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290
197

9

275
277

228
265
218
270
266
287
271
240
276
282
279
268
236
288
289
294
167

110
295
303
306
207
319
313
331

317
273
301
278
113
292
285
332
296
310
311

1°

CO a

33 CO

267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279

280
281

282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300

301
302
303
304
305
306
307

TOWNS.

Harvard,
Weston,
Bernardston,
Easton-, .

Rutland,
Oal%harQ,

Sherborn,
Bolton, .

Lawrence,
Springfield,

Auburn,
Lunenburg,
New bury port
Freetown,
Andover,
Marshfield,

Dracut, .

Sunderland,
Dunstable,
New Bedford,
Hadley, .

Wales, .

Cummington,
Middleton,
Berlin, .

Edgartown,
Koyalston,
Princeton,

Boxford,
Gill,

Lincoln,

Seekonk,
Sharon, .

Carver, .

Huntington,
Burlington,
Hatfield,

Stow,
Yarmouth,
Goshen,
Carlisle,

' -a
I

K*?:

.—' -is K r;3

"^ u C *J

C£ ^ O Qj 2
•" °3 OS ;;

o .2 - = 'S S—
I
*- o c ^ a

1.002-74
2-74
2-72
2-72
2-72
2-70
2-69
2-68
2-68
2-68
2-67
2-67
2-65
2-62
2-61
2-61
2-60
2-60
2-59
2-59
2-55
2-55
2-50
2-49
2-46
2-43
2-43
2-41
2-40
2-37
2-34
2-33
2-32
2-31
2-31
2-27
2-24
2-24
2-21

2-20
2-16

>..2
•° «

op 3=

4->

"^
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CO oj

oo; IQ
«CO

tiijco

TOWNS.
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GRADUATED TABLES— Second Series.

[county tables.]

Ill toJiich all the Towns in the respective Counties in the State are

numerically arranged according to the Percentage of their Taxable

Projjerty appropriated for the Support of Public Schools fur the

Year 1885-86.

BARNSTABLE COUNTY.

Si's
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BRISTOL COUNTY.

<i>'r:
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FRANKLIN COUNTY.
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY.

For

1SS4t85,

by

the

State

Valuation

of

1SS4.
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NORFOLK COUNTY— Concluded.

«"s
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WORCESTER COUNTY— Concluded.
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GRADUATED TABLES— Second Series.

^Showing the Arrangement of Counties according to their Appropria-

tions, including Voluntary Contributions

.

If the counties are numerically arranged, according to the percentage of

their valuations appropriated for public schools, voluntary contributions of

board and fuel being added to the sum raised by tax and to the income of

the surplus revenue and other funds, as severally given in the previous

table, the order of precedence will be as follows :
—

^ ra CO
lO >- 00
" ^ -^

a S.

3

">

^'r.
COUNTIES.

Percentage of Valu-
ation appropriated

to Public Schools

—

equivalent to mills

and hundredths of

mills.

1
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GRADUATED TABLES — Third Series.

The followino; table exhibits the ratio of the averao:e attendance for the

year in each town to the whole number of children between 5 and 15,

according to the returns.

The ratio is expressed in decimals, continued to four figures, the first two

of which are separated from the last two by a point, as only the two former

are essential to denote the real per cent. Yet the ratios of many towns are

so nearly equal, or the difference is so small a fraction, that the first two

decimals with the appropriate mathematical sign appended, indicate no

distinction. The continuation of the decimals, therefore, is simply to indi-

cate a priority in cases where, without such continuation, the ratios would

appear to be precisely similar.

In several cases the ratio of attendance exhibited in the Table is over 100

per cent. These results, supposing the registers to have been properly kept

and the returns correctly made, are to be thus explained : The average

attendance upon all Public Schools being compared with the whole number

of children in the town between 5 and 15, the result may be over 100 i^er

cent., because the attendance of children under 5 and over 15 may more

than compensate for the absence of children between those ages. The rank

of the towns standing highest in the following Table is in accordance with

the returns. As the returns are often incorrect, the rank may be too high

in some cases.
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GRADUATED TABLES — Third Series.

[for the state.]

In which all the Towns in the State are numerically arranged accord-

ing to the Average Attendance of the Children upon the Public

Schools for the Year 1885-86.
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GRADUATED TABLES— Third Series.

[county tables.]

In loliich all the Tovjns in the respective Counties in the State are

numerically arranged according to the Average Attendance of their

Children upon the Public Schools for the Tear 1885-86.

[For an explanation of the principles on which the Tables are constructed, see ante, p. cxxiii.]

BARNSTABLE COUNTY.
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BRISTOL COUNTY.
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FRANKLIN COUNTY.
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY
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NORFOLK COUNTY— Concluded.
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WORCESTER COUNTY— Concluded.

TOWNS.

a s
V to

^Ji 03

•a "5

S^ 03

a ^ .

. * OS

13 sterling, '.

14 N. Braintree,

15 Hubbardston,
16 Westminster,
17 Bolton,
18 Upton,.
19 Oxford,
20 Petersham,
21 Berlin,

.

22 Sturbridge,

23 Grafton,

24 Royalston,
25 Athol, .

26 Warren,
27 Westboro',
28 Clinton,

29 Fitchburg,
30 Paxton,
31 Leicester,

32 Templeton,
33 Winchendon,
34 Ashburnh'm,
35 Charlton,

228
97

216
274
128
312
311

148
161

382
820
202
842
752
845

1,774

2,889

95
583
509
689
343
303

e
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Table in which all the Counties are numerically arranged^ according

to the Average Attendance of their Children upon the Public

Schools for the Year 1885-86.
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GENERAL INDEX.

Abbot Academy, Andover, 40, 285.

Abstracts of reports of school committees :
—

normal schools, teachers' institutes and qualifications of teachers, 21,
217-243.

physical and moral education, 21, 3-134.

primary schools and elementary education, 21, 135-216.

private schools and academies, 21, 244-252.

studies and methods of teaching, 22, 8-250.

subjects of, 21, 6; 23, 2.

value of, 29, 6.

Academies, seminaries and institutions :
—

Abbot, Andover, 40, 285.

Adams, Quincy, 40, 278.

Amesbury and Salisbury, 40, 345.

Amherst, 40, 339.

Arms, Shelburne Falls, 40, 345.

Asylum, American, Hartford, 40, 350.

Belcherton Classical School, 40, 343.

Belmont Institute. Boston, 40, 348.

Berkshire, Lenox, 40, 337.

Bradford, 40, 262.

Bridgewater, 40, 262.

Bristol, Taunton, 40, 241.

centennial report on, compiled by G. A. Walton, 40 (Appendix), 174-860.

Central Village, Dracut, 40, 348.

Charlestown Seminary, female, 40, 343.

Chauncy Hall School, Boston, 40, 383.

Clarke Institution, Northampton, 40, 852.

Coffin School, Nantucket, 40, 282.

Conway, 40, 844.

Cushing, Ashburnham, 40, 324. |

Day's, Wrentham, 40, 839.

Dean, Franklin, 40, 328.

Deerfield, 40, 261.

Deerfield Academy and Dickinson High School, 40, 336.

Derby, Hingham, 40, 238.

Drury, North Adams, 40, 344.
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Academies, etc. — Continued.

Dukes County, West Tisbury, 40, 291.

Dummer, Byfield, 40, 229.

Egremont, 40, 342.

Elliot School, Jamaica Plain, 40, 217.

English and Classical, West Newton, 40, 317.

Fellenburg, Greenfield, 40, 343.

Framingham, 40, 337.

Franklin, North Andover, 40, 339.

Friends, New Bedford, 40, 270.

Greylock Institute, Williamstown, 40, 346.

Hammond, Charles, paper on New England academies and classical schools,

40 (Appendix), 182.

Hanover, 40, 287.

Haverhill, 40, 341.

Hinsdale, 40, 344.

Hitchcock Free High School, Brimfield, 40, 320.

Hollis Institute, South Braintree, 40, 344.

Holyrood, Lowell, 40, 345.

Hopkins School, Cambridge, 40, 280.

Hopkins School, Hadley, 40, 271.

Hopkinton High School, 40, 344.

Horace Mann School for the Dea,f, Boston, 40, 354.

Howe's School, Billerica, 40, 316. .

Ipswich Female Seminary, 40, 283.

Ipswich Grammar School, 40, 238.

Jubilee Hill, Pittsfield, 40, 344.

Lancaster, 40,'341.

Lasell Seminary, Auburndale, 40, 313.

Lawrence, Falmouth, 40, 296.

Lawrence, Groton, 40, 250.

Lawson Classical and Scientific Institute, 40, 344.

Lawson, Shelburne Falls, 40, 343.

Lee, 40, 344.

Leicester, 40, 234.

Lexington, 40, 340.

Lynn, 40, 339.

Maplewood Institute, Pittsfield, 40, 311.

Marblehead, 40, 337.

Massachusetts School for Feeble-Minded, South Boston, 40, 357.

Merrimac, Groveland, 40, 273.

Milford, 40, 341.

Millbury, 40, 343.

Milton, 40, 337.

Monson, 40, 264.

Mt. Hollis, Holliston, 40, 344.

Mount Holyoke Female Seminary, South Hadley, 40, 299.

Nantucket, 40, 337.

New Church School, Waltham, 40, 322.

New England academies and classical schools, paper on, by Charles Hammond,

40 (Appendix), 182.

New England, Cohasset, 40, 344.
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Academies, etc. — Continued.

New Salem, 40, 258.

Nichols, Dudley, 40, 272.

normal classes in, 32, 63-64; 34, 98, 113.

Northampton Female Seminary, 40, 343.

Northfield, 40, 342.

number attending, 50, 80.

Oread Institute, Worcester, 40, 315.

Partridge, Duxbury, 40, 287.

Peirce, Middleborough, 40, 297.

Pepperell, 40, 344.

Perkins Institution for the Blind, 40, 355.

Phillips, Andover, 40, 220.

Pine Grove Seminary, Harwich, 40, 344.

plan for normal classes in New York, 32, 63, 64.

Powers Institute, Bernardston, 40, 323.

Pratt Free School, North Middleborough, 40, 323.

Prospect Hill School, Greenfield, 40, 330.

Punchard Free School, Andover, 40, 312.

Putnam Free School, Newburyport, 40, 306.

Quaboag Seminary, Warren, 40, 344.

Riverside, Newton, 40, 344.

Roxbury Latin School, Boston Highlands, 40, 210.

Sanderson, Ashfield, 40, 339.

Sandwich, 40, 339.

Sawin, Sherborn, 40, 332.

Sheffield, 40, 344.

Sheldon, Southampton, 40, 342.

Smith, Hatfield, 40, 331.

South Berkshire Institute, New Marlborough, 40, 322.

South Reading, 40, 340.

Springfield Female Seminary, 40, 342.

statistics of, 40 (Appendix), 176-181.

St. Mark's School, Southborough, 40, 326.

Stockbridge, 40, 311.

Thayer, 40, 345.

Topsfield, 40, 340.

training classes in, 32, 62; 33, 91; 34, 113.

Walton, George A., report on, 40 (Appendix), 174-181.

Warren, Woburn, 40, 288.

Wellesley Seminary, 40, 345.

Wesleyan, Wilbraham, 40, 273.

West Brookfield Female Seminary, 40, 340.

Westfield, 40, 247.

Westford, 40, 242.

Westminster, 40, 343.

Weymouth and Braintree, 40, 341.

Wheaton Female Seminary, Norton, 40, 303.

Williamstown, 40, 340.

Williamstown Free School, 40, 337.

Williston Seminary, Easthampton, 40, 306.

Winchendon Academy, 40, 344.
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Academies, etc. — Concluded.

Woodbridge School, Hadley, 40, 342.

Worcester, 40, 292.

Worcester County Free Institute, 40, o+S.

Adams Academy, Quincy, 40, 278.

Address to the people of Massachusetts, 1,71.

Adults, school for. See Evening schools.

Agassiz, Louis, permanent instructor in normal schools, 16, 53; 17, 70.

Agents of Board of Education, acquaintance of, with the people, necessary, 20, 60.

additional, appointed, 46, 9.

additional one suggested, 32, 47.

appointment of, 14, 5; 15, 11, 12.

appropriation for, refused, 20, 59; 24, 25, 52.

authority for appointment of, 40, 98.

Banks, N. P., appointed, 1850, 14, 48.

Bristol County, report of schools on, by George A. Walton, 45, 203.

Crosby, Prof. Alpheus, agent, 18, 73.

summary of work of, 19, 78.

distinguished men, 24, 68.

duties of, 40, 99, 102; 46, 9.

Edwards, Richard, Jr., employed, 18, 70.

examination of schools in Hampden and Franklin Counties, 4o, 225.

examination of schools of Norfolk County, by George A. Walton, 43, 99.

report on, 43, 123-248.

general report of, 37, 91.

Greene, S. S., appointed, 1850, 14, 48.

Guyot, Prof. Arnold, lectures of, 15, 18.

history of, and value of, 34, 114, 116.

history of plan of, 29, 17.

Hubbard, E. A., resigned, 1883, notice of, 47, 98.

importance of, 14, 53.

larger number needed, 38, 10, 126; 44, 138; 45, 114.

Leach, D., appointed, 1851, 15, 12.

Martin, G. H., appointed, 1882, 46, 9, 89.

work of, in examination of schools. 47, 171.

meetings of Secretary with, 17, 68.

character of work, 17, 72.

object of, and labors of, 14, 6, 47-49.

opportunities of, for observation, 26, 8.

names of, from 1848-60, 24, 68.

in order of service, 46, 99.

Northrop, B. G., appointed, 1857, 21, 5VI; 22,9.
resigned, 1867, 30, 7, 73.

work of, in examination of schools, 20, 73 ; 29, 51.

number of, limited to two, 41, 96.

Oliver, H. K., appointed, 1858, 22, 9.

persons employed as, since 1850, 50, 90.

Phipps, A. J,, appointed, 1867, 31, 66.

plan of work of, 41, 104.

Prince, John T., appointed, 1883, 47, 101.

qualifications of, 39, 134.

question of necessity of, considered, 20, 59-65.
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Agents of Board of Education, etc. — Concluded.

received with favor, 42, 74.

reference of board to, 50, lo.

report of J. T. Prince on supervision, 48, 221.

report on high schools by G. H. Martin, 48, 175.

results of examinations, 48, 166.

Secretary's reference to work of, 50, 145.

small cost of, 24, 69.

success of plan of, 39, 131.

their value, 48, 94.

towns visited by G. H. Martin, 50, 189.

Upham, C. W., appointed, 1851, 15, 12.

usefulness of, 16, 58-62; 23, 10; 38, 10.

discussed, 24, 25-29.

value of work of, 26, 12, 42 ; 41, 96.

Walker, Cornelius, appointed, 1857, 21, 59.

Walton, George A., appointed special, for western counties, 35, 6, 109.

report of, 37, 85.

work of, in examination of schools, 47, 159.

work assigned to each, 16, 6.

work of, 18, 50, 54, 69, 70; 21, 59; 22, 35; 28,4; 29,7, 17; 31,
66-71; 32, 47; 35,80; 36, 166-169; 39, 103, 134; 40, 8, 9, 48,

63; 42, 69; 48, 11.

review of, 16, 58.

systematized, 41, 7.

too great, 45, 11.

Aldrich, Hon. P. E., address, 41, 152.

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 40, 92.

American Antiquarian Society, 40, 98.

American Asylum at Hartford for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb. Sec Deaf-

mutes.

Am.erican Institute of Instruction, 18, 51.

aid from state to, 10, 229.

Amesbury and Salisbury Academy, 40, 345.

Amherst Academy, Amherst, 40, 339.

Amherst College, 40, 67.

Amusements, character of, 19, 46.

Andover Theological Seminary, 40, 102.

Anthony, Francis W. , paper by, on the Bradford High School Library, 48, 257.

Apparatus, deficiency of, 39, 113; 40, 61, 66.

how to secure, 29, 18.

improvements in, 10, 70-72.

in foreign schools, 7, 55, 60.

lack of, 29, 18; 1, 67.

laws respecting, 10, 216.

needed, most schools destitute, 24, SO.

report of G. H. Prince on, 48, 196.

value of, in 1848, 12, 29 ; 4, 63.

what needed, 50, 213.

Appleton, William, answers of, to questions respecting religious instruction in the

common schools, 18, 92.
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Appropriations, School, 6, 20; 7, 15; 8, 51, 62-65; 9, 23; 23, 37.

comparison of, for different years, 18, 61; 21, 47.

decrease of, 43, 59.

valuation fallen off, 43, 59.

distribution of, 16, 35.

effect of war on, 26, 68, 70.

failure to appropriate for agents, 24, 25.

for School for Feeble-Minded, 24, 171.

improvement slight from year to year, 12, 23.

inconvenience arising from time of making, 24, 24.

increased, 10, 68; 11, 21 ; 19, 5 ; 34, 106.

increase of, 1837-48, 12, 20.

in amount of, tabular statement of, 34, 106.

in different years, 20, 37.

largely advanced for 1863-64, 28, 56.

large, needed, 38, 11.

per child by cities and towns. See Returns in 10th-50th reports.

reductions of, feared, 26, 69.

small fraction of valuation, 29, 20.

tables giving average amount of, for ten years, 27, 57.

yearly increase of, 37, 109.

Architecture, School. See School-houses.

Arithmetic, causes of failure in, 22, 66.

Colburn's Intellectual, 22, 65.

in grammar schools, 15, 61.

intermediate course in, 44, 124.

manner of teaching, 47, 108; 48, 98.

method of teaching, in foreign schools, 7, 100; i), 115.

in Germany, 49, 261.

numbers, primary work in, 44, 105.

Arms Academy, Shelburne, 40, 345.

Arnold, James, donation of books by, to State Normal School at Bridgewater, 2I>, 1 1

.

Art education, commercial value of, 36, 9.

course of study for primary and grammar schools, 48, 214-221.

director of. See Director.

evening classes, course in industrial drawing, 38, 55.

exhibition of, report of committee, 38, 65-76.

exhibition of work, and report of judges, 43, 289.

history and progress of, 40, 6.

history of English effort in, report of Mr. Rapet, 38, 8, 9.

industrial education. See Industrial.

synopsis of course of study in public schools for thirteen years, 38, 53-55.

Articulation. See Deaf-mutes.

Art School, Normal, aim of, 50, 49.

appropriation for, 39, 17.

Bartlett, G. H., appointed principal of, 1883, 47, 47. .

notice of, 47, 47.

building for, 48, 10.

necessary, 38, 7, 46; 39, 56; 40, 11; 43, 288; 48, 50.

new, description of, 50, 51.

plans of, 50, 53-56.

pew plans of, report of 0. W. gaytlett op, 47, 2|3.
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Art School, etc. — Concluded.

Centennial Exposition, 43, 284.

condition of, in 1884, 47, 213.

Deacon House, a year at, 45, 243.

leased, 44, 11-39.

Director of. See Director,

enlargement of curriculum of, 48, 46.

exhibit of, at Centennial, 40, 36, 37.

value of, 40, 38.

forward steps of, 50, 50

Fuchs, Otto, acting principal of, 1883, 47, 46.

good results of, 43, 10.

grant of land for building for, 44, 11.

influence of, 40, 36, 37.

law respecting, 37, 145.

letter of Richard Redgrave, 38, 48.

need of, 36, 108 ; 38, 6 ; 42, 105.

object of, 37, 33 ; 43, 282.

opened, 1873, 37, 10.

origin and history of, 43, 279.

organization of, 37, 35.

papers relating to, 37, 40-48.

prospectus of, 37, 45.

reasons for support of, 43, 40.

recommended, 36, 10, 32, 34, 168.

regulations of, 37, 46.

removed to School Street, 39, 19.

report of, 43, 39; 46, 40.

report of A. G. Boyden on, 40, 169-173.

report of C. M. Carter, 49, 209.

reportofvisitors, 38, 34; 39,54-57; 41,39; 42,39; 44,39
resolves relating to, 37, 34.

results of, 43, 283-285, 287.

results of examinations, 38, 51, 52.

rooms of, in Pemberton Square, 39, 18.

scheme of work in, 48, 47-49.

successful beginning of, 37, 38, 39.

successful work in, 39, 82-84.

successful year, 47, 10.

success of, 39, 18.

under difficulties, 38, 46.

teachers and lecturers of, 37, 45, 46.

visitors and teachers of, 40, 173.

Ashley, J. B., generosity of, 27, 28.

Assistant Secretary, Dr. S. C. Jackson, 27, 10.

appointed, 1848, 13, 51.

value of work of, 26, 12.

resignation of, 1876, 40, 10.

O. Warner appointed, 1876, 40, 11.

C. B. Tillinghast appointed, 1879, 43, 12.
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Associations, advantages of, 22, 9.

aid for, 22, 9.

county, 1, 68.

aid to and management of, 24, 73.

assisted by state, 23, 10.

history of the several associations that have received state aid, 25, 14-19.

productive of good, 2G, 11.

school committees', 41, 111; 42, 73, 74; 44, 12, 95; 45, 69.

state and county, uniting of, 29, 12.

teachers', object of, 17, 11, 72.

of invaluable service, 8, 71; 13, 47.

resolve of Board of Education concerning, 25, 13.

town, short lived, 25, 19.

suggested, 1, 6S.

Astronomical Observatory, 40, 61.

Attendance (^see also Truancy), abstracts of committees' reports on, 1, 37, 169;

4, 65; 5,. 33; 6, 20-24; 7, 12-14; 8, 14; 9, 24-30; 23 (Abstracts),

111-209; 25 (Abstracts), 94.

agents' report upon, 50, 163.

attention of Legislature called to the large number of children kept from

school, 14, 10, 11.

basis of per cent, of, 43, 58.

cheerful obedience, 47, 15.

comparison of, for different years, 10, 84-93.

complaints of non-attendance and irregularity in reports of school committees,

37, 127.

compulsory, 34, 84, 91, 120; 36, 19; 46, 64; 47, 15.

law not enforced, 34, 86; 41, 114.

weak point in our school system, 34, 120.

decrease in number between five and fifteen, 23, 37.

diminished, 21, 7, 47.

discussed, 46, 61.

employment of children in manufacturing establishments, 20, 48.

exclusion from school, 24, 134.

increased, 11, 31; 22, 31.

increase of, comparison, 26, 6, 7; 39, 110, 122.

irregularity and tardiness, 19, 52; 20, 51; 25 (Abstracts), 193, 208.

laws respecting, and comments, 20, 49; 24, 131-135; 37, 136; 38, 182;

44, 139-144; 46, 129-138; 50, 107.

early laws concerning, 50, 163.

laws and execution, 37, 137-139.

laws explained, 48, 86.

local interruptions, 48, 184.

non-attendance and irregularity, 14, 29, 19, 52.

from religious and social considerations, 20, 50.

involves loss of appropriations, 20, 48.

no remedy found for, 20, 46, 47.

number not attending any school, 20, 54.

objections to regular, 11, 109.

parents, teachers and committees must co-operate, 13, 33 ; 20, 52.

rank of towns of state in. See Returns in 10th-50th reports,

regular and punctual, required, 45, 75, 76.
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Attendance, etc. — Concluded.

regularity of, must be secured, 36, IS ; 48, 69.

responsibility of parents concerning, 22, 31.

right of children in one town to attend school in another, law respecting, and

comments, 24:, 133.

rules for, may be enforced, 4:8, 75.

school time of children in manufacturing establishments should be increased,

20, 50.

slight falling off, 29, 13, 1-t.

statistical tables, showing the advance in education compared with growth in

population, etc., 25, 102-109.

tendency to abridge the time of, 13, 32.

test of utility of schools, 23, 65.

vaccination, law respecting, 24:, 13+.

wrong impressions received from returns, 13, 32.

Auchmuty, Richard T., paper by, on New York trade schools, 4:7, 195-200-

Back Bay, sales of land in, receipts from, paid to school fund, 25, 49.

'

Bail, Louis, letter from, on industrial drawing, 34:, 186-192.

Bancroft, George, answers of, to questions respecting religious instruction in the,

common schools, 18, 91-92.

Banks, N. P., agent, appointed, 1851, 14:, 48.

Barnard, Henry, letter from, on industrial drawing, 34:, 213-217.

Barre, State Normal School at. See Wastfield.

Barry, Charles A., letter from, on industrial drawing, 34:, 209-212.

Bartholomew, William N., letter from, on industrial drawing, 34r, 192-198.

Bartlett, George H., principal of Normal Art School, appointed, 1883, 47, 47.

Bates, "William G., address by, at dedication of Bridgewater Normal School, 10, 6, 12.

Belchertown Classical School, 40, 343.

Belmont Institute, Boston, 40, 343.

Beneficiaries of special institutions, statistics of, 50, 71.

Berkshire Academy, Lenox, 40, 337.

Bible history, etc., method of teaching, in foreign schools, 7, 125.

Bible in schools {see also Religious instruction), 8, 15-17, 75; 18, 66.

daily reading of the, 21, 67; 50, 106.

law respecting, and comments, 24, 104; 40, 120-122.

Bigelow, George N. , principal of State Normal School at Framingham, resigned, 1866,

30, 20.

Bigelow, Dr. H., 30, 119.

in memoriam, 30, 107-109.

Blackboards, directions for making, 17, 101.

m^ultiplied, 28, 47.

Blind, Schools for the, account of, 46, 56.

aid from state to, 10, 230.

appeal for printing fund for, 45, 57.

condition of, 41, 60.

kindergarten, 48, 63; 50, 73.

object teaching in, 48, 63.

Perkins Institution, 24, 169; 39, 163; 40, 355; 42, €1; 50, 72.

industrial work in, 50, 75.

methods of teaching in, 44, 64-66.

progress of pupils in, 48, 64.
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Blind, Schools for the— Concluded.

report of, 43, 55 ; 44, 63.

state of school, 45, 58-61.

terms of admission to, 24, 170; 39, 176.

working of. "means and methods," 47, 73.

Boarding round, 19, 75.

Board of Education, address ot, to the people of Massachusetts, 1, 71.

agents of. See Agents,

almoner of state, 26, 13.

committee of, to act with Secretary before the legislative committee, 17, 65.

conformity to law, 11, 10.

constitution of, 24, 62.

duties of, 24, 67, &%; 45, ^Q.

prescribed by law, 36, 6.

elements of weakness and strength, 45, 8.

established by act of Legislature, 1837, 1, o; 45, 66.

executive committee, 17, 64.

history of, in brief, by Secretary, 50, 76.

influence of, 18, 46-48.

instrumentalities of, 29, 7.

laws respecting, 10, 191, 214; 24, 61-70; 38, 132; 46, 95-100 ;'^50, 88.

limit of power of, 11, 7-10; 36, 5.

meetings of, 44, 7.

first, 1, 5.

members of, 24, 67.

list of, in order of service, to 1883, 46, 95, 96.

names of, from its organization to 1861, 24, 62, 63.

from 1837 to 1874, 38, 135.

from 1838 to 1886, 50, 89.

original, 50, 76.

need of, 8, 8.

need of an office for, 12, 149.

no direct control over schools, 37, 5.

normal schools intrusted to, 37, 5.

of Maine, 10, 10.

organization and efficiency of, 17, 63; 24, 61.

oversight of schools required, 45, 10.

relation of to schools, 45, 7.

report of, 1, 5.

how far valuable, 20, 62.

what it is required to contain, 16, 5.

results of labors of, 8, 9-15; 45, 9, 68.

Secretary of. See Secretary,

select committees, 17, 67.

unpaid, 8, 3.

usefulness of, 24, 67, 68; 41, 8.

value of the organization, 19, 50.

work of, 20,6; 21, 5.

Books, School, changes of law respecting, 31, 46.

and comments, 24, 105-107.

commission of examination of, proposed, 31, 6

defects of, and remedies, 1, 14, 15; 2, 62, 66.
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Books, School— Conchcded.

diversity of, 28, 49.

failure of committees to supply destitute children, 28, 71.

to provide, 24, 107.

free text-books. See Free.

laws respecting, 1, 33, 35; lO, 183-187; 28, 70; 40, 84, 90; 46, 120-

122; 50, 105.

multitude of, an evil, 31, 6.

reading, 7, 51-55.

recommending, 2, 7fi.

selection of, and evils attending, 1, 32; 2^ 76; 14, 29.

should be condensed, 48, 18.

uniformity of, 4, 61-63; 5, 37; 25, 121.

Boston, city normal school established in, 1853, 17, 11.

Boston College, 40, 79.

Boston Public Library, law respecting, 12, 29.

Boston Society of Natural History, 40, SB.

grant of land for use of, 25, 50.

Boston University, 40, 76.

School of Theology of, 40, 106.

Botany, scientific course of study in, 44, 137.

Boutwell, George S. , Secretary of the Board of Education, address by, at dedication

of State Normal School at Salem, 18, 10, 25.

appointed, 1855, 19, 8.

reports as Secretary (appended to 20th-24th annual reports of the Board).

resignation of, 1860, 24, 19.

Bowditch, Nathaniel Ingersoll, bequest of, to State Normal School at Salem, 25,
11, 39.

Boyden, A. G.
,
paper by, 40 (Appendix), 146.

Bradford Academy, Bradford, 40, 262.

Bradford High School Library, paper by F. W. Anthony on, 48, 257.

Bridgewater, school of observation at, 48, 25; 50, 23.

Bridgewater, State Normal School at :
—

Arnold, James, donation to, of books by, 25, 11.

assistant teachers from, 50, 22.

boarding hall and park, 50, 25.

Boyden, A. G. , appointed principal of, 24, 7.

building at, dedication of, 10, 6, 9-12.

address of William G. Bates at, lO, 6, 12.

enlargement of, 35, 24, 99.

plans of, 10, 241-245, 253.

Conant, Marshall, appointed principal of, 1854, 18, 6.

resigned, 1860, 24, 7.

contributions to libraries and cabinets of, 30, 31.

donations to, 12, 8; 25, 35.

donors to library at, 26, 26 ; 27, 20.

Emerson, George B., donation by, to, 10, 21.

London Encyclopaedia presented to, by Hon. John Davis, 9, 21.

physical science and methods in, 50, 22.

reports of visitors to (appended to the annual reports of the Board).

sewerage in, investigation of, 47, 23.

Sharpe, Professor, lectures by, at, 19, 21.
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Bridgewater, State Normal School at — Concluded.

Tillinghast, Nicholas, first principal of, 1840, 4, 5 ; 7, 5. ^

resigned, 1853, 17, 15.

notice of, 18, 6.

visitors and teachers of, 18-10-76, 40, 154-156.

Bridgewater Academy, Bridgewater, 40, 262.

Bristol Academy, Taunton, 40, 241.

Bristol County, report of G. A. Walton on schools in, 45, 203.

Brooks, Rev. Charles, died July 7, 1872, notice of, 36, 194-196.

Brussels Congress for the amelioration of the condition of deaf-mutes, 47, 63.

Bureau of Education, national, 30, 14.

benefits of, 30, 14.

Bussey Institution, 40, 60.

Cartee, Cornelius S., letter of, on the construction of school-houses, 17, 76-78.

Carter, Charles M., paper on drawing by, 46, 261-801.

report of, 49, 209.

Centennial Exposition, appropriation for inadequate, 40, 6.

art school exhibit, 40, 5, 6, 36, 37, 42.

value of, 40, 38.

drawing in, 43, 287.

educational exhibit, very complete, 41, 5.

extract from circular of commissioners, 30, 2.

preparation for, 39, 21, 22.

Central Village Academy, Dracut, 40, 343.

Charitable institutions, 48, 13. ''

Charlestown Female Seminary, Charlestown, 40, 343.

Chauncy Hall School, Boston, 40, 343.

Children, age of, 23, 56.

conveyance of, to school, 50, 107.

constant vigilance required, 29, 65.

disregard of law concerning, 29, 65.

employment of, in factories. See Factories.

foreign parentage of, in schools in 1848, 12, 135.

generosity of M. H. Simpson, Saxonville, 28, 52.

ignorance an obstacle to progress, 23, 57.

laws respecting, 40, 86.

and comments, 23, 135-137; 28, 50.

neglected or abused, 46, 139-141; 50, 109.

act concerning the care and education of, 31, 41 ; 42, 257.

number of, attending school, 50, 61, (Abstracts) iii-cxxxiv.

employed in 1858, 23, 57.

officers to see that laws are obeyed, 31, 49.

should be required to attend school from fifteen to eighteen weeks in the year,

23, 56.

truant. See Truancy.

Circular letters. Sec Laborers, Libraries, Physiology, Schools.

Civil war, advance in education during the, 29, 50.

effects on education, 26, 5, 7, 14, 18, 38, 60 ; 29, 46, 47.

facts developed by the, 26, 5.

first, second, third and fourth year of the, 29, 47, 48.

increase of appropriations during the, 29, 49.

school system of Massachusetts tested by the, 26, 18; 27, 10, 11.
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Clarke, John, founder of Clarke Institution, 33, 9, 44 ; 34, 35.

Clarke Institution for Deaf-Mutes at Northampton. See Deaf-mutes.

Clerc, Laurent, death of, 34, 68.

CofRn School, Nantucket, 40, 282.

Colleges and historical societies :
—

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 40, 92.

American Antiquarian Society, 40, 98.

Amherst College, 40, 67.

Andover Theological Seminary, 40, 102.

Boston College, 40, 79.

Boston Society of Natural History, 40, 88.

Boston University, 40, 76.

Episcopal Theological School, 40, 105.

Essex Institute, 40, 100.

Harvard College, 40, 48.

Divinity School, 55.

Law School, 56.

Medical School, 57.

Dental School, 58.

Lawrence Scientific School, 59.

Bussey Institution, 60.

Astronomical Observatory, 61.

Botanic Garden, 62.

Museum of Comparative Zoology, 62.

Holy Cross, 40, 78.

Massachusetts Agricultural College, 40, 80.

Massachusetts Historical Society, 40, 85.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 40, 94.

Museum of Fine Arts, 40, 96.

New Church Theological School, 40, 104.

New England Historic Genealogical Society, 40, 90.

Newton Theological Institution, 40, 103.

Paper on, by O: Warner, 40 (Appendix), 48, 107.

School of Theology of Boston University, 40, 106.

Smith College, 40, 83.

Tufts College, 40, 72. '

Tufts Divinity School, 40, 107.

Wellesley College, 40, 85.

Williams College, 40, 63.

Committees, School, action of, 19, 74.

appointment and powers of, 14, 94.

associations of, 41, 111; 42, 73, 74; 44, 12, 95; 45, 69.

centralization of power feared, 13, 37.

changes in, detrimental, 18, 66.

choice of, 18, 66; 19, 73.

manner of, 24, 98.

laws respecting, and comments, 24, 98-108.

compensation of, 1, 10, 41; 2, 22; 46, 122.

laws respecting, and comments, 24, 107; 37, 131.

discretionary powers of, large, 50, 114.

duties of, 1, 29; 2, 22; 46, 68-76; 48, 77-

laws respecting, 10, 159; 24, 98; 33, 127-138.
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Committees, School — Concluded.

engaging teachers, 1, 29.

evils arising from having two sets of, 13, 36; 18, 54.

examination of teachers, laws respecting, lO, 160-166.

examination of teachers by printed questions, lO, 74-80.

failure in duties of, 1, 44.

importance of, 1, 8; 3, 19; 4, 75; 22, 51; 27, 44; 47, 17

law prescribing duties of, defects in, 18, 68.

respecting, 46, 115.

not sufficient for work needed, 48, 173.

obstacles in the way of, 1, 10, 41, 45.

organization of, 41, 70.

powers and duties, 13, 36; 24, 98.

prudential. See Prudential,

reports of, 8, 52; 10, 93-97; 33, 136.

abstracts of (appended to Secretary's reports),

attention invited to, 26, 50.

complaints of non-attendance and irregularity n, 37, 127.

details required, 28, 69.

discreditable, 22, 38.

improvement in, 24, 67; 28, 68.

laws respecting, 10, 207, 214, 180, 200, 228; 33, 136.

objections to, answered, 28, 67.

remarks of i\Ir. Mann on, 28, 68.

valuable, 25, 94.

wide range of subjects in, 31, 74.

shall the town or prudential, elect teachers'? 13, 38.

question carefully considered, 13, 38-46.

vacancies, how tilled, laws respecting, and comments, 24, 98.

, visitation of schools, laws respecting, 10, 180-183 ; 24, 104.

when required to elect, 45, 65.

women as members of, 35, 107.

Common schools. See Schools.

Composition, elementary, 44, 103.

methods of teaching, 47,107.
in foreign schools, 7, 105.

Compulsory attendance. See Attendance.

Compulsory education. See Education.

Conant, Marshall, appointed principal of State Normal School at Bridgewater, 1854-

18, 6.

resigned, 1860, 24, 7.

Connell, W., paper by, on free text-books, 45, 257.

Constitution of the United States, methods of studying the, 48, 132.

Contagious diseases, laws respecting, 48, 79.

rules for preventing the spread of, 42, 143.

Conventions, county, organized, 1, 7.

plan and purpose of, 1, 72, 73.

report of, 1, 8, 22; 2, 27 ; 3, 3-5
; 4, 9.

substitute for, proposed, 5, 25.

Conveyance of pupils, 33, 107.
'

,

Conway Academy, Conway, 40, 344.

Corporal punishment. See Punishment.

1
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County associations. See Association.

Course of studies. See Studies.

Cousin, Victor, article on supervision in the Netherlands, 41, 67.

extract from his account of schools in Germany, 37, 7.

Cramming, remedy for, 31, 10-12.

in grammar, 31, 11, 12.

Crime, criminal class most expensive, 23, 65.

England and Scotland, experience of, in regard to, 21, 63-68.

prevention of, easier than reformation, 21, 69.

relation of education to, 1, 65; 11, 52; 21, 62-65;|23, 59, 64; 46, 62.

Crocker, Miss Lucretia, opinion of, concerning the present condition of schools, 44,
229-230.

paper by, lessons on color in primary schools, 40, 247-258.

Crosby, Prof. Alpheus, agent, 1855, 18, 73.

appointed principal of State Normal School at Salem, 1857, 21, 7, 31.

resigned, 1865, 29, 10.

summary of work of, 10, 78.

Cushing, Thomas P. See Todd, H.

Cushing Academy, Ashburnham, 40, 324.

Davis, Emerson, address of, 10, 8.

Davis, John, London Encyclop9edia presented by, to State Normal School at

Bridgewater, 9, 21.

Day's Academy, Wrentham, 40, 339,

Deacon House. See Art School, Normal.

Deaf-mutes, aid from state for, 10, 230.

articulation, 33, 9, 43, 45, 75, 79 ; 34, 37.

in schools in Europe, 7, 25-36.

Brussels Congress, 47, 63.

claims of, on the state, 40, 82.

earlier education required, 31, 55.

European institutions for, report of Miss Rogers on, 36, 162, 163.

foreign schools for, 34, 38.

institutions doing noble work for, 39, 145.

institutions for :
—

American Asylum at Hartford, 40, 350; .50, 67.

aim and policy of, 47, 58, 59.

appropriation for education of pupils of, 31, 52.

appropriations for, 24, 169.

change of name of, 31, 52.

comments upon, 31, 51.

Connecticut, new American Asylum, 31, 51, 53.

drawing, free schools to be established in, 33, 10.

duty of Board of Education, 31, 13.

expatriation, 31, 55.

extract from report of committee, 31, 54, 58.

extracts from reports of, 31, 82-93; 37, 117; 39, 150; 41, 52.

extracts from report of Mr. Stone, on visible speech, 38, 114.

improved methods, 48, 56.

list of beneficiaries, 32, 66-71; 33, 68, 72.

methods of teaching in, 44, 49-54
; 46, 50.

-report of, '^^, 60; 42, 54; 43, 50; 44, 49.
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Deaf-mutes, institutions for, etc. — Concluded.

sign language, argument for, 4.5, 48-52.

chief medium, 48, 55; 49, o-t.

terms of admission to, 34, 64; 35, 65.

two methods discussed, 47, 59, 62.

Clarke Institution, 32, 41, 84; 33, 43; 33, 9; 40, 352; 50, 68.

claim of, for state support, 50, 69.

Clarke, John, founder and benefactor of, 33, 9, 44; 34, 35.

Clerc, Laurent, death of, 34, 68.

course of study and methods in, 50, 68.

domestic training, 37, 122.

extracts from report of, 37, 120; 38, 120; 39, 156; 41, 55.

incorporated, 1867, 31, 57.

introduction of articulation in, 39, 156.

Jacobs, John A., death of, 34, 69.

methods of teaching in, 44, 55-56; 46, 52.

oral method vindicated, 47, 62, 66-68.

principal of, change of, 50, 68.

report of committee, 35, 47.

of president, 32, 85-93; ^34, 35-41; 35, 41.

of principal, 32, 94-111; 33, 51; 34, 46-57.

of teachers, 31, 106-110.

terms of admission to, 31, 111; 32, 112; 33, 65; ;:54, 59;

35, 55.

two methods of teaching, 32, 42, 76-83.

visible speech in, 45, 53, 54.

workshop, 37, 121.

Horace Mann School (formerly the Boston School), 34, 74; 35, 70;

41, 58; 42, 57; 43, 53; 44, 59; 46, 53; 50, 69.

a day school, 48, 59.

character and method of, 47, 69.

expenditures of state for, 34, 77.

extracts from report of committee, 38, 118.

grant of land for building, 49, 60.

methods of teaching, 44, 59.

new building needed, 47, 71.

report of school committee on, 34, 75; 45, 55.

work of, 48, 60.

instruction of, in drawing, 37, 118.

laws concerning the education of, 31, 50; 33, 111; 35, 77: 38, 194.

and comments, 39, 147-149; 43, 48.

meeting of commissioners of New England states, 31, 53.

method of teaching, in Germany, 47, 64.

number of, estimated, 41, 54.

in state in 1865, 32, 42.

provision for, address of governor, 31, 54.

resolve of committee of Legislature concerning, 31, 51.

special attention given to, 43, 10.

state provision for, 43, 47.

statistics of institutions for, 36, 156, 157.

terms of admission to institutions, 36, 159, 164.

two methods of teaching, 31, 56, 58, 59, 101.
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Deaf-mutes— Concluded.

vigilance urged upon school committees, 35, 97.

visible speech, 35, 72-76 ; 36, 158, 159, 161; 37, 118, 121; 38, 114.

report of committee on, 35, 74.

Dean Academy, Franklin, 40, 328.

Deerfield Academy, Deerfield, 40, 261.

Deerfield Academy and Dickinson High School, Deerfield, 40, 336.

Defacing school-houses. See School-houses.

Defective classes. See Blind, Deaf-mutes, Feeble-minded.

Derby Academy, Hingham, 40, 338.

Dickinson, John W., principal of State Normal School at Westfield, appointed, 1S56,

20, 9, 19.

notice of, 41, 8-16.

resigned, 1877, 41, 16.

Secretary of Board of Education, appointed, 1877, 41, 8.

reports as Secretary (appended to the 41st-50th annual reports of the Board).

Dickinson, Mrs. J. W., letter from, on industrial drawing, 34, 204-208.

Dictionaries, distribution of, ceased in 1S58, 25, 51.

furnished to all schools, 14, 61 ; 22, 32.

much used, 28, 53.

Director of art education, address of, 35, 134.

appointment of Walter Smith, 35, 9, 110.

change of work from year to year, 40, 45.

circular of, 36, 47.

notice of, 36, 8, 168.

recommendations of, 37, 36.

report of, 36, 22-37; 37, 56-62; 38, 39-50; 39, 72-84; 40, 42-45; 44,
189-219; 45, 243-253.

work of, 35, 110; 36, 24.
,

Discipline (^see also Punishment, Corporal),

emulation, 9, 138-144.

expediency of a code of laws, 9, 90.

government of schools, moral power needed, 26, 79.

should not be despotic, 30, 15.
'

improvements in, lO, 80-84.

improving, 20, 54.

management of school, 48, 76.

mistakes in, 19, 59-65.

motives, 9, 96.

refractory pupils, should they be dismissed .'' 9, 99.

requisites of good, 4, 92-96; 6, 38, 39.

rigid forms to be avoided, 30, 15.

self-government, 9, 94.

two extremes to be avoided, 28, 7, 8.

whispering, means to prevent, 9, 116-125.

Districts, School, abolishment of, advantages of, 20, 81; 23, 8: 25 (Abstracts),

53; 29, 15.

bill passed, 1869, 33, 120.

by the Legislature of Massachusetts, 1883, 46, 8.

in other states, by law, 18, 56.

law for the, 33, 112.

made permissive, 34, 81.
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Districts, School — Concbided.

abolishment of, law for the, repealed, 23, 74.

respecting, and comments, 24:, 114.

partial, 18, 55.

report of committee on education on, 33, 115-120.

school committees on, 23 (Abstracts), 3.

will not be gradual, 20, 81.

action of, 10, 74-78.

act of 1870, to authorize towns to re-establish the district system, 3-1, 121.

a hindrance, -10, 58, 64, 66.

assessment of taxes, laws respecting, 24, 120-123.

circular letter of B. Sear.s in respect to, IC, 37.

answers to, from J. J.
Babson, D. Leach, Jr., R. A. Merriam, N. N.

Withington, N. Hall, E. O. Pinney, George Packard, S. B. Perry, H.

Bigelow, Augustus Pope, 1(>, 37-48.

circulars to towns on, 20, 7<S.

clerk to be chosen, 24, 118.

contiguous, in adjoining towns, 10, 155, 156.

laws respecting, and comments, 24, 125.

distribution of school money among, 8, 77-101 ; 10, 144; 16, 35.

evils connected with, 3,94; 4, 17-24; 5, 29; 16, 26-5] : 26, 62-68; 27,
49, 50; 29, 15; 39,98.

history, evils, 44, 91-95.

history of, 24, 112.

how can evil be lessened? 20, 82-85.

laws respecting, 10, 129-132, 146-148, 160; 46, 125; 50, 114.

and comments, 24, 111, 127; 31, 44; 38, 164.

may raise money for school-houses. 24, 119.

meetings, laws respecting, and comments, 24, 117.

number of, 19, 76.

origin of, 29, 84, 85.

penalty for not providing school-houses, laws respecting, 24, 120.

redistricting, 19, 74.

serious evil, 21, 49-55.

suggestions to mitigate, 21, 4!)-52.

state of population favorable to an improved system, 16, 25.

subdivision of, 28, 78.

subject discussed, 23, 74-80.

suggestion for change of plans, 20, 82.

system of, oliservations on, 16, 24.

taxes, laws respecting, 10, 153, 155; 38, 194.

town the unit of our political system, 26, 67.

towns where restored, 40, 95.

union districts, laws respecting, lO, 157, 158. .

union, laws respecting, and comments, 24, 124.

when established, 45, 65.

Dog tax, law relating to, 34, 121 ; 46, 142.

Drawing. See also Art School, Director.

act concerning free instruction in, 34, 143, 163;

agents wanted to promote instruction in, 34, 159.

appendix to Secretary's report, 34, 163-217.

appointment of Walter Smith as art master, 35, 109.
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Drawing— Concluded.

appropriation for agent, 35, 108.

benefits of, 34, 6.

circulars of information, 3«>, 148.

claims of law and testimony of eminent men, 34, 143-159.

commercial value of, 36, 9.

course of study in, for primary and grammar schools 49, 214-221.

evening classes in, 35, 149; 36, 30; 37, 66, 68; 38, 80; 39, 73.

exhibition of, in Boston, 36, 31.

report of, 36, 47.

state. 45, 2.')2.

exhibition of drawings, from evening classes, report of, 39, 78-81.

favor accorded, 36, 7.

free schools in, to be established for the deaf and dumb, 33, 10.

hints on teaching, 47, 109.

history of movement to .introduce free instruction in common schools, 34,,

143-159; 36, 7.

" travelhng museum," 36, 22.

in day schools, 39, 74-77. •

industrial. See Industrial.

in normal schools, 34, 158 ; 39, 77, 78 ; 41, 3 ; 45, 246 ; 48, 15.

introduction of, 45, 67.

list of towns having, 40, 93.

paper on, by C. M. Carter, 46, 261-301.

papers on, 35, 134-153.

by C. O. Thompson, George Gladwin, William R. Ware, Louis Bail, Wm. N.

Bartholomew, J. S Woodman, Mrs. J. W. Dickinson, Charles A. Barry^

Henry Barnard, 34, 170-217.

plan for first year's course in schools where drawing has not been taught, by

C. M. Carter, 47, 201-210.

plans for teaching in different grades, 35, 140-147.

practical uses of, 26, 84, 85.

programme of, for public schools, 43, 294.

synopsis of, 43, 296-345.

purchase of casts by cities, 36, 34.

models, 35, 110.

required to be taught, 35, 8 ; 41, 4.

school of art at South Boston, 36, 35.

spread of, in state, 43, 293

synopsis for thirteen years' course, 38, 53-55.

teachers' class at Worcester, 35, 152.

Drury Academy, North Adams, 40, 344.

Dukes Academy, West Tisbury, 40, 291.

Dummer Academy, Byfield, 40, 229.

Dunton, Larkin, paper by, on methods of teaching in German schools, 49, 259-283,

Dwight, Hon Edmund, died April 5, 1849, 13, 14.

donation of, for teachers' institutes, 9, 45.

efforts of, for the establishment of the Board of Education and normal schools,.

13, 14.

Dwight School, Boston, report on industrial instruction in the, 46, 217-223.
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Eastburn, Bishop, answers of, to questions respecting religious instruction in the

common schools. 18, 92.

Education, ability to read and write a low standard on which to base the estimate

of the intelligence of a people, 11, 52-55.

aids and encouragements to, laws, lO, 226.

a means of removing poverty and securing abundance, 12, 53.

argument on obligation to educate children, 10, 111-128.

a science and an art, 10, 4:3.

attention of, to elements enjoined, 25, 96.

Board of. See Board of Education.

character of reading and amusements, 19, 46.

circular to officers of penal institutions, 33, 60.

answers to same, 23, 62, 63.

civil war, effects, etc., of the, on. See Civil war.

compulsory, 11, 121; 27 (Abstracts), 16; 34, 110; 46, 64.

courses of study too extended, 15, 32.

Cousin, Victor, account of German schools, 37, 7.

crime in relation to. See Crime.

cultivation of memor)', 10, 55.

customs of society changing, 19, 42.

direction of, divided, 41, G.

distribution of studies in different grades, 15, 43.

€ducational statistics, 31, 46, 47.

expenditures for, compared with appropriations for other purposes, 22, 55.

greater unity desirable, 28, 20.

gymnastics. See Gymnastics.

health dependent upon obedience to physical laws, 12, 44-53.

higher, of women, 21, 54.

hindrances to, 48, 167.

history of, in Massachusetts, 10, 14 ; 39, 5.

important advance in, 48, 9.

important decisions to be made, 20, 61, 62.

important in every condition. 20, 53.

importance of, to government, 22, II.

industrial. See Industrial.

inequality in means of, 5, 69; 40, 13.

influence on, of increase of manufacturing, 19, 43.

influences on, from a foreign race, 19, 42.

in foreign countries, 19, 37.

intelligence the condition of a wealthy people, 12, 67.

is all, demoralizing? 21, 62.

key to knowledge, 12, 62.

lectures on, 2, 32.

legislation in behalf of, in 1848, 12, 29. See also Legislation.

low estimate of the value of, 19, 51.

military. See Military "drill.

modern, more practical, 31, 11.

moral. See Moral instruction.

more generous provision for, needed, 38, 11.

more thorough training in elements needed, 25 (.Abstracts), 90.

necessary to the existence of state, 4(>, 63.

new impulse given to, 18, 48.
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Education — Concluded, y

not acquisition of knowledge, 15, 30.

of childhood, 15, 35.

outside of school-houses needed, 20, 61.
^

part only of, belongs to the school-room, li), 41.

penalties for not providing means of, laws, 10, 223-226.

physical. See Physical.

policy of the state in relation to, 10, 232.

political, necessity of, 12, 76.

practical, 15, 29.

progress of, 48, 162.

progressive system of, needed, 15, 38.

prosperity of state dependent upon, 23, 40.

provisions for, have not kept progress with growth of state in wealth and

population, 30, 17.

relation of, to manufacturing interests, 23, 39-.59.

to state. 10, 21.

right of a child to, 10, 124.

science of, in Germany, 48, 279.

sentiment and policy of western states on, 21, 44.

taxation the only means by vi'hich universal, can be secured, 21, 69.

should not have special reference to the future occupation of pupil, 15, 29, 30.

signs of advance in public mind, 17, 62.

state to supply the means of, 37, 7.
,

testimony concerning, 21, 63.

the equalizer of conditions, 12, 59.

universal, 18, 28; 37, 7; 39, 6-11.

value of, in manufacturing establishments, 11, 44, 117.

to laborers, 5, 100-120; 11, 42-44, 117.

Educational map, 40, 122.

Educational survey of Europe, 7, 36-183.

Edwards, Richard, Jr., agent of Board and principal of normal school at Salem,

18,70; 19,24; 21,7,31.
Egremont Academy, South Egremont, 40, 342.

Elementary instruction (^see also Primary schools), attention to, urged, 26, 19.

branches to be taught, 50, 104.

need of improvement in, 42, 9.

neglect of, 21, 57.

thoroughness in, advised, 27, 13.

what it should be, 22, 58, 64.

Elliot School, Jamaica Plain, 40, 217.

Elocution. See Reading. Vocal culture.

Emerson, George B., treasurer of Board of Education, address of, 1 7, 29.

circular of, on reading, 27, 62, 65.

donation by, to State Normal School at Bridgewater, 19, 21.

letter from, on acceptance of Lee prizes, 25, 10.

Emerson, Thomas, report of, on common schools, 36, 201.

Employment of children in factories. See Factories.

Encyclopaedia Britannica presented to State Normal School at Westfield, 11, 39.

to State Normal School at West Newton, by Hon. J. Phillips, 10, 102.

English and Classical School, West Newton, 40, 317.

Episcopal Theological School, 40, 105.
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Essex Institute, 40, 100.

Europe, educational survey of, 7, 36-183.

Evening schools, 21, li; 32, 54-56.

Boston, 27 (Abstracts), 5.

circular for information on, 2i>, 75.

answer to same, 25, 76—92.

conclusions warranted from information, 2o, 93.

high, to be maintained in cities of 50,000 inhabitants, 50, 101.

laws respecting, 2-4:, 9i; 25, 75; 33, 110; 47, 13; 50, 101.

no provision for enforcement of, 48, 19.

maintenance of, iustified, 48, 20.

paper on, by A. P. Marble, 47, 187-191.

reference of Board to, 50, 17. •

required in towns and cities of 10,000 inhabitants, 50, 101.

results of, most satisfactory, 25, 92.

teachers and lecturers, 37, 45, 46.

Everett, Edward, answers of, to questions respecting religious instruction in the

common schools, 18, 90, 91.

Examination of teachers by printed questions, 10, 74-80.

Examinations, class, discussed, 48, 87.

school, 9, 144-147.

Exposition. See Centennial, New Orleans, Vienna.

Expulsion, authority of committees and teachers, 41), S4.

Eyes, hygiene of, 42, 144.

rules for the care of, 42, 151.

Eactories, employment of children in {see also Half-time schools), 1, 67; 3, 41, 46;

11, 116, 123; 20,48.
circular to manufacturers, 23, 41.

answers to, 23, 41-53.

deductions from, 23, 53.

discussion of laws relating to, 44, 190.

law respecting, 1, 07 ; 3, 41 : 42, 256, 258 ; 50, '108.

and comments, 20, 48, 49: 30, 67, 68; 31, 47, 48: 38, 186; 40, 86.

violation of, 20, 51 ; 29, 65.

moral considerations. 23, 54, 55.

more stringent laws needed, 37, 140.

Oliver, H. K. , appointed agent to secure obedience to laws regulating, 31, 49.

Jfeference of Board to, 50, 15.

requirements of law, 45, 67; 40, 133-136; 48, 71.

their time of attendance at school should be increased, 20, 50.

Factory school, 34, 87.

Feeble-Minded, Massachusetts School for the, 40, 357 ; 50, 75.

appropriations for, 24, 171.

opened, 1848, 12, 30.

Fellenburg Academy, Greenfield, 40, 343.

Felton, Cornehus C, president of Harvard College, death of, 20, 16.

Female teachers, advantages of employing, 11, 26.

demand for, 11, 28.

high schools in charge of, 23, SI.

inadequate compensation of, 11, 26-30; 27, 42.

increase in proportion of, from 1837 to 1848, 12, 21.
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Female teachers— Concluded.

limit to, perhaps desirable, 36, 14.

number of, increased, 27, 41.

objections to, answered, 2(>, 79-81.

percentage of, increasing, 30, 12; 32, 7, 12.

proportion increased, 10, 69; 20, 42; 36, 14.

successful, 25 (Abstracts), 171; 33, 87.

verdict of people in favor of, 30, 12.

Finland, work schools in, translation of paper on, by Otto Salomon, 46, 165, 166.

Framingham, plan for model school at, 18, 12.

Framingham, State Normal School at, accommodations at West Newton insufficient

and undesirable, 14, IS.

account of, 40 (Appendix), \?>h.
,

advanced class at, 18, 12; 20, 24.

Alumni Association, meeting of, 50, 28.

appropriations for school at West Newton, 16, 15; 24, 18.

Bigelow, George N., appointed principal, 1S55, 19, 6.

resigned, 1866, 30, 20.

boarding-house, new, for, 50, 31.

Board of Education, vote of, to place a lady in charge of, 30, S3.

Bowditch, N. I., generosity of, to, 25, 39.

building at, completed, 1 7, 6.

dedication of, address by George B. Emerson at, 17, 29-53.

Esty, Alexander, architect of, 17, 25.

report of building committee, 17, 23-28.

course of study at, 20, 25.

Encyclopedia Britannica presented to school at West Newton by Hon. J.

Phillips, 10, 102.

established at Lexington, April, 1839, 2, 15; 3, 5; 4, 3, 4.

Felton, C. C., president, death of, 26, 16.

generosity of friends to, 30, 23.

Hyde, Miss Ellen, appointed principal at, 1876, 40, 15.

Johnson, Miss Annie E., appointed principal at, 1866, 30, 21.

resignation of, 1875, 39, 27.

May, Samuel J., appointed principal of school at Lexington, 1843, 6, 6.

Pierce, Cyrus, appointed first principal of school at Lexington, 1839, 3, 5.

resignation of, 13, 7, 16.

practice school, important adjunct, 50, 30.

removed from Lexington to West Newton, 1844, 8, 76.

from West Newton to Framingham, 1853, 16, 5.

report of visitors to, 50, 27.

sanitary regimen of, 39, 50-52.

Stearns, Eben, appointed principal, May 30, 1849, 13, 8.

resigned, 1855, 19, 6.

Framingham Academy, Framingham, 40, 337.

Franklin Academy, North Andover, 40, 339.

Franklin County, examination of schools in, 45, 225.

Eraser, Rev. James, Commissioner of English schools, observations of, 41, 92.

Free drawing classes. See Drawing.

Free Institute of Industrial Science, Worcester. See W^orcester.

Free text-books {see also Books), advantages of, 48, 10.

discussed, 49, 77.
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Free text-books— Concluded.

general favor, 49, 202.

law respecting, 37, 130; 48, 10.

plan for purchase, distribution and care of, 48, 11.

plan in Fall River, paper by Wm. Connell, 45, 257; 49, 241-258.

Friends' Academy, New Bedford, 40, 270.

Fund, School, 2, 17, 77; 28, 59.

account of, 31, 61; 34, 1-12.

accumulation of, desirable, 14, (30.

act concerning management and distribution of, 30, 63.

act of Legislature of 1865 respecting maintenance of high schools, 29, 18.

act to change time of apportionment of income of, 31, 40.

amount and economical management of, 30, 10; 32, 44.

amount and increase of, 11, .38; 13, 12; 14, 12; 17, 11-13; 20, 7 ; 21,
6; 22,45.

amount and investments of, 23, 69; 25, 49.

amount, income and appropriations, 29, 15, 66-68; 35, 9, 10. <

annual deficiency of, to be met, 35, 10.

annual statement of, 35, 115, 116.

apportionment of, 11, 34-37.

to towns and cities, 1880, 43, 256.

beneficiaries of, lO, 22S.

benefits of, 14, 12.

change in disposition of, 20, 70.

conditions of receiving, 10, 227; 27, 57; 29, 55.

custody of, 24, 74.

distribution of income of, 23, 70-74 ; 50, 10.

among districts. 8, 77-101; 10, 144, 16, 35

effect of, 23, 70.

inequalities in, 26, 63; 50, 10, 229.

in towns sometimes illegal, 26, 63.

mode of, in each town, 8, 79, 97.

statutes providing for, 50, 91.

diverting funds, 34, 137-139.

repayment urged, 34, 140.

effect of, in securing returns, 22, 46.

ends accomplished by, 24, 74-77.

first loan, 39, ^•

forfeitures of, by towns, 28, 60.

" half-mill school fund." See Half-mill tax.

history of, and management, 22, 38-45; 39, 6; 41, 62; 46, 104-108.

how appropriated, 13, 13; 14, 13; 17, 11-13.

how divided, 23, 70.

importance of, 24, 74; 29, 16; 45, 53.

inadequate to the requirements at first contemplated, 20, 72.

income of, 42, 63.

and disposition of, 24, 73-81; 27, 54, 55. ,

increase of, lO, 103; 13, 12.

approved, 23, 74; 27, 56; 36, 15; 42, 11.

in amount per scholar, 27, 58; 28, 61.

need of, 35, 115, 116.

indebtedness to, 22, 52.
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Fund, School — Concluded.

inequalities of burden of taxation, 35, 118-132.

Indians, fund for. See Indians.

investments of, 29, 69.

laws respecting, 33, 108; 34, 125, 126; 42, 258.

and comments, 24, 73-81; 38, 141; 43, 255; 46, 107.

legal provisions, 8, 115.

lessened to meet exigencies of war, 29, 16.

method of increasing, 24, 23, 24r.

methods of providing for free public instruction, 3.'5, 1 17.

our own method, 35, 117.

misuse of, by towns, 36, 74-179.

moiety of income insufficient, 39, 9, 10.

obedience to high school and truant laws should be conditions of receiving,

27, 59.

origin and disposition of, 9, 23; lO, 226; 20,69; 24,7-1 34,126.
payment to, from sale of lands in Back Bay, 25, 49.

policy of, questioned, 19, 49.

purpose of, 23, 71.

report of commissioners on, 36, 17.

resolve in relation to, 39, 5.

should be devoted strictly to the aid and encouragement of public schools, 24,
23.

statement of amount and forfeitures, 30, 69.

statement of condition of, 36, 14.

state tax discussed, 36, 15-17; 39, 10.

statistics, 9, 22.

tax to increase, urged, 36, 173; 42, 12.

Todd, for normal students, 50, 98.

towns obey laws, 48, 67.

usefulness of, 22, 42.

use of, by towns, 24, 79.

what we owe to it, 26, 42.

when established, 24, 74; 45, 65.

Furniture, what, needed, 50, 212.

Geography, hints on teaching, 47, 109.

in grammar schools, 15, 65-68.

intermediate course in, 44, 125.

how to teach, 44, 125.

method of teaching, in foreign schools, 7, 113.

Germany, account of schools in, by Victor Cousin, 37, 7.

methods of teaching in, 49, 259-283.

deaf-mutes in, 47, 64.

reading in, 48, 266.

science of education in, 49, 279.

system of education in, 41, 6.

Gladden, Washington, opinion of, concerning the present condition of schools, 44
230, 231.

Gladwin, George E.
,
paper by, on industrial drawing, 34, 180-182.

Government, errors of, 12, 79-84.

oaths, multiplication of, an evil, 12, 83.
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Government— Conchided.

school. See Discipline.

should attempt two things, 20, 60.

Graded schools, argument in favor of, 14, 30-47.

basis of classification of, 50, 216, 218.

classification of towns in respect to, 14, 46, 47.

essential, 42, 252.

extract of report of school committee of Amherst on evils in mixed schools,

26, 58-60.

gradually adopted, 18, 56.

inequalities in distribution of money, 26, 63.

plan for, 2, 36, 39.

principle involved, 26, 57-62.

Grammar, cramming in, 31, 11, 12.

method of teaching, in foreign schools, 7, 105.

Grammar schools, Adams, Samuel, remarks of, on, 32, 54.

arithmetic in, 15, 61.

course of study for, 42, 193-198.

drawing in, course of study for, 49, 214-221.

English grammar in, 15, 62.

geography in, 15, 65-68.

how to teach topics, 44, 127.

object lessons, 44, 128.

reading in, 15, 56, 61.

studies of, 15, 55.

Gray, F. C, answers of, to questions respecting religious instruction in the common

schools, 18, 95-96.

Greek and Latin required to be taught, 50, 104.

Green, Samuel Swett, paper by, on libraries and schools, 48, 235.

Greene, Samuel S., agent, appointed, 1850, 14, 48.

Greylock Institute, South WilUamstown, 40, 346.

Guyot, Prof. Arnold, instruction of, 16, 53; 17, 70.

lectures of, 15, 18; 18, 19; 20, 23.

Gymnastics, 22, 62.

benefits of, 25, 127.

ends to be attained by, 47, 111.

successfully introduced into normal schools, 25, 23.

Hagar, Daniel B., principal of State Normal School at Salem, appointed, 1865,

29, 10.

Half-mill tax, argument for the proposed, 50, 230-233.

bill recommended to Legislature, 50, 233.

fundamental to the improvement and elevation of school system, 37, 8.

importance of, 35, 117-132.

question of more equitable division of, referred to Board, 50, 229.

recommended, 35, 11, 117; 36, 15, 173.

special report on, 50, 229.

Half time schools, 31, 8; 33, 95.

factory school at Fall River, 34, 87.

for children employed in factories, 34, 87.

in Woburn High School, 35, 89.

Hammond, Charles, paper by, 40 (Appendix), 182.
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Hampden County, examination of schools in, 45, 225.

Hanover Academy, Hanover, 40, 287.

Harvard College, 40, 48.

Divinity School, 55.

Law School, 56.

Medical School, 57.

Dental School, 58.

Lawrence Scientific School, 59.

Bussey Institution, 60.

Astronomical Observatory, 61.

Botanic Garden, 62.

Museum of Comparative Zoology, 62.

proposal from, to maintain scholarships in the. Lawrence Scientific School, for

the benefit of male graduates of normal schools, 44, 11.

Haverhill Academy, Haverhill, 40, 341.

Health. See Hygiene.

Heating apparatus, 42, 129.

Higginson, T. W. , opinion of, concerning the present condition of schools, 44,
231, 232.

remarks of, on hours of study, 31, 8, 9.

High schools, argument for. 41, 81-85; 43, 86-98; 46, 85, 86.

branches to be taught in, 24, 91.

census of 1875 relating to, 39, 138.

classics in, 25, 120.

cost of, 27, 53.

course of studies in, 41, 80; 47, 106.

defined by statute, 28, 84.

discussed, 47, 81-86.

established, 1826, 45, 65.

forfeiture of income of fund, 29, 55.

laws respecting, and comments, 29, 55.

good effects of, 18, 58.

history of, 43, 86.

importance of, 25, 110.

improvement of, 29, 86.

Latin in, benefits of study of, 28, 12-15.

laws respecting, 32, 43; 41, 84.

and comments, 24, 91 ; 45, 72-76; 46, 111.

evaded, 19, 72; 28, 11, 17.

maintenance of, act of Legislature of 1865 respecting, 29, 18.

names of delinquent towns, 27, 52; 29, 58, 62; 32, 53.

names of towns that maintain, 30, 79.

no social distinctions in, 28, 83.

nu.nber and success of, 35, 88.

number of, established, 20, 85.

increase in, 18, 57; 28, 53; 31, 40.

in 1855, 18 (Appendix), xcix.

objections to, answered, 18, 57; 41, 85.

obligation of towns to maintain, reimposed, 12, 30.

open to all, 28, 16.

origin and progress of, paper by A. J. Phipps, 40 (Appendix^ 34-47
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High schools— Concluded.

penalty for failure to support, inadequate, 28, 95.

suggested, 28, 96.

reading in, 47, 107.

report of committee of education on, 28, 98.

of general agent on, 38, 90.

of Horace Mann on, 32, 54.

of Mr. Martin on, 48, 175.

requirements of law respecting, 27, 51.

should have fixed locality, 28, 85.

successful working of, 25, 127.

tables showing towns that support, 28, 86-93.

teachers of, difficulty in procuring, 14, 59, 60.

towns maintaining, principals and salaries, 38, 103-107.

towns where maintained and when required, 39, 137, 141.

training classes in, 32, 62; 33, 6, 91, 89.

value of, 28, 79-82.

Hillard, George S., answers of, to questions respecting religious instruction in the

common schools, 18, 96, 97.

Hinsdale Academy, Hinsdale, 40, 344.

History, intermediate course in, 44, 125.

scientific course in, 44, 136.

Hitchcock Free High School, Brimfield, 40, 320.

Hollis Institute; South Braintree, 40, 344.

Holy Cross, College of the, Worcester, 40, 78.

Holyrood Academy, Lowell, 40, 345.

Home influence, 13, 34.

training, 27 (Abstracts), 27.

Hopkins School, Cambridge, 40, 280.

Hopkins School, Hadley, 40, 271.

Hopkinton High School, Hopkinton, 40, 344.

Horace Mann School for Deaf-mutes, Boston. See Deaf-mutes.

Hours of study, bearing of, on health, 31, 10.

eight hours to be required in normal schools, 31, 10.

half time, 31, 8.

inquiries in regard to, 31, 9.

length of, 31, 6.

. letters of Dr. S. B. Woodward, Dr. J. Jackson and Dr. Samuel G. Howe on

the number of, 4, 100-108.

remarks of T. W. Higginson on, 31, 8, 9.

tendency to abridge, 13, 32.

Howe, Dr. Samuel G., letter from, on the proper number of school hours, 4, 104-

108.

Howe's School, Billerica, 40, 316.

Hubbard, E. A., agent, reports of (appended to the 39th-41st, 43d-46th reports of

the Secretary).

resigned, 1883, notice of, 47, 98.

Hudson, Barzillai, deathof, 35, 61.

Human race divided into two classes, 18, 25.

Humphrey, Heman, address by, at dedication of Westfield State Normal School,

10, 7, 36.

Hyde, Alexander, opinion of, concerning the present condition of schools, 44,
233-235.
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Hyde, Miss Ellen, appointed principal of State Normal School at Framingham,

1876, 40, 15.

Hygiene, contagious disease, rules for preventing the spread of, 42, 143.

health dependent upon obedience to physical laws, 12, 44.

in connection with the public schools, 28, 11.

of public schools, paper by D. F. Lincoln, M.D., 42, 123.

of the eye, 42, 144.

study of, 6, 56-88, 98-160.

Illiteracy, census statements relating to, 40, 51.

remedial legislation necessary, 48, 20.

responsibility for, 37, 114, 116.

tables of statistics of, 37, 113, 115.

Indians, fund for the education of, 10, 228.

how applied, 24, 81.

laws respecting, 24, 81; 40, 108.

Industrial drawing {_see also Drawing).

annual exhibit of, 44, 215.

Centennial exhibit of, 40, 5, 6, 42.

commercial value of, 36, 9.

course in, 38, 55.

curriculum of studies in, 44, 201-214.

evening classes in, 37, 68-68; 38, SO; 44, 216; 45, 247.

plan of instruction for, 48, 113.

exhibition of, report of committee on, 38, 65-76.

second, report of, 37, 69-81.

Free Institute of Industrial Science, Worcester. See Worcester County Free

Institute, etc.

law respecting, 36, 38.

list of State collection for, 36, 38.

need of instruction in, for skilled labor, 42, 107.

opening of classes in, admission, course of study and examination, 48, 113.

plan for first year's work in, in schools where drawing has not been taught, by

C. M. Carter, 47, 201-210.

plan of instruction in, in Boston, 44, 220. .

programme of, 48, 114.

reports of Walter Smith on. See Director of art education.

scheme of instruction in, 36, 54-56.

special instructors of, 44, 194-201.

synopsis of thirteen years' course in, 37, 63-65.

Industrial education (see also Technical instruction),

argument of Secretary on, 50, 117.

at Gloucester, paper by L. H. Marvel on, 44, 179-186.

how to introduce it an unsolved problem, 42, 109 ; 43, 68.

introduction of, into school system, discussed, 47, 12.

need of, 39, 18; 45, 12.

no new light, 48, 16.

not accomplishing what the law contemplates, 47, 48.

progress in, 40, 6.

public demand for, 43, 286.

report of, for 1879, 43, 279.

of committee on, 46, 155-159.
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Industrial education— Concluded.

report of director on. See Director of art education.

value of, 40, 38.

Industrial School Association, 41, 219.

Industrial schools, act relating to, 36, 181.

Institute of Industrial Science, Worcester County. See Worcester Count)'.

Institute of Instruction. See American Institute of Instruction.

Institutes, account of, 31, 63; 43, 251-257.

aim of, 18, 53.

appropriations for additional sessions of short duration, 16, 55; 22, 7.

at Amherst, largest and most enthusiastic yet held, 16, 53.

at Lawrence, report of school committee on, 27 (Abstracts), 21, 28.

benefits of, 20, 57, 58; 29, 8; 32, 31.

circular letter of H. Mann on, 9, 46.

combined with inspection of schools, 48, 147.

conduct of, 21, 56.

day, suggested, 34, 95.

defensible in theory and in results, 20, 66.

detailed account of, 47, 91-98.

donation of Edmund Dv^dght for, 9, 45.

efficiency of, 17, 68-72.

elements should be taught at, 24, 72.

ends to be accomplished by, 47, 88; 48, 120.

enthusiasm and hospitality of people at, 25, 68; 31, 64, 65.

expenses of, 9, 45.

extemporized normal schools, 46, 10.

favors of railroad companies to, 26, 85.

first legal recognition of, 25, 68.

growing estimation of, 27, 60.

growth of twenty years, 20,'^65.

held in cities, 16, 55-57.

in small towns, 47, 14.

high reputation of, 23, 9.

history of, 18, 64; 25, 66, 67.

history, changes, 45, 102.

inference of, limited, 20, 64.

instructors at, 23, 88; 26, 44; 27, 61; 28, 61; 29, 52; 30, 70, 71; 45,
103, 104.

high character of, 17, 69, 70.

importance of, to teachers, 24, 71 ; 43, 252.

interest in, 20, 58; 41, 116; 43, 11.

largest ever held, appreciation of, 25, 69, 70.

law respecting, 12, 29; 46, 101.

and comments, 24, 70-73; 37, 142; 38, 138.

law suggested.to secure attendance at, 32, 46.

lectures at, 22, 36; 25, 66; 26, 44; 27, 61; 28, 62; 45, 103, 104.

length of sessions reduced, efficiency increased, 13, 48.

Mason, Lowell, instructor in, notice of, 17, 70.

method of conducting, first, 9, 48-58.

must be continued, 15, 70.

names of teachers and lecturers at, 9, 60.

names of teachers in 1851, 15, 73; 21, 58.
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Institutes— Concluded.

necessity and utility of, 15, 70, 71.

new inspiration of, 41, 7.

number of, and attendance at, 14, 54-57; 24, 5-t.

and success of, 20, 10; 21, 56; 22, 7; 23, 38; 24, 53: 26, 8, 43;

35,98; 41,7; 42, 70.

desirable, 24, 71.

increased, success and value of, 9, 10.

obligation of teachers to attend, 37,7.
of short duration recommended, 14, 56.

on the plan of school, 41, 109.

organized, 9, 8.

origin and results of, 42, 72, 73.

plans of work for, 40, 60; 42, 71.

popular and useful, 21, 13.

preparatory efforts of agent, 25, 125.

principles of teaching taught at, 41, 110.

proposed, 8, 69, 70.

received with favor, 37, 6.

reference of Board to, 50, 11,. 12.

regulations concerning, 10, 223.

report of E. A. Hubbard on, 44, 168-176.

of Secretary upon, 50, 147.

special, upon, 45, 105-111.

requirements for, lO, 5.

short sessions of, a success, 46, 87.

six held in 1848, 13, 49.

successof, 9, 59; 10,98; 11,5-37; 12,27.
teachers employed, 20, 57.

teachers in, 22, 7, 36; 27, 61.

gratuitous services of, 9, 60.

time devoted to teaching methods, 48, 16.

usefulness of, 38, 9, 10; 40, 100.

discussed, 25, 69-72.

value of, 44, 12.

where held, 20, 57; 22, 36; 25, 65, 72; 28, 61; 29, 52; 30, 70, 71;

34, 114; 36, 164-166; 37, 125, 126; 39, 141-143; 40, 96; 46,
102, 103; 47, 89.

' from 1845 to 1874, 38, 140.

wide influence of, 47, 15.

work and methods of, 41, 94.

yearly expenditures for, 25, 74.

Intellect, cultivation of and effect, 9, 70-76.

Intermediate course of studies, 44, 121, 123, 130; 47, 105.

Intoxicating drinks, error of licensing the sale of, 12, 82.

Ipswich Female Seminary, Ipswich, 40, 283.

Ipswich Grammar School, Ipswich, 40, 238.

Jackson, Dr. James, letter from, on the proper number of school hours, 4, 101-104.

Jackson, Dr. S. C, assistant secretary, 26, 12; 27, 10.

appointed, 1848, 13, 51.

resignation of, 1876, 40, 10.
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Jacobs, John A. death of, 34, C9.

Johnson, Miss Annie E. , addresses at installation of, at Framingham Normal School,

30, 37-50.

appointed principal, 30, 21.

resignation of, 1875, 39, 27.

Journal, School, 3, 19.

appropriation for, 29, 12.

character of, 1, 14.

Massachusetts Teacher, furnished by state to each school committee, 24, 6.

need of, 1,1-1.

of Education, notice of, 43, 105.

valuable to teachers, 4o, 114.

success of, 8, 13.

Jubilee Hill Academy, Pittsfield, 40, 344.

Kindergarten, for the blind, 48, 63; 50, 73.

making its way, 40, 12.

relation of, to primary school, 48, 88-95.

should be philosophical, 45, 100.

Kjennerud, H. K., paper by, on work-schools for boys in Sweden, 40, 107-213.

Kneeland, John, agent, report of, 39, 90-93.

Krusi, H., lectures of, 18, 19.

Labor, skilled, demand for, 41, 174.

Laborers, circular letter of Horace Mann on advantages of a common-school educa-

tion for, 5, 86.

answers to, from J. K. IMills, H. Bartlett, J. Clark, Jonathan Crane, 5, 90-100.

value of education to, 5, 100-120; 11, 42-44, 117.

Ladd, William H., opinion of, concerning the present condition of schools, 44,
235, 236.

Lancaster, normal institute established at, 1853, 17, 11.

Lancaster Academy, Lancaster, 40, 341.

Language, 2, 40-44.

expression, 2, 74.

how to be taught, 42, 223 ; 44, 103.

orthography. See Orthography.

plan of teaching, 48, 98.

pronunciation, 2, 46.

Lassell Female Seminary. Auburndale, 40, 313.

Latin, benefits of study of, in high schools, 28, 12-15.

required to be taught, 50, 104.

Lawrence Academy, Falmouth, 40, 296.

Lawrence Academy, Groton,. 40, 250.

Lawrence Scientific School, 40, 59.

. proposal from Harvard College to maintain scholarships in, for the benefit of

male graduates of normal schools, 44, 11.

Lawson Academy, Shelburne Falls, 40, 343.

Lawson Classical and Scientific Institute, Shelburne Falls, 40, 344.

Leach, Daniel, agent, appointed, 1851, 15, 12; 18, 69, 74.

report of, on ventilation, 17, 74-79.

Lectures, 3, 78-81; 21, 43, 58; 25, 23.

Agassiz, Louis, 18, 19.

at Salem Normal School, 25, 38.
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Lectures— Concluded.

circular letter concerning, 3, 50.

Guyot, A., 15, 18 ; 18, 19; 20, 23.

Krusi, H., 18, 19.

Northrop, B. G., subjects of, 25, 113.

Pope, Rev. A. R., 20, 24, 57.

Report of, and statistics, 3, 74.

Sharp, J. C., 18, 19; 20, 24; 25, 30.

to normal schools, 23, 13.
^

Lee Academy, Lee, 40, 344.

Lee prizes, 26, 21.

benefit of, 29, 10, 37.

conditions of receiving, 27, 62, 65.

generosity of Thomas Lee, 25, 40.

Legislation, School, act of 1C42, 38, 127; 4:0, 84.

of 1647, 38, 128.

colonial laws, 45, 64.

effects of, 29, 87.

explanation of school laws, 45, 70-76.

frequent alterations a source of evil, 24, 23.

from 1875 to 187S, 42, 255.

1837 to 1886, 50, 88.

history of, and comments, 38, 126; 46, 91-95.

history of, and prominent acts, 29, 71, 68.

laws the will of the people, 45, 70.

manual of, prepared by George S. Boutwell, 24, 60-172.

republication of school laws recommended, 43, 13.

revised statement of, with commentary, 38, 126-200.

state laws, 45, 64.

to be arranged and printed, 32, 44.

Leicester Academy, Leicester, 40, 234.

Lexington, State Normal School at. See Framingham.

Lexington Academy, Lexington, 40, 340.

Librarian, assistant, Jackson, Dr. Samuel, C, appointed, 1848, 13, 51.

resigned, 1876, 40, 10.

salary of, 13, 12, 51.

Tillinghast, C. B., appointed, 1S79, 43, 12.

Warner, Oliver, appointed, 1876, 40, 11.

Libraries and schools, paper on, by S. S. Green, 48, 235.

of Massachusetts, paper by H. E. Scudder, 40 (Appendix), 3-33.

Harvard College, 3.

college, 4-6.

academies and private schools, 6.

public schools, 6.

associations, 11.

religious societies, 14.

Boston Public, 21.

numerical summary, 27.

laws concerning, 30-33.

Boston Public Library, laws respecting, 12, 29.

Bradford High School, paper by F. W. Anthony on, 48, 257.

character of books in, 3, 58.
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Libraries and schools— Concluded.

circular of Horace Mann concerning, 3, 50.

district school, efforts to establish, 25, 50.

educational, 12, 155.

fiction in, 3, 60-73.

free, founding of, should be encouraged, 28, 45.

laws respecting, and comments, 24, 14-0, 150; 38, Vd'i

provision for, repealed, 2.'5, 51.

pubhc, 3, 56, 57, 82, 94.

in state, 24:, 151.

tables from returns of, 30, 104, 108.

report of Horace Mann on, and statistics, 3, 74-77.

reports of towns on, 2-4, 152-163; 36, 152-156.

school. See School libraries.

social, laws respecting, 24:, 163.

state aid furnished, 25, 51.

State Library of Massachusetts, changes and additions in, 4:3, 12.

statistics of, 3, 51-57.

towns not availing themselves of the bounty of the state, 9, 22.

Lincoln, D. F., M.D., paper by, on hygiene of public schools, 42, 123.

paper by, on school architecture, 4:8, 263.

London Encyclopi-edia presented to State Normal School at Bridgevvater by Hon.

John Davis, 9, 21.

Longfellow, Henry W. , answers of, to questions respecting religious instruction in

the common schools, 18, 101.

Lotteries, licensing of, 12, SO.

Lowell, plan of school-house at, 5, 124-127.

Lynn Academy, Lynn, 4:0, 339.

Maine, board of education in, established, 1846, 10, 10.

Mann, Horace, appointed first Secretary of Board of Education, 1837, 1, 5.

circular letter of, concerning libraries, associations and lectures, 3, 50.

on advantages of a common-school education for laborers, 5, 86.

on proposed improvements in schools, and tesults to be expected, 11,
49-58.

on the study of physiology, 6, S3.

requesting information on the condition of schools, 1, 73.

elected to Congress, 1848, 12, 3.

reports as Secretary (appended to the first twelve reports of the Hoard).

resigned from office, 1848, 12, 15.

Manners. See Moral instruction.

Manual element in education, 4:1, 100.

paper by J. D. Runkle on, 45, 131-200.

Manual labor {see also Industrial education, Technical education),

hand-work instruction in Sweden, 46, 163-213.

province of common schools, argument of Secretary concerning, 50, 117.

school for juvenile offenders, 10, 230.

work schools for town and country, 46, 167.

Manufacturing establishments, value of education in, 11, 44, 117.

Manufacturing towns, influence of youth from, 19, 43.

relation of the Massachusetts school system to, 23, 39-59.

Map, educational, 40, 122.
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Maplewood Institute, Maplewood, Pittsfield, 40, 311.

Marble, A. P., paper by, on evening schools, 47, 187.

on supervision, 40, 225.

Marblehead Academy, Marblehead, 40, 337.

Martin, G. H., agent, appointed, 1882, 46, 9, 81).

report of, on high schools, 48, 175.

reports of, as agent (appended to the 47th-50th reports of the Secretary).

Marvel, L. H., paper by, on industrial education at Gloucester, 44, 179-186.

Mason, Dr. Lowell, instructor at teachers' institutes, 17, 70.

notice of, 36, 196-198.

Massachusetts Agricultural College, 40, SO.

Massachusetts Asylum for the Blind. See Blind.

Massachusetts Historical Society, 40, 85.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 40 (Appendix), 94.

grant of land for use of, 25, 50.

Massachusetts School for Feeble-Minded. See Feeble-minded.

Massachusetts Teacher, furnished by state to each school committee, 24, 6.

Mathematics, method of teaching, 49, 127.

methods of teaching, in foreign schools, 7, 100; 9, 115.

May, Samuel J., appointed principal at Lexington, 1843, 6, 6.

McLellan, Dr. J. A., paper by, on schools of Ontario, 4o, 271.

Memory, cultivation of, 19, 55.

Mental application, 42, 156.

Merrimac Academy, Groveland, 40, 273.

Methods of teaching, 5, 53-55; 15, 33-43; 38, 95.

attention to principles of, 43, 66, 68.

books, aids only to, 18, 31.

declamation and recitation, 48, 108.

defective, 22, 56-66; 42, 68.

defects in elementary, 19, 54.

discussion of, 41, 105; 42, 98; 43, 77-86; 44, 73-76; 48, 172.

elementary knowledge, 15, 37.

elementary and scientific knowledge, 43, 63.

English, 48, 133.

higher, state support of, 41, 162.

improvement in, 10, 72; 41, 107.

how attained, 15, 25.

needed, 15, 25.

inductive, 9, 150.

in German schools, paper by L. Dunton on, 49, 259-283.

Latin and Greek, 48, 123-127.

manner of teaching some topics, 47, 107.

memory strengthened, 15, 42.

proper means, 48, 80.

question and answer, 47, 161.

reading. See Reading.

results of, 44, 83-91.

school committees have power to determine, 48, 80.

science, 48, 129.

should be analytical, 15, 40.

superior in normal schools, 22, 67.

things, not words, to be taught, 15, 33, 34.
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Methods of teaching— Concluded.

two methods, -48, 84.

unphilosophical, 43, 69.

Metric system, 98.

practical value of, 42, 111.

teaching of, recommended, 41, 99.

Milford Academy, Milford, 40, 341.

Military Academy at West Point, report of agent concerning, 27, 90-124.

Military drill, 27, 9, 70.

act authorizing, recommended. 27, 79.

arguments in favor of, 27, 74-77.

committee appointed to investigate the subject of, 27, 79.

in Brooldine, letter of M. Williams, 27, 71.

report of committee on, 27, 71-79.

report of school committee of Brookline on, 2(J (Abstracts), 232.

resolve of Legislature on, 27, 70.

Millbury Academy, Millbury, 40, 343.

Milton Academy, Milton, 40, 337.

Mineralogy, scientific course of study in, 44, 137.

Model schools, 2, 32; 3, 6.

agreement between the school committee of Framingham and the principal of

normal school relating to, 18, 13-16.

at Westfield, 8, 20; 10, 9-oS.

plan for, 29, 29.
'

at West Newton, 12, 7; 14, 16.
,

"

need of, 29, 9.

organization of, 18, 13.

plan for, at Framingham, 18, 12.

system extinct, 21, 12.

Money, raising of, 2, 77, 78; 3, 37; 4, 10-11; 5, 32, 73-75; 46, 68. -

decision of supreme court on right to raise, 10, 135.

power of towns to raise, not limited, 10, 134.

Monroe, Louis B., notice of death of, 43, 11.

Monson Academy, Monson, 4:0, 264.

Moral instruction {sec also Religious), 1, 61; 2,78: 8, 15-18; 11, 89; 19,

58-65; 21 (Abstracts), 3-134.

book on, needed, 1, 65.

defined and discussed, 4:7, 122-126; 48, 148.

effect of influences, 47, 116.

formation of character, li>, 27.

for prisoners, law respecting, 12, 29.

goodbehavior, 43, 106-111.

taught by example, 43, 110.

home training in, 21, 54-59.

how imparted, 43, 68.

lack of, 1, 64.

law respecting, 12, 123; 24, 95; 46, 113.

manners, le>, 28.

method of, in foreign schools, 7, 170; 41, 101.

methods of correcting vices, 9, 76-156.

mistakes in, 19, 59.
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Moral instruction— Concbided.

moral element in education, 22, 11; 23,9; 41, 100; 4:2, lU; 46,
113.

morals and manners, 31, 71; 25 (Abstracts), 140.

how to be taught, 42, 231.

motives for study, O, 76.

obstacles in way of, 44, 9.

plans of, discussed, 48, 126.

popular interest concerning, 45, 13.

relation of schools to morals and religion, 21, 65-72.

required by law, 43, 13; 44, 9.

requirements of constitution concerning, 28, 17, 19.

suggestions relating to, 44, 9.

text books of, 44, 10-

use of keys, 9, 112; 25, 121.

vigilant care needed, 43, 13, 14.

waste of the country's wealth on the care of criminals, 11, 100-103.

wisdom better than intellect, 28, 17.

Morton, Nathaniel, extracts from report of, on heating and ventilation, 50, 10,5-200,

Mt. Hollis Academy, Holliston, 40, 344.

Mount Holyoke Female Seminary, South Hadley, 40, 299.

Museum of Comparative Zoology, 40, 62.

act to incorporate, 24, 140.

articles of agreement between the trustees of, and the president and fellows

of Harvard College, 24, 143, 148.

bequest of Francis Gray, and conditions, 40, 141-143.

donation to, of Agassiz collection, 24, 148.

increase of, report of Professor Agassiz, 24, 148.

Museum of Fine Arts, 40, 96.

Music in schools, 8, 117-132; 34, 6; 44, 112.

Nantucket, improvement in schools of, 2, 29.

Nantucket Academy, 40, 337.

National Bureau of Education. See Bureau.

National education, convention in the interests of, at Louisville, 47, 15.

persons commissioned to attend, 47, ,16.

Nautical School, 24, 164; 49, 13-15.

Netherlands, supervision in, article on, by \'ictor Cousin, 41, 67.

New Church Theological School, 40, 104, 322.

New England Academy, Cohasset, 40, 344.

New England Historic Genealogical Society, 40, 90.

New Hampshire, school system of, 10, 11.

Newman, S. P., first principal at Barre, died 1842, 6, 6.

New Orleans, exposition at, 48, 21.

New Salem Academy. New Salem, 40, 25g.

Newton Theological Institution, 40, 103. '

New York trade schools, paper on, by R. T. Auchmuty, 47, 195-200.

New York, training schools in, plan of, 35, 8.

Nichols Academy, Dudley, 40, 272.

Norfolk County, report of examination of schools in, by G. A. Walton, 43, 99,.

123-248.

significance of report of, 44, 12, 162.
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Normal Art School. See Art school.

Normal schools, 21 (Abstracts), 217-243.

adaptation of, to needs of teachers, 10, 48-53.

additional school in Berkshire County, 16, 7.

in Essex County recommended, 16, 7.

in Worcester County recommended, 34, 7.

admission to, 35, 84; 40 (Appendix), 124.

uniform standard of, 27, 65-66.

advanced classes in, 14, 59; 26, 46.

advantages of special training at, 18, 8.

Agassiz, Louis, made permanent instructor in, 16, 53 ; 17, 70

aid from state to pupils in, 17, 8; 18, 7; 20, 67 ; 23, 68.

number receiving, 21, 11.

approaching the ideal standard, 29, 8.

appropriation by Legislature for, 2, 7, 9 ; 20, 8.

for reading in, 27, 62.

increase of, needed, 21, 12; 33, 7.

assistants of, should be highly educated, 18, 7.

attention to elementary studies in, urged, 26, 19.

Barre. See Westfield.

board, price of, advanced, 28, 63.

boarding arrangements in, 40 (Appendix), 13.

boarding-houses, 33, 8, 13, 25 ; 34, 8, 14, 22 • 35, 7.

suggested, 32, 69.

books needed in, 20, 36.

Bridgewater. See Bridgewater.

caution to committees regarding, 26, 10.

certificates and diplomas of, 40 (Appendix), 130.

challenge scrutiny, 30, 84.

change of principals in, 50, 38.

classes for normal training in colleges, 34, 97-100

combining teachers' seminaries with academies, 10, 29-31.

committees to advise thorough preparation for, 26, 10

competition for permanent location of, O, 12.

cost of, compared with that of reform schools, 15, 10

course of study in, 10, 220; 21, 11, 18; 29,88 89; 30, 84; 40 (Ap-

pendix), 125.

advanced course, 32, 8; 34, 100; 36, 177.

benefit of, 42, 19.

for one year, 18, 21.

length of, 40 (Appendix), 129.

revised, 44, 10.

defective preparation for, 20, 18.

defensible in theory and in results, 20, 66.

demand for trained teachers in, 15, 10.

deserve the highest commendation, 29, 54.

different from all other institutions of learning, 18, 28.

discussed, 43, 101; 46, 82; 47, 86-88.

donations to cabinets and libraries of, 28, 32, 35 ; 29, 28, 32 : 30, 31.

to cabinets of, 31, 23, 26, 28 ; 32, 22.

to libraries of, 31, 25, 28.

drawing in, 34, 158; 39, 77, 78; 41, 3; 45, 246; 48, 15.
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Normal schools

—

Continued.

Dwight, Edmund, efforts of, for the establishment of, 13, 14.

effective in cultivating moral character, 44, 8.

efficiency of, 24, 7 ; 26, 45.

eight hours of study in, to be the limit, 31, 10.

ends to be accomplished by, 50, 143.

enthusiasm in study in, 25, 24.

equipments, 35, 6.

established and successful, 13, 6.

examinations of, 23, 17.

exclusively for teachers, 47, 9.

expenditures upon, 24, 13.

comparison with other expenditures, 24, 13.

economy in, 42, 7; 43, 8.

expense to State of each pupil, fifty dollars, 30, 8.

to support each person in a reformatory institution, two hundred dollars,

30,9.
expenses and pecuniary aid, 40 (Appendix), 131.

first in importance in educational reform, 12, 27.

Framingham. See Framingham.

generosity of Mr. Thomas Lee, Lee Prizes, 25, 40; 27, 62, 65.

government of, 40 (Appendix), 121.

graduates of, demand for, 23, 6, 15 ; 30, 85 ; 37, 72-73.

inquiries respecting, and ansvi'ers to same, 30, 92-103.

must teach, 47, 9.

proportion of, in schools, 44, 8.

results of inquiries concerning, 22, 67-160.

success of, 33, 89.

circular to school committees on, with answers, 22, 68-155.

testimony in reference to, 44, 34.

towns employing, 39, 126.

work of, 40 (Appendix), 133.

growth of twenty years of, 20, 65.

Guyot, Prof. Arnold, instruction of, in, 16, 53; 17, 70.

gymnastics successfully introduced into, 25, 23.

Harvard College, proposal from, 44, 11.

high stand to be taken by, 37, 6.

higher education of teachers in, necessary, 32, 59.

history of, 10, 31; 10, 218; 50, 96.

and regulations of, 24, 138-140.

and teachers, 21, 8.

in foreign countries, and laws concerning, 41, 85.

in Massachusetts, and benefits of, 41, 87.

outline of, 50, 98.

importance of, emphasized, 43, 7.

increase of, in Europe, 41, 87.

increasing interest in, shown by statistics, 39, 11-14.

indirect benefits of, 15, 19; 18, 52.

in fact as well as in theory, 29, 8.

influence of, 36, 178; 40, 8.

in New York, 34, 113.

instruction in, 32, 22.
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Normal schools— Continued.

lack of pecuniary support of, 19, 72.

lady principal, decided upon, 30, 11.

success of, 30, 83; 31, 16; 33, 12.

laws respecting, and comments, 3-1, 122, 123; 38, 190.

lectures, 17, 19, 24, 32; 23, 13; 28, 31; 29, 23, 28, 31, 3G; 30, 23; 31,
18,22, 23,25, 28; 35, 16,23.

Lexington. See Framingham.

lyceum, 19, 20; 21, 18.

made their way to favor, 47, 10.

Massachusetts, history of, 4:0 (Appendix), 111.

memorial of Charles Sumner and others for better accommodations, 9, 11.

methods of teaching in, 12, 9; 19, 16; 22, 67; 27, 24; 32, 57; 50, 144.

moral instruction in, 11, 6.

must do the work of town schools, 20, 8.

names of instructors in, from their organization to 18(51, 21r, 8-11.

nature of work of, 48, 142-144.

necessity of, 1, 10-12; 18, 29; 27, 7.

need of elevating, 14, 57.

new regulations for, adopted, 13, 8, 20.

normal instruction in academies and high schools, 32, 63, 64; 34, 98; 35,
7,8.

number, location and character of, considered, 2, 10, 16.

of members and graduates of, 21, 9, 10.

receiving State aid, 21, 4.

object of, 3, 8 ; 20, 24; 25, 24; 42, 104; 50, 10.

obstacles to large attendance in, 32, 58.

offers of Plymouth and Northampton for establishment of schools within their

limits, 9, 13.

opinions of merits and demerits of, 22, 5, 68.

origin of, 40 (Appendix), 109.

paper on, by A. G. Boyden, 40 (Appendix), 108.

plan for short course at, 35, 7.

practice schools, 50, 145.

private donation for, 2, 7, 9.

professional character of, 30, 24.

professional training in academies and high schools of, 28, 83.

prosperity of, 10, 99-102; 20, 66, 67; 21, 48; 30,' 8; 40, 7.

Prussian system of, 41, 85.

regulations for study, exercise and recreation in each school, 31, 7.

regulations of the Board of Education concerning, 10, 218-222.

relations of, to state, 37, 5.

remarks of Miss Johnson, Mr. Dickinson and Mr. Hagar on, 32, 59, 61.

requirements of all teachers in, 22, 6.

requisites for admission to and graduation from, 48, 145.

retrospect of several years, 41, 3.

rules and regulations, 40 (Appendix), 123.

salaries of teachers in, increased, 15, 11.

too low, 20, 68, 69; 30, 22, 35.

Salem. See Salem,

satisfactory condition of, 38, 5, 123.
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^N^ormal schools— Conclitded.

scholarships in colleges provided by I-egislature for the educntion of high-school

teachers, 17, 8, 61, 66; 18, 5.

school in Worcester County advised, 33, 8.

schools of observation needed, 30, 12; 41, 9;:>.

settled policy of, 43, 7.

should have teachers of highest ability, 30, 3 1

.

standard of, raised, 24, 14; 48, U.

statistics of admission, attendance and graduation for year 1S60, 24, 15-17.

showing condition of, 30, 11.

subjects taught, 25, 24.

success of, 11, 6-38; 12, 5; 13, 17, 19: 19, 6, 7.

in 1847, 10, 5.

of first schools, 3, 5-11; 4, 3-6; 5, 4; 6, 3-6: 7, 4-6; 9, 9, 10.

(if teachers, 28, 53.

under early difficulties, 46, 10.

support of, 10, 10; 13, 7.

by income of fund, 30, 10.

teaching of science in, 50, 22.

term of study, 10, 220.

change in, 18, 20.

extended, 29, 10; 34, 109.

extended to two years, 27, 8, 66, 67.

reasons, 27, 8.

testimonials of success of pupils, 8, 27-44.

theory of, 20, 7.

time required at, 8, 24.

to teach the art of teaching, 18, 30.

training schools. See Training schools,

uniformity in studies in, desirable, 28, 22.

value of diplomas and certificates, 26, 10.

visit of joint standing committee to, 28, 63.

well-assured position of, 39, 125.

Westfield. See Westfield.

West Newton. See Framingham.

what the training implies, 45, 112.

what they have done, 50, 86.

where established, 45, 67.

wisdom of establishing, 10, 32.

wise investments, 34, 113.

Worcester. See Worcester,

writing, importance of, 47, 31; 48, 9.

young men in the army, 26, 9, 20.

Northampton. Clarke Institution for Deaf-Mutes at. See Deaf-mutes.

Northampton, offer of, for establishment of State Normal School at, 9, 13.

Northampton Female Seminary, 40, 343.

Northfield Academy, Northfield, 40, 342.

Northrop, Birdsey G., appointed agent, 1857, 21, 59; 22, 9.

letter of, on the importance of employing superintendents of schools, 30,
111-118.

reports of, as agent (appended to the 25th-2Sth reports of the Secretary),

resigned, 1867, 30, 7, 23.
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Northrop, Birdsey G. — Concluded.

subjects of lectures of, 25, 113-

work of, 20, 73; 29, 51.

Oaths, error of government in relation to, 12, 83.

Object lessons {see also Oral teaching), 15, 44; 26, 86; 44, 128.

absence of, 47, 182.

growing interest in, 40, 59.

in primary schools, 44, 113.

purpose of, 31, 11.

Oliver, H. K. , appointed agent to secure obedience to law regulating the employ

ment of children in factories, 31,, 49.

Ontario, schools of, paper on, by J. A. McLellan, 45, 271.

Oral teaching, successful, 42, 68.

use of, increasing, 43, 12.

Ordvi^ay, Prof. J., paper by, on hand-work instruction in Sweden, 46, 169.

Oread Institute, Worcester, 40, 315.

Organization discussed by Secretary, 50, 129.

report of Mr. Prince on, 50, 209.

Orthography, 2, 46, 49, 50, 76; 22, 63, 65; 25, 94; 28, 46.

method of teaching, 47, 107; 48, 108.

in primary schools, 44, 102.

intermediate, 44, 123.

spelling of colored children in Providence, 26, 81.

teaching of, 15,. 52.

Osgood, Rev. Joseph, opinion of, concerning the present condition of schools, 44,
236-238.

Oswego, schools of, 26, 86.

Over-pressure discussed, 48, 202.

Parents, duties and responsibihties of, 22, 31; 27 (Abstracts), 31.

co-operation of, 13, 33; 20, 52; 27 (Abstracts), 33.

interest of, 4, 82.

more visitation of, needed, 25 (Abstracts), 17, 72.

relation of, to schools, 47, 17.

Partridge Academy, Duxbury, 40, 287.

Peirce Academy, Middleborough, 40, 297.

Penal institutions, circular to officers of, with answers, 23, 60-63.

Pepperell Academy, Pepperell, 40, 344.

Periodicals and books, 38, 96.

Perkins Institution for the Blind. 6"^^ Blind.

Peru, Mass., signs of progress in, 39, 97.

Pestalozzi, J. H., 9, 136, 150.

Philbrick, John D., appointed agent to prepare educational exhibit for the Centennial

Exposition, 1875, 39, 133.

opinion of, concerning the present condition of schools, 44, 240, 241.

reference to report of, on truancy, 26, 53.

Phillips Academy, Andover, 40, 220.

Phipps, Abner J., agent, appointed, 1867, 31, 'o^-

paper by, on the origin and progress of high schools, 40 (Appendix), 34-47.

report of, on school-houses, 36, 87-148; 39, 105-109.

reports as agent (appended to the 31st-40th reports of the Secretary).
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Physical education, 9, 70; 12, 43; SI' (Abstracts), 3-134; 25 (Abstracts),

51, 179; 27, 28; 42, 168.

Physiology,- circular letter of Horace Mann on the study of, 6, 83.

answers to, from Drs.
J. Jackson, S. B. Woodward, E. Jarvis, M. S.

Perry, 6, 85-98.

effects of alcohol, 48, 13.

outline of topics, 48, 118.

hints on teaching, 4T, 111-

law respecting, 48, 81.

laws of life and health, treatise on, G, 61-lfiO.

method of teaching, 48, 81.

reference of the Board to, 50, 13.

Secretary's reference to, 50, 105.

study of, 6, 56-83, 98-160.

introduced into schools, 45, 67. »

Pierce, Bradford K. , letter from, on the State Reform School for Girls at Lancaster,

24, 167.

Pierce, Cyrus, principal of the State Normal School at Lexington and West Newton,

appointed, 1839, 3, 5.

notice of, 13, 7, 16.

Pierce, Edward L., opinion of, concerning the present condition of schools, 44,
239-240.

Pine Grove Seminary, Harwich, 40, 344.

Plans of Bridgewater Normal School, lO, 241-245, 253.

Plans of Westfield Normal School, 10, 247-254.

Plymouth, offer of, for establishment of State Normal School at, J), 13.

Plymouth Colony, Legislature of, 29, 73.

Political education, need of, 12, 76.

Pope, Rev. A. R., agent, 19, 6, 79.

lectures of, 20, 24, 57.

Poverty, not necessary, 12, 54.

what is it? 11, 111-116.

Power's Institute, Bernardston, 40, 323.

Pratt Free School, North Middleborough, 40, 323.

Prescott, William H., answers of, to questions respecting religious instruction in the

common schools, 18, 97.

Primary schools {^see also Elementary instruction), and elementary education, 21
(Abstracts), 135-216.

composition in, 44, 103.

course of studies for, 42, 193-i95; 44, 99-121.

drawing in, 44, 111 ; 48, 214.

improvement of, 31, 5.

lessons on color in, paper by Miss L. Crocker on, 46, 247-258.

music in, 44, 112.

natural tones to be used, 15, 54.

necessity of right early training, 45, 98.

neglect of elementary training, 21, 57.

object lessons in, 44, 113.

oral teaching in, 15, 44.

Philbrick, John D., plan of, 22, 59.

reading in, 15, 51.

relation of, to other schools, 27 (Abstracts), 35.
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Primary schools— Concluded.

state, act to establish, 30, 65.

studies, lessons, 4:7, 103.

teaching in, 22, 58, 59.

more attention to, 4:3, fi7.

word method in, 22, 61.

work in, 48, 185.

Prince, J- T., apijointed, 1S83, 47, 1"1.

report, 48, 211; 49, 193.

report of, on school organization, oO, 209.

Private schools, 1, 48, 52, 53; 4, 34, 39, 42, 43; 21 (Abstracts), 244-252.

act relating to approval of, by school committees, 42, 257. ,

approval of, by school committees necessary, *>0, 162.

argument on obligation to educate children, lO, 111-128.

breaking up of, 8, 66; 9, 39.

causes of, 8, 5, 8.

deterioration of, 8, 4.

diminished in number, 20, 43.

duty of towns to maintain schools, law respecting, 10, 132.

eftect of, on the common schools, 8, 5, 6.

effects of, 14, 42.

evils of, 1, 56; 20, 45.

laws respecting, 50, 105.

monitorial, 7, 60.

number of, present and past, compared, oO, S3.

sbjections to, 1, 54.

should make returns, 41, 7.

state supervision needed, 41, 7.

theory of, 1, ho.

town indictable if it does not maintain a school, law respecling, lO, 12S.

Prizes, benefit of, 29, 10, 37.

for entering examinations at Salem, 27, 28.

Lee, 25, 40; 27, 62, 65; 28, 36.

Prospect Hill School, Greenfield, 40, 330.

Province of the public schools, Secretary's report, 50, 117.

Prudential committee {^sec also Committees), 4, 81; 20, 82.

action of, 19, 76.

are they needed? 13, 36-46.

choice of, 19, 75.

difficulties of, in acting with town, 18, 54.

duties of, and laws respecting, lO, 148, 160, 161, 178j 24, 115.

"first authorized, 1827, 29, 85.

lack of fitness of, 20, 88.

serious evil,- 21, 49.

Prussia, school system of, 2, 28 ; 7, 68.

system of normal schools in, 41, 85.

Pubhc property, penalty for injuring, 46, 141, 142.

Public schools. Sec Schools.

Punchard Free School, Andover, 40, 312.

Punishment, Corporal {see also Discipline), 5, 56-58; lO, 81.

discontinuance of, not advised, 31, 13.

discountenanced, 20, 55; 31, 12, 15.
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Punishment, Corporal — Concluded.

discussed, 48, 82.

in foreign schools, 7, 161.

Putnam Free School, Newburyport, 4:0, 306.

Quaboag Seminary, Warren, -tO, 344.

Rapet, M., extract from report of, on English art education, 38, 8, 9.

Reading, 2, 37-40, 55; 3, 47-49 i 22, 63, 65; 25, 94; 28, 46.

books used in foreign schools, 7, 51-55.

character of, ID, 46.

course of, for teachers, 48, 136.

elementary, method of, 44, 99-101.

Emerson, George B., circular of, on requisites of good, 27, 62, 65.

letter of, on acceptance of Lee prizes, 2i5, 10.

in high school, 47, 107.

method of, in Germany, 48, 266.

in intermediate schools, 44, 123.

neglect of, and causes, 25, 95.
prizes offered by Thomas Lee for, 25, 10.

silent, 44, 101.

teaching of, 2, 47-49; 15, 56, 61; 25, 115, 117; 48, 112; 4J), 104.

word method of, 2, 47-49.

Redgrave, Richard, letter of, 38, 48.

Rees' Encyclopaedia, gift of, to Westfield State Normal School, 25, 30.

Reform School, State, action respecting, 24, 164.

aid to pupils of, 24, 109.

estabhshed, 1848, 12, 30.

letter from B. K. Pierce on, 24, 167.

nautical, 24, 164; 49, 13-15.

working of, 34, 86.

Registers, School, 2, 34; 5, 35; 6, 43-46; 9, 37; 10, 90.

blank forms of inquiry and questions proposed, lO, 200-207.

form of, 2, 35; 8, 74.

and explanation, 10, 196-199.

how to be kept, 50, 164.

indispensable, 8, 74.

laws respecting, 10, 193; 38, 177; 46, 126, 129.

required by law, 48, 85.

Rehgious instruction {sec also Moral), 3, 14; 18, 45, 102.

argument for, 12, 98.

Bible in schools. See Bible.

church and state, no union of, 42, 9.

common schools not religious institutions, 12, 117.

course of the Board of Education and Secretary relating to, misunderstood and

censured, 12, 114.

. effect of sectarianism, 12, 135.

honesty among pupils, how to secure, 9, 102.

in Massachusetts, extracts from paper on, by E. Twisleton, with answers from

William Appleton, George Bancroft, Manton Eastburn, Edward Everett, F.

C. Gray, George S. Hillard, H. W. Longfellow, W. H. Prescott, Jared

Sparks, George Ticknor, Daniel Webster, William Winthrop, 18, 79-102.
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Religious instruction— Concluded.

Massachusetts school system not anti-Christian, argument, direct proof, 12, 121.

second method of proof, 12, 124.

need of, 15, 27.

religious liberty, lO, 187 ; 12, 138.

rigor of laws relaxed, 12, 112.

schools made unsectarian by law in 1827, 12, 112.

spirit inculcated, O, 64-70, 148.

two systems of, 12, 105.

two views of, 18, 45.

Reports of school committees. See Committees.

Returns, School, 3, 18; 5, 29; 7, 12; lO, 200, 206.

abstracts of (appended to each report, from the 10th to the 50th), 1, 37;

4, 13; lO, 63, 209.

labor of preparing, 24, 65.

accuracy of, 16 (Appendix), iii.

essential, 25, 101; 42, 10; 50, 64.

analysis of, 45, 62; 47, 78; 48, 67; 49, 51; 50, 63.

basis of, difficult to define, 50, 65.

bound each year, 16 (Appendix), iv.

change in method of, 29, 50.

change of time of, 2, 17.

comparison of different years, 16 (Appendix), iv-vi.

disparity in, 50, 65.

first required, 1827-28, 25, 101.

importance of, 29, 5.

laws respecting, and comments, 24, 127 ; 38, 177.

loss of school fund made penalty of failure, 1836, 25, 101.

method of obtaining percentage of attendance, 25, 99, 100.

more exact scrutiny required, 13, 33.

neglect of, by towns, 22, 46, 47.

no penalty. for, 25, 101.

penalty for, 22, 50; 24, 129, 130.

particulars embraced in, 33, 135.

record should be kept for each half-day, 25, 100.

time when required. 1, 5, 21. 71.

value of, 13, 10.

statistics, 20, 72, 73.

vote of Board of Education respecting, and comments, 13 (Appendix), iii.

what information they give, 24, 64.

wrong impressions received from, 13, 32.

Rhode Island, school system of, 10, 10.

Riverside Academy, Newton, 40, 344.

Rogers, Miss H. B., report of her visit to European institutions for the deaf and

dumb, 36, 162, 163.

Rowe, David S. , appointed principal of State Normal School at Westfield, 1846,

10,8.
resigned, 1854, 18, 6.

Roxbury Latin School, Boston Highlands, 40, 210.

Runkle, J. D., paper on manual element in education, 45, 131-200.

Russell, Prof. William, died, 1878, notice of, 37, 148-150.
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Salem, improvement in schools of, 2, 30.

plan of school-liouse at, 5, 133-135.

Salem, State Normal School at, 40, 156.

appropriation for, 24, 18.

Bowditch, Nathaniel, bequest of, to, 25, 11, 39.

building at, dedication of, 18, 10.

defects of, and means of remedying, 33, 19, 21.

description of, 17, 7,8.

plan of, 17, 28; 23,26.
buildings at, enlargement of, 35, 24, 99.

Crosby, Prof. Alpheus, appointed principal at, 1857, 21, 7, 31.

resigned, 1865, 29, 10.

dedication of, address of George S. Boutwell at, 18, 10, 25-84.

donors to library and museum at, 25, 39; 26, 26, 30; 27, 26.

Edwards, Richard, appointed principal at, 1854, 10, 24.

resignation of, 1857, 21, 7, 31.

established, 1853, 17, 7.

experimental class at, 29, 36.

Hagar, Daniel B., appointed principal at, 1865, 29, 10.

lectures at, 25, 38.

locatioh of, fortunate, 18, 28.

prizes for entering examinations at, 27, 28.

visitors and teachers of, 1854-76, 40, 156.

Sanderson Academy, Ashfield, 40, 339.

Sandwich Academy, 40, 339.

Saturday sessions, 28, 48.

Sawin Academy, Sherborn,, 40, 332.

Scholarships, annual class, 25, 11.

applicants for, 18, 6.

candidates for, must not be inferior, 24, 84.

to be examined by Board of Education, 24, 84.

causes of failure, 30, 13.

classes entered colleges, 19, 8.

college, 18, 59.

defects in law relating to, 27, 9.

design of, 20, 6, 10.

examination for, not satisfactory, 26, 48.

free, to be established in Williams, Tufts and Amherst Colleges, 25, 12.

influence of state students in college, 24, 86.

law establishing, repealed, 1866, 30, 12, 67; 38, 144.

laws respecting, and comments, 24, 81-89.

amendment of, 28, 66.

should be amended, 26, 47, 50.

method of selection open to objection, 26, 47.

mode of filling, suggested, 26, 48.

modification of legislative resolve needed, 21, 12.

names of students graduated, 24, 86.

object of law relating to, 26, 49.

other plans advised, 30, 13. ,

partially unsuccessful, 22, 8.

payments of, 29, 39.
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Scholarships, etc. — Concluded.

provided by Legislature for the education of high-school teachers, 17, 8, 61.

66; 18,5.
provisions for. 18, 6.

purpose of, not accomplished, 20, 47.

standard elevated, 24, 6.

still an experiment, 22, 8 ; 23, 10.

vacancies in, 21, 12.

wisdom of plan of, 24, 88.

School age, 35, 86; 36, 111; 48, 67.

School books. See Books.

School architecture. See School-houses.

School committees. See Committees.

School discipline. See Discipline.

School districts. See Districts.

School fund. See Fund.

School hours. See Hours of study.

School-houses, 3, 37-40; 5, 30, 121-13.5; 7, 11, 47.

amount expended for, in different years, 18, 60.

in 1837 and 1855, 20, 38.

architecture of, 24, 53-69.

paper on, by F. D. Lincoln, M.D., 48, 263.

bad condition of, 19, 74.

comparison of, 20, 39.

construction of, 1, 8, 26; 42, 124; 45, 80-87; 48, 79.

defects of, 1, 8 ; 17, 75 ; 33, 82-87.

desks and seats, 42, 154.

district, laws respecting, 10, 152.

districts may raise money for, 24, 119.

duties of committees respecting, 46, 71.

estimated value of, 20, 76.

furniture for, what needed, 50, 212.

heating apparatus of, 42, 129.

improvements in, 1, 9, 27 ; 2, 31 ; 4, 28-32 ; 8, 14 ; 43, 67.

inferior when maintained by districts, and reasons, 20, 79-81.

land for, laws respecting, 12, 30.

large, undesirable, 30, 16.

law respecting ventilation of, 1 7, 74.

laws respecting, and comments, 10, 146; 24, 109; 46, 123, 124.

letter of C. S. Cattle on construction of, 1 7, 76-78.

liberal expenditures for, 34, 83.

location of, and laws respecting, 24, 109, 110; 48, 78.

penalty for injuring, 46, 141 ; 48, 86; 50, 114.

plans of, 1 7, 84-101 ; 36, 91-147 ; 48, 274.

at Springfield, Lowell and Salem, 5, 121-135.

special study of, 17, 73, 74.

poor condition of, 32, 30.

proper distance of, apart, 21, 53.

report of Mr. Leach on, 17, 74-79.

of general agent, A. J. Phipps, on, 36, 87-148 ; 39, 105-109.

of school committee of Andover on, 26 (Abstracts), 15.

revolution in, lO, 64-68.
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School-houses— Concluded.

sewerage and water closets, 42, 137.

statistics concerning, 7, 11.

still defective, 20, 76; 21, 55; 25, 126.

towns and cities should support, 21, 52-55.

value of, in state, in 1848, 12, 28.

ventilation of. See Ventilation.

what they should be, 20, 77.

School journal. .S^^ Journal.

School libraries, 4, 63; 5, 5; 6, 46-50; 7, 16-18; 50, 106.

act of Legislature authorizing, 1, 11.

benefits of, 3, 97-100 ; 5, 79.

books for, 1, 18; 2, 19-21; 3, 12-18, 24-32; 6, 7-12.

laws respecting, 10, 216, 217.

resolve of Legislature concerning, 7, 16.

success of, 8, ^^-

School of Art at South Boston, 36, 35.

School of Observation at Westfield, 30, 27, 28.

School registers. See Registers.

School returns. See Returns.

Schools (Common), 1, 24; 3, 20, 36; 7, 46.

adult. See Evening schools.

advance of, during the war, 29, 50.

advantages of town system of, 43, 65.

age of entering, 21, 54; 22, 58.

agencies that have led to improvement, 15, 69.

amount expended for, 28, 59 ; 32, 40.

annual increase of money raised by taxation for, 31, 38.

apathy of people towards, 1, 46 ; 13, 34.

apparatus for. See Apparatus.

appropriations for. See Appropriations.

architecture of. See School-houses.

aspect of, cheerful, 22, 9.

assistant teachers allowed, law respecting, and comments, 24, 95.

attendance upon. See Attendance.

benefits of, needed in future, 28, 7.
^

better preparation of teachers needed, 36, 17.

Bible in. See Bible.

causes of want of entire success of, 19, 38-49, 51, 52.

civil war a test of the efficiency of, 27, 10, 11.

facts developed by the, 26, 5.

classification of, 50, 215.

colonial action concerning, 39, 6.

committees, duties and laws relating to, 50, 109-140.

comparison of, with England, 18, 104.

with foreign schools, 7, 19-26. *

apparatus, 7, 56-60.

arithmetic and mathematics, 7, 100; 9, 115.

articulation in deaf and dumb schools, 7, 25-36.

attendance, 7, 146.

Bible history and Bible knowledge, 7, 125.

corporal punishment, 7, 161.
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Schools (Common)

—

Continued.

emulation, 7, 165. •

j

geography, 7, 113.

grammar and composition, 7, 105.

higher schools, 7, 150.

inequality of distribution of school funds in England, 7, 39.

moral and religious instruction, 7, 170-198.
!

music, 7, 126.

partial system of schools, effect of, 7, 36-47.

Prussian and Saxon, 7, 68. J

reading-books, 7, 51-55. *

school-houses, 7, 47, 49.

school inspectors, 7, 145.
j

seminaries for teachers, 7, 128.

"study plans," 7, 117.

writing and drawing, 7, 107.
|

complaints of, 22, 56.

concentration advised, 42, 229.

condition of, in 1878, 42, 64.

in 1880, 44, 67.

inquiry into, 44, 13.

more definite information of, needed, 45, 12.

report of Mr. Kneeland, 41, 118.

of Mr. Walton, 36, 81-83.

connection with colleges, 18, 59.

continued prosperity in " troublous times," 28, 5.

conveyance of children to, 50, 107.

"Daily Public School," criticism of the treatise, and answers to statements, 30,
85-92.

decided measures opposed, 18, 49.

defects of, 2, 28; 18, 71-73.

not chargeable to system, 43, 63.

delinquent towns, 30, 76-78.

disturbing and injuring property, 50, 114.

each town to have, six months in a year, 24, 89.

early account of, 40, 102-121.

economy of time, 48, 18.

efficiency of, depends on the people, 13, 34.

elements of most importance in, 30, 17.

ends and plans of work, 47, 102.

essentials, 42, 79.

essential to state, 44, 7.

established in 1647, 38, 128.

evening. See Evening,

evidences of increased interest in, 45, 68, 70.

of progress in, 30, 58-63; 36, 12, 13; 45, 8; 46, 15.

evils and defects to be remedied, extracts from reports of committees, 19
(Supplement), 3-148.

examination into the state of, 13, 30, 31.

expenditure of money, and number of schools increased, 32, 5.

expulsion from, 25, 118.
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Schools (Common) — Continued.

failure of town to comply with law, and penalty ; law respecting, and comments,

24, 97.

failure to maintain the required time, 32, 26, 29.

government of. See Discipline,

grading of. See Graded schools,

harmony of sentiment respecting, 5, 65-69.

health in connection with. See Hygiene,

higher studies in, 25, 119.

highest success dependent on the teachers of, 13, 35.

hindrances to success of, 14, 28; 39, 110-118.

improvement in, general, 2, 29-34; 4, 12; 5, 23-25; 6, 50.

in 1847, 10, 3-64.

increased liberality, 18, 59; 21, 6.

inequality in different parts of the Commonwealth, 13, 29; 31, 61.

in Ontario, 45, 271.

large numbers in one building not wise, 30, 16.

law respecting, 1, 51, 74; 31, 40-48; 46, 109-142.

and comments, 24, 89-111 ; 27, 43; 38, 144.

explained, 45, 70, 71 ; 46, 113-122.

not obeyed, 27, 44.

legislation relating to. See Legislation,

length of, 46, 68.

average, 1, 38; 5, 36; 9, 24; 19, 73; 20, 40; 27, 7, 43; 29, 13.

little improvement in agricultural towns, 33, 8.

maintenance of, 1, 49, 52; 4, 39, 66-75.

management of, 48, 76.

Mann, Horace, circular letter of, on proposed improvements in schools, and

results to be expected, 11, 49-58.

answers to, from John Griscom, New Jersey, 58, 126.

D. P. Page, Albany, 64, 126.

Solomon Adams, 66, 127.

Rev. Jacob Abbott, New York, 72, 127.

F. A. Adams, New Jersey, 74, 128.

E. A. Andrews, Connecticut, 78, 128.

Roger S. Howard, Vermont, 81, 128.

Miss Catherine Beecher, 83, 129.

requesting information on the condition of, 1, 73.

means of awakening public interest in, 18, 50.

methods in, 41, 105.

unphilosophical, 43, 63.

mistaken economy in, 27, 6.

money, raising of, for. See Money,

moral instruction in. See Moral,

more liberal provision must be made, 41, 7.

more visitation of parents needed, 25 (Abstracts), 17, 72.

must be made better than private, 20, 44.

necessary equipments of, 40, 53.

new era, a, 18, 45, 50.

new ones constituted, 21, 6.

no abatement of interest in, during the war, 26, 38.

no special attention given to, till 1837, 24, 61.
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Schools (Common) — Continued.

object of, 1, 24.

objections to, 21, 70.

one with one pupil, 21, 53.

one without a teacher, 21, 44.

opinions concerning present condition of, 1880, 44, 229-241.

papers by Miss L. Crocker, 229.

Dr. C. O. Thompson, 238.

Hon. J. H. Seelye, 238.

Rev. J. Osgood, 236. !

William H. Ladd, 235.

Alexander Hyde, 233.

T. W. Higginson, 231.

Washington Gladden, 230. . .

E. L. Pierce, 239.

Hon. J. D. Philbrick, 240.

origin of public, 40 (Appendix), 108.

parents, relation of, to. See Parents,

penalty for disturbing, law, 46, 141; 48, 86; 50, 114.

people, relation of, to, 47, 17.

to be reached by personal intercourse with, 13, 31.

physically injurious, 22, 57, 63.

prejudice against, disappearing, 18, 59.

pressure, 28, 9.

difficulty of finding the happy medium, 28, 10.

private. See Private,

progress of, 40, 52.

during ten years, to 1851, 15, 5, 6.

in 1847, 11, 3, 21-24.

shown by table of comparison, 34, 104.

proper size of, 21, 53.

province of, 48, 75.

discussed by Secretary, 50, 117.

public interest greater than private zeal, 30, 10,

public opinion elevated, 26, 57.

reading in. See Reading,

regulations of, 10, 221.

religious .instruction in. See Religious,

report of, 1, 37.

required number of, 48, 68.

required to be kept, 50, 101.

requisite of public safety, a, 43, 61.

results of, 44, 76-83; 47, 121.

past work of, 18, 45.

possible, 11, 4.

retrospect of the year 1845., 9, 60-62.

Saturday sessions, 28, 48.

scholarships. See Scholarships.

" self-reporting system, effects of, 30, 14.

should be the care of the state, 41, 156.

signs of progress in Peru and West Springfield, 39, 61.

six months required, 28, 72.
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Schools (Common) — Concluded.

spelling in. See Orthography.

spirit of eager inquiry, 32, 5.

spirit of the people, 19, 50.

state tax for, recommended. See Taxation.

statistics indicating progress, 22, 10.

statistics of information relating to, 36, 12, 13.

studies in, 8, 103.

too many, 29, 24.

studies to be promoted in, 50, 104.

summary of statistics relating to, condition of schools in 1850, 14, 61-63.

for 1862-63, 27, 36.

supervision of. See Supervision.

temporary falling off, 27, 6.

text-books in. See Books, Free text-books.

to be reached through local sentiment, 20, 60 .

too much attempted, 30, 17.

towns, power of, to raise money for schools, argument, 8, 102-117.

that fail to comply with law, tables, 28, 73-76; 29, 58, 62.

where schools are kept less than six months, 27, 45-48.

truant, needed. See Truancy.

uniform standard for, desirable, 42, 13.

vacations, 6, 24-27.

value of, discussed, 47, 112.

visitation of, 1, 39 ; 25, 117.

waste in work, 41, 98.

what shall they attempt to secure ? 42, 87.

what will insure good, 32, 6.

Worcester County, good record of, 30, 9.

Schools, Model. See Model schools.

Schools, Private. See Private schools.

School system of Massachusetts, 2, 27 ; 4, 17 ; 10, 104 ; 12, 140 ; 19, 5 ; 24, 34;

41,5.
advocated on grounds of political economy, 10, 110.

at the end of war, 29, 12, 13.

benefits derived from, 29, 20.

changes proposed in, 33, 5, 6.

civil war a test of, 26, 18; 27, 10, 11.

college the foundation of, 41, 5.

colonial period of, act of 1642, 29, 71.

compared with what it should be, 18, 65.

constitutional period of, 29, 80.

defects of, 19, 71 ; 31, 6 ; 44, 144.

deficiency in means, 15, 6. -

discussed, 44, 69.

duty of each generation to carry forward the system of schools designed by

founders of our government, 9, 4-8.

Dwight, Hon. Edmund, died April 5, 1849, 13, 14.

English vs. German, 41, 6.

established, 19, 38.

facts relating to, with statistics, paper by C. D. Wright, 47, 139-156.

first free system, 24, 57, 60.
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School system of Massachusetts— Continued.

four conditions necessary, 41, 61.

four grades, account of, 48, 71-75.

imperfect administration of, 19, 51.

indebtedness to, 42, 8.

inestimable advantages of, 30, 17.

influence of, 20, 86.

interest at stake, 26, 14.

interest in, 25, 111-

is it necessarily corrupting? 21, &Q.

its capacity to improve the pecuniary condition and to elevate the intellectual

and moral character of our Commonwealth, report of H. ]\Iann, 12, 32.

leading features of, 29, 70.

legal enactments for the organization of, 10, 128-194.

limitation of power of teachers, 19, 39.

means of extending and improving, 16, 5 ; 29, 14.

mistakes of, 19, 38.

moral influence of, 21, 67.

munificent aid to the cause of popular education, 13, 14, 15.

need of, lO, 104-107.

no longer an experiment, 20, 35.

no social distinctions in, 22, 11.

not anti-Christian, argument of H. Mann, 12, 121-124.

of New Hampshire, 10, 11.

of Rhode Island, 10, 10.

of Vermont, 10, 11.

origin of, 29, 71, 75.

outline of history of, 39, 5.

policy of, settled, 20, 5.

principle at the foundation of, 9, 3 ; 10, 109.

principles of, 24, 60.

priority of the parochial system of Scotland to that of New York, 24, 58.

progress of, 34, 5, 104.

provincial period of, 29, 76.

public opinion sound on, 29, 21.

public system, a, 18, 33.

relation of, to manufacturing, 23, 39-59.

intelligent laborers more trustworthy, 23, 57.

requires the unremitted attention of all its agencies, 27, 6.

results of, paper on the, by C. D. Wright, 42, 167-189.

retrospect of twenty years, 20, 35.

security a source of danger, 27, 5.

soundness and efficiency of, 44, 13.

specific description of, by H. Mann, 10, 107.

state system, 45, 68.

state tax necessary for, 37, 8.

success or failure of, dependent on the people, 26, 13, 14.

support of, during the war, 29, 47.

too much expected, 19, 38.

tribute, a, to freedom of thought, 18, 32.

two systems, 41, 6.

utility of, doubled, 21, 59.
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School system of Massachusetts— Concluded.

weak point in, 34, 120.

what it includes, 47, 118.

will be changed, 41, 6.

Scientific course of study, 42, 96 ; 44, 130.

botany and mineralogy, 44, 137. '

history, 44, 136.

method of teaching, 44, 134.

Scotland, priority of the parochial system of, to that of New York, 24, 58.

schools of, 7, 60-68.

Scott, Joseph G., appointed principal of State Normal School at Westfield, 41, 16.

Scudder, H. E., paper on .the libraries of Massachusetts, 40 (Appendix), 3-83.

Sears, Barnas, circular letter of, on the district system, 16, 37- *

elected Secretary of Board of Education, 1848, 12, 4.

reports as Secretary (appended to 13th-19th annual reports of the Board),

resigned, 1855, 18, 8.

Secretary of Board of Education, appointment of, and duties, 46, 97, 98.

appointment of first, 1837, 1, 5.

appointments for survey of educational work, 26, 7.

approval of work of, 12, 3.

assistant librarian to act as clerk of, 13, 11, 50.

as treasurer and agent, 2D, 7.

Boutwell, George S. , appointed, 1855, 19, 8.

resignation of, 1860, 24, 19.

resolutions of regret, 24, 19.

changes to be made when necessary, 13, 29.

commendation of, 50, 16.

Dickinson, John W., appointed, 1877, 41, 8.

notice of, 41, 8-16.

duties of, 14, 11, 63, 54; 17, 66.

, change in, 13, 27.

prescribed by statute, 1, 5, 21, 71.

expenses, suggestion that an appropriation for travelling expenses be added to

salary, 12, 5.

first report of, 1, 21.

interruption of labors of, 47, 16.

Jackson, Rev. Samuel, appointed assistant librarian and clerk, 1848, 13, 51.

labors of, 17, ^^, 45, 12; 45, 8.

list of, 50, 88.

made librarian of state library, 1848, 13, 11.

magnitude of work of, 12, 150.

Mann, Horace, appointed first Secretary, 1837, 1, 5.

elected to Congress, 1848, 12, 3.

resigned from office, 1848, 12, 15.

not possible to do all the work needed, 20, 63.

office provided for, 13, 11, 50.

operations during the year 1851, 15, 68.

opportunities for labor, 24, 57.

practice rather than theory required, 13, 28.

reports of, by Horace Mann, lst-12th.

by Dr. Barnas Sears, 13th-19th.

by George S. Boutwell, 20th-24th.
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Secretary of Board of Education— Concluded.

report of, by Joseph White, 2oth-40th.

by John W. Dickinson, 41st-50th.

resolutions of approval of work, 12, 10.

retrospect of twelve years of work, 12, 15.

salary of, 1, 5; 12, 154'; 46, 98.

salary of assistant librarian, 13, 12, 51.

Sears, Barnas, elected, 1848, 12, 4.

resigned, 1855, 19, 8.

selection of, 50, 16.

time and opportunity needed by, for outside work, 12, 151.

two courses open; probable results of each, 12, 17, 19.

visit of, to Europe, 7, 19.

visiting towns, 24, 67.

what is expected of him, 20, 10.

White, Joseph, elected, 1860, 24, 22.

notice of, 41, 8.

resignation of, 1876, 40, 10.

Sectarian schools, school money not to be applied for, 35, 129.

Seelye, Hon. Julius H., opinion of, concerning the present condition of schools,

44, 238.

Self-reporting system, effects of, 30, 14.

Seminaries. See Academies.

Sewerage of school-houses, 42, 137.

Sewing in schools, act relating to, and comments, 40, 83.

in Worcester, report of committee, 43, 349-352.

Sharp, James C, lectures of, 18, 19 ; 20, 24; 25, 30.

lectures by, at Bridgewater State Normal School, 19, 21.

Sheffield Academy, Sheffield, 40, 344.

Sheldon Academy, Southampton, 40, 342.

Sign language. See Deaf-mutes.

Simpson, M. H., generosity of, to schools in Saxonville, 28, 52.

Smith, Walter, art director. See Director of art education.

Smith Academy, Hatfield, 40, 331.

Smith College, 40, S3.

South Berkshire Institute, New Marlborough. 40, 322.

South Reading Academy, Wakefield, 40, 340.

Sparks, Jared, answers of, to questions respecting religious instruction in the common

schools, 18, 98, 99.

Spelling. See Orthography.

Springfield, plan of school-house at, 5, 121-123.

Springfield Female Seminary, Springfield, 40, 342.

State, beneficence and home duty of the, 27 (Abstracts), 18.

comparative insignificance in territory, political power and natural resources,

12, 33-35.

other standards of greatness, 12, 36.

constitution of, should be studied in school, 12, 85.

discussion, 47, 118-122.

education, origin of, 41, 156.

constitution of Massachusetts concerning, 41, 159.

of New Hampshire concerning, 41, 159.
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State— Concluded.

education, support of higher, 41, 162.

three methods of providing for, 41, 169.

educational policy and system of, settled, 20, 5 ; 43, 14.

education of youth belongs to the, 40, 10.

ends to accomplish, 47, 118.

equality the theory of, 12, 55-57.

leading idea of, 18, 28.

need of educated men, 18, 34.

our ambition, 12, 56.

position in education, 39, 22.

power of common schools to redeem it from social vices and crimes, 11, 39.

conditions necessary, 11, 88.

practicability of these conditions, 11, 88.

universal education the sure means, 11, 135.

progress in wealth and population, 39, 15, 16.

proportion of population who cannot read or write, 1 7, 5.

prosperity of, 20, 36.

rights of, 47, 118.

scholarships in colleges provided, 17, 8, 61, 66; 18, 5.

schools should be the care of, 41, 156.

survey of, 39, 20.

tendency towards extremes, 12, 58.

State aid. See Blind, Normal schools.

State Library of Massachusetts, assistant librarian of, to act as clerk of the Board,

13, 11,50.

Jackson, Rev. Samuel, appointed, 1848, 13, 51.

salary of, 13, 12, 51.

Tillinghast, C. B., appointed, 1879, 43, 12.

changes and additions in, 43, 12.

Secretary of the Board made librarian of, 1848, 3, 11.

State Reform School. See Reform School.

Statistics, educational, act concerning, 31, 46, 47.

Stearns, Eben, appointed principal at West Newton Normal School, May 30, 1849,

13,8.
resigned, Framingham, 1855, 19, 6.

St. Mark's School, Southborough, 40, 326.

Stockbridge Academy, Stockbridge, 40, 341.

Stone, Rev. Collins, death of, 35, 60.

resolutions on, 35, 62.

Studies, Course of, adopted by the Hampshire East Association, 41, 133.

branches required to be taught, 50, 104.

certain studies required, order optional, 48, 76.

defined, 45, 87.

discussed, 44, 99-137 ; 48, 80.

distribution of, in different grades, 15, 43.

elementary, 42, 89.

for county schools, report of national council, 46, 77-82.

grammar and primary schools, 42, 193-198.

intermediate schools, 44, 121-130.

normal schools, 29, 88, 89.

primary schools, 44, 99-121.
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Studies, Course of— Concluded.

outline of, 45, 89.

physiology and hygiene, 6, 56-83, 98-160.

principles to be observed, 45, 87. ^

pursued, 6, 51.

report of committee appointed by Norfolk County convention of committees and

teachers, 42, 227-252.

scientific, 42, 96 ; 44, 130-137.

suggestions accompanying, 42, 199-223.

what is a good? 46, 73, 74.

Sumner, Charles, and others, memorial to the Legislature, asking for appropriation

for the benefit of normal schools, 9, 11.

Superintendents, act relating to election of, 37, 131.

adapted to cities, 21, 50.

advised, 12, 154.

city superintendents and salaries, 38, 101.

duties of, 49, 201 ; 50, 139.

first appointed in Springfield, 1840, 4, 79.

labors of Dr. H. Bigelow, 30, 107-109; (Abstracts), 119.

laws respecting, 24, 10 ; 46, 122.

letter of Mr. Northrop on, 30, 111-118.

need of, 48, 175.

need of more general employment, 36, 169.
,

number of, increasing, 36, 108.

programme of studies adopted by, 36, 201.

requisites of a good superintendent, 30, 110; 48, 17.

school for, 48, 145.

success of, 36.
town, and salaries, 38, 101, 102.

towns employing, in 1867, 32, 49.

views of Mr. Mann on, 32, 48.

Supervision, additional, needed, 36, 19-169.

advantages of, 41, 120.

all defects in schools from imperfect supervision, 47, 182.

close and constant, needed, argument, 41, 64.

county, needed, 33, 9, 92.

Cousin on, in Netherlands, 41, 67.

defective, 41, 114.

discussion of question, 42, 75-87 ; 43, 69, 77 ; 48, 92.

district, 45, 115.

evils of a lack of, 48, 189.

excellence of schools proportioned to thoroughness of, 37, 8.

greater need in small towns, 36, 5.

history of, 30, 108-110.

indispensable, 43, 64, 66; 46, 75, 76.

in Massachusetts, 38, 89.

in other states, 38, 88 ; 43, 74.

in provincial periods, 30, 108.

in Quincy, Col. F. W. Parker, 41, 120.

lack of, a serious obstacle, 43, 9.

larger working force needed, 45, 11-
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Supervision — Concluded.

local, 46, 13.

Massachusetts behind other states, 34, 117.

need of, 18, 66; 34, 92 ; 39, 98, 99 ; 48, 12.

need of more, 42, 9, 228; 50, IS^ 138.

paper on, by A. P. Marble, 49, 225-237.

plan for more efficient, considered, 44, 13; 45, 10.

plan of, suggested, 37, 9 ; 41, 68.

report of general agent on, 38, 87-100.

of Mr. Prince on, 48, 221.

required as a business arrangement, 39, 129.

schools in Ontario, paper by Dr. J. A. McLellan, 45, 271.

superintendence, 30, 108-120.

urged, with reasons, 47, 10, 11.

what is required, 45, 78.

why needed, 48, 86.

Sweden, hand-work instruction in, 46, 163-213.

Taxation, annual increase of money raised by, 31, 38.

compensation to tax-payers who have no children, 9, 4.

dog-tax law, 34, 121 ; 46, 142.

general, the only means by which universal education can be secured, 21, 69.

half-mill, recommended. See Half-mill tax.

inequality of, 34, 10; 35, 118-132; 40, 10.

laws respecting, and comments, 24, 120-123.

rate of, 30, 64.

recommended, 43, 8.

Teachers, 4, 43-60.

advance in quality of, 20, 41.

associations. See Associations,

authority of, 10, 188; 48, 75.

limit in time and place, 48, 76.

certificates, 1, 29.

laws respecting, 10, 167-171.

change of, 27 (Abstracts), 14; 39, 123; 47, 11.

college students not fitted for, 26, 76, 79.

competency of, and laws respecting, 1 , 58, 59.

demand for, creates supply, 29, 20.

demand for better qualified, 10, 38; 16, 14-17.

difficulty of procuring, for high schools, 14, 59, 60.

dismissal of, law respecting and comments, 24, 103.

education of, 1, 10.

essentials, 42, 81.

evils of existing modes of appointing, 13, 40-46.

evils of frequent changes in, 34, 105.

examination of, 1, 29; 5, 64; 18, 68; 19, 72; 21, 51; 46, 73.

by printed questions, lO, 74-80.

female, 4, 45-97 ; 8, 60-62.

importance of permanency, 26, 72.

improvement needed, 38, 92; 42, 67. <

in county towns, 48, 198.
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Teachers— Concluded.

incompetency of, 6, 43 ; 13, 36.

inexperienced, 9, 40-43 ; 48, 170 ; 49, 186.

influence commanding, 47, 11.

influence of, report of school committee of Andover, 25 (Abstracts), 16.

institutes. See Institutes.

institutions for training. See Normal schools.

laws respecting, 46, 119.

and comments, 10, 161-177.

office of, made respectable, 18, 51.

power of all towns to secure good, 13, 36.

professional spirit of, 20, 42.

proportion of male and female, 1, 63.

qualifications of, 6, 43; 8,73; 50,203-206.

relation of committees to, 45, 77.

requirements of, 10, 44-48; 45, 77; 48, 74.

requisites of good, 5, 38-65; 9, 83; 45, 77, 93; 46, 71, 72.

salaries, 27 (Abstracts), 24.

selection of, 13, 11, 35; 14, 93; 21, 51; 48, 84.

tenure of office of, 44, 96 ; 50, 13.

recent act relating to, 50, 103.

three things necessary to the good, 16, 8.

to receive certificates, laws respecting, and comments, 24, 103.

wages of, 1, 61, 66; 4, 11; 6, 31-35; 9, 30-37; 11, 96; 29, 19; 39, 109.

increased, 21, 6.

reduction in, 27, 39, 40.

unwise, 27, 40.

work of, 19, 53.

Teaching, cheap, 27 (Abstracts), 15.

cultivation of memory, 19, 56.

defective methods of, 42, 68.

defined, 42, 98.

demand for skilled labor, 41, 174; 42, 107.

discussion of methods, 42, 98.

hints on, 47, 110.

improvement in, 34, 5.

Industrial School Association, 41, 219.

in primary schools, 22, 58, 59.

in relation to health, 22, 57.

methods of. See Methods,

oral. See Oral,

principles of, 50, 133.

not satisfactory, 41, 74.

three, explained, 41, 77.

securing attention, 19, 56.

Technical instruction in schools {see also Industrial education, Manual labor),

discussion of, 36, 182-193.

free schools suggested, 35, 14.

hand-work in Sweden, paper by Prof. J. Ordway, 46, 163.

in common schools, 50, 105.

discussed by Secretary, 50, 117.

in Dwight School, 46, 217-223.
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Technical instruction in schools— Concluded.

in foreign countries, 35, 13.

Institute of Industrial Science, Worcester County. See Worcester County.

law respecting, 36, 181.

law respecting schools a dead letter, 41, 4, 6.

manual element in education, paper by J. Runkle, 41, 185; 45, 131-200.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 40 (Appendix), 94.

paper on, by C. O. Thompson, 43, 261-275.

"province of common schools, discussion by Secretary, 50, 117.

resolve passed by general court, 35, 11-14.

trade schools in New York, paper on, by R. T. Auchmuty, 47, 195-200.

what are schools of technology? paper by Prof. Thompson, 41, 173.

work schools for boys in town and country, in Sweden, paper by H. K.

Kjennerud, School Superintendent, Christiana, 46, 167-213.

work schools in Finland, translation of paper published by Otto Salomon, 46,
165.

Temperance discussed, 50, 150.

Tenure of office of teachers, 44, 96.

provisions of law concerning, 50, 13.

recent act relating to, 50, 103.

Text-books. See Books, Free text-books.

Thayer Academy, Braintree, 40, 345.

Thompson, Prof. Charles O., opinion of, concerning the present condition of schools,

44, 288, 239.

paper by, on handicraft in schools, 43, 261-275.

on industrial drawing, 34, 170-180.

on the Worcester Free Institute, 41, 173.

Ticknor, George, answers of, to questions respecting religious instruction in common
schools, 18, 99-101.

Tillinghast, C. B., assistant librarian, appointed, 1879, 43, 12.

Time of confinement in school. See Hours of study.

Todd, Henry, deceased, 1848, bust of, presented by T. P. Cushing, 16, 6.

legacy of, to be applied to normal schools, 13, 13; 14, 13, 14.

sketch of life of, 13, 14 ; 16, 14.

Todd Normal School Fund, 50, 98.

amount in 1853, object of, 17, 14.

history of, 24, 63.

how appropriated, 15, 11; 16, 6; 20, 10; 24, 81; 29, 41.

increase and distribution of, 21, 13.

in trust of Board of Education, 46, 96.

laws respecting, and comments, 38, 143; 46, 109.

Topsfield Academy, Topsfield, 40, 340.

Town meetings, annual, 10, 136-144.

Towns, distribution of income of school fund in, sometimes illegal, 26, 63.

forfeiture of fund by, 28, 60.

misuse of fund by, 36, 74-179.

duties of, 33, 121; 44, 71.

educational advantages in, 41, 7.

unit of our political system, 26, 67.

Training classes in academies, 34, 113.

in high schools, 32, 62 ; 33, 6, 89, 91.

plan of, in New York, 32, 63, 64.
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Training schools {see also Normal schools), 34, 99; 35, 8.

Mr. Emerson's plan at Woburn, 32, 50.

advantages of, 32, 51.

plan of, in New York, 35, 8.

when established, 33, 89.

" Travelling Museum," 36, 22.

list of examples in, 36, 38-46.

manner of procuring, and use, 36, 22-24.

Truancy, 9, 128.

act concerning absentees, law of 1642, 31, 42.

action of Springfield, 30, 76.

and absence, 27 (Abstracts), 20.

and truant laws, report of school committee of Lynn, 27 (Abstracts), 23.

by-laws, 39, 124.

defined, 45, 67.

evils of, 20, 53.

extent of, 25, 122.

forms of legal procedure, 26, 54-56.

how to provide for, 37, 133-136.

increased attention given to, 27, 67.

increased danger of, 27, 70.

laws, by-laws, and forms of procedure concerning, 27, 80-88.

laws respecting, 24, 131; 26, 52, 53; 27, 67, 80; 34, 12; 37, 131;

46, 136-139.

defect in, remedied, 27, 67.

discussion of, 44, 142; 48, 72; 50, 168-179.

obedience to, should be condition of receiving school funds, 27, 59.

operation of, 17, 11.

penalty for non-compliance with, 49, 73.

proposed, 34, 120.

requirements of, 45, 75; 47, 80.

should be applied, 25, 125. \

more stringent system needed, 36, 19.
\

officers of, 27, 68 ; 48, 74.
"

appointed, 34, 86.
^

neglect to appoint, 42, 10.

report of, 37, 69.
'

towns that have, 29, 63 ; 30, 74.
'

parents extend the evil, 25, 123.

provisions for instruction of truant children, 50, 107. i

provisions for truants, 29, 65.

report of J. D. Philbrick on the operation of law, 26, 53.
, {

report of school committee on, 27 (Abstracts), 23. 1

schools for, 34, 86.

demand for, 48, 69.

needed, 27, 67; 50, 179.

why needed, 46, ^o.

Tufts College, 40, 72.

divinity school, 40, 107.

Twisleton, Hon. Edward, extracts from his " Evidence as to the religious working

of the common schools of Massachusetts," 18, 79-104.
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Union schools, 4, 24-28.

act relating to the establishment of, 32, 43.

Upham, C. W., agent, appointed, 1851, 15, 12.

Vacations, 6, 24-27.

Vaccination, law respecting, 24, 134.

Ventilation, 7, 49; 17, 77, 100.

and heating, 42, 125.

bad, of school-houses, 28, 52.

of British House of Parliament, 7, 50-53.

report of Daniel Leach, agent, on, 17, 74.

of Mr. Martin on, 50, 195.

extracts, 50, 166, 199, 200.

of Mr. Prince on, 49, 195.

Vermont, school system of, 10, 11.

Vienna, exposition at, law respecting, 37, 147.

Visible speech. See Deaf-mutes.

Vocal culture, elocutionary training, 43, 11.

L. Monroe, death of, 43, 11.

Walton, George A., appointed special agent for western counties, 35, 6, 109.

centennial report by, on academies, 40 (Appendix), 174-360.

notice of, 47, 101.

paper by, 40 (Appendix), 174.

report by, 37, 85.

report by, on schools in Bristol County, 45, 203.

War {see also Civil war), cost of, 11, 105.

Ware, William R., paper by, on industrial drawing, 34, 182-186.

Warner, Oliver, appointed assistant librarian, 1876, 40, 11.

paper by, 40, 174.

Warren Academy, Woburn, 40, 288.

Washburn, Emory, address of, at the dedication of the Worcester Normal School

building, 38, 201.

Webster, Daniel, answers of, to questions respecting religious instruction in the

common schools, 18, 89.

Wellesley College, 40, 85.

Wellesley Female Seminary, Wellesley, 40, 345.

Wells, William H., appointed principal of State Normal School at Westfield, 1854,

18,6.
resigned, 1856, 20, 9, 19.

Wesleyan Academy, Wilbraham, 40, 273.

West Brookfield Female Seminary, 40, 340.

Westfield, model school at, 8, 20; 10, 9-58.

plan for, 29, 29.

practice school needed at, 50, 36.

school of observation at, 30, 27, 28.

Westfield, State Normal School at, 40 (Appendix) , 139.

Barre, State Normal School at, established Oct., 1839, 2, 23; S,Q; 4, 5, .

Newman, S. P., first principal at, died 1842, 6, 6.

removed to Westfield, 1843, 8, 19.

boarding-house at, 37, 18.

appropriation for, 36, 11) 70.
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Westfield, State Normal School— Concluded.

building at, dedication of, 10, 7, 9.

address of Heman Humphrey at, 10, 7, 36.

plans of, 10, 247-254.

Davis, Rev. Emerson, resigned, 10, 8.

Dickinson, John W., appointed principal of, 1856, 20, 9, 19.

resigned, 1877. 41, 16.

donation to library at, 27, 16.

to the cabinet at, 27, 16.

donors to the cabinet at, 25, 30.

Encyclopaedia Britannica presented to, 11, 39.

generosity of Lowell Mason to, 32, 22.

methods of teaching in, 26, 22; 41, 89.

petition for longer course at, 16, 7.

Rees' Encyclop£edia presented to, 25, 30.

Rowe, David S., appointed principal at, 1846, 10, 8.

resigned, 1854, 18, 6.

Scott, Joseph G. , appointed principal at, 41, 16.

Wells, William H., appointed principal at, 1854, 18, 6.

resigned, 1856, 20, 9, 19.

Westfield Academy, Westfield, 40, 247.

Westford Academy, Westford, 40, 242.

Westminster Academy, Westminster, 40, 343.

West Newton, model school at, 12, 7; 14, 16.

West Newton, State Normal School at. See Framingham.

West Point, Military Academy at, report of agent concerning, 27, 90-124.

West Springfield, signs of progress in, 39, 97.

Weymouth and Braintree Academy, Weymouth, 40, 341.

Wheaton Female Seminary, Norton, 40, 303.

White, Joseph, elected Secretary of the Board of Education, 1860, 24, 22.

reports as Secretary (appended to 25th-40th annual reports of the Board),

resignation of, 1876, 40, 10.

Williams, Moses B., letter of, on military drill in Brookline, 27, 71.

Williams College, 40, 63.

WilUamstown Academy, 40, 340.

Williston Seminary, Easthampton, 40, 306,

Winchendon Academy, Winchendon, 40, 344.

Winthrop, Robert C, answers of, to questions respecting religious instruction in the

common schools, 18, 93.

Woburn High School, half-time schools in, 35, 89.

Women {see also Female teachers)

.

as members of school committees, 31, 12; 35, 107; 40, 91; 45, HI;

48, 97.

list of cities and towns having, 40, 92, 93.

higher education of, 21, 54.

reference to, on school boards, 50, 206.

Women's Educational Association, formed 1872, 36, 179.

Woodbridge School, Hadley, 40, 342.

Woodman, John S., letter from, on industrial dra^ving, 34, 199-203.

Woodward, Dr. Samuel B., letter from, on the proper number of school hours, 4,
100, 101.

Worcester, report on sewing in the schools of, 43, 349-352.
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Worcester, State Normal school at, building at, 36, 177.

dedication of, address of the Hon. Emory Washburn at the, 38, 201.

establishment of, 37, 29.

methods of teaching in, 41, 30.

opened, 38, 6, 30, 124.

resolves to establish, 35, 7, 100.

Worcester Academy, Worcester, 40, 292.

Worcester County, good record of schools in, 30, 9.

Worcester County Free Institute of Industrial Science, 35, 12; 37, 122; 40, 348.

established, 1868, 41, 173.

founders, organization and object of, 37, 123.

law respecting, 38, 197.

paper on, by Prof. Thompson, 41, 173-184.

state aid to, 42, 110.

successful work of, 43, 103.

Wright, Carroll D., paper by, on the public-school system of Massachusetts, with

statistics, 47, 139-156.

on the results of the Massachusetts school system, 43, 167-189.
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